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Get rich quic
with your ST...
...Plus scantily clad desk-top digitisers
comprehensive Masterclass
corking DIY project

Distinctly Digi
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press,
Digitaproduces a range of powerful, lowcost software for the home
and business user.
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MAILSHOT

FINAL ACCOUNTS

The fastest and most powerfulspreadsheet available in this
price bracket, with512rows by 52columns, givingyou up to
26624cells. As withalt Digitaproducts,the operation ofthe
program is clearly thought out. Being either menu, mouse or
commanddriven you'llbe able to start using it withinminutes
- even ifyou'venever used a spreadsheet before.Someof
the features which make it such good value are the exporting
of ASCII files for integrationwithother programs, adjustable
column width and text overflow,programmable function keys
(macros),and a unique windowing facility, so that youcan

Ifyou ever need to send out mailingsor print labels, you
knowhowfiddlyand time-consumingitcan be makingsure
alt the labels are printed correctly. Wellnow all that's a thing
of the past. Because Mailshot actually shows you the labels
on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the
correct place. But more than that, the labels are animated on
screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards, to search for particular keywords or

The program willtake information prepared by Cashbook
Controller and produce a complete set of accounts including:
" Trial Balance ' Trading and Profitand Loss Account

to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include

searching, detectionofduplicate labels, sorting {even
surname!) 9 labels across, 999copies of any label. This has
to be the simplest and most effectivemethodof creating a

look atdifferent parts of a sheet atthe same t'roe.--- qc

mailshot available.

E type

onA QC

* Balance Sheet * Notes to the Accounts
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Doyouever have to printnames and addresses at awkward
placeson envelopes,or do youever need tofill in tricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right

place?Usually youhaveto do itbyhand,or get yourtrusty
oldtypewriter outofthe cupboardand dust itoff.Wellnot
anymore. The EmulatedTYPEwriter transforms your
computer and printer into a fullyfledged typewriter,
supportingbold,underline, italicand other type-styles.
Because itcan display and printtext INSTANTLY youcan line
upyourform,press Returnand Space a fewtimesto moveto

I

liabilities.

e t

£2g_95
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MAILSHOT PLUS

J

' Full Accountingratios.
All reports may be produced at any time, with
comparative/budgetfigures ifrequired. Thefacilityto
produce these documents quickly,accurately, and regularly
is of enormous help in running any business, large or small,
since one shows the true profitability achieved, and the other
the exact strength ofthe business in terms ofassets and

Si >•:•-.

Escape from executive stress with the classic space invader

9ame
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Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the

followingextra facilities:
' integrationwithother software (usingASCII files)
' column/tabulatedsummary (idealfor telephone lists, etc)
' 4 extra memo lines per label (withdefaults) ' system for

coding,datingand addingmessages toeach label
' differentlayouts available for horizontaland vertical

justification.

£4g gg

thecorrectplace,andthenstarttyping. Alternatively youcan
switch to line-by-linemode, whichoffers word-wrap,
justification and proportionalspacing, so that you can edit

each line before its printed.

w
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COO QC

CASHBOOK COMBO

KSSfia

Money saving combination pack featuring both Cashbook
Controller and Final Accounts- Save £10.00.

Are you absolutely sure yourtaxman is doing his job
correctly? Plan your own tax with ease, this menu-driven
program willcalculate your income tax liability(4tax years
included)and provide pertinentfacts about your tax position.
Youcan perform 'what-if?' calculationto discover ways to
minimiseyour tax liability. Infact,the program willadvise
you on things such as, ifyou are a married man, whether it
would be advantageous to have your wife's income taxed

_ - _

_ _

£69.96

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER

Qccov-»&~

A

separatelyor not.Atthis pricewhoknows, youwill probably
findthat PTPwillpay for itselfin tax savings the firsttime you
use it!

" STOP PRESS "

July'89- PTP user receivestaxrefund ofover£2,000!!

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
An excellent way to get organised. Withit you'll be reminded
of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As with all
Digitaproducts, inputtinginformation is simplicityitselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywordsor for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss that important occasion again!
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Available to the trade from:

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,
HB Marketing, Lazer,

a"a9«*»ou„,
£29. 95

Leisuresoft, R &R, SDL.

• HOW TO ORDER

DIGITA

INTERNATIONAL

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Post: Digita International Ltd

"Serious software at a sensible price"

Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

Allsoftware written in the UK. Prices include VAT &P &P (add £2.00 for export)

Fax: 0395 268893

EX8 1JL England

OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS LTD
OM HOUSE, 139-141 DOMINION ROAD, GLENFIELD, LEICESTER LE3 8JB

szn

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE

£12.50

OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS LTD

• TOP QUALITY

[0533]
[0533]

S O N Y OR

• LABELS SUPPLIED

\ferbatim

25

50

100

200

£19.50

£33.50

£59.50

£115.00

£21.90

£39.50

£72.50

5%" DSDD 48 TPI

-

877733
873993

CHOOSE FROM

-CERTIFIED

• GUARANTEED •100% ERROR FREE

D6010 314" DSDD 135 TPI
D6020

TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

1 BOX

3 BOXES

£13.90

£12.90

5 BOXES

10 BOXES

£11.90

£10.90

Price per box of 10 disks
GET £2.50 OFF ANY OTHER PRODUCT WHEN YOU ORDER OMD DISKS

3Y2 " DISK
•
STORAGE SYSTEMS
• LOCKABLE
3 V4"x50

A0023

£7.90

3 1/2" x 100 A0053

£9.90

3 54" x 120 A0063

£10.90

W AMIGA EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES
X1110 VA" Double Sided 880k (Cumana)
XI111 3H" Double Sided 880k (Nee)
X1112 514" Double Sided 40/80 track (Cumana)

• STACKABLE
• IMPACT
RESISTANT

•I

*fe> !

+ 12 MONTHS WARRANTY

Holds 150 disks
<»

LOCKABLE •ANTI-

s TATIC •SMOKED LID

£79.00
£69.50
£125.00

ON ALL

£24.50

DISK DRIVES

Ref. A0084

MANUAL DATA
SWITCHES

PRINTERS
(CITIZEN

All metal case with rotary switches.
Ref.

36pin.

Ref.

25pin

X0001

£17.50

X0011

£16.50

4 way X0003
X way X0004

£22.50

X0013

£21.50

£24.50

X0014

£23.50

2 way

H0100
H0101
X0900
H0102
H0110

Panasonic

CABLES
A0801 25pin Male/36pin
A0804 25pin Male/25pin
A0805 25pin Male/25pin
A080636pin Male/36pin

Male
Male
Female
Male

2m
2m
2m
2m

£7.50
£8.50
£8.50
£8.50

COMPATIBLE

H0200 KXP 1081

PRINTER RIBBONS
AMSTRAD 8256

R7410

£3.90

AMSTRADDMP2000/3160
AMSTRAD DMP4000

R4820
R4260
R2230
R4880
R"370
R4540

£2.75
£4.50
£4.25
£4.25
£3.90
£2.90

R2730
R8440
R2280
R9040
R6981
R7610
R8610
R8696
R8680

£2.90
£4.50
£4.50
£4.90
£4.50
£3.90
£3.90
£7.90
£4.50

CANONPW1080
CITIZEN 120D
EPSONLQ800
EPSONLX80/56
EPSON MX/FX/RX80/FX/
LX800

NEC P2200
PANASONIC KXP1081
PANASONIC KXP1124
SHINWACP80
STARNL10
STARLC10
STARLC10 (Colour)
STAR LC24-10

120D
£139.00
SWIFT 24
£320.00
SWIFT 24 COLOUR KIT £38.00
PR0D0T9
£375.00
OVERTURE 106 LASER £1295.00

BUY 10 GET 1 FREE

H0201
H0202
H0203
H0210

KXP 1180
KXP 1124
KXP 1592
KXP 4450i LASER

£155.00
£170.00
£250.00
£320.00
£1599.00

SEC

• SELF ADHESIVE •TRACTOR FED

Packed 2000 3%"x1W
1, 2 or 3 across 4"xWi6"

£11.90
£12.90

AMIGA COMPUTERS j
HIOOO

"BATMAN" PACK

£399.00
H1001

"CLASS OF THE '90'S PACK
H0300 P2 +
H0301 P6 +

H0302 P7 +

£299.00
£469.00
£585.00

£549.00

HOLDS 14" MONITOR £14.50

NEW 'FLIGHT OF FANTASY'
PACK - H1002 £399.00
COMES COMPLETE WITH:
HARDWARE
o Mouse
• TV Modulator
SOFTWARE

MANY OTHERSAVAILABLE - PLEASECALL

Amiga A500

1PC C0102 £5,50

Atari 1040 STFM

1PC C0108

£5.50

• Deluxe Paint II

Printers 80 Col1

1PC

£4,50

• Escape from the Planet Of The Robot

Printers 132 Col*
1PC
"Please specify printer

£5,50

• F29 Retaliator (Flight simulator)

MICE
X2005 Atari High Resolution
Replacement Mouse
£24.50
X2006 Amiga High Resolution
Replacement Mouse
£24.50

HOOOO LC10
H0009 LC 1011
H0001 LC 10 COLOUR
H0002 LC 24-10
H0003 FR10
H0020 LP-8 LASER

£165.00
£195.00
£205.00
£245.00
£370.00
£1650.00

All monitor stands

revolve 360° and tilt up to 25°

DUST COVERS

• Amiga 500 Computer

§lE@llf

Ref. A0701

Monsters
• Rainbow Island

HOW TO ORDER

X2010 Naksha Mouse Suitable

for Amiga & Atari

£39.00

SPECIAL OFFER
PARALLEL CABLE IS INCLUDED WITH
EVERY PRINTER

ALL PRICES ARE
INCLUSIVE OF VA T AND

WHEN YOU ORDER A PRINTER BUY A

DELIVERY (uk mainland onlyi

£11.50 (INC VAT]

BOX OF PAPER 11" x 9.5" 60gsm AT

'Cheque: Please make cheques payable to OMD Ltd. and send them to
the address shown above.

•Credit Card: We accept Access & Visa. Please telephone on
(0533) 877733 (24 hours).

All orders received by 12 noon are despatched on the same day.
Overnight delivery available £7.50 extra.
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FEATURES

LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY?

17

Dad's gone darn the dog track, Muvver's at the
bingo...

THE UNSEEN INVADER

69

Infection's in the news again. A recent Friday 13th
produced scores of virus-laden trash-bound
floppies. Save your sanity with some sound advice

WHO'S

"~I

WHO

EDITOR: Jerry Glenwright
ART EDITOR: Angela Neal
NEWS EDITOR: David Stewart
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TECH/DISK EDITOR: Roland Waddilove
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HEAD OF ALL STAFF WRITERS:
John Butters

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT:

SCAN-TILY CLAD

Pamela 'Mace Lass' Norman

CONSULTANT HUMOURIST:

97

Flat-bed, hand-held and a combination of both,

Martin Walsh

tWSl

man

PHOTOGRAPHY: Roger Marshall,

scanned and delivered!

Ian Fox

RE VI EWS
ADDITIONAL DESIGN: Hugh Gollner,
Terry Thiele
DIGITAL REPRO CONSULTANT:

Ian K Tindale {for it is he...)
CONTRIBUTORS: Gunter Minnerup,
John Kennedy, Henrik Schroder,
The Faun (real name Phil Armstrong),
Ian Waugh, Miles Monroe,
Charles Wot Pseudonym?' Michael,
Ma Leiberwitz, Nick Clarkson,
Alex Simmons, Whitey
GROUP ADVERTISING MANAGER:

John Snowden (0625 859555)
ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES:

Jean Gollner (0243) 671149
Andrea Fawkes (0625) 859555

GFA DRAFT PLUS

63

Want to be responsible for the '90's answer to tower
blocks? Get designing with GFA's cheap package

MEGAPAINT

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!

89

More DTP manuals than you can shake an electronic
paste-up board at (strange imagery, right?)

65

520 TO 1040ST RAM UPGRADE 117

Another fantastic pixel-pummeller vying for your clams

Bin your soldering iron and measure up with the big
boys, with Third Coast's solder-less upgrade

TOWER POWER

86

Put your silicon where the Sun don't shine with a
replacement case from the prettiiy-named Radio
Service Company.

117

HYPERCHART

Presentation graphics were never like this! Roland
goes into wow-factor 10...
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POOLS PREDICTOR YOUR CHANCE TO HIT THAT

£1,000,000 JACKPOT!

REGULARS
NEWS

8

Real and in-the-flesh, Dave Stewart brings you the
news from tommorow, today! (sale day at the cliche
store again...)

WORLD SCENE

??

Look, JJ Leiberwitz Jnr is very similar to someone
who may have lived at some time and who might
just have been American - OK? (Anyway, Ma
Leiberwitz is filling in this month.)

PLAYTEST

33

I remember when you could get two pair 'o boots
and a half dozen of the best games for a ZX81 and
still have change from a florin. Decide before you
buy with PiayTest...

ART-WORK!

76

Henrik Schroder guides your electronic paint-brush
on a tour of the pixels

PUBLIC SECTOR

81

Head of all Staff Writers John Crumpet Butters gets it
for free!

MASTERCLASS

91

Produce stunning parish news-letters, stamp club
brochures and the like using 1st Word and some
tricky DTP wrinkles

INTERACTIVE RESCUE

103

Ye...ye...ye...yes, M...M...Mr Tracy

ALL ABOUT

111

Want to see how one poor journalist can write 2000
words about a mouse? Turn to page 111...

DOITYERSELF

118

Playing with yourself was never such fun. John

Kennedy provides an electronic Scalextric opponent

MAIL

113

The laundry lists laughingly passed off as mail which
grace our unfortunate pages month in, month out. I
was just saying to Madge in the high street, it's a
disgrace...

ASPECTS

129

Get into the rhythm with Drumbeat in Music and

MIDI...tune to Teletext and get on your Sysop
Soapbox with Communications...The story of
graphics and the file transfer along with
supercharger upgrades in Emulation... When is
an RPG not an RPG? - find out in

Adventures

...problems with running text around your images?
don't despair read Desktop Publishing.

MIDI AND MUSIC

123

COMMUNICATIONS

125

EMULATION

127

ADVENTURES

129

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

131

0506 414631
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AVAILABLE

ONLY

FROM

PAL VERSION £114.95 inc VAT

£99-95

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS

VIDI-ST/AMIGA

AVAILABLE SOON
ON ATARI ST

VIDICHROME" pack.

with additional

Upgradable to full colour

PAL, NTSC etc.)

and white, WIS. Beta,

• Compatible with all video
standards (colour, black

contrast.

control of brightness and

® Hardware and software

9 Dynamiccut and paste.
# Full palettecontrol.

• Multiple frame store (will utiliseall
available memory).

from video.

• Take snapshots in 16 shades live

VIDI FEATURES. .1

VIDI ENABLES YOU TO ...
• Have perfect freeze frame from
any video.

• Incorporatereal lifeobjects into
your favourite design.
from TV.

• Grab real time3-D images

creativity.

• Enhanceyourgraphics

action sequences.

• Capture and store
• Desk top video.
Publishing).

9 D.T.P. (Desk Top

Limited

Rombo Ltd., 6 Fairbairn Road.

Kirkton North. Livingston. Scotland EH54 6TS.

A R C h i v e
Let's be honest, there was just so much packed
into last month's news that we simply didnt
have room for the ST ARChive. This month, how
ever, things are a little quieter as many of the
people involved in the ST scene jet off for their
summer hols • so our fascinating trip into the
ST's history returns once again...

NEW PROTEXT 5COMBINES
POWER WITH EASE-OF-USE

The Atari ST has been around since 1985.

There have been plenty of changes since then
so now, 'USER presents the only Atari ST
archive of news, views, quotes and major
events taken from the years that have shaped
the lost-cost high-performance personal com
puter scene.

and PC in August, goes a long May to
what you Mould call a standard 5EH ap
of the nouse for operations such as

Hark Tilley, the eveotual ain of the Pretext developnent tean is to
"narcn Word Perfect feature oy feature": this version cones very dose
Indeed to emulating the advanced Industry standards in power, and it

full nenu bar giving access to all th

is clear that Protext has now joined the ranks of the Kordorocessing

and uses either its own or the standa
the need to invoke the nenu bar Mith

heavyweights, nil the faniliarspeed and flexibility are retained, but
in addition you can edit up to 36 files simultaneously, with two
visibleoo a split screen, indexes and lists of contents can be
generated iron narked entries, nultl-line footnotes or endnotes are
supported as are Multiple proportional fonts. The list of features is

absence of resizable HindoMS, it now

ST Hordprocesson than previous versli
broaden Its user base beyond a nlnurl

pretty exhaustive: frun fined autosaves via foreign character sets to

FOUR

YEARS

AGO

Graphics are still oot supported I
cones to text haodling Pretext v5 rea
Mark Tilley, the eventual ain of the
"natch Hord Perfectfeature by featur
indeed to enulatlng the advanced indu

nacro recordnode. The spellchecker has been radically overhauled fron

limiluilllMMillaaaaaaaaaaaaaMaaaaaaaaaai III IIBIIII
This shows the split screen facility for the sinultaneous editing of

twn files - another 34 can be open as well, nenory pernitting of
course.'.

is dear that Protext has oow joined

Text can be cut and pasted freely between the docunents..

heavyweights, All the faniliar speed

PCA reduced its £500 ST graphics package to a
more

reasonable

£199.95...

Atari

announces

The screen is UYSIwru to the extent of displaying bold, italics,

„...,•.. and (>••"•«••'•

in addition you can edit up to 3S fil

visible on a split screen, indexes an
generated fron narked entries,

Supported as are multiple proportlona
orettu exhausti

that US software giant Microsoft, is to produce
an ST version of their Macintosh document pro
cessor, Microsoft Word. The ST package, to be
called Microsoft Write, was said at the time to
signify the ST's arrival as a serious business
tool... Top programming software house HiSoft,
moves to larger premises. The company went
on to became one of the leading ST software
houses in the UK... Atari shows a new ST model
at the 1986 PCW show: the 4160STF. This
looked like a 520STFM but contained 4Mb of

RAM. The machine never made it although the
Mega

range of 2 and 4Mb machines was

launched some time after...

THREE

YEARS

AGO

Atari announces that it is to drop the price of
the 520STFM bundle by £100 to £299 as of
September 1st 1987. The trade gets nervous

because of existing stocks bought at a higher
price, but Atari manage to stabilise the situa
tion... AB Software emerges as one of the first
software developers to produce low-cost ST

software. Quick-List ST, a disk/file cataloguing
utility, is released for £4.99... Kuma produces an
Occam (a transputer language) compiler for the
ST. This could be used in conjunction with
Kuma's K-Max transputer add-on...

TWO

YEARS

AGO

ST owners wishing to program in the elderly
business language COBOL, find that a CP/M-80
version of the Nevada COBOL compiler can be

A near WYSIWYG display with two document
'windows' on the same screen. Users of the pre
vious Protext versions will be able to slip into
the new features as and when they please

It's not true GEM but with it's new drop-down
menus, file selectors, and dialog box forms
you'll find a powerful new Protext which is
much more friendly

Arnor's Protext has always been the odd one
out among ST word processors for its shun
ning of the GEM user-interface. Driven by an
MS-DOS-style command line interpreter and
menus, it quickly acquired a reputation for
unusual speed, power and flexibility, but the
absence of the familiar GEM file selector, drop
down menus and multiple, resizable windows
limited its mass appeal to the ST community.
The long-awaited Version 5, simultaneously
released for the ST, Amiga and PC in August,
goes a long way to correcting some of the pro
gram's few remaining shortfalls. This is still not
what could be calledl a standard GEM appli

shape or form, but when it comes to text han
dling, Protext V.5 really flies. According to
Arnor's Mark Tilley, the eventual aim of the Protext development team is to "match Word Per
fect feature by feature". This version comes
very close indeed to emulating the advanced
industry standards in power, and it is clear that
Protext has now joined the ranks of the word
processing heavyweights.
All the familiar speed and flexibility is
retained, but in addition you can edit up to 36
files simultaneously with two visible on a split

cation, but Protext now makes full use of the

mouse for operations such as defining text
blocks, provides a full menu bar giving access
to all the major functions of the program, and
uses either its own or the standard GEM file
selector.

Apart from the need to invoke the menu bar

with a right mouse click and the absence of

screen, indexes and lists of contents can be

generated from marked entries, multi-line foot
notes or end notes are supported as are multi
ple proportional fonts. The list of features is
pretty exhaustive: from timed auto saves and
foreign character sets, to a macro record
mode. The spell checker has also been radi
cally overhauled, now using a 116,000 word
dictionary licensed from Collins, with fast pho
netic look-up.

resizable windows, Protext now feels much

Until October, Version 5 will be available

more like your average ST word processor
than previous versions did, and should there
fore broaden its user base beyond a minority

direct from Amor at a special launch price of
£125 (full price £149.95), with upgrades at
£49.50 (£60) for existing users of Protext 4.2
and £64.50 (£75) for users of earlier versions.

of committed cult followers.

Graphics are still not supported in any

Contact Arnor on 0733 68909.

obtained from HiSoft for use with the ST's CP/M

emulator... Arnor's powerful WP Protext, gets
upgraded to version 3.6. Among the many
improvements is access to the GEM menu bar
so that desk accessories can be used... Sophis
ticated document processor Signum II, finds a

new market for the ST as a multi-lingual word
processing system thanks to Gate Seven Com

puters who produced a range of beautifullydesigned foreign font sets...

ONE

YEAR

AGO

Citizen launch low cost 24-pin
Because so much software on the

ST is graphics-oriented, art and
drawing programs, document pro
cessors and DTP, you need a
good-quality printer to bring out
the best in your work when the

time comes to commit it to paper.

The cheapest way of achieving
this quality has been via the 24pin printers with their high resolu
tion output. Unfortunately, these
devices have always been expen
sive to positively wallet-wilting
degrees, but prices have fallen
steadily.

120 cps in draft mode and 40 cps
in LQ mode. Not especially fast by
modern standards, but as an entry
into the 24-pin printer market, it
will no doubt serve the needs of

many ST owners wanting to have

the extra pins at their disposal.
Find out more by phoning Citizen

Atari launches the new 68030 TT at the Dussel-

Citizen has come to the rescue

dorf Atari show in Germany... The typing tutor

with its low-cost 24-pin dot-matrix
printer which offers all of the pins
you need, driven by a choice of
the most popular Epson LQ or NEC
360 by 360 dpi print modes. This
means that you'll get the quality

• Worried about compatibility?
Changing your printer shouldn't be
a problem because most major ST

you want and the compatibility
with your ST software, all for

catered for. Any program using
GDOS, such as Timeworks DTP or
EasyDraw, can also drive most 24pin printers without trouble.

with artificial intelligence, Mavis Beacon Teach

es Typing, receives UK distribution through
Mindscape... The South West Software library
introduce an ST version of TEX, the PD docu
ment processor and typesetting system
designed by Donald Knuth... The incredibly real
istic model aircraft simulator, R/C Aero Chopper
is introduced into the UK. The software comes

24-pin quality at 9-pin prices

in cartridge form...

from Citizen's 124D

around £320.

The 124D prints at a speed of

on 0895 72621.

software packages come with a
wide selection of drivers so you're
unlikely to find a printer that isn't
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ATARI SNEAKS OUT NEW
RAINBOW TOS RELEASE

timewarp
A number of Sharp-eyed readers have

pointed out that in last-month's news
item about the 16-Bit Computer Fair
moving to the Hammersmith Novotel,
we incorrectly quoted January 1990
as the date for the show. This would
be a remarkable feat of time travel

and we're sure that most of you
realised that we were referring to the
1991 event, which isn't too far away

Atari has surprised everyone again by slipping a rerelease of Rainbow TOS into new STEs and the

long-awaited TOS1.4 into 520STFMs. STE ROMs
containing version 1.62 can now be found within

16-Bit

GEM,

Graphic

now. The dates themselves were cor

Environment H*na9*r

gest that again there are problems with both OS

ill

upgrades.
The STE was widely criticised after it first

rectly quoted: 4th-6th January 1991.
The Organisers have since report
ed that turnout for this year's

ATARI

June/July show was a healthy 21,000

Copyright @ 1985,86,87,88,89
Atari Corporation
Digital Research, Inc.
nil Rights Reserved

people visiting a total of 125 compa
nies. Expect the Novotel event to be

TOS

increasing numbers of STEs and some reports sug

appeared on the market, for several operating sys
tem irregularities that caused an alarming number
of programs, particularly games, to fail to run on the
new machine. Although most of these problems over hyped by certain sections of the ST press were caused by programmers disregarding official
Atari guide-lines, a couple of problems were down
to Atari, almost beyond dispute.
One of these is the famous medium resolution

bug which causes the STE to ignore the resolution
flag in the DESKTOP.INF configuration file. The

even better. Westminster Exhibitions

-uTT

are on 081 549 3444.

Atari US surprises everyone with a new release of

First

Rainbow TOS - 1.62

including a fix for the medium res boot-up problem.
It is not clear exactly why any program should

result being that it was not possible to get the
machine to boot up in medium resolution. Atari was
quick to issue a patch program to pop into your

TOS1.6 scare. User-installable Rainbow TOS 1.62

AUTO folder, so there was at least, a temporary fix.

STE owners although official TOS 1.4 ROM kits

The new release of Rainbow TOS version 1,62,

only carries a few minor changes and bug fixes

Lattice 5

break after such a minor revision, but the complain

upgrade

ing is sure to die down, as was seen with the initial

upgrades are not expected to be offered to existing

released

should soon be available to owners of non-STE
machines.

Less than three months after its

initial launch, HiSoft's Lattice V.5
The function of a SCSI host adapter

Silica takes on ICD

is to convert the ST's DMA signals,
which are a sub-set of the industry-

Silica Systems has taken on distribu
tion of the ICD range of hard drive
products including the SCSI host
adapters and ICD's range of complete
and ready-to-run hard disk drives.
New from ICD is a space-saving
SCSI host adapter of remarkably mod

SCSI hard drive mechanisms and then

into the DMA chain of the ST, although
it doesn't have a SCSI 'out' socket.

The ICD Micro board is intended for

drive mechanism.

bug reports highlighting minor
discrepancies in the various
software components of the Lat

tiny

3.3cm by 6.8cm - normally, these host

SCSI drive mechanism which you buy

clock. Both of the ICD SCSI host

boards are at least three times the

adapters use the same software sup

plugged straight into the 50-pin sock

separately. Using the Micro ST board
allows any Mega to house a hard drive
without any external wiring or modifi

et on the back of most embedded

cations to the case.

est

dimensions

measuring

a

size. The Advantage Micro ST can be

Most of the changes come as
the

Mega STs and is actually supplied
with everything you need for the job,
except for the 3.5 inch embedded

drives to

sion 5.04.01 is now available.

standard SCSI set, into a true SCSIcompatible interface that you can
plug into almost any standard hard
For regular external hard drives,
ICD has produced the Advantage Plus
SCSI host adapter featuring a DMA
out socket and a battery-sustained

interfacing internal hard

C development system has
already been updated and ver

porting 64 hard drive partitions per
drive and 128 total partitions per sys
tem. Each partition can access 256Mb
if you're lucky enough to have a drive
that big, and owners of T0S1.4/1.6
STs can access 500Mb per partition.
Also available from Silica will be

the 'official' ICD built hard disk drives

which naturally enough, use the ICD
host adapter and software. Although
these are not the cheapest drives
around, they do look good and carry a
competitive specification. The FA-ST
hard drive will cost you £573.85 for 40

result

the

continuous

in-

house development and user
feedback - the source of several

tice 5 release.

Don't be alarmed, this is a
natural course of evolution for

computer software and it should
be pointed out that Lattice 5 has
fared remarkably well consider
ing the size and complexity of
the package.

Upgrades cost £5, but if
you've already reported a bug,
HiSoft won't charge.
The full package costs £149,
and version 5.04.01 is now ship

ping

with all new

Lattice

C

sales. HiSoft cab be contacted
on 0525 718181.

megabytes. Other capacities, likely to
be 30Mb and 60Mb, are expected to
be

offered as well

but Silica

are

unlikely to actively market a wider
choice of capacities in the ICD range,
although ask for a specific quantity of
megabytes, you'll no doubt be able to
strike a deal. For ICD equipment, con
tact Silica Systems on 081 308 0888.

You can't get a more compact hard drive interface than ICD's Micro
SCSI host adapter. One of the new products from the ICD range now
available through Silica

Atari ST User

• Silica has also taken on distribu

tion of the German Vortex range of
hardware products.

The highly acclaimed Lattice C
V.5
compiler
has
already
advanced

from

release version

its

original

Silence that laser

I

yremww

©

$

This device is being touted as an
'ST virus protector'

If you've ever looked upon SLM804
laser printer owners with envy, spare
a thought for the environment in
which they have to work. The SLM is a

tive wear and tear) or propping open
the rear flap to force it off-line.
Help is now at hand in the form of a

noisy animal at the best of times and

inserted between the controller box

the whole problem boils down to the

and the laser. Everything now works
as it should: the printer need not be on

little gadget from Germany which is

fact that if you're using a hard disk
drive, you have to keep the thing pow
ered up and ready to roll or the hard

at boot-up, and the on/off switch can
be operated at any time with impunity.
This device really works and should

drive won't work.

So owners of this otherwise very
desirable printer have been con
demned to either put up with the roar

Virus

of the laser's fan and the electricity
bills caused by its continuous.opera
tion (not to mention the possibility of
a reduced life span through unproduc-

protection
racket

be

Save electricity and your sanity
with this Atari Laser adapter
which enables the SLM804 to be

turned off. A bit wobbly, but it
does the job

available

soon

in

the

UK

from

Gasteiner Technologies. The one
drawback is that it occupies yet
another power point. Laser owners
can save their sanity by phoning
Gasteiner Technologies on 081 365
1151 for more information.

A prize for the most unusual
product of the month goes to this
curious

little

add-on

which

is

being touted as a virus protec
tion

device.

It doesn't know a

virus from a tin of beans, but
flicking a switch mounted on the

EASY SIMM UPGRADE FOR ANY ST

end of this little gadget will
instantly write-protect your floppy

Increasing the RAM capacity of

board and disk drive. It won't be

most ST models has always been

any easier to fit than other RAM

complete with fitting instructions.
For more information 'phone

disk drive.

a tricky business. This is one
good reason why the move to fit

expansion boards, but will give

0386 765500.

you 1Mb, 2.5Mb or 4Mb of RAM

SIMM (Single

with quick and easy plug-in con
venience (SIMMs are cheap too!)

• SIMMs are an industry-stan
dard RAM board design used by
most major computer manufac

What's wrong with using the

write-protect tab on the floppy
disk? I hear you ask. Absolutely
nothing, but having the virus pro
tector permanently plugged into
the external floppy port does
afford you the luxury of being
able to reach for that switch the

instant you suspect a virus is
about to strike.

For the ultimate in floppy disk
write protection without having to
eject a disk, phone Third Coast
Technologies on 0257 472444
and pledge your £9.95.

Computer
fairs fuel

bargain
frenzy

In-line

Memory

Module) sockets to the new STE
was such a big step in the right

Prices start at £59.95 for the

turers such as Apple and the PC

direction for Atari when the com

unpopulated board, £99.95 fitted

clone makers. Because of their

pany revamped its 16-bit work

with 1Mb RAM, £199.95 with 2Mb

horse.

(giving 2.5Mb in total, 512K
pinched from the ST's on-board
RAM) and £339.00 for the board

commonality with other widelyused computer equipment, SIMM
supplies should be stable and
prices competitive and this can
only be good news for ST owners

Several
third-party
RAM
expansion systems have also
had the ability to be upgraded,
but it usually means changing
chips and jumper links, and in
some cases, even changing the

fitted with a

full

4Mb of RAM;

Supplier Evesham, offers tele
phone support and the kits come

with a SIMM expansion capabili
ty

RAM board itself.

Evesham Micros has just
released a SIMM-based expan
sion system (a concept first men
tioned in World News, 'USER 53)
for use with any model of ST. The
idea is that you install the SIMM
motherboard via the MMU and

shifter chip adapters common to
most RAM boards, but once the

board has been fitted you can
plug-in SIMMs with amazing
ease, as if expanding an STE.
The SIMM motherboard - so far

the product has not been given a
name - is a solderless installation

Competing almost head-on with the
successful 16-Bit Computer Fair, the
All Formats Computer Fair looms
large with it's two summer '90 dates
at the Royal Horticultural Halls in Lon
don. You've probably missed the 4th
and 5th of August dates, but it's all
happening again on 1st and 2nd
September this year.
Although this event covers all
home and personal computers, the

pre-show marketing hype promises a
large selection of ST hardware and
software available for trial, and you
can bet there's a stack or two of bar

gains waiting to find a slot under your
arm for the journey home.

compact enough to fit in one of
the few free spaces under the
hood of an ST, between the PSU

Add this SIMM motherboard to any non-STE machine and you've got
quick and easy plug-in RAM expansion

Go for games at CES
Like it or not {and most ST owners do
like it...) the computer entertainment
industry is still booming despite a
slow-down after the frantic mid '80s.

So it's no surprise that an entertain
ment show has been introduced to

serve the joystick worshippers.
The CES, or Computer Entertain
ment Show, is taking up the slack

after the demise of the PCW show of

consoles and the latest on new devel

old, a traditional haunt for the enter

opments.

tainment market. CES kicks off in mid-

CES also marks the start of the

September and is sponsored by EMAP
in conjunction with Childline, the offi
cial show charity.

first ever National Leisure Computing

The event will

cover the

whole

spectrum of entertainment including
the latest 16-bit hard and software,

Week. The show itself will be held at

Earls Court, London, on the 15th and

16th September. As you might expect,
trade visitors will have the 13th/14th
to themselves.
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SECOND SHOWROOM ACQUIRED

SK MARKETING

Fulham Broadwayopposite station, District Line
1

Rickmansworth Station -

P 5 minutes walk

• • • COMPUTER SUPPLIES

SKM

10 Fulham Broadway, London SW61AA

•

520STE + 1 Mb Drive

•
•
•

20 Top Games * Hisoft Basic
Organiser Software
Music Package • Joystick + Mouse

•

*

1st Basic

Atari ST BASIC to C

1 8.95

*

ST Word
ST Base

•

STAC

+

Hyperpaint

•

ST Calc

+

Prince

Atari ST Basic Training Guide
Atari ST Explored
Atari ST Graphics Sound Prog

14.95

*

Atari ST Internals

1 6.95
1 6.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
18.45
1 6.95
14.95
18.95
1 7.95
14.95
1 6.95
1 5.95

ST Graph

•

ALL ONLY £499

Free Dust Cover •

ATARI MEGAS

Free Mouse Mat

Mega ST1
MegaSTI +SM124
Mega ST1 + SC1224
Mega ST2
MegaST2 + SM124
Mega ST2 + SC1224
MegaST4
Mega ST4 + SM124
Mega ST4 + SC1224

All Only
£359
ATARI 520ST™
DISCOVERY PACK
*
*
*

520 STFM + Mouse
ST Tour-tutorial
Discover the Atari ST-Book

*

Neochrome Art Package

*

STOS Game Creator

529
579
729
789
879
1035
1029
1129
1259

n—wmii rn r r i w
XTRA-RAM Unpopulated
XTRA-RAM Populated to upgrade
a half Mb ST to 1 Mb

* Bombjack, Carrier Command,
Outrun, Space Harrier

Star LC10 Multifont

*

StarLC24-10

69.99

172.52
289.00
282.00

£289.99

395.00
189.00
.499.00

TARI SYSTEMS
520 STE/FM
1040STE/FM

289.99
440.00

1040 STE/FM Superpack
520ST Discovery Pack + SM124
520STPowerpack + SM124

499.00
399.00
459.00

1040ST + SM124

530.00

520ST Discovery Pack + 8833

525.00

520ST Powerpack + 8833

599.00

1040ST+Philips 8833

Amstrad
Amstrad
Amstrad
Amstrad

LQ5000
DMP4000
LQ3500
DMP3250

375.00
229.00
265.00
150.00

Naksha Mouse + Mouse Mat
£34.90

675.00

MONITORS
DISK DR VES
Cumana CSA354 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive

£94.95
£125.00

Atari ST Intro to Midi Prog
Atari ST Logo Users Guide
Atari ST Machine Lange 68000
Atari ST Programmers Guide
Atari St Programmers Guide
Atari St Trick & Tips
Atari ST for Beginners
Computes Atari ST machine Lang
Concise Atari ST PRG Rev. ed

Elementary ST Basic
GEM Programmers Reference Gde
GFA BASIC Advanced Programming....
GFA BASIC Quick Program Ref ST
13.95
Graphic Applications Atari ST
9.95
Learning C on the Atari St

Atari SM124 (Mono Monitor)

£110.00

Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)

£285.00

Philips CM-8833 High Res Colour

£269.95

Musical Applications Atari ST
Practical Logo for Atari ST ...
Program in GFA BASIC
Presenting the Atari ST
ST App. Guide Programming in C .
ST Applications

5.95
6.95
9.95
5.95
9.95
6.95
6.95
8.95
9.95
9.95
6.95

ST Artist

ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 2

Understanding Atari ST Basic
Using ST Basic Atari ST 2nd ed....

£59.95
£17.99
£39.95
£34.95
£17.24
£30.95
£245.00
£20.95
£41.00
£39.95
£59.95
£29.95
£59.00

Flair Paint
Fleet St. Publisher

£27.95
£87.00

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Compiler

£32.00
£24.95

GFA Draft Plus

£98.00

GST Compiler

1 6.95
1 8.45
1 6.95

Midi & Sound Book for Atari ST

213.00

Control & Emulator Software

8.95

1 1.60

Kids and the Atari ST

...99.99

Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Star Struck
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Cyber Video Titling
Data Manager Pro
Data Scan by Kempston
Degas Elite
Devpao2.0
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Easy tools
First Word Plus V.3 (new)

10.00
18.95

1040 STE

Plus

•

1001 Things to do with Atari ST
Atari ST 3D Graphic Prog

Extra Pack

POWER PACK

JiH^MMTMJilH'lii'iW

BOOKS ST

1040STE

£19.95

GST Macro Assembler

£19.95

Highsoft C

£49.00

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts

£35.00
£55.00
£23.00

K-Data

£36.00

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

£35.00
£65.00

K-Word 2
Mailshot

£40.00
£24.95

Mailshot +
Mark Williams C V.3

£34.95
£115.00

Mastersound
Mini Office Communications

£33.95
£18.90

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet

£18.90
£18.90

Modula 2 Standard

£73.00

Modula2 Developers

9.95

£113.00

Prodata

£59.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£99.95
£99.95
£79.95

Protext V.4

£69.00

Quartet

1st Mail
CAD 3D V.1

£14.95
£19.99

Cyber 3D Developers
Cyber Architecture Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control
Cyber Future Designs
Cyber G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Cyber Human Designs
Cyber Paint

£15.90
£15.90
£20.00
£30.95
£15.90
£15.90
£15.90
£39.95

Sage
Sage
Sage
Sage

£39.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper
Financial Controller

£136.85
£210.45
£84.00
£305.00

Scan Art & Draw Art

£54.95

Spectrum 512
Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2 Editor

£29.95
£45.00
£69.00
£29.95

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Partner

£75.00
£35.00

LEISURE SOFTWARE
American Dreams

17.90

APB

14.90

Aquanaut

19.99

Armada
Balance of Power 1990
Ballistix

15.90
17.45
13.90

FunSchool II (8 years)
14.90
FunSchoolII(6-8 years)
14 90
FunSchoolII(under6 years) ....14 90

Munsters

14.95

Magnum4

21.95
16 90

Future Oreams

17 90

Mega Pack VolII

Future Wars

17.45

Moonwalker

Gemini Wing

15.90

Maniac Mansion

15 90
17.45
1490
14.90
14.90

Barbarian2 (Palace)

17.45

Ghosts and Goblins

13.90

Batman Tne Movie
Battle Chess
Battlehawks

14.90
17.45
17.45

Gunship
GazzaSuper Soccer

15.90
15.90

Mysteryof the Mummy
NewZealandStory
Nightraider
NinjaSpirits

BlackTiger
Blood Money
Blood Wycti

14.90
14.90
16.90

Ghostbusters II
Ghouls n1 Ghosts
Gold of the Americas

16.90
14.90
17.50

North & South
North Star
Offshore Warrior

Gold of the Realm

13.90

OilIrnperium
OperationThunderbolt...
Personal Nightmare

9900

Pinbali Magic

1690

Pipemania
Player Manager

Borodino

19.95

Gravity

17.50

BridgePlayer 2150

19.90

Castle Master
Chaos Strikes Back
Chariots ol Wrath

14.90
17.45
17.45

HATE
Hell Raiser

14 90
1745

HighwayPatrol II

16.90

Chess Player2150
Chronoquest
CloudKingdoms

17.90
23.50
17.50

Honda RVF
Hot Rod

16.90
17.50

Hyperdrome

14.95

Police Quest II

1490
17.45

Populous
Populas Datadisk

Police Quest

17 45
1645

13.95
14,95
15 90
1490

Shoot em Up Construction Kit... 21.95
Silent Service

16.45

Space Ace
Space HarrrierII
Space Quest
Space Quest II
Space Quest III
Starflight

32.95
14.90
14.90
14.90
20.90
17.90

AirbourneRanger

16.45

infestation

16.45

All Time Favourites

20.90

'International 3D Tennis

17.45

•Anarchy

14.90

Jumpin Jackson

13.90

•Back to the Future II

17.50

20.90

•Blade Warrior

17.45

STOSCompiler

13 90

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

15 90
49 90

BlueAngels

STOSSprites
Stunt Cai Racer
Soldier 2000

STOS

Star Wars Trilogy

17.45

19 90

Bubble+

13.90

15 90
13.90

Chaos Editor

17.45

Star Wreck

13.90

14.90
13.90
14.95
17 45
17.45

Supreme Challenge

21.90

Table Tennis Simulation
Test Drive
Thunderstrike
Towerof Babel
Trivial Pursu»

14.90
17.45
17.50
18.90
14 90

.. 9.95

TVSports Football

17 45

17.45

Toobin
Turbo Outrun
Twin World
UMS
UMS Scenano 1
UMS Scenario 2
UltimaV
Untouchables
Waterloo

14 90
14.90
15.90
18.90
9.95
9.95
19.90
14.90
17.45

WayneGretskys Hockey
WipeOut
Xenon IIMegaplasl

17.90
13.90
17.45

Colossus Chess X

15.90

Hard Drrvin1
Hound of Shadow

Conquerer

17.90

Impossamole

15.90

Dan Oare III

16.50

Indiana Jones/Adventure

17.45

DoubleDragonII

14.90

Drakkhen

20.90

16.95
9.95

Indiana Jones/Arcade
Iron Lord
Ivanhoe

14.90
17.45
14.90

Japan Scenery DiskFS2

13.95

Demon's Tomb

17.45

Jack Nicklaus Golf

17,45

Dragonsot Flame
Dr Dooms Revenge

17.45
15.90

KennedyApproach

17.95

Powerdrift
Powerdrome
Precious Metal
Premier Collection
Premier Collection II
Pro Tennis Tour
Pursuit to Earth
Rainbow Islands

Kick Oft

13.90

Red Lightning

Elite
E-Motion

17.45
14.90

KingsQuestTriplePack
KingsQuest 4

24 95
20.90

Red Storm Rising
Rick Dangerous
Road Runner

14.95

X-0UT

13 90

16.90

Laser Squad

17.45

Robocop

14.90

Xybots

14.90

Shadow of Warriors

16.50

ZakMcKraken

17.45

DungeonMaster
Dungeon MasterEditor

Kick Oft Xtra Time

Escape From Planet Robot
Monsters

9.95

17.45

Last Dulchmans Mine

13.90

F15Strike Eagle

15.95

F16 Combat Pilot
F-29 Retaliator
Falcon

16.45
17.45
17.45

Last NinjaII
Leaving Teiramus
LeisureSuit Larry
LeisureSuit Larry2

17 50
14.90
14.90
20.90

Eskimo Games

17.45

17 45
23 50
2090
17.45

14.90
15.90

20.90
16.45
16.45

Falcon Mission Disks

14.90

Licence to Kill

14.90

Ferrari Formula 1
Fire

16.90
15.90

NinjaSpirits
LombardRAC Rally

17 45
15.90

Answerback Junior Quiz
Answerback Senior Quiz
French Linkword
French Mistress Level A+B
Fun School 3

Right Simulator 2
Forgotton-Worlds
FiendishFreddy
FighterBomber

36.80
15.90
15.90
20.90

Manhunter
Masters of Universe
Manchester Utd

19.90
13.95
13 90

FunSchool II(6-8 years)
FunSchool II>8 years
FunSchool II<6 years

13 95
16.45

29.90

16.45
17.45

MickeyMouse
Mlcropose Soccer

Learn to Read with Prof 1

Frontline
Full Metal Planet

Magic Maths (4-8)
Maths Mania(8-12)

22.95
22.95

Midwinter

20.90

19.95
19.95
22.94
19.95
19.95

19.95
19.95
19.95

Mavis BeaconTeaches Typing... 29.99

All prices subject to change
without notice

Titles marked * may not be released
and will be sent on the day of
release {subject to availability).

16.45
17.45

Klax

14.90

•Leisure Suit Larry HI

26 90

Life&Oeath

17.50

•Lost Patrol

17.50

12.95

Magnum4

20.90

Chess Champion
Chessplayer 2150

21.90
16.45

Powerboat

17.50

"Power Up

14.90

Chronoquest II

19.90

Premier Collection III

19.90

Colorado

16.45

Prof Looks at Words

16.90

•Corporation

17.50

17.45
17.45

Crackdown

14.90

Projectyle
Prophecy 1 - Viking Child

Cyberball

14.90

Resolution 101

17 45

Damocles

17.50

Rings of Medusa

16.45

Rotox

15.90

Defenders of Earth

15.90

Dragons Breath

20.90

DynastyWars
Dyter07

16.90
13.90

Shadow of the Beast

14.90
19.95

Sherman M4

Scrabble Deluxe

14.90

Sim City

20.95

'Elvira Mistress of Dark

20.90

Skidz

14.90

Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer

17.45

Spell Book

15.95

Everton

16.90

•Starblade

17.45

"Everton F.C.Intelligent
*F-19Stealth Fighter

14.90
23.50

Tennis Cup
Theme Park Mystery
TheToyottes

14.90
17.45
13.90
17.45

*F-16 Falcon Mission II

15.90

Fed. of Free Traders

13.95

Third Courier

FireBrigade

20.90

Time Soldier

13.90

17.45

Treasure Trap

17.45

17.45

Micro Maths

24.00

Fire & Brimstone

PrimaryMathsCourse
Spanish Tutor LevelA+B

24.00
19.95

Rood

Triad III

20.90

Hammerfist

17.45

Ultimate Golf

17.45

The Three Bears
Times Jubilee Crossword

22.95
19.95

HeavyMetal

14.90

Weird Dreams

16.45

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words
Better Spelling

19.95
19.95
16.90

Herewith The Clues

16.45

World Cup Soccer 90

16.45

"Heroes

23.50

Better Maths

16.90

24 hour hotline for
credit card orders

17.45

•Breach 2

•Kick Off 2
Kid Gloves

Heros Quest

26.90

Xenomorph
Xenophobe

16.45
17.45

Imperium

17.50

Zombi

13.90

South London:

SALES HOTLINE
0923 89 69 69

10 Fulham Broadway
London SW6 1AA
Tel: 01 381 6618
Fax: 01 381 0528

North London:

13 Moneyhill Parade
Uxbridge Road
Rickmansworth
Herts WD3 2BE
Fax: 0923 771058

To order: Please send cheque/PO/Aocess or Visa details to SK Marketing Ltd,
13 Moneyhill Parade, Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 2BE,

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT
BOTH SHOWROOMS

All prices include VAT and carriage is free (UK mainland)

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm

23MB XntA-RAM
TUMBUSTO 189
Frontier Software's highly suc

512K or 2Mb of RAM, robust con

cessful RAM expansion board,
Xtra-RAM has fallen in price by
over £100 to a highly competitive
£189.99 for the 2Mb populated

lation guide.
Also down in price is the XtraRAM STE range of SIMM/SIP

Comfortable

computingit's a breeze

nectors, and an illustrated instal

board (giving 2.5Mb of usable
RAM). The product is also avail

Healthy computing with a moun
tain breeze ioniser

boards.

These plug-in cards have revo
lutionised the ease of memory
upgrade for STE owners. The
price drops to £69.99 for the

able unpopulated or with 512K
RAM fitted and these cost £64.99

and £79.99 respectively.
Xtra-RAM was launched over a

512K RAM set and £169.99 for

year ago accompanied by a
heady asking price of £399 for
the 2Mb version, largely a reflec

the 2Mb set.

With the recent surge of concern
among computer users about the dan
gers of their working environment,

JOLAC Data Media is encouraging the
use of Ionisers for computer users
looking to improve the quality of the

Soon after this, and with a major
change in circuit board design,
Xtra-RAM dropped to £299.99
and it's popularity began to

Frontier claim the price reduc
tions have been made possible
by increased availability and
reduction in price of DRAM
chips,
coupled
with
the
economies of volume production.
Xtra-RAM exports have already

•
increased positive ion levels - can
also contribute to general discomfort

topped 1000 units. Frontier are

and even illness.

snowball as owners of 512K and

on 0423 567140.

Ionisers work by pumping out neg
atively-charged air molecules, using

tion of the DRAM memory chip
shortage which has since eased.

1Mb machines lusted for more

•

RAM to fuel their memory-hungry
graphics, sound, and DTP appli

Frontier is so confident of

Xtra-RAM's

cations.

future

success

that

hands of ST owners.

The ST's most successful memo

a

monitor

different

tubes,

hazard

what is known as a corona discharge,

static charge and form a barrier of
positive ions around themselves.

ry expansion board is now more
affordable than ever

solderless

computer

from several metal needles to which

cuit board which can take either

a

from

although

a negative voltage is applied.
Electrical equipment, particularly
computers and VDUs, generate a high

upgrade featuring a compact cir

is

The most serious concern at the
moment is with radiation emissions

the company is expecting to sell
over 10,000 units by the end of
the year - that puts over ten thou
sand megabytes of RAM in the

Xtra-RAM

air around them.

Airborne

Fun school 3

pollutants

are

driven

away from the screen and towards
the user, but this can be counteract
ed by ionising the surrounding air to
restore the natural ion balance.

Ionisers cost very little to run and

Educational software for the ST

make a noticeable difference to the

has often been of variable quality
and worth, but there are some

localised atmosphere once operating.
Positive ionisation created by com

good products if you know where
to look. One of the better (if not
the best) examples is Database
Software's hugely successful Fun

number of physical and psychological
ailments
including:
eye
strain,
headaches, moodiness, irritability,

School

2

which

sold

puter equipment is said to cause a

stress,

over

150,000 copies in a variety of
computer formats.
The latest development is an
even better Fun school 3 which is

aimed at three different age
groups designed to fit in with the

-•• -^--a;-'v.|

Li
£3

National Curriculum. The suite of

three programs is aimed at the
under fives, fives to sevens, and
over sevens.

The 'lessons' are presented in
the form of entertaining puzzles
and games built around a selec
tion of different scenarios with a
definite
educational
slant.
Database Software has been
careful to ensure that the content

of these games has been pitched
to teach valuable numeracy,
word skills and comprehension,

allergies,

asthma

and

increased incidence of colds.

:

i

Fun School 3 is colourful, fun and above all, well thought out. This
screen shows the variety of 'learning' games on offer and this is just
the over sevens collection

yet remains fun to play. Educa
tionalists and teachers have been

brought in to see that the enter
tainment remains good and
wholesome while imaginative use
of sound, graphics and animation
- almost up to video game stan
dards - ensures that attention is

grabbed and held.

If you want your offspring to
have fun with the ST and develop
some useful skills in the process,
you'll probably find Fun School 3
will more than earn its keep at
£24.99 (available by the end of
August). French and German
versions will follow. Database
Software is on 0625 859444.

JOLAC can supply a complete
range of the British-made Mountain
Breeze domestic, office and heavyduty ionisers to enable you to recon
dition' any environment.
The Computer Ioniser, which per
forms exactly the same function as
any other ioniser, costs £28.95.
The room ioniser will set you back
£39.95 and a range of bigger devices
is also available - reasonable when

the improved quality of the environ
ment is taken into account.
JOLAC's

Paul

Bankier maintains

that he "would not be selling the
ionisers if they didn't make such a big
difference".
To find out more about comfortable

computing, phone 0695 32382.

Atari ST User
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
For the Atari ST
3.5" Disc Head Cleaner

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

SPECIALS

ACCESSORIES
£3.95

ST-CENTRONICS printer lead ....£6.95

Neoprene Mouse Mat
Quickjoy 2 Turbo Joystick
Comp. Pro 5000 Joystick
Joystick/Mouse Ext. Leads

£3.95
£9.95
£13.95
£5.95

Nakasha Mouse
10 UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD

£33.95

DISCS
20 UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD
DISCS
10 SONY MF2DD DSDD
DISCS
20 SONY MF2DD DSDD
DISCS

£6.95

PROTEXT V4.2

VIDI ST

Command based (non-GEM) and very
fast, this is the word processor for those
who want to handle words quickly and
efficiently. No graphic fonts, just speed

The best value videodigitiseravailable for
the ST. Grabs mono images in 16 shades
from any domestic VCR (with composite
videooutput) to be saved as NEO or
Degasfiles toruse with othergraphic or

and a whole host of features aimed at

producing text with the minimum of effort.
Includes Spell Checker and very powerful
Mail Merge routines. Our favourite WP
program on any machine.

£13.00

D.T.P. software

R.R.P. £99.95

Our Price £79.95

R.R.P. £99.95
£10.95

HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA

Our Price £64.95

Basic black & white CCTVcamera ideal

Pretext Demo Disc.

£20.95

for digitising with VIDI-ST

£5.00

£219.95

PRODATA
Timeworks Desktop Publisher

£68.95

Timeworks DTP Tutor

£24.95

Easy Drawll
Supercharged Easy Draw II
Mini OfficeGraphs
K-Graph 2
K-Graph3

£36.95
£59.95
£15.95
£19.95
£39.95

Canvas

£11.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt

£18.95
£21.95
£39.95
£39.95
£59.95

VIDI PACK
VIDI-ST

Arnor's new database will not disappiont.
Features excellent data layout facilities,
including a wide range of printer effects, 10
indexes per data file, and uses many of
Pretext's editing commands
R.R.P. £79.95

Our Price £55.95
Prodata Demo Disc.

£5.00

PRO-PACK!!

STOS-THE GAME CREATOR

£64.95
£114.95

Quartet

£39.95

£9 95

STOS Games Galore

£13.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

£11.95

Pretext and Prodata

Allprices include 12 month guarantee,

cable, a ribbon, VAT and delivery

CITIZEN 120-D PLUS

SECOND DISC DRIVES

Lattice C v5
GST Macro Assembler

£99.95
£19.95

disc drive, INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE.

£15.95 EACH

Hisoft DevpacV2 assembler

£39.95

£69.95

2 for £30.00

HiSoft/OSS Personal Pascal

£58.95

Prospero Pascal
Prospero Fortran

£74.95
£74.95

Nevada Cobol (CP/M)

£33.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
Spreadsheet
Presentation Graphics

£114.95

Communications

Quality external second 3.5" double sided

£139.95

Cheap 9 pin, with 2 NLQ fonts
PANASONIC KXP-1081
£159.95
Well built, NLQ in all sizes
STAR LC-10 MONO
£169.95

FourNLQ fonts, doubleheight
STAR LC-10 MONO MARK 2
£189.95
Fast version of the mark 1

STAR LC-10 COLOUR

£219.95

Best valuecolour printer

WORD PROCESSING I i
Pretext see "Specials"

£64.95

First Word Plus
kWord II

£57.95
£27.95

KSpell

£13.95

BOOKS
ABACUS

DATABASES

£34.95
£52.95

£29.95
£15.95

£58.95
£14.95
£39.95
£74.95

£15.95
£28.95
£29.95
£59.95
£99.95
£18.95
£28.95

Mastersound
STOS Maestro Plus

STOS PLUS COMPILER
STOS Maestro

Hisoft Basic (inc. GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C compiler

Mini Office Spreadsheet
DG Calc by Digita
K-Spread 2 by Kuma
K-Spread 3 by Kuma
K-Spread 4 by Kuma
Home Accounts by Digita
Personal Tax Planner by Digita

£23.95

ST Replay 4
Replay Professional

£34.95

£21.95

£24.95

Mavis Beacon Typing (12+)

£19.95
£12.95

Hisoft Power Basic

£33.95

Learn to read with Prof

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOSAdd-on Compiler

£29.95

Hisoft Wercs

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
£13.95
General Knowledge quiz
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
£9.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£9.95
factfiles aredata forQuiz only
French Mistress (12-adult)
£14.95
German Master (12-adult)
£14.95
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
£14.95
Italian Tutor (12-adult)
£14.95
Mavis Beacon Typing (12-adult)
£23.95
B. Spell (5-8)
£10.95
Schooltime Maths (5 and over)
£10.95
Play-Spell (7 and over)
£19.95

£289.95

Tempus II - Programmers Editor

HisoftWercs Plus (inc. GDOS)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA

STOSSprites 600

PROGRAMMING

Fun School 2 for 2-6 years
Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

ST For Beginners
ST 3D Graphics
ST Machine Language
ST Tricks and Tips

£14.95
£18.95
£16.95
£16.95

ST Disc Drive In and Out
ST Basic to C

£18.95
£18.95

Mailshot (labelprinting)

£18.95

OTHERS

kData

£29.95

Prodata see "Specials"
Data Manager Professional
B.Base II by B.Ware
Supercard Indexby B. Ware
Base II by Antic/Catalog

£55.95
£29.95
£11.95
£19.95
£21.95

C Prog. Language (By K+R)

£23.95

Big Red Book of C
Using ST Basic
Pascal A Beginners Guide

£7.50
£9.95
£6.50

The Game Makers Manual

£11.95

DUST COVERS

Allnylonfabric, not PVC type.
STFM/STE keyboard

STAR LC-24

£249.95

Budget24-pin. 5 fonts
£3.95

PANASONIC KXP-1124
£259.95
Much better than the 24-10
CITIZEN SWIFT 24
314.95

Atari SM124 monitor

£5.95

Philips CM8833 monitor
Star LC10, Mk1, 2 or Colour

£4.95
£4.95

ColourUpgrade Available.

Star LC24-10
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1124
Citizen 120 D and Plus

£4.95
£4.95
£5.95
£4.95

RIBBONS

Day by Day (Electronic Diary)

£22.95

k-Comm 2

£32.95

Harlekin, (mono, 1meg)

£34.95

Hi-Soft Twist
Hi-Soft Turbo ST
Hi-Soft Knife ST

£28.95
£28.95
£19.95

Flexidump-9 pin Mono
Flexidump - 9 pin Colour
Flexidump-9 pin (both)

£17.95
£25.95
£31.95

Comoatible ribbons
Star LC-10 mono
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081
Citizen 120-D/Plus
£3.95 each
£7.00 a pair
Manufacturers orioinal ribbons

Star LC-10 Mono
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081
Star LC24-10
Star LC-10 Colour

£4 95
..£6.95
£5 95
..£5 95

Heat Trnsfer Ribbons

produce iron on transfers
Citizen 120-D
Star LC-10 Mono
Star LC-10 Colour

£12.95
£13.95
£19.95

Please Note All prices include VAT and postage in the UK
We ONLY advertise products actually available at time of going to press.
We DO NOT advertise products "Due Shortly" as they rarely are!!!
Overseas orders welcome - Please write for prices

CALLERS WELCOME! MON-FRI 9.30am TO 5pm SAT 10am TO 4pm

M.J.C. SUPPLIES, (STU)
40a Queen Street, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 9TS.

Tel: (0462) 420847/421415/432897 for enquiries/Credit Card orders
Prop. M.J. Cooper
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world news
Word

YUPSET
BY TT MLAY

with the ST
Mammoth word pro
cessing package Word
Perfect, has almost

been forgotten in the UK. In fact the
last couple of years have seen a dark
cloud lingering over the product with
some question as to whether or not
its development and support would
continue. As it turned out, there was
no official announcement to even sug

gest the demise of Word Perfect on
the ST. Either way, the product has

Criticisms of Atari's

marketing
strate• gies have never
been difficult to come by, but

not been actively marketed in the UK.

Talk here in the USA points to the
fact that Word Perfect Corp. will con
tinue to support the ST derivative of
it's WP package, currently at version
4.1 (functionally equivalent to MS-DOS
version 4.2). There is even talk of fur
ther changes and an upgrade adding a
few new features to the package. It

when a German software house

with the track record of Tommy
Software - of MegaPaint and
SoundMachine fame - goes as
far as publicly announcing a boy
cott of the major show-case
event in the Atari world in protest,
things are starting to look less
than rosy.
Tommy will not have their own
stand at this year's Dusseldorf
show, and cite the "incomprehen
sible manoeuvring with which
Atari have thoroughly unsettled
the ST market". In particular the
statement goes on, "the TT com
puter, continuously heralded for
three years now, has still not
appeared".
While not abandoning the ST,
Tommy
Software
has
just

perfect stay

seems that Word Perfect's ST sales

have been good enough, particularly
in Europe, to warrant a continued
commitment to the product.

TT performance is needed to keep Atari at the forefront of high tech
nology personal computing

launched MegaPaint II PC and

to revive an increasingly stagnant

intend to increase its efforts in the

non-game ST scene - even in

DOS market. This only goes to
show how badly the TT is needed

Germany with its large estab
lished Atari user base.

Jarre
Mid-July saw anoth
er Jean Michel Jarre
audio-visual

Outline art to PostScript
Even the greatest admirers of Calamus and
its vector graphics companion program Out
line Art, often have cause to regret the not

so splendid isolation of the ST's leading DTP system from
the industry standard PostScript page description lan
guage. It was a pleasant surprise therefore, to receive a
copy of C0NVERT2X from the North American Calamus dis
tributors Ditek International, who bundle this small but
extremely useful utility with every copy of Outline Art sold
on the other side of the Atlantic.

One of the familiar Outline Art sample graphics, but
printed here entirely without the aid of Calamus,
using the UltraScript PostScript emulator

Although it's a TOS application, the program cannot be
run from the Desktop in the usual way. Instead, it is
installed through the install application dialog in the Desk
top's Options menu by linking it with the file extender .CVG.
The converter will then be automatically launched whenev
er you double-click on an icon of a Calamus vector graphics
file as produced by Outline Art,
Either straight PostScript or 'encapsulated' PostScript
(EPS) files can be generated, the latter is particularly use
ful for exporting to Mac software running under Spectre
GCR or into standard ST DTP programs such as Fleet Street
Publisher and PageStream. Ditek can be reached at ISD
Marketing, Inc. 2651 John Street, Unit #3, Markham,
Ontario, Canada L3R 2WS, Tel. 416 479-1880. For details of
UK availability, try contacting Signa Publishing Systems on
0252 341600.

cir

cus...er, extravaganza, this time
on home territory in Paris. But
why should this be of interest to
ST owners? Well, the synthesiser
guru himself has rather taken to
Atari's MIDI marvel and a small

army of the things were used in
the preparation for a massive
Paris concert staged in mid-July
this year.
Not only was much of the
music produced with the ST, but
stage designs and story-boards
for the show were also reputed to
have been mapped out using the
STs. Jarre makes heavy use of CLab MIDI software, in particular
Notator and Creator, and many of
his classics - including Oxygene,
the 10-million seller from

76 -

have been brought into the rela
tively young MIDI environment.
Jarre has also used STs and C-

Lab MIDI gear in the creation of
his 1990 album, "En attendant

Atari ST User -•

GOT ALIGHT MAC?
LEKO LEKO is one

of

absolutely

those

obscure
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Calamus
house

journal

DELETE

The extent to which

programs that could
revolutionise some

Calamus

Z5'6"US

that this person might not even
own an ST yet. It's all about plan
ning stage lighting for theatrical
shows. The program works as a
kind of hybrid CAD or drafting
package in which you place pre
defined components or symbols
onto a grid to form a complete
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as a professional DTP system in
Germany is perhaps symbolised
by 'Cicero', a glossy journal ded
related products on the ST
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Position NEW ELECTRIC with nouse

•
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Plan out stage lighting configurations with LEKO LEKO, a truly obscure
program which could be invaluable to someone

after

the

traditional

German typesetter's measure for
a point and published by DMC,
Cicero is of course produced
entirely with Calamus and there

fore

ladders,

electrics and there's even provi
sion within the program to man
age other relevant information
such as Wattage, colour, focus
and shop order. There's an awful
lot more to this program than we
can tell you here, so if you're in
this particular line of work, or
you're just involved in local the
atre for pleasure, you should get
in touch with its designers, Water

itself

icated to DTP with Calamus and

e

You can place lights, spots,
booms,

":' l" "l

r-26

graphical plan.
dimmers,

has

established

one's life, and the chances are

represents

as

good

an

advertisement as any for the
power of the software. DMC do

have the advantage of having a
few weapons at their disposal,
such as unpublished versions of

Fountain Software, who claim

Company in London are already

that LEKO LEKO can reduce the

showing an interest in the prod-

work time needed by a lighting

uct for which there is no UK dis-

designer by some 80%.

tributor at present. Water Foun-

Apparently, Disneyland USA
and the Royal Shakespeare

tain Software can be reached on
0101212 929 6204.

CADjawohl!

Calamus with colour separation.
To give you a flavour of the
journal - which is available at
newsagents
and
computer
shops in Germany - the latest
issue includes articles on elec

tronic image and colour process
ing, an interview with Adrian
Frutiger, a profile of a profession
al Calamus typesetting bureaus
in Germany, a review of the TT,
and a tutorial on Outline Art.
Cicero is available for DM 9 from

DMC, Postfach 89, D-6229 WalComputer-aided design
(CAD) software may

The absence in the present ver
sion, of import/export facilities in

not have quite the
same appeal as word processors and
databases to the average ST owner,

AutoCAD's industry-standard DXF file
format betrays its modest origins,
although DXF is to be added to an
imminent upgrade.
The dongle-protected CADjA is not

I "•

I

''-.-••

but neither is it still confined to the
world of industrial R&D bureau or the

pioneering AutoCAD on IBM PCs. Our
favourite 'games computer' has an
increasing number of quite capable
CAD programs to its name now, of
which Ditek's DynaCADD (distributed

A

by Expressworks in the UK) and GFA

more icons than even Calamus

Draft Plus are best known in the UK.

The uses of CAD in engineering and

right

mouse-click brings up

would fit

into one screen, but

these will soon become second

nature. For maximum accuracy,

architectural contexts are well known

and obvious: using a computer for
technical
drawing
reduces the
drudgery of manual drafting by mak
ing symbol libraries and macros avail
able, and designs can be quickly and
easily revised to suit a customer's
needs. Powerful CAD systems can be
employed
to
translate
designs

Atari ST User
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switches to a screen full of icons from

which all functions are instantly avail

straight into control information for

machine tools, and beyond the capac
ities of most personal computers
there are the immense possibilities of
three-dimensional design work.
CADjA is plainly aimed at small
business categories and the program
has been written especially for the
ST, but offers many of the features
found in more expensive systems
while still being capable of productive
work on standard set-ups with an
SM124/125 and 24-pin or laser print-

cheap by ST standards at DM 698
(about £270), but it's still a far cry
from the sort of prices you'd pay for
similar, high-end PC programs.
Technical drawing is object and not
pixel-based - it has to be for easy,
accurate zooming • and can therefore
be slow. CADjA offers quite an impres
sive general operating speed when
redrawing the screen, except with
large areas of hatching. Ease of use is
equally important with this type of
software, and here CADjA scores with
its simple two-screen approach.
Clicking on the right mouse button

luf, Tel. 010 496123 71250.

The main drawing screen remains
uncluttered by tool boxes and
menus, leaving only the useful
status

lines

with

information

able, leaving the main work-screen
uncluttered and free for your drawing

Gunter Minnerup: Hailing from the home of
the sausage, Gunter is ideally placed for

except for a couple of status lines at
the top.

news from the ST scene

The version peeked at here has
been largely anglicised, but there

Ma Leiberwitz: Mother to Harvery and JJ and
filling inforthe guys thismonth

about the currently active func

appear to be no plans for active mar

tion

keting of CADjA in the UK.
If you want to know more, the pro

JohnMolsen: Other interests include brewing,
bugling and making holes indoughnuts...

gram's creators can be contacted at

ers rather than the professional-stan
dard large-screen monitors and heavygauge plotters.

Computer Technik Kieckbusch, Baumstammhaus, D-5419 Vielbach, Tel. 010

Pierre Poupee-Conflable: With an inflated
knowledge of the FrenchST market, Monsieur

492626 78336.

Poupee-Conflable wears the yellow jersey...
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STBASIC

Popular Basic Program
with 240 Page Manual
ONir £10.95

EXCLUSIVI
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Please note at Merlin we stock ONLY-

GENUINE UK SPEC EQUIPMENT

Some dealers aren't so ethical andbecause they stock 'Grey Imports'

1WORK, LEARN & PLAY WITH YOUR NEW ATARI 520STFM
fie-atfifeui Padata(jfeatlaa Price,/

and tested Atari 520STFM

BEWARE if theproduct youbuyisn'tUK sourced itmaynotcarry an

with ALLof the following...

OFFICIAL UK WARRANTY - All Merlin's Do!!!

PfJWER/PACK

IP IL IU i

8j|t iii8,]^
ATARI SM 124

Phone for

12" High Res. Mono Monitor latest prices

ATARI SC 1224
12" Medium Res. Colour

WUI.lM.ii-

I

Now you can buy the tried

youmay find their products slightly cheaper than ours. However, buyers

tutorial, on screen step by step

.V 4 GREAT GAMES Space Hem

ana" availability
on A,ari Monitors

PHILIPS CM8833

NOW EXCLUSIVE TO
MERLIN YOU CAN BUY
THE SUPER VALUE

,Y SI IUUK A complete YAJbiw

Inclusive of VAT, Postage andFREE STBASIC

ATARI P0WERPACK
AND WE ADD A HUGE \

£249

14"Medium Res. Colour
CHECK F0R
Twin
speakers,
Green screen
iftl!?lnpi?!$v:sn1i
• i
. i ..i .
I
AVAILABILITY ON
switch, with tilting stand.
ailmohiiors

FREE...12 Months on site Maintenance with CM8833's

P L u i

Mill 52i STCmn/Mfix

ATARI 520STE POWERPACK

(Listed on the left, including
23 software titles)

Now you can take advantage of the NEW ATARI 520 STE

P I U I

with a total of 23 GREAT SOFTWARE TITLES...

PHILIPS TILT/SWIVEL STAND

Atar-fc nl&w na&kw

""'IMil'iilfl

18MORE SOFTWARE TITLES!
TO KEEP YOU OCCUPIED

ATARI SF 354 0.5 Meg Single 3.5" £115
ATARI SF 314 1 Meg Single 3.5" £135

mar rot uem rw/sm, w to '4Mb ixpahsion

1 MEG. 3.5"Single
£135

CUMANA CSA 1000

, BOMBUZAL BOMB JACK, ELIMINATOR, NEBuTUS

*• GAUNTLET II, XENON, OUTRUN, SPACE HARRIER
• PACMANIA, PREDIT0R, R-TTPE, SUPER HUET,

1 Meg. 5.25" Single

1 STAR GOOSE, STARGLIDER, SUPER HANG-ON,
STARRAY, OVERLANDER, FIRST BASIC,

Arkanoitt II, Beyond tte Ice Palace, Eddie 1

APout&rbt.iPac& at&rMerfinEpMM,,.

ATARI 520STIWITH tUlihlH IM 3.5" D/S DRIVt,
512/T KM, MOUSt,SJBISOSOUH0,4096 C010UKS,
rosstsu tsmmi tiuar m m

CUMANA CSA 354

Edwards Super Ski, Chopper X, Marble 1

',"35 »

Madness, Ikari Warriors. Ouauralicn,

Ranarama. Return toGenisis, Roadwars,

Seconds Out, Starqoake, Ttiundercats, J
Summer Olympiad !38, Test Drive, I
Tnrust, WiztulUpps

MUSIC MAKER. ORGANISER

fnczudiKQ rt\tt

XLU II

Itlktmfzt-

87leads/

STAR LC 10 Mono
STARK 10 Colour
STAR LC 24 10
STARLClOMkll

£169
£209
£249
£185

:!HH»Wil:ll =
10-TDK 3.5" BLANK DISKS

DISK STORAGE
BOXES...

40 Capacity
80 Capacity

MOUSE MATS

£14.95
£6.95
£8.95
£4.95

ATARI KEYBOARD DUST COVERS £5.95
STAR PRINTER DUST COVERS
£5.95
PHILIPS CM8833 DUST COVERS £5.95

J

520 STE POWERPACK'PLUS'with

SM 124 MONO MONITOR"

:485

f#

ATAR11040 STE EXTRA PACK
Now you can buy that complete Business Package and...Y0U'LL SAVE MONEY TOO!
With the NEW ATARI 1040STE EXTRA PACK you«*
*'""-'- •'•' -•

^r ST GRAPH Business Graphics
^r FIRST BASIC |7T7Ti7nA7-n1
T&r ST WORD Word Processing Package* S.T.A.C
14-449 " OO
*Sr ST BASE Database
* HYPERPAINT ti__;^^_J
T^T ST CALC Spreadsheet

T&- PRINCE

Inclusive of VAT, Postage and FREE ST BASIC

MEGA ST's AT MEGA LOW PRICES, Phone!

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland)

n>Jie**

Whilst everyeffort is made to ensure that the informationshown on our advertisements is correct,
you should ALWAYS confirm any Offers, Prices, Availability etc. prior to placingorders.
Because our advertising is booked so far in advance, Merlin reserve the right to alter

equipment specifications, withdraw any product/offer or update prices(eitherupOR
down), without priornotice. ALWAYS CHECK DETAILS PRIOR TO ORDER.
Merlinwill NOTsupply anything that has been subject to change without
the customers prior permission.

ORDERING: Just phone our 24 hour order line using your Access/Visa card,
OR, send a cheque/postal order with your requirement details.
(Cheques need 4/5 workingdays clearance priorto despatch)
DELIVERY: You choose either, by post at no extra cost, or simply add £5 per
large item tor next working day courier service. (UKMainland)
WARRANTY: Goodsthat prove faultywithin 30 days will be exchanged for NEW.
After 30 days, &within 12 months, faults repaired at our expense.

GREAT VALUE,
E&OE

lAT'S

ItafcRLIN
EXPRESS

LIMITED

DEPT. AST/T6, UNIT D9, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,
STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE.
TELEPHONE: 0602 441442

DE7 5HX

FAX: 0602 440141

IE MAGIC OF MERLIN

ALL our currentlyadvertisedofferssupercede any previously advertisedoffer(s)and goods are NOT suppliedon a trialbasis.

Please Read: Terms Of Sate

'omputmg

L

ttfi

terrmt

Al prices are correct at copy dale. 17/07/901
and are subject to change without priornotice.
Al prices are accurate white stocks last Phone

ST World

for up to date prices. Al prices include VAT.

Deivery, in Mainland UK. fe free onorders over|

CHI 'Best Dealer' 1989

£100 (phone for next day courierdefveryl

S] Phone us, We will try to match any price. (3
Spectre GCR

Midistudio Master £129.99
Q100 tracks storage, 20 tracks
playing simultaneously.
Q 240 ppq resokrtioa
Q Realtime mix-down via
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"Power of the Mac, without the price'
1 Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Spectre GCR

Supports most Macintosh Software.

mouse, realtime clock.

Q Realtime scrofng arrange
window.

Q tt levels of quantise, inducing

Supports Hard drive and second floppy.

£284.99

Compatible with STE Stacy.
30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

WithJ28K ROM's

Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

humanise.

Soflfl

Q PipeSne/Modue system.
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Q Loop record.
Q Midsoft keys

£384.99

*6opg| PHrsclj

CUMANA

ST & Amiga 3.5" Drives

': »"|| •»1 .,.,. v.,.,,,,.- ,,,.,„..."',,',„,. | 1 1 1 1

Q Works on 1040STHMXB

Original Midistudio till available for only €49.99

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

£69.99

•

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£64.99
£64.99

Quality 3.5"Disks

•]

Sonv Branded

Uose

Pojced

10

£6.99

£7.99

100

£64.99 £74.99

Quantity

Boxed

£9.99

£89.99

Al dote carry an uncondticral Ifeorne guarantee. Please add BOp P6P for each pack of tan daks.

The Cumana ST. internal drive requires the ST's case to be modified (fii

instructions supplied). The external ST drive is sSm,quiet and comes complete with

integral power supply/data lead The Amigadrive is aim.quet and has through port/
oSsabte switch. Add £2.50 P&P for drives. ST A/B boot switch, fitted- £24.99.

I ft/ad
a dhrqke
"iputing

Hard Drives

We have a range of high quaity, ST hard drives at affordable prices Al have a hi
metal case with push button on/off switch mounted on the front 60 watt PSU.
Autopark mechanism and external, DMA device Ho. selection. The controller is low

power and fuJ SCSI The software alows up to 14 GEM partitioria

A4 Flat Bed Scanner
200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Black/White mode.

Highqualty thermal image printer.
Acta as photocopier.
Works with ST, Amiga, PC
requires Mb RAM
Comes complete with software, cable, thermal paper.
Thermal paper available ex-stock at E7.99 per rol

42HD 42Mb, 1*fe
48H0/40 48Mb. 40Ma
48HD/28 48Mb. 28Ma

ST & Amiga Version

8UD 6Mb,24Ma

£549.99
£ 499.99
E 524.99
E 619.99

£449.99

Vortex 40Mb (Amiga)

£499.99

PC version * board

£479.99

Memory Upgrades
E
£

74.99
4R99

512K ST boart>cbipa kit
2MbSTboard*chipakit
4Mb ST boards*chips. fitted
STFMBBtter chip, fitted

E
E
E
E

104.99
199.99
424.99
49.99

TOS 14 kit (8 ROMs)

E

39.99

512KSTFMkit

49.99

S12K ST boardnWpe, fined
2Mb ST boarcKchipa, fitted

114.99

2Mb STE SIMMs Kit
4Mb STE SMMs Kit

STFM Bitter chip, kit

224.99
174.99
349.99
39.99

Tos 14 fitted (6 ROMs)

49.99

Phone for Amiga upgrade boards
Please check configuration before ordering. Our Atari trained engineers can repair al hardware,
includingArrigas. h minimum lima at competenVe prioee. Prices quoted for machines not previously
tampered with Al upgradee/repairo carry our 90 days parte and labour guarantee.

Monitors & TV's
Atari SM124 Mono

Phaps 8833 Colour

Philips 8801 Colour
Philips 15- TV

! '1040STE Power

* 520 STE upgraded to 1Mb,
£ 249.99 * Atari Joystick.
E 219.99 * 20 Power pack games.
E 25959 * Organiser, 1st BASIC 1st Music.
£

109.99

Includes: FST, remote control Scart input 60
tuner presets, sleep timer and Fastext
Monitors come complete with Scart cable,
also deduct £10 when bought vwth computer.

All for Only £399.99
While stocks last

How to Pav

You can phone your Access or Visa card
details or send a cheque/postal

; orders made payable to Ladbroke '
Computing International. Please
.allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

E 699.99
E 829.99
E 949.99
£1099.99

Supra 30Mb

E 474.99

Printers

Al dot matrix printers come complete with Centronics cable whk* is compatible with ST.

IMG scanner atill available at an incredible £49.99

512KSTFM/STM fitted
512KSTESMM-8

ils^lf*

84H0 84Mb, 24Ma
IrHD H1Mb.15Ms
142HD 142Mb, 15Ms
177H0177Mb, 15Ms

Amiga, PC We can supply cables forother makes of computer foran additional charge.
Al Star printersinclude12months on site warranty, UK Mainland only
Star LC-10
M0/36cps £ 169.99 StarFR-K)
3O0/76cps
Star LC-10 7 colour printer £ 209.99 StarFR-15
15"carriage
Star LC-10 Mk I 180/45cp8 £ 189.99 StarXB-24/tO SOcpsSLQ
StarLC-24/tO 170/57cps E 23999 StarXB-24/15 15"carriage
Citizen 120D
COcps
E 139.99 StarLaserS
Mb RAM
Citizen Swift
192/64cpa E 319.99 Atari SLM804 Laser printer
Citizen swift Colour upgrade E 39.99 FR/XB range colour upgrade

E
£
£
£

399.99
49999
499.99
649.99

£2287.99

E 109999
E
3999
64K buffer/3 input switcher E 7999 256K buffer/3 input switcher E 14999

SGSnet Network I Lantech Network
Uses Mkf ports

Uses Cartridge port
10 Megabit per second data transfer

31Kbaud data transfer rate.

32 STs, connected up to 500ft apart

rate.

via coax cable.
Full data correction

Up to 200ft between STa
Any computer can be configured as a

File locking

server to share, Hard Floppy,RAM

networking permissions.

daks and Centronics printer.

SGSnet Starter
kit

£149.99

SGSnet Add on I
kit

£99.99

I

Lantech Starter
kit

Lantech Add on
kit

£374.99

£179.99

Phone for best prices on ST Amiga. Lynx. PC's and
DTP packs. Send SAE for full Catalogue.

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071

Shop &MaH orderpremises: 33 Ormskitk Road. Preston. Lancashire. PR12QP Open Monday
to Saturday 9:OOam to SiOOpm. Dealerenquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing International
fe a trading nameofWalton Man\eting Limited. Al trade marks recognised

AND HORSES!
Roland needs a wheelbarrow to get his wad home at
the end of the month, and the rest of us? Reduced to

putting our collective shirts on 'dead certs' (and you

know where that can lead). To even up the odds in
our favour, we spent a day at the races accompanied
by some of the best betting software around...

Atari ST User

y o u probably think it's a gas right?
Playing the latest games all day
long, mountains of free software

ripiTEn.m

7HH t:-"-

™

1M Nirtitlng IS/ll.itl

TIPSTEIR.PRS
TWi Plirketini IS/llest]

01

Thi lipittr

-

:

The Tipster

around the 'USER office and invites
to all the best soft and hardware launches

and actually, it is! But being extremely
greedy, we want a salary too. Unfortunately,
publishers being what they are, we're expect
ed to do all the hard play...ahem work,

111 leu rice

ID Kin horn

ICI About

CD] Chang? rite

(El Chins* horn

in Bitting Record

EG] Uieu net

EH] View horn

EI] Resit dm

UI Print rill

any degree of success a vast amount of data
has to be entered into the program's
database on a weekly or even daily basis.
Soccer teams' points, matches played, wins,
draws, losses and so on. Horses' race form,

3

IHIV1J

Is Hilb no

IFIJ
[2. IS]

[FH] IF] Ml (CI <RR> IR]

Enter TIKE ol rice

11,II) or USUI

Enter DATE ol rice

IIUIM!!

Meet MUG («l,FI,(F,60,ST,(S,yi,S0,HE,IS)
Enter PRIZE nores
ll-)S)9111
Enter the distince in fusions
Enter ninber ol RIDERS

Hill! Will SELECTION It

So in order to afford the necessities life

ware works in a similar manner. To achieve

111 l«itm

Ml lilt printer

almost for free.

(Mega ST, hard disk drive, colour and mono
monitors), we recently decided on a little
scam to generate some gelt. Why not do a
cover-feature all about gambling, using all of
those fantastic horses, dogs and football
pools programs promising massive winnings
- pretend to be working while making a for
tune on the dogs, sounds pretty good, huh?
We decided to put all the football pools
predictors, dog and horse racing tipsters to
the test. Everyone likes a flutter on the horses
occasionally, even if it's only once a year on
the Grand national. If the odds are weighed
in your favour then there's even more incen
tive to try your luck. Adverts for flat and
national hunt racing tipsters seem almost irre
sistible as they proudly display banners pro
claiming "The program the bookies tried to
ban", "Over 60 per cent strike rate" and "The
punter's winning guide to success".
Who can pass an advert that claims to dra
matically improve your chances of hitting the
jackpot on the pools? Claims that you'll be
doubling even trebling your winnings and
enough plans and perms to last a lifetime are
very seductive.
Horses, dogs or football teams all the soft

Id Print horn

Rice No.

Enter the ItHE of the BEET (4 letters put)

(5-111
11-251

IlifWS]

KDl
I

Sill]

IS]
131

\

main menu screen is has comprehensive infor

Entering the reams of data for each race can

mation and is similar to Punter's

be tedious

Product: The Tipster
Supplier: T.A.M.

claims to be able to pick out the winners from

the zebras and donkeys you usually put your

Telephone: 0392 215485

hard earned cash on.

Price: £29.95

Configuration: All STs, colour only

If you haven't been lucky enough to win the
pools with T.A.M's The Punter, how about try
ing your hand at the horses? The Tipster is a
comprehensive

horse

racing

tipster

that

Racing statistics and betting forms are
slightly more complex than football data so
the manual is more detailed, giving you a
helping hand when digesting the facts and
figures.
You'll need a good racing paper like the
Racing Post which prints all the relevent race

£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£
Product: The Punter

Supplier: T.A.M.

the position, number of matches played, points
gained, goals for and against, matches won, lost and

Telephone: 0392 215485

drawn at home and away, and so on. All the informa

Price: £29.95

tion is entered before you start the predicting.
A special form figure can be assigned to each
team and this changes the final rating. It's a bit of a
fudge factor that can be used if there are any nonleague teams on the coupon, or if there's a local
derby match, between Liverpool and Everton for

Configuration: All STs, colour only
With the new football season about to start, what
better time than now to start filling in your pools
form. The Punter from T.A.M is a comprehensive
football pools predictor that claims to improve your
chances of winning. The odds against collecting a
jackpot are stacked at millions to one against so
The Punter suggests that you stand a better chance

of winning a few thousand pounds by selecting six
aways or 12 homes.

instance.

When all the data has been typed in for a match,
the program calculates two figures (one for the
home and one for the away team), which show the

chances of a win, draw or lost game. The difference
between the two figures shows which of the three
events is most likely.

the going, starts, wins, places, age and the

The package is nicely presented. There's a videostyle case containing a manual clearly explaining

like.

the data entry procedure and some A4 sheets of

You'll need patience, determination and a
great deal of stamina (plus ultimate faith in
the software), if you're to keep up the data

sample data and printouts. To prove that the soft

'Punter is fairly easy to use, but like all pools pro
grams, the data entry phase is incredibly tedious.
You need the patience of a saint to sit at your com

ware really does work, there are photocopies of divi
dend cheques from Littlewoods pools.

puter and type in the vast amount of facts and fig
ures required. If you do strike it lucky however, it'll

entry.

The software boots into medium resolution colour

The more data the software has to work

with, the more accurate will be the predic
tions - at least, that's the theory. Some pro

and presents a menu (not GEM-based) with five
options. You'll need a newspaper which prints
league tables containing facts and figures such as

grams require more data than others and with
the most demanding ones, you need to
spend several hours each week updating
positions and entering the week's results.
Once the data has been entered all the

hard work is done. The programs print out
their predicted winners and all you need to
do is trot down to the bookies and hand over

your gelt, or fill in the pools coupon and bung
it in the post.
Did we win that elusive pools jackpot? Are
we writing this on the beach in the Bahamas
using Stacy lap-tops? Were we able to fleece
the bookies? Read on...

Atari ST User

be worth it.

Verdict? We became tired and disillusioned after a

few weeks and returned to our original random
selections.
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'Punter's main menu screen showing the
options. Shame it doesn't run in monochrome
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League data tables - Australian teams are
shown in the summer version of the software

:

1 mm

:

The Tipittr
The rice is the 2,01 itAVI, it is i l/clp Chin.
Th» rue ii ou*r i listinc* of 25 furlonts, for i prite of 3525 pout-Is,
The going is GS t 5 ), with i totil of E runners.

The PRIZE GRIDE is 111, the JUMPS GRIDE ll 13),

Press Spice Bar ToContinue

Displaying the race data gives valuable infor
mation for race-goers
data because this has to be entered into the

program's database before it can make any
predictions.

It's a long hard slog typing in all the bits of
information the program requires. Facts such
as the course and type of race (flat, hurdles
or chase), date and time, the going, the value
of the first prize, the distance, number of
horses in the race, the horse's age, its handi
cap and race history, number of days since
its last run, the jockey and trainer...and so on.
You can keep adding horses or reset the
data after each day's racing. Once the pro
gram has all the data about a race, it can be
asked to make a prediction. The information
displayed about a race shows the course
winner, distance winner, the beaten favourite,

handicap, position of a horse in its best and
last races, the jump difficulty and so on.
And at the bottom of the list, Tipster
awards a score for each horse and the higher
this is, the better chance the horse has of

winning the race. Therefore all you need to
do, is to print out the data for each horse in a
race and see which has the highest score.
The Tipster keeps track of your betting
record, how much you've lost to the bookies
and how much you've won. Data can be dis
played on screen or sent to a printer.
If you're prepared to spend enough time
entering the data each day, T.A.M. claims

you'll soon be showing a profit. You do how
ever, need to be totally dedicated to racing
and betting in order to get the best from the
package.
After losing at lots of races, we found it dif
ficult to summon up enough enthusiasm to

squander the rest of our meagre funds.
TIPtTERI.PRG
IM HipkitiM ll/Uutl

tl
lo.

HORSE

1
2

KORIRDIE
SOLPIES

3
1

CIRI1CIRILL III
SPJIFER

!
S

IILLDRE RltEV
DROHRHIll IISS

SCORE
112

HI
21!

112
IPS
121

Press Spin llrlo Continue

Tipster's predicted placings for the race at
Ayre based on the data we typed in
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NOW
INCORPORATING
TO OFFER YOU A HIGH QUALITY

COMPUTER

SERVICE AND PRODUCT RANGE

SUPPLIES

COMPETITION
PRO JOYSTICKS

DSDD
DISKS

IN YOUR FAVOURITE
TEAMS
WORLD CUP SERIES

England

£12.95

Brazil

£12.95

Italy

£12.95

Spain
Belgium

£12.95

Holland
Sweden

£12.95
£12.95

West Germany

£12.95

USA
Scotland

£12.95
£12.95

£12.95

5 1/4" DSDD
DISKS
25
50
75
100...
500
1000

£7.50
£14.75
£21.00
£26.50
£130.00
£249.00

100% CERTIFIED
ERROR FREE

PRICE INCLUDES
VAT & LABELS

3 1/2" 100 cap
3 1/2" 10 cap

£5.50
95p

10 for

£7.50

5 1/4" 100 cap

£5.50

STACKABLE
BOXES
3 1/2" 80 cap (Baux)
£9.00 each
£8.50 each
£8.00 each

31/2" 150cap(Posso)

ALL OUR DISKS
ARE FULLY
GUARANTEED

£15.95 each

PUBLIC
DOMAIN

ABOVE DISKS ARE OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY MANUFACTURED BY
MITSUBUSHI OR VERBATIM

UTILITIES, GRAPHIC

SOFTWARE, MUSIC

FOR BULK BUYERS

500 DSDD Disks 135 tpi
700 DSDD Disks 135 tpi
1000 DSDD Disks 135 tpi

SOFTWARE,

£187.50
£277.50
£360.00

GRAPHICS DEMO'S,
MUSIC DEMOS
HUNDREDS OF DISKS
IN STOCK SEND FOR
FREE CATALOGUE

£1.20 per disk

5 1/4" DSHD
DISKS
50
75
100...
500
1000

DISK STORAGE
BOXES

1
3+
5+

**** SPECIAL OFFER****
200 DSDD Disks135tpi + 2 X 100 Cap Boxes £86.95

25

-a>

PLEASE NOTE:-100 CAP BOXES BOUGHT WITH DISKS £4.50

£15.50
£30.50
£44.50
£57.00
£275.00
£530.00

10 PD DISKS IN
PLASTIC BOX

SONY BULK 3 1/2" DSDD
DISKS AND BOXES
25 DSDD Disks
50 DSDD Disks
75 DSDD Disks
100 DSDD Disks

150 DSDD Disks

£13.75
£26.50
£38.65
£49.95

+ 100
+ 100
+ 100
+ 100

Cap
Cap
Cap
Cap

£9.95

Box
Box
Box
Box

£18.25
£31.00
£43.15
£54.45

..£73.50 + 100 Cap Box

£78.00

PLEASE NOTE:P.D DISKS PRICES
INCLUDE P&P

ACCESSORIES

500 DSDD DISKS @ £240.00/1000 Disks @ £465.00

3 1/2" HIGH
DENSITY DISKS
£1.00 EACH

Mouse Mats

ATARI 520STFM
DISCOVERY PACK

£2.95

31/2" Cleaning Kits .£1.80

£279.95

Mouse Pockets

Please add £2.95 P&P per order. Next day £10.00
Cheques/PO's to MEDIA DIRECT DEPT STU
11 SAGE CLOSE, HANLEY
S-O-T- ST1 3SF
TELESALES HOTLINES 0782 208228

£1.50

Labels per 1000
£7.95
51/4" Cleaning Kits .£1.80
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Each dog's form is found in the daily racing

Race details are entered first

is: :

Print

(continue

j jConfirn Change]

Put your money on Rockmount Astra to win!

newspapers

Product: Top Dog
Supplier: Forecast Software
Telephone: 0222 766905
Price: £49.95

Configuration: All STs, mono and colour

As its name suggests, this program aims to
pick out winning greyhounds from the rest of
the pooches running, A single disk comes
with the standard VHS video tape box and
has a cover proclaiming "The program the
bookies want to ban" and "The best way for
successful gambling" - heady stuff, how did it
perform?
When you boot up Top Dog you're asked to
enter a series of security numbers. It's annoy
ing enough to have to pick up a manual and
find one key word or number but six, is a little
over the top!

A 55-page A5 manual provides clear
instructions on how to enter dogs' form into
the program, and how to calculate the best
selection for each race. Help, such as an
explanation the form facts and figures to be
found in'racing newspapers, is also provided
by the program. All the necessary information
can be found in either of the two main racing
newspapers - the Racing Post or the Sporting

Dog estimates the time between each dog
(how on Earth does it do this?).
Race information can be saved, edited or

printed ready to be taken along to the track in
the evening. By choosing preferences from
drop-down menus, results can be presented
in various ways, such as in trap number
order.

Life.

To test the performance of the program, we
provided information for a day's racing at

Entering data is very easy. Select a track
then type in the form of each dog in the race.
There's nothing to confuse you and it's simply
a matter of entering the information as it
appears in the newspapers. Top Dog realises
when it has enough data to make a predic
tion. Once 'Dog has analysed the information,
it lists the greyhounds in the order the pro
gram thinks they'll pass the finish line. Top

Walthamstow from the Sporting Life. We're
glad we didn't put our collective shirts on the
program's selections. The dogs it predicted to
win were real dogs! Most struggled to come
in last and the those 'Dog claimed to have no
chance whatsoever won in fine style! Howev
er, we know of at least one person who uses
the program regularly and claims that it's a
huge success over a period of time.

£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$
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1

Main menu, where you choose which informa
tion to enter

Product: Pro-Punter
DGA Software

Address: PO Box 36, Ashton-under-Lyne,
OL7 9AR

Price: £57.50 (mail order only)
Configuration: All STs ( mono and colour)

Mention gambling software and most people think of
DGA Software's Pro-Punter. It's been around in vari

ous formats since the winter of '87 and for the Atari
ST since '88.

Pro-Punter works in much the same way as other
tipsters. Form is lifted from the racing press and

KODAK EPD 5036

-

••

Jocky information as well as the horses form
must be put into Pro-Punter

typed into the program where it's analysed and
results predicted.
Although the 20-page A5 manual is professionally
presented, it often makes assumptions about your
knowledge of all things racing. If you aren't familiar
with the racing world and its nomenclature, you
might have problems.
You're prompted for information about the
course, jockies, trainers and horses. Enter a figure
or code, press return and the program automatically
guides you on to the next item. We spent at least
half an hour feeding the program with the necessary
data for a single race as the process is fairly time

Choose the smaller races. Entering the form
takes a fair amount of time

consuming, so choosing those with less horses will
save you a lot of time.
Pro-Punter considers other elements as well as

past performance, and will often advise you not to
bet when the program considers it's not worth

chancing your wad. This could be for any of several
reasons, but usually because the possible return on
the outlay is too low for it to be worthwhile risking
anything.
When we tried its predictions the results weren't
spectacular, but it consistently performed better
than we did. Definitely one of the more successful
programs and one worth chancing a few clams with.

KODAK EPD 5036

•

•

•

•
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Product: Daily Double Horse Racing

PIayer:
BETTOR
WIN BET

Supplier: CDS Software

RACE

Telephone: 0302 321134

1

560.00

«256

Price: £19.99

Configuration: All STs, colour
AMOUNT

BET:

The other programs we've looked at claimed
to increase the chances of beating the book
ies. It's been tried many times before of
course, but no one has ever achieved it,

even with CAB (computer aided betting).
There is however, a safe way of having a flut

DfllLV

DOUBLE

-

LEADER

BOARD

*>..."..
{J I,jft\---^—^
— END
j
NO BET

LEADERS15 HEUER FOR PLEASUREFurlong •:
4

SPEEDV

FRIEND

2

COCUETTE

QUEEN

ter on the races and that's with CDS Soft

ware's Daily Double Horse Racing,
Rather than betting real cash on real nags,
Daily Double is a horse racing simulation
which accepts bets then shows the horses
careering about on-screen.
Open the box and you'll find a single disk

The full race is shown, with the leading hors
es named at the bottom

Place your bet in the bookies. Hand over the
money by clicking on the Dollar notes

Once you've analysed the past perfor
mance of both the horses and jockies, pick
the horse you reckon will gallop to the finish

distance are shown. Below this the horses

line first. Choose the type of bet you want

currently in first, second and third place are
named.

and manual, which to give a feeling a reality,
is laid out in the format of a newspaper. As
well as supplying all the information neces
sary for program use, the 'newspaper' helps
novice gamblers by explaining some of the

you're going to put on the race. Handing
over of money is done by clicking on pic

Once the winner's crossed the line, more
digitised speech tells you which number it
was. The amount of money you've won or
lost is shown along with your new bank bal

tures of Dollar bill values, which then slide

ance. It's now time to move on to the next

commonly-used terms.
After a security question and a few others

under the clerk's protection bars (that's right,
the program's American - dollar bills and bul

race and back to the bookmakers.

to set up the simulation, the mouse-con

let proof glass...)
Once you've placed a bet, sit back and

trolled program boots in lo-res colour to
place the punter in his favourite location, the
bookie's.

Information about each of the day's races
can be found here and you can also use the
vital gambling tips found within the pages of
the Daily Double Horse Racing newspaper.

then go to the clerk and decide how much

scenery scrolling from right to left. At the bot

Graphics
are
average
throughout,
although the movement of the animals during
the race has been executed rather nicely,
and although this animation is rather slow, it
does help to convey a sense of 'being there'.
Overall, a familiar but well implemented
game theme, which will enable you to have a
little flutter without the nail-biting worry of

tom of the screen, the race number and total

whether you'll lose your shirt.

watch the race. Rather limited digitised
speech, the start and the top half of the
screen gives a side-on view of the horses

running along the track with background

£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£$£
Product: Pools - Expert Results Predictor
Supplier: It's on the cover disk!

Configuration! All STs, colour and mono
This shareware football pools predictor from Bay
Computers is currently being updated to utilise GEM
and there's a beta test version on the disk.

The version tested predicts league and cup
matches, and also includes some minor leagues. The
predicted results can be output either to screen or
printer.
As with most pools predictors, Expert Results
Predictor (hereafter known as ERP) isn't very accu
rate at the start of the football season, but as more
results are added and the database is updated, the
program becomes a much better forecaster. The
«ll:im!i:l'(«iI-'.E-«.WIHW

Hiin hMU
III

find H», PUm
Criitt Ftftur* Li*t
shw Lmm Ubm

[!l

Pndict hitch Rtiultf

Hi

Input Hitch RfiujtJ
Input Hid'Utrt mturts/Rffultf

moral? Don't expect to hit the jackpot the first time
you use the software.

The Modify Divisions - (New Season) option is pro
tected by a password because it destroys all the
data entered so far. The password isn't meant to be
secret • it's provided in a help screen • it simply adds
a bit of data security. You should only need to do this
once at the start of a new season, and the task is
simplified by being able to promote and relegate
teams. League tables can be printed to screen or
printer and fixture lists created easily.
Pressing F1 on the main menu, provides a summa
ry of all past results stored on the current disk. The
teams' form figures must be kept up to date by
entering all the mid-week match results as well as
the weekend results. The program keeps track of the
last three home and last three away matches for
every team, as well as the season's running total of
league points. The program examines home records

for the home team and the away record for the away
team, then combines them to produce a predicted

result. 20 most likely home wins, 20 most likely
away wins and 20 most likely draws. You can use
this information to fill in your pools form.
[71 Hooifv PivUioflf - (ffw Swonl
[81 Backup ill Pools Mi Files
As with all pools predictors, the data entry is tire
[91 Butt
some and you need lots of dedication to keep enter
ing facts and figures. The only thing to spur you on is
.<KiSiH«:
i^iHSliur
the thought of winning, and when you don't win the
The main menu screen. A GEM-based version is
currently being worked on and that provides an first (or the second, third, fourth and fifth) time, it's
easy-to-use front end

Atari ST User

easy to lose interest.

And

the

verdict?

Is

'USER

the

scourge of the bookmakers? Unfor
tunately not, welcomed with open
arms, they sent us home with empty
pockets - ho hum!
Still, we had lots of fun down at
the dog and horse racing tracks

(spitting, swearing, looking tough...)
and it's worth cutting along just to
soak up some atmosphere and ten
sion, as our four-legged friends
round the final bend and sprint to
the finishing line.

Sixteen Bit Superdeals from the Sixteen Bit Specialists!
CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE! When comparing prices remember ours include fast delivery by courier
520STE Power Pack

£349.00

Amiga A500 BAT Games Pack
featuring BAT PACK or the new

inc. VAT and Next Day Delivery

FLIGHT OF FANTASY PACK

£399.00

PowerPack includes:
• 520 STE 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive and TV
Modulator

BAT Games Pack includes:

• Over £550 worth of games software, including OutRun, Gauntlet 2,
R-Type, Space Harrier, Super HangOn and 16 more Top Games
• Organiser Business Software including WORDPROCESSOR,

• Amiga A500 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive
• Free TV modulator worth £24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga with a normal
TV

SPREADSHEET and DATABASE.

• First BASIC and First Music Utility Software.
•

FREE JOYSTICK AND FREE MOUSE MAT WORTH £4.95.

• All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and free mains plug!
• Hyper Pack SAW inc Hyper Draw, Hyper Paint and Borodino Battlescape
War Game.

•

DELUXE PAINT II GRAPHIC PACKAGES

+
•
•
•
•

PHOTON PAINT IIgraphics with animation worth £70
FREE, only-just-released BATMAN-THE MOVIE games software.
NEW ZEALAND STORY arcade games software.
F16-INTERCEPTOR - amazing 3D flight simulator software.
A further £230 worth of Games Software, including BUGGY BOY,
MERCENARY, BARBARIAN, WIZBALL & six more games.

• FREE MOUSE MAT JOYSTICKS and 10 BLANK DISKS.

• Amiga BASIC, Amiga EXTRAS 1.3, Workbench 1.3 PLUS the AmigaStep by

520STFM DISCOVERY PACK

Step Tutorial

£279.00

• All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and mains plug!

NEW! fantastic value for money pack includes:

* 520 STE 512K memory keyboard with built in 1 megabyte double sided disk
drive and TV modulator

* Game Pack including OUTRUN, SPACE HARRIER, CARRIER COMMAND
and BOMB JACK

* UTILITYPROGRAMMES inc STOS GAME CREATOR, NEOCHROME

painting package and FIRST BASIC programming language
* ST tutorial programme and 'DISCOVER YOUR ST beginners guide to the ST

FLIGHT OF FANTASY Pack Includes:
• F29 RETALIATOR - fantastic NEW flight simulator - replaces Batman
• RAINBOW ISLANDS - smashing new arcade game - replacess New
Zealand Story
• ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS - replaces F18
• Everything else listed for BAT Games Pack.

computer

* PLUS MOUSE, MOUSE MAT, MANUALS, ALL LEADS, METACOMCO

AMIGA A500

BASIC AND MAINS PLUG!

CLASS OF THE 1990's
BUSINESS + EDUCATION PACK

1040STE BUSINESS PACK

£549.00

£449.00
Features:

* Includes the new 1 megabyte 1040STE keyboard plus over £200 worth of
business software including K-WORD wordprocessing software, K-CALC
spread sheet and K-DATA Database software. Also includes Metacomco
BASIC, Mouse Pad, all Leads, Manuals and Mouse.

•k Maxiplan 500 spreadsheet
* Amiga Logo, BBC Emulator

* Amiga A500 + TV Modulator
* Midi Interface + Software

* Kind Words II word processor

Deluxe Paint II

* Page Setter DTP
* Super Base Personal Database

•k Mouse Mat, 10 Blank disks,
and disk wallet

MEGA 1 BUSINESS P>\CK
AMIGA 1 MEG

£529.00

BAT GAME PACK

Features:
* Separate Keyboard and System Unit
* Inc. all software supplied with 1040 STE Business
* Blitter chip installed for faster graphics
Inc SM124 Mono Monitor

£499.00

1 Meg Bat Games Pack includes:

Pack.

• Fitted 1 Megabyte Memory Expansion + Real Time Clock
£628.00

Card

• Everything listed for the A500 Bat Game Pack
•

ACCESSORIES
QuickstiotIITurboJoystick
£.9.95
Competition Pro 5000 Joystick....£13.95
Competition Pro with Autofire
£14.95
Konix Speedking Joystick
£11.95
Red Mouse MatwithAmiga logo..£5.95

Amiga1/2 Meg Expansion

£99.95

Plain blue Mouse Mat

Control Centre Atari or Amiga

£44.95

£4.95

DRAGON'S LAIR 1 MEG MEGAGAME!

Branded Memorex 3.5" DS DD Disks
Box of 10
£13.95
Memorex Disk Box
For 40 3.5" Disks

£8.95

ContriverAmigaand ST Mouse with FREE holder and Mouse Pad £20.95

PRINTERS
Star LC24-10 24 pin incl. lead ST/Amiga
Star LC10 including interface lead for ST/Amiga
Star LC10 colour including interface lead for ST/Amiga
Citizen 120D including interface lead for ST/Amiga

£249.00
£169.00
£219.00
£139.00

SEIKOSHA 80 COLUMN PRINTERS- AMAZING PRICES

Seikosha 9 pin NLQincluding interface lead for ST/Amiga
Seikosha 24 pin LQ including interface lead for ST/Amiga

£139.00
£239.00

CREDIT CARD ORDERLINES

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES
Atari SF314 1 Megabyte
Amiga A1010 1 Megabyte

Cumana 1 Megabyte Atari or Amiga
NEC 1 Megabyte Atari or Amiga

£139.00
£109.00
£89.95
£79.95

Atari Megafile 30 Hard Disk

£439.00

New! Commodore A590 20 meg hard disk
A590 Hard Disk & Memory Upgrade installed

£369.00
Phone

MONITORS
Commodore Amiga A1084 Stereo Monitor inc. lead

£269.00

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor inc. lead

£259.00

Atari SM124 Mono Monitor including lead
Philips CM8833 stereo colour monitor inc. lead for ST or Amiga

£119.00
£259.00

0908 378008 (Mon - Sat 10am-6pm)

To order: either call theorderline above with your credit card details OR make a cheque/PO payable to:Digicom Computer Services Ltd
and send it with your orderto the address below. Callersare also most welcome at the address below

DIGICOM
Unit 36, Wharfside, Fenny Stratford, MILTON KEYNES MK2 2AZ
Allprices include VAT and next day deliveryby courier.
Licensed Credit Brodkers "Written quotationsavailableon requestAPR 34.5% Variable

G ASTEIN ER
Unit 12A, Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Rd, London N17 9QU
Sales 081-365 1151

Fax 081-885 1953

Computer Packs
Atari 520STE Power

AATARI

9dake your oivn

pack.. ....£349

Clocks

Atari 1040 STE Ultimate.... ....£429

Odard drive

£4.95

£150

GAS Hard disk kit

That's Write

£39 First word plus

£69

(with software)

Software business
Protext

Ribbons

POA

RAM Upgrades (frontier)

POA K-Spread4
Logistix

Printer cables

£5.00

Prodata

Diskboxes (80)

£5.95

Diskboxes (40)

£4.95

....£269

Printers

Atari 520STE

....£299

Epson LX400

£179

Atari 1040STE

....£429

Epson LQ400

£229

Monitor scart lead

Mesa 1

....£519

Epson LQ550

£399

Twin joystick ext cable

Atari 520STFM

Mesa 2

....£799

Mesa 4

..£1099

Monitors
Atari SMP4

....£109

£159

Rainbow TOS (fitted)

Citizen Swift 24

£295

External slim 3.5" drive

Panasonic KXP 1124

£249

External 5.25" drive

Panasonic KXP 1081

£159

Internal 3.5" DS drives

Star LC-10

£179

Original Atari

Star LC-10 col

£209

....£269

Philips CM8833

....£249

Quadram Multisync.

....£399

Laser Printers

Nee 3D

....£499

Atari SLM 804

...£1049

Nee 5D

. ..POA

StarP8

...£1249

Panasonic 4450i

...£1675

HP Laser II

...£1499

rives inco rporate
Allour'
high qui lily mech inisms

GAS 40MB 11 MS...

....£549

GAS 50MB 28MS...

....£459
....£599

GAS 60MB 28MS...

....£649

GAS 85MB 28MS...

..£1299

GAS 180MB 28MS.

Any other

Accessories
Sony disks per 10
Atari Mouse

£19.95

replacement drives

£10

£5.95

£115
£69

..£24.95

(graphics

PC-SPEED

Fleet St Publisher v3

The premier hardware PC emulator
Pagestream
for the Atari ST. STE and Mega
Easy
Draw 2
series of computers.
CyberStudio
Cyber Paint
PC-SPEED for STFM
£249
Cyber
Control
PC-SPEED for STE
£249

NEO DESK V3

Spectre GCR

Migraph 400DPI Scanner.

£399

Apple Macintosh emulator. The
award winning product for the ST.

£5
....£5.95

£89

Vidi ST
Linnet Modem

.....£140

Enables ST to read and write
Macintosh disks.

Supports hard drives

£379

£29.95
£49
£99

£74.95
£99
£99
£58

Timeworks DTP

£49

£69
£59

£14

PLmulators

connection to any Mega

£99

Hisoft Basic

Mark Williams C

NEW!! Speed bridge for easy

£69

GSTC

Autoroute
£10

£69

£69

Programming

£129 CSD debugger.

£229

Joysticks from

Data Manager Pro
Superbase personal 2
Sage Accountant

Prospero pascal
£99 Prospero C
£85 Prospero Fortran

Data Scan

capacities
made to order

Monitor switch box

Citizen POD

Atari SC1224

'Drives
JSI LWO

£24.95

Toners (SLM804)

(Includes case, controller & PSU)

Computers

081-884 2415

Mouse Mats

Atari 520STFM Discovery. ....£299 Gas SCSI host controller..
Atari 1040 STE Pro sack.... ....£429

24Hr ans phone

£99

£39

£68

£159

POA

£29
£39
£39
£49
£89
£34.95

All Cyber accessories in
stock please phone

Music andSamplers
C-Lab Creator

POA

C-Lab Notator

POA

Steinberg Pro 24

£140

Cubase

£449

GASTEINER
Unit 12A, Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Rd, London N17 9QU

SEPT ' 9 0
ON

THE

TORVAK THE WARRIOR
Return to the prehistoric days of cavemen and
dinosaurs and take on the role of a musclebound meat-head who's built like the

DISK
PALETTE.PRG
A handy little PD program that's great for

WHAT'S

IN

DOC?

• Well over 1Mb of stunning games, sexy
demos and scintillating features as well as
sound samples, MIDI libraries, clip art, the

proverbial brick dunny. Bash brains and break

anyone who needs to work out the RGB values
to produce a particular colour. Click on this
utility in low resolution colour and the whole of

bones with the butchest barbarian araound.

the ST's 512 colours will be shown on screen.

computing, how can you be without it?
Forget the rest, 'USER gives you the most

PERCUSSAMAN

and best!

Percussaman is a four-track, 16-instrument,

• We use the most cunning disk
formatting program ever devised to enable
even single sided drive owners to get their
read/write heads on the goodies, but even
we're limited by natural physical forces ie
if you only have one head then you'll only
get one side, right?
• To access side two, simply double click
the folder Side 2 and you'll be transported
to an Aladdin's cave of electronic delights.
• And for those who just can't live without
the tempting teasers on side two, we offer

Aaarrgghh...

DE-ARCHIVER
The

most

sophisticated

compaction

techniques ever devised are used to cram an

astounding megabyte plus of programs and
demos on each cover disk. ARCX is the

essential utilityfor de-crunching all this month's
goodies.

POOLS PREDICTOR
Get rich quick! Use your ST to improve your
chances of winning the football pools jackpot.

digitally synthesised drum sequencer
providing many of the functions of powerful
professional equipment. It uses sounds
sampled at 16kHz to produce a very high
quality output.

SNAP
Not the familiar card game, but a powerful
snapshot utility that can be used to grab

This package keeps a database of fixtures and

screens and artwork from other software for

results then uses the information to predict the
outcome of matches. X marks the spot.

inclusion in your own programs. Hit the hot
keys to instantly save the screen to disk.

BOOTINFO

STPAGE.PRG

Discover the innermost secrets of your floppy
disks' format with this powerful desk
accessory. Click on the menu and the disk's
BIOS parameter block is displayed in all its
glory. Full 68000 source code included.

ST-Page is an ultra-fast editor written in 100%
machine code using Fast BASIC'S built-in
assembler. It produces pure ASCII files which
makes it ideal for typing out notes and memos,
or entering C, Pascal and 68000 source code.

RAINBOW COLOURS
Scrolling multi-colour demos usually mean
long and complex 68000 machine code
programs that insert themselves into the

horizontal and vertical blank operating system
routines. This version, however, is written in
simple BASIC!

TOP DOG
Going to the dogs! Whether you're serious
about betting or just like the occasional flutter,
this is the only tipster worth considering. Why?
It's the one the bookies tried to ban! Sort out

the greyhounds from the rest of the poodles.

flotsam

and

jetsam

of

everyday

our Side Two Service. For the stunning
'cheaper-than-the-rest' price of just £1.50

(which includes the all-important postage
and packing) we'll put the goodies from
side two on a single sided disk and whizz
it to your door. Cheques or postal orders
made payable to Atari ST User Disk Offer
to the usual address.

LOADING
GUARANTEED
Look, we do our utmost to ensure that

War-gamers should don their battle gear, pick

every disk is 100 per cent
Unfortunately, physical forces
those propounded by Einstein
suggest that a tiny proportion

up their machine gun and jump astride their

disks will contain errors.

perfect.
such as
himself,
of those

DUALFORM
Create double sided, 800k floppy disks that
can be read using either a single or double

ANGLO

sided disk drive. Put the extra double sided

camel for here's a scenario for Rainbird's

If you're one of the lucky readers who

disk programs in the SIDE_2 folder just like we

Universal Military Simulator featuring the

has a disk which conforms to Einstein's

do with our cover disk.

Invasion of Egypt, November 5th 1956.

theories, but would rather have an
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ordinary, common or garden working disk,
here's what to do: Stop panicking! We've
come across the problem before and know

just what to do. Wrap up the offending
item in some stout packaging (you don't
want to frighten the postie-man, right?)
and send it to Stanley Precision Data
Systems, Unit F, Cavendish Courtyard,
Sallow Road, Weldon North Ind. Est.,
Corby, Northants, together with your name
and address and we'll replace it.
Atari ST User

ARCX.TTP
Configuration: All STs, mono
and colour
Some of the programs on the cover disk
are quite large and have been archived - in
other words, compacted • using a special
utility designed to cram many programs

into as small a space as possible. This
means we can put even more goodies on

TORVAK.PRG
Configuration: All STs, colour and mono
We go way back in time for our game demo
from Core Design, to the death-throws of the

addition to the gratuitous violence, you've got
to do some damage to the local architecture

Tormanian wars, no less. Here you can

as well. Throughout the game, from the

experience a game which transcends the

swamp to the mountains, strange statues line
the pathways and smashing them reveals
other weapons which can be swapped for
your existing cudgel. The life-span of this
warrior is literally in your hands - go on, give

centuries. No, Torvak is not one half of a

the cover disk than you would normally

get. (You can tell which files have been
archived as their names always end .ARC.)

the bloke a hand!

Top Dog in the SIDE 2 folder has been
archived and before you can use this
superb dog racing tipster, you must de-

100000100

00

OOP

"A

7 03

archive it. Here's how to do it:
1. Format a disk

_!1eS§-

2. Copy ARCX.TTP and SBREAK.ARC off
the cover disk to this new blank disk

3. Double click on ARCX.TTP and type
the name of the archive:

famous figure-skating partnership. This is a

TOP_DOG.ARC

time of ruthlessness and barbarism.

That's all there is to it, now just click on

Torvak is a warrior, built like the proverbial

the program to run it. Any other archives

brick dunny, with one vocation in life: to
smash, maim and slaughter his way through
an innumerable enemy. Making Arnie look like
a octogenarian philanthropist, Torvak muscles
his way through a furious bastion of foe
(guess who's been at Roget? - Ed).
The game is divided into levels each of
which represents different terrains and
environments. In the true style of ancient lore,

can be de-archived in the same way.
test File liw lotions

the game is full of myth and legend with
strange mystical beasts set against our
muscle-clad hero. With joystick control, you
must assume the identity of this much-

•••••<

BOOTINFO.ACC
Configuration: Aii STs, mono
and colour
Bootinfo is a simple desk accessory

written by J.B. Lancashire that helps you
to identify different disk formats. To use it,
copy the file BOOTINFO.ACC to the root
directory of the disk you boot with. Next

outnumbered warrior and smite his enemy
clean into the next century.
Double click on ARCX.TTP then enter the

Cracking bones and smashing heads, the
action is never short of frenetic, but in

name of the archive

Bootinfo

J.B.

I i n f o~

«4.88

CC) 198»
Lancashire.

| exit

Bytes per sector.
Sees per cluster.
Sees per dir.
Sec s per FftT.

POOLS.TOS

Sec Ho of 2nd FftT.
First data sec.

Configuration: Al! STs, colour only
You've read the cover feature this month,

Data

No
Ho
.-i<:

SET

of
of

clusters.

sides.
tracks.

Sees per track.

512
2
7
5
b
IS
711
2
88
9

wanna get in on the gambling action? Of
course you do, so here's your chance to
become an overnight millionaire! This football

Arsenal
Chelsea

-v-v-

Aston Uilla
Coventry City

r:-J
'.
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pools predictor covers all league and Cup

loaded and installed.

matches, and also includes some minor
leagues, too.

On selecting the Bootinfo accessory on
the Desk menu, the BIOS parameter block

The predicted results can be output either
to screen or printer and all you need to do is
put your crosses on the pools coupon and

post it off. It's not very accurate at the start of
the football season because the teams have

of the disk in drive A will be read and

displayed in a dialog box. Selecting the
Info button will enable you to look at
POOLS - EXPERT RESULTS PIEMCT0I

8 IS89/9S A

«2.S

B.Cawbell (frestel HIX:52«21IU> %

played few matches and it's difficult to predict
their form, but as more results are added and
the database updated, the program becomes
a better forecaster.

The Modify Divisions - (New Season)
option is protected by a password because it
destroys all the data entered so far, this
shouldn't cause any problems though as you
should only need to do this once at the start
of a new season. The task is simplified by
being able to promote and relegate teams.
League tables can be printed on screen or

printer and fixture lists created easily.
The program keeps track of the last three
home and last three away matches for .every
team as well as the season's running total of
league points. It examines the home record

Atari ST User

time you switch on or press the reset
button the utility will automatically be

for the home team and the away record for
the away team, and then combines these to
come up with a predicted result.

PALLETTE.PRG
Configuration: All STs,
colour only

another disk, and clicking on Exit will
return you to the desktop or the program
running when you called Bootinfo. The
source code for Bootinfo demonstrates

how desk accessories and dialog boxes
are accessed from assembly language.

artists need to study the full palette in order to
find the exact shade they require for a
picture.
Double click on this utility in low resolution
colour and the whole of the ST's 512 colours
will be shown on screen. Use the mouse to

This handy little PD program is great for
anyone who needs to work out RGB values to
produce a particular colour. Programmers

point at a colour and its RGB values will be
shown in the bottom right-hand corner of the

need to enter RGB values into their program

screen. Make a note of these, return to your
paint program or source code and insert the

source code when setting up a palette, and

values to get the particular shade you need.

COLOUR!.ESC

DUALFORM.PRG

COLOUR2.BSC
COLOUR3.BSC

Configuration: 1Mb RAM, mono or colour

Configuration: All STs,
colour only

DualForm creates double sided, 800k
floppy disks that can be read using either
a single or double sided disk drive. The
only restriction is that single sided disk
drives can't access the programs stored
in the SIDE 2 folder - just like our cover
disk. Run DualForm, choose the drive to

800k+ disk and create a

folder called

SIDE_2 with a file called DUMMY in it.

Copy all the programs that are to be
accessible by both single and double

sided disk drives to this disk. When you've
finished, go into the SIDE 2 folder and
delete the file called DUMMY. Now copy

Have you ever seen those demonstration

format, pop a disk in the drive and away

programs that display more than 16

into the SIDE_2 folder all the extra files

you go. DualForm will format a double

that are to be accessed by only double

sided, 81 track, 10 sectors per track

sided disk drives.

colours on the screen at the same time?

They're usually machine code programs
that use horizontal and vertical blank

-

STPAGE.PRG

.:i

SHiii

Configuration: All STs, colour
only
:

ST-Page is an ultra-fast editor written in 100%
machine code using Fast BASIC'S built-in
assembler. It produces pure ASCII files which

::

makes it ideal for entering C, Pascal,
assembly language and even BASIC source

code. Or if you simply want to type out a few
interrupts, and other hideously complex
technical stuff to display multiple
palettes - it isn't necessary!

notes or a letter. Its very compact size means

that it takes up very little space on your utility
disk and it's quick to load.
You can type in text just like any other text
editor, but remember to hit Return at the end

of the line because there's no word wrap
facility. The editor features automatic indent,
which is useful when entering lines of source
code when programming.
To load a text file, use Control+cursor left

or right to highlight the File menu option then
press Control+cursor down. Highlight Load
File and hit Return to display the standard
GEM file selector. Select the file to load as
usual and click on the OK button.

There's another way to achieve the
same effect, and from simple BASIC. It's
actually a trick, or optical illusion
because what you do is mix two colours
together by plotting alternate dots in one
colour and then going back and filling in

PURCUSSA.PRG
Configuration: All STs,
colour only

the gaps with the other colour. The two
merge on-screen to produce a different

Percussaman is a four-track, 16instrument, digitally synthesised drum
sequencer by Robert Withey (comparable
to a drum sequencer) and using sounds

colour. The effect is better with poor
quality TVs and monitors because the
colours are more blurred.

sampled at 16kHz.

SNAP.TOS
Configuration: Ail STs, colour

You can

edit

140

patterns, and sequence them to produce
up to 15 minutes of sampled sound beat.
The edit menu enables you to design
and test the basic beat patterns and

It works in any screen mode and saves
ordinary Degas screens - PI1 in low
resolution, PI2 in medium resolution and PI3

in high resolution. It's useful for grabbing

cicking on any instrument name plays

and mono

screens and artwork from other software for

that instrument. Clicking on a box in one

inclusion in your own, for instance, for pasting
SNAP.TOS is a simple, but useful snapshot

mono images onto DTP pages, or taking

of the editing windows will place or
remove a hit, up to four hits per column.

utility that saves the ST's screen when a

sprites from pictures and so on.

certain combination of keys are pressed.
When it's run, Snap hides itself in memory
and quickly returns to the desktop. Now you
can run another program, and at any time,
you can press the special control keys to

When you want to take some snapshots
double click on SNAP.TOS on the desktop to
install it in memory. Now boot up your
software as and whenever you want to save
the current contents of the screen press the
Control+Alternate+both Shift keys.

save the screen.

•

A M tf* I t \

£ I AA

Configuration: All STs, colour
ft «•»§'«{

Don your battle gear and jump astride
your camel for here's a scenario for

Rainbird's Universal Military Simulator
featuring the Invasion of Egypt, November
5th 1956.

On the July 26 1956, Egypt nationalised
the Suez Canal causing a major concern
both in Paris and London. The conclusion

was that only a military operation could

restore the control of such a strategic
asset.

Troops were gathered, command
centres formed and organisation of
transportation and assault units were

completed. Eleven days were allowed to

a

a

•

•

*

•

*

•

*

The beat menu handles storage and
retrieval of beats. The number in the

bottom right-hand corner is the current

beat (alter by clicking on the beat slots on
the left). The song menu allows
sequencing of beats to produce a song.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••a**

all the dogs running. Feed in the date and

T0P.D0G.PRG

time, distance, track, race grade, number of

Configuration: All STs, colour

runners, trap number, handicap, sectional
timing, course going and so on, then sit back

only

and watch the program calculate the finishing

Beat the bookies at their own game! Top Dog
is a greyhound racing analysis program that

order of the race. It'll even tell you the
finishing time and distance between the
dogs!

attempts to predict the winners from the

poodles and pooches. No prior knowledge of
dog racing is required because all the
information that the program needs can be
obtained from the Greyhound form pages of
the Sporting Life or Racing Post.
Whether you're serious about betting or just
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one the bookies tried to ban - at least, that's

General Keightly was commander of the
Allies while land forces commander was
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Lt. General Stokwell.
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The world's first totally dedicated electronic media magazine
for all ST users goes from strength to silicon-based strength ...
ON

THE

ELECTRONIC

PAGES

GETTING STARTED
RunTime is a disk-based magazine program

PROGRAMMER'S CLINIC

EXPLORING GEM

Got a problem? Then come along to the

The ST's virtual device interface is a minefield

friendliest clinic around. If Mathew Lodge can't
solve it he'll post it on the electronic

for the unwary - a wrong call, a parameter
missing, and boom! The computer prints those

noticeboard and invite our talented readers to

cute little bombs all over the screen. Roland

help out. Solutions will flood in before you can

Waddilove comes to the rescue and provides a

say arrgghh...

safe route.

ARCADE GAMES WRITING

SCREENFULL
The ultimate challenge for programmers is to
write a useful routine in just one screen of code.
It can be done, and here's another microscopic

how not to lose your marbles!

marvel from our talented readers.

;.

S

o

ft

.

•

I

to do to read it is double click on the program
icon. You'll see a GEM menu bar at the top of

the screen, moving your mouse pointer over it
reveals several drop down menus.

Struggling with STOS? Phil Lawson provides a
helping hand. Dissecting the great granddaddy of all arcade games Breakout, he shows

,

with articles providing programming help,
hints for games writers and much more.
The magazine appears on the disk as a
program called MAGAZINE.PRG, all you need

These menus contain the titles-of

•

the

programs, articles, games and utilities on the
cover disk. Click on a menu option and the
article will be loaded and displayed on the
screen. If your TV isn't very clear you can print
out the article , then study it at your leisure.
At the foot of the screen you'll see several
icons. Here's what the main ones do when you

T h e submissions for RunTime keep on

This month's challenge has been answered

rolling in and the Post Office has laid
on a special van just to deliver our

Sussex. It's a password program written in

sack-load of mail each week. We

68000 assembly language using Devpac 2.

cram as much into RunTime as possible - in
fact, even more because we're using advanced
compaction techniques that squeeze over a

Assemble it and save it in the AUTO folder of

by programmer Sean Cleaver of East Hoathly in

your boot disk. When the ST is booted the
program prompts you for a password (458, but

click on them with the mouse...
This is the icon which

enables you to return

to the opening GEM
menu bar. Click this if

you want to stop
reading the current
feature

megabyte of programs, utilities and articles
onto one double sided disk. And as if that's not

enough, it can be read by single sided drives,

Use this icon if there's

too!

a particular page of

In Mathew Lodge's disk-based clinic this

the feature which

month there are questions on C, the STE as well
as a guide to using GDOS fonts. There's a plea

interests you and
which you wish to

for someone to explain what the STE's Cookie

have on paper

Jar feature is, a reader seeking assistance with
with Gulam (gosh!), and everything you ever
wanted to know about GDOS fonts but were
afraid to ask.

Screenfull is an exciting new challenge for
programmers - to write a program (or even just
a subroutine) that will fit on one standard

it can be changed to any numbers or digits),

monitor or TV screen. That's about 22 lines. The

and won't continue unless you enter the correct

program can be a game, utility, graphic
designer, music and MIDI editor or even a
business program, the choice is yours. You can
also use any programming language such as

one.

here to send the

complete feature to
your printer

If you are burning the midnight oil trying
desperately to create a block-buster of an
arcade game then Phil Lawson provides some

Basic, C, Pascal, STOS or 68000 machine code
but remember, the whole of the source code

light relief with his continuing tutorial on all
aspects of this superb game creator. This

must fit onto one screen.

month's column is a load of old balls - he
demonstrates how to make balls roll around the

screen and bounce off objects at the correct

Often, as you're
reading a feature,
there'll be an

associated picture
which helps to
illustrate a point. Click

angles. Here's a use at last for those dull laws of
motion devised by that awfully clever Newton
chappie you learnt about at school!

this icon to see the

For the programming elite who wouldn't be
seen dead with a BASIC interpreter in their

Everyone, even
learned programmers
need help
occasionally, if you
find that some friendly
advice is needed, click

micro

Roland

Waddilove

continues

his

exploration of the ST's virtual device interface
for C programmers. Remember - Drawing
lines, circles and rectangles is easy when you
do it Roly's way!
. Atari ST User

If you need to print the
entire feature, tutorial
and so on, this is the
icon you need. Click

picture

the cross
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AMIGA
ST

"PC VERSION

£69.00

PC COMPATIBLES
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# SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!

Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk
drive controller chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides.

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.

m

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNOLOGY
By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transfer an
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and

without any user knowledge. One external disk drive* is required for AMIGA/ST.
~ESS IS AVAILABLE FOR THE ST/AMIGA/PC SYS
" YTE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERIN
ou don't have a secon

WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
Datel ElectronicsLtd.,neithercondones norauthorises the use of it's products forthe reproduction of

rNCRO EXPRESS togeth

copyright material.

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)
ONLY £119.99 (ST)

The backup facilitiesof this product are designed to reproduce onlysoftware such as Public Domain

material, the users own programs orsoftware where permission tomake backups has been clearly given. [
Itis illegal to make copies, even foryourown use, of copyrightmaterial,withoutthe express
permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

••/.••••...vvr.):

HOW TO GET YOUR

S"V /7C7JO EXiPlfES'S'

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs)

0782 744707

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLEYOUTO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITSOF YOUR PURCHASEWITHIN DAYS, NOTWEEKS.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs.

^

ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DA7EL cLE<?jXOrVicS' LTD.,

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
'

THIRD COAST TECHNOLOGIES
ATARI HARD DISKS & TAPE BACKUP

FREE WORD PROCESSOR, DATABASE B fi*r <

50 MB
£449

FASTER THAN ANY OTHER COMPETITOR

155M/BYTE TAPE BACKUP

AUTOBOOT & AUTOPARK

BACKS UP 20 MEGS IN UNDER 1.5 MINUTES

BATTERYBACKED REALTIME CLOCK, CALENDER

SUPPORTS INTERNAL SCSI DRIVE
EXTERNAL SCSI ID SELECTORS
PORTABLE BETWEEN DIFFERENT ATARIS

UPTO128 USER PARTITIONS

DMA TN & OUTS ALSO SCSI OUT & IN

PRICING

FEATURES

FEATURES

COMPATIBLE WITH ATARI ST,PC AND MAC
HIGH SPEED PROGRAMMABLE CACHING SOFTWARE
MATCHED OIN ATARI GREY WITH AIR BRUSHED LOGO
SUPPORTS A SECOND DRIVE & TAPE BACKUP
65 WATT CASED ASTEC PSU WITH AIR COOL FAN

22M/BYTE SCSI HARD DRIVE 49MILLI
22M/BYTE SCSI 38 MILLI HEAD PARK
50M/BYTE SCSI 25 MILLI HEAD PARK

USES INDUSTRY STANDARD CT 600N TAPES
BACKS UP ALL NON GEM FORMATS
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL HARD DRIVES

OFFERS ALL FEATURES & UTILS AS TCT HARD DISK

£349.99
£399.99
£449.99

65M/BYTE SCSI 25 MILLI HEAD PARK

£599.99

85M/BYTE SCSI 25 MILLI HEAD PARK
106M/BYTE SCSI 15 MILLI HEAD PARK
150M/BYTE SCSI 15 MILLI HEAD PARK
50M/BYTE & 155M/BYTE TAPE BACKUP
44M/BYTE REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE DRIVE
330M/BYTE 11 MILLI HEAD PARK & LOCK

£645.99
£899.99
£1250.99
£1199
£799
£1999

£699
HARD DRIVE DIY KITS FOR SCSI & ST506 DRIVES

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL ST FLOPPY DRIVES
1M/BYTE DIRECT INTERNAL

CONNECT IBM PC TYPE DRIVES TO THE
ST UPTO TWO DRIVES OFF ONE

REPLACEMENT OFFERS
EXTENDED TRACK COUNT UPTO
84 TRACKS FULLY SOFTWARE

CONTROLLER

ALL THE ABOVE FEATURES & UTILS

COMPATIBLE. SLIGHT CASE

INCLUDED WITH TCT DRIVES

MOD REQUIRED SUPPLIED WITH
FULL INSTRUCTIONS

ICD DMA/SCSI HOST (NO CLOCK)
ICDDMA/SCSIHOST& CLOCK
OMTI3527SCSI/ST506 CONTROLLER

£79.99
£99.99
£99.99

COMPLETE THIRD COAST HARD DRIVE READY FOR PC TYPE HARD DRIVE
COMPLETE THIRD COAST HARD DRIVE READY FOR SCSI DRIVE

£299.99
£199.99

COMPLETE KITS INCLUDE HOST BOARD, PSU AND ALL FEATURES LISTED INHARD DRIVE ADVERT
THESE KITS WILL ALLOW ANY ST506 OREMBEDDED SCSI DRIVE TOBECONNECTED TOANYATARI ST
FULL 12 MONTHS WARRANTY

1M/BYTE INTERNAL 82 TRACK DRIVE
1M/BYTE INTERNAL 84 TRACKDRIVE

£58.99
£69.99

1M/BYTE EXTERNAL 82TRACK DRIVE
1M/BYTEEXTERNAL 84 TRACKDRIVE
1.44M/BYTEFORMATTED EXTERNAL

£69.99
£79.99
£115.99

NEW LOW COST ST GENLOCK

84TRK 1MB
EXTERNAL
£69.99

OVERSCAN FACILITY AVAILABLE
WITH OPTIONAL FADER CONTROL

£249.99

VIDEO IN & OUT ON SCART
SCI224 & PHILLIPS 8833
COMPATIBLE

COMPOSITE PAL & RGB OUT
TITLE & ANIMATE ANY VIDEO CASSETTE
PLUGS STRAIGHT INTO ANY ST

AMIGA GENLOCKQUALITYAT LASTON YOURST
ALLOWS DIGITISED RESULTS TO BE STORED AND OVERLAYED ONTO ANY
VHS RECORDER

THE ULTIMATE ST COPYING DEVICE
- BACKUP/COPY ALL ATARI,AMIGA & PC SOFTWARE
<NO EXTERNALFLOPPYREQUIRED
READ AND WRITE MAC DISKS

• REAL TIME CLOCK OPTION AVAILABLE
CONNECT UPTO FOUR FLOPPY DRIVES

TURBO CHARGE YOUR ATARI ST
"DOUBLE THE SPEED OF YOUR ST."

UPTO 100% SPEED INCREASE

ST WORLD/FORMAT

DTP,CAD, WP INCREASED BYA MINIMUM 88%
99% COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ST HARD & SOFTWARE
FULLY USER INSTALLABLE
FITS ALL ATARI ST'S

FLOPPY TO FILE TRANSFER ALLOWS PROGRAMS TO BE

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE CACHEDISABLE/ENABLE

MODIFIED ECT

OPTION
ALLOWS YOUR ST TO PERFORM LIKE A 386 PC
FULL COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL WITH DETAILED
FITTINGS INSTRUCTIONS
FULL TWELVE MONTHS PHONE SUPPORT & WARRANTY

' REGULAR SOFTWARE UPDATES MEANS YOU WILL
ALWAYS BE ABLE TO BACK UP ANY SOFTWARE
• OVER 50 COPYING ROUTINES INCLUDED

DOES NOTREQUIRE DEVICE TO BEINSTALLED TORUNCOPIES

ATARI RAM UPGRADES

520 -1040 PLUG IN RAM
BOARD FOR ATARI'S WITH

OR WITHOUT SURFACE
MOUNT MMU CHIP
KBB
£94.99

1 I I f I I I
I.

'

I i

I

I I

t

THIRD COAST ANNOUNCE A SERIES OFFULLY SOLDERLESS PLUG IN RAM EXPANSION BOARDS
PLUG LN BOARDS ARE AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT RAM CHIPS. OUR BOARDS REQUIRE NO SOLDERING OR
TRACE CUTTING AND ALLOW AUSER TO UPGRADE ANY 520 FIRST TO 1M/BYTE THEN TO 2.5MEGABYTES AND
UPTO4 MEGABYTES. WE OFFER A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR ATARI'S WITH SURFACE MOUNT MMU AND HAVE
PLUG INBOARDS DESIGNED FOR THESE MODELS FROM 520-1040 WITH EXPANSION POLICY UPTO25MEGABYTES
AND UPTOA REALISTIC 4MEGABYTES. UNLIKE OUR COMPETITOR OUR BOARD FIRST EXPANDS TO1MECABYTE
WE THEN OFFER AFULL REFUND ONTHAT BOARD AGAINST OUR 4MEG BOARD WITH 2.5 MEGS OR A FULL 4
MEGS. THIS POLICY ISAVAILABLE NOMATTER HOW LONG YOU HAVE HAD YOUR BOARD. YOU ARE NOT LEFT
WITH 16USELESS CHIPS LIKE THE SOLUTION OFFERED BY OTHERS BUT MERELY ACOST EFFECTIVE SIMPLE WAY

OF UPGRADING TO 1MEGABYTE, 2.5 MEGABYTES AND EVENTUALLY 4MEGABYTES. TRULY THIS IS APRODUCT
THAT OFFERS "NOMORE OUT OFMEMORY HEADACHES" AT 0.5OR2.5MEGABYTES.

520ST -1040 RAM UPGRADE KIT REQUIRES SOLDERING

£49 99

520ST -1040 RAM UPGRADE PLUG IN BOARD NO SOLDERING (EXPANSION POLICY TO 4MGS)

£94 99

520ST -1040 RAM UPGRADE BOARD FOR ATARI'S WITH SURFACE MOUNT MMU PLUG IN

£94 99

520ST - 2.5 MEGS RAM UPGRADE BOARD PLUG IN EXPANDS TO 4MEGS
520ST -4.0 MEGS RAM UPGRADE BOARD PLUG INNO SOLDERING
MOST -2.0 MEGS RAM BOARD REQUIRES MINOR SOLDERING (USES 32 256K D-RAMS)....

£289 99
£39999
' £19999

MEGA 1- MEGA4 FAM UPGRADE BOARD REQUIRES NO SOLDERING PLUG INAND GO
MEGA 2- MEGA4 RAM UPGRADE BOARD PLUG LN AND GO NOSOLDERING .
MEGA 2-MEGA4 RAM UPGRADE BOARD UNPOPULATED (TAKES 16 MEGABIT D-RAMS)

' £79 99

£39999
£289 99

520 -140 SOLDERLESS PLUG LNBOARD UNPOPULATED (TAKES 4*264*4 D-RAMS)

£4999

520 -2.5/4.0 MEG SOLDERLESS BOARD UNPOPULATED (TAKES 16OR 32MEGBIT RAMS)....
MEGA 2-MEGA4 RAM UPGRADE KIT REQUIRES SOLDERING INCLUDES RAM TESTER &MANUAL

£69 99
£199 99

THE REST PRICED THE BEST!!!!!
520 STFM DISCOVERY
520STE POWERPACK
520 STE 1 MEG MEMORY
520 STE DISCOVERYPACK 2.5 MEG MEM
520 STE 4 MEG MEMORY DISCOVERY PACK
ST1& SM124
MEGA ST2& SM124

£259 99
£33999
£389 99
£499.99
£625.99
£615.99
£89999

MEGA ST4 & SM124
MEGA 2 WITH 4MEG MOMORY
HIGH RES SM124
SC1224COLOUR MONITOR
PHILLIPS 8833 COLOUR
STAR LC10-MONO & LEAD
STAR LC-10-COLOUR & LEAD

£1199.99
£999 99
£99.99
£269.99
£249.99
£159.99
£215.99

520-1040

PLUG-IN
BOARD

A4 FLATBED SCANNER 200DPI

COPIER,SCANNER &
PRINTER
OCR SORTWARE

£439.99
£49.99

400 DPI X-TRA WIDE SCANNER 1.5
INCHES WIDER FACE THAN ANY
OTHER SCANNER. HAND HELD
WITH INTERFACE & SFT
£169
600 DPI A4 FLATBED WITH OCR

COLOUR FRAME GRABBER & DIGITIZER
FRAME GRAB DIRECT FROM A VIDEO RECORDER OR CAMERA
DIGITIZE IN FULL COLOUR, COMPATIBLE WITH DEGAS &
NEOCHROME

ADDITION OR THE RGB SPLITTER OFFERS FULL COLOUR RESULTS
FROM A VIDEO RECORDER

DIGITIZE IN HIGH AND LOW RES COLOUR OR MONOCHROME
SCREEN RESOLUTION HIGH, MEDIUM & LOW RESOLUTION 16 GRAY
SCALES SCANNING TIME BETWEEN 1/50TH AND 1/2 SECOND

SORTWARE & INTERFACE64 GREY
SCALES
£899.99
HARDWARE VIRUS PROTECTOR
OFFERS TOTAL PROTECTION
AGAINST ALL LINK VIRUS & BOOT
BLOCK VIRUS. DISABLE SWITCH.
PLUGS INTO YOUR DISK DRIVE
PORT. NEVER BE INFECTED AGAIN.
ALSO SUPPLIED WITH VIRUS
KILLER & MANUAL.

THIRD COAST TECHNOLOGIES LTD
TEL: 0257 472444 (8 LINES) 24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

UNIT 8 BRADLOEY HALL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, STANDISH, NR WIGAN, WN6 OXQ FAX. 0257 426577
E&OME TCT RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGEALL PRICING AT ANYTIME WITHOUTPRIOR NOTICE

ALL FOR ST OR AMIGA

THE

£3.99
GAME IS HERE!
NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO
HIDDEN CHARGES, JUST

£3.99 A GAME PLUS 50p
POST & PACKING

ALL THE GAMES
REALLY ARE JUST
£3.99 EACH.

GOLDRUNNER

ELECTRONIC

JUPITER PROBE

Our top selling
shoot em up from

POOL

Steve Bak and

Mono or colour
version of 'Video

Vertically
scrolling shoot
em up by Steve

Pete Lyon.

Pool' arcade

Bak.

*q

KARATE KID
PART 2

Our top selling
karate game.

game.

fllHIHA

I OWN AN

ST •

AMIGA •

Please send me:

Qty

GOLDRUNNER
ELECTRONIC POOL
JUPITER PROBE
KARATE KID PART 2
AIRBALL
GOLDRUNNER2
LEATHERNECK
TETRA QUEST

D
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAJOR MOTION

D

SLAYGON ADVENTURE

•

LEATHERNECK
Reviewed as the

AIRBALL

GOLDRUNNER2

Over 200 rooms

arcade action,

Sequel to our top
selling shoot em
up, high speed

game, program by

graphics from

action packed

Steve Bak.

Pete Lyon!

arcade game.

of strategic

best arcade war

TETRA QUEST
Over 300 screens
of arcade
strategy.

TANGLEWOOD

ADVENTURE
D
TIME BANDIT
D
THE GRAIL'ADVENTURE •
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER •
j.u.g.
n

MAJOR
MOTION

ABZOO EDUCATIONAL

SOFTWARE

•

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
.TITLES

SENDME__

SLAYGON

MAJOR
MOTION

ADVENTURE

Spy car chase
arcade game.

Stop Cyber
Dynamics ruling

at£4.49(50pp&p)

TOTAL ENCLOSED £_

TANGLEWOOD
ADVENTURE
Rated as one of
the best 16 bit

the world in this

graphic

graphic

adventures.

TIME BANDIT

Top selling arcade
adventure, the

original ST Mega
game.

adventure.

CREDIT CARD TYPE
No
EXPIRY DATE.

Allow 28 days for delivery
Post to:

software

PO Box 68, St. Austell, PL25 4YB \f
or phone with credit cardsU|0
F\ j

£\

JgjRESS ^g^ i ..

0726 68020

'THE GRAIL'
ADVENTURE
Full size

INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER
Soccer action at

adventure

its best in our
own soccer game.

programmed
using our
Talespin
development
system.

J.U.G.

Highly rated
arcade game with
4 way scrolling.

ABZOO
EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
Preschool to 8.

' Helps character

recognition and
spelling with
funny and serious
A to Z pictures.

GAMES NEWS 35, BATTLE OF BRITAIN 38,
BLUE ANGELS 41, MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 42,
BREECH 2 44, BACK TO THE FUTURE 2 47,
LAST NINJA II 49, FLOOD 50, SIM CITY 54,
DAMOCLES 57, TIE BREAK 60

Corks! There's another copy of PlayTest
on the newsstands, chaps!

STAR SOFTWARE
29A Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD.
Tel: 0737 223869. Fax: 0737 246733
STAR BUYS

NEW RELEASES
Codename Iceman
Falcon Mission Disc 2
Firestone

TBA
14.99
14.99

Harley Davidson

21.99

Heroes

21.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

21.99

Nitro
Shadow of the Beast

14.99
26.99

Starblade
Universe 3
Their Finest Hour
Back to the Future 2
Blade Warrior
Breach 2
Thunderstrike

16.99
16.99
21.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Tusker

TBA

CHART TOPPERS
F19 Stealth Fighter
Anarchy

21.99
14.99

Battlemaster
Int 3D Tennis

16.99
16.99

LastNinja2
Pyramax

16.99
14.99

Kick Off 2
F29 Retaliator

16.99
16.99

Emlyn Hughes Int Soccer
Italy 90
World Cup 90
Leisure Suit Larry 3

16.99
16.99
16.99

BUSINESS/
UTILITIES

JOYSTICKS
Zip Stick Super Pro.

..12.99
..13.99
..12.99
....9.99
..14.99
....8.99
..37.99

Zip Stick Auto
Comp Pro 5000
Quickshot3Turbo...
Arcade
Flashfire Auto Fire...

Quickjoy Infa-Red ...

33.99

26.95
26.95
42.99
42.99
34.99
99.99
57.99
49.99
29.99

STOS

ST Mouse (C820A1)...
Cashbook Controller...

First Word Plus

Master Sound

EDUCATIONAL
Fun School 2 (6-8) ....
Fun School 2 (8+)
Fun School (under 6).
Magic Maths (4-8)
Maths Mania (8-12)....
Three Bears (5-10)

BLANK DISCS

..14.99

..14.99
..14.99
..19.99
..19.99
..19.99

3.5" DS/DD (Fully Guaranteed)
7.99
14.99
37.50
69.99

10

20
50
100

COMPILATIONS
MAGNUM £19.99

Double Dragon
Batman Caped Crusader
Op Wolf, Afterburner

FLIGHT COMMAND E16.99

Eliminator, Skychase,
Lancaster, Skyfox II,
Strike Force Harrier

PRECIOUS METAL £16.99

COMPUTER HITS 2 £8.99

Captain Blood, Xenon, Crazy

Tetris, Tau Ceti,
Tracker, Joe Blade

Cars, Arkanoid II

WORLD CUP'90 £14.99

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off, International Soccer

TITLE

SYSTEM

3D Pool
Afterburner
Alltime Favourites
Altered Beast
American Dreams

14.99
14.99
21.99
14.99
16.99

Ivanhoe

14.99

Jumpin Jackson
Kenny Dalglish 2
Krystal
Laser Squad

14.99
14.99
21.99
14.99

Aquanaut

16.99

Licence to Kill

14.99

Austerlitz
Balance of Power
Balistix
Batman the Movie
Battle Chess

16.99
16.99
14.99
14.99
16.99

Light Force
Lombard RAC Rally

18.99
18.99

Beverley HillsCop
Black Tiger
Bloodwych
Bloodwych Data Disks
Bridge Player 2150

16.99
14.99
16.99
12.99
21.99

Bubble+
Cabal
Castle Master
Chaos Strikes Back
Chessmaster2150
Chessmaster 2000
ChronoQuest2

14.99
14.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
21.99

Maniac Mansion

18.99

Microprose Soccer

18.99

Midwinter
Moonwalker

21.99
14.99

New Zealand Story
Ninja Warrior
Op Thunderbolt
Op Wolf

14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99

Pacmania
Paris to Dakar 90
Phantasie3

7.99
18.99
18.99

Pictionary
Pinball Magic

18.99
14.99

Player Manager

14.99

Powerdrift
Rainbow Islands

18.99
14.99

Cloud Kingdoms

16.99

Conquerer

16.99

Red Storm Rising

18.99

Continental Circus
Count Dukula

14.99
7.99

Risk

14.99

Robocop

14.99

Crazy Cars 2

14.99

RVF Honda

18.99

Crossbow

14.99

Scapeghost

14.99

Cyberball
Daily Double Horse Racing

14.99
14.99

Damocles
Dan Dare 3

16.99
14.99

Dark Century

16.99

De Luxe Scrabble

14.99

Dragon Ninja

14.99

Drakken
E-Motion
Extra Time
Eskimo Games
F16 Combat Pilot
F16 Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk 1

21.99
14.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
14.99

Fighter Bomber
Fire Brigade

21.99
21.99

Football Director 2

14.99

Football Man. 2 Exp Kit
Football Man. 2 Comp

10.99
14.99

Full Metal Planet

16.99

Galaxy Force

16.99

Games Summer Edition
Gauntlet 2

18.99
7.99

Gazzas Super Soccer

18.99

Ghost & Goblins
Giants

14.99
21.99

Gravity

18.99

Hammerfist

18.99

Heavy Metal

14.99

Herewith The Clues
Hunt For Red October

18.99
18.99

Hyeraction

18.99

Ikari Warriors
Hound of Shadows
Infestation

7.99
18.99
18.99

Shinobi

14.99

Snoopy
Space Quest 3
Spy v Spy 3

14.99
21.99
7.99

Strider

14.99

Styrx
Super League Soccer

14.99
18.99

Tank Attack
Toobin
Triad3
Turbo Outrun

18.99
14.99
21.99
14.99

Twin World

18.99

Untouchables
Warhead
Weird Dreams
X-Out

14.99
18.99
18.99
14.99

HAND HELD

SOFTWARE
1943

17.99

Knight Rider

17.99

Wrestle Mania

17.99

Batman Fight
Double Dragon

22.49
24.99

Gauntlet
Indiana Jones
Karnov
Pinball Wizard

2299
14.99
22.99
11.99

Space Attack

6.99

Vindicators
Skate or Die

24.99
16.99

Teenage Turtles
Top Gun

16.99
16.99

Please note not all games are released on time and
may be unavailable at time of going to press

PRICE

Name....
Address.

Postcode

SECOND CHOICE

SYSTEM

PRICE

Tel

Payment: Please indicate method (/)

2 Cheque/PO made payable to Star
Software

2 Access/Visa

Expiry Date

No.

Total cost £

P&P £1.00 Overseas orders
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FIREBALL
Microstyle has recently acquired a new game
by the Hot House programming team. Fireball
is described as having the skill of soccer, the
speed of ice hockey and the strategy of
I

Rollerball.

Action takes place in a 3D energy dome
and the game is played between two, twoman teams. Eight heavily armoured teams
take part in the play off and the object is not
only to score goals, but also to kill the Sala
mander keepers who guard the goal portals.
The play area, or Hexorium, contains eight
goals, four per team, these are better known
as Dragonheads.

I
II

r.i
r.i
I

i

The ball is a molten orb, known as the Fire

|

ball. This can only be handled by the players
for a limited time. To overcome this problem,
the players wear heavy armour traditionally
known as Ovens. Only when a team has
killed all four of the opposition's Dragonheads
will the game be won. Fireball is available in
August priced £24.99 on the Microstatus

KM

a

label.

A GRABUMS II
Having wowed the world with its Universal Military
Simulator, Intergalactic Developments Inc. together

with Microprose is set to release the follow-up. UMS
II is set on a global scale and players will be able to
test their war-gaming skills in two different eras,
Alexander the Great and the Second World War. Sub

titled Nations at War, the game enables players pin
point accurate control over their forces. Games may
be played with over fifty players, each one control
ling their own independent country. The game has

taken several thousand man-hours to produce and
the hard work certainly shows. UMS II: Nations at
War is available shortly priced £29.95

B HEROES
Are you fed up with tennis and football 24

hours a day? Could your life do with a life?
Call out the Heroes.

Domark believe that

computers are being left to gather dust and
cobwebs while their owners are out sunning
themselves. The computer industry has fallen
into hibernation and is in danger of never
waking up.
The answer lies with the Heroes, an action-

packed

compilation

coming

soon

from

Domark. Featuring four games the package
boasts an impressive pedigree. Included are
Domark's James Bond shoot-em-up, Licence
to Kill and Force-ful coin-op conversion, Star
Wars. Also appearing will be big ol' Arnie in
The Running Man. Finally, gamesters will be
treated to a little gratuitous hack-n-slay in the
shape of Palace's Barbarian II. Billed as "the
most explosive compilation yet", Heroes will
appear during July and will cost you the
princely price of £29.99.

D DICK TRACY
The French division of the Walt Disney Com
pany is pleased to announce the European
launch of the Disney Software label. Together
with Nathan Software, a leading light within
the field of children's and creative software,
and Titus the French software entertainments

C THE SPY WHO LOVED ME
Domark is due to release yet another James Bond

tie-in. The Spy Who Loved Me should be out soon.
The film was the first to feature both Bond's sub-

aqua Lotus and his steel-toothed arch-enemy, Jaws.
Combining resources with a beautiful Russian agent,
Bond must discover the whereabouts of three miss

ing nuclear submarines. The Spy Who Loved Me, fea
tures a number of levels each with their own individ

ual styles of gameplay. Watch out for The Spy Who
Loved Me sometime in September priced £19.99.

EWS...

PREVIEWS...

giant, the Disney Software label will be aimed
at three specific areas: entertainment, with
first-class products such as the latest Warren
Beatty and Madonna movie Dick Tracy, and
the soon-to-be-released Stephen Spielburg
thriller Arachnophobia, already in the bag this
department looks as though it will supply
something special. Children's, to help chil
dren with learning skills, Disney has called
upon some of its classic characters. With
Mickey and the gang all chipping in there

GOSSIP...

should be no troubles and Creativity, Disney
Software plans to release the Disney Anima
tion Studio which will enable home-computer
users to recreate pieces of Disney magic on
their computer screens.
The company has already started work on
some of the projects. On the entertainments
side three projects are underway.
Dick Tracy will take the form of an arcadeaction style game, Ducktales: The Quest For
Gold will see Scrooge McDuck taking part in
an action-adventure, and Arachnophobia is
billed as an action-thriller.

The first two titles will appear in October
and November respectively, while the final
one should appear around February of next
year. We'll give you lots more details of all
these releases as they happen.

SCREENSHOTS...

NEWS...

PREVIEWS
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E MAGIC FLYE
A. has announced the release of its next ST game,
Magic Fly. Billed as a vast search and destroy game,
the action sees you assuming the role of pilot in con

trol of the ultimate confined-space fighter of the
future. Time has marched on and space vehicles
have grown to resemble the ancient insect-like crea
tures that once scuttled about on the Earth. Piloting
your Magic Fly, you help police at the far edge of the
galaxy.
Organized crime has reached epidemic propor
tions and the Ceti Triad have used all-manner of

exploitation techniques to gain wealth and power.
However, their unrelenting brashness has cost them
a great secret, the location of their operations cen
tre. Taking controls of the T2 Magic fly, your mission

is to penetrate and destroy the centre. Just to make
things a little more interesting, you've also been

assigned to locate and retrieve top-secret informa
tion on the Triad's latest, most deadly prototype
fighter.
The game was designed by Mark Pickavance,

whose impressive track-record included titles such
as Firelron and AMS. The action is being pro
grammed by the talented Jeff Lawson whose previ

ous projects include both Spitfire 40 and Strike
Force Harrier. Together the team have produced the
3D, filled vector graphics game which features over
thirty alien craft.
Set in a labyrinth of networked tunnels, the game
will provide players with hours of fun. The mission is

by no means easy, but with ten different weapon sys
tems at your disposal you should have the upper
hand. Prepare to swat the Magic Fly during August,

price £24.99

F CADAVER
The Bitmap Brothers are busy putting the final
touches to their latest epic. You'll be glad to
hear the game now comprises five levels
each containing about seventy puzzle-ridden
rooms. Imageworks is confident that the title
will be the game of 1990. Featuring the clas
sic 3D-style graphics found in the old 8-bit
Speccy titles, Cadaver sees a new departure
for the Bitmaps. Being a sort of fantasy roleplaying come graphical adventure, Cadaver
will wow new fans and old alike. Cadaver is to

be released during September and will cost
£24.99.

hired by a beautiful woman to uncover the

G GRANDSLAM
London-based Software House Grandslam has gone
into liquidation. The company who brought us great
games such as Pacmania, Pacland and the Running
Man won't release any more titles in the near future.
The company was to publish a number of titles

including Thalion's Dragon Flight. Speculation was
rife over who was going too grab the licence, Birm
ingham giant U.S. Gold looked a likely candidate but
finally Active Sales has managed to gain the rights
to publish the games.
And staying with U.S. Gold, the Brummies have

recently signed a contract with French publishers
Delphine. Future Wars II: Operation Stealth looks
likely to be the first release and sources inside U.S.
Gold say that relationships between the two compa
nies are very good, so expect to see great things
soon.

facts about her father's untimely death. The
one-time University of San Francisco Profes
sor was found brutally murdered and as you
begin investigations, you stumble on a sinis
ter death wish aimed at specific members of
the scientific community. Are the murders

purely coincidental, or is there something
more sinister afoot? It's all down to your inves
tigative brain to suss out.
During the game, you'll be able to talk to 27
fully-animated characters and by questioning,
bribing or even threatening them, you might
just get the necessary answers. Some of the
characters will even talk to you. The program
mers have included this unnerving effect with
the aid of their Real Sound techniques. Mean
Streets will also have you cracking high-tech
security systems, rummaging around offices,
warehouses and factories looking for vital
clues and evidence.

H MEAN STREETS
Become a private investigator named Tex
Murphy. The year is 2033 and you've been

N E W S ...

PREVIEWS...
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Put your life on the line as you battle
against the enemy in action-packed shootouts. There's even a flight sim element as you

GOSSIP ...

jet from city to city in the Lotus Speeder.
Mean Streets hits the streets during Septem
ber and the price? We'll keep you posted....

I ADVANCED FLIGHT TRAINER
Chuck Yaeger has been flying for as long as he can
remember. The old, bold pilot has been into comput

er flight sims for nearly as long. Now, Electronic Arts
is proud to announce the release of the Chuck
Yaeger Advanced Flight Trainer 2.0. The program will
enable pilots to test their skills with a range of air
craft including, Spads, P51's, F18's, X-29's, the FY117A Stealth Fighter and even the Space Shuttle.
The program includes night flights and the
programmers have included formation flying with
either the Blue Angels or Thunderbirds acrobatics
teams. You can compete in races, saving perfor
mances as you go. The Flight Trainer also lives up to
its name teaching pilots all the tricks of the trade.

The game comes complete with a six day training
program during which, you can learn the basics of
flying. July should see the arrival of this ultimate
flight simulation and lessons will lighten you to the
tune of £24.99.

SCREENSHOTS...

NEWS...

PREVIE

S ...

GOSSIP...

SCREENSHOTS...

NEWS...

P R E V I E I W S ...

GOSSIP

J SNOW STRIKE
January 1997: Washington DC is the stage for
the inauguration of America's new President.
During his speech, the President vows to
solve by force, the South American drug
problem. In order to do this he promises to
push Congress into a formal war situation
with the narcotic barons.

February 1998: Congress continuously
refuse to declare war on non-governmental
organizations, therefore as Commander in
Chief, the President decides that the only
option left for him to follow is to send troops
into South America (under the guise of police
protect American
citizens.
action) to
The State department approves the purchase
of a new State-of-the-Art jet fighter, the F14LCB COSMOS. Flown by the right pilot (know
anyone who fits the role?) this new aircraft
could
be used effectively to destroy
the major drug installations and major trans
port links.
April 1999: The President authorizes Oper
ation Snow Strike. Within days a squadron of
F14 - LCB COSMOS jets arrive on-board the
aircraft-carrier USS Epyx. The drug baron's
domain has been carefully mapped and the
first offensive strike is about to get under way.
Snow Strike features ten different missions,

variable training modes and intense pre-flight
preparation. Flying a specially-modified F14,
you'll be called upon to rid the world of the

evil narcotics syndicates. Both Epyx and U.S.
Gold believe the game carries a far reaching
message. Due for release in August, Snow
Strike will cost £19.95.

K SPACE ROGUE
AND KNIGHTS OF LEGEND

THOSE
T 0
WATCH

Mindscape has just announced two more ST prod
ucts for release later this year. The first of these is
Space Rogue which should appear towards the end
of July. The game sees you drawn into a web of
intergalactic intrigue as you uncover assassination
plots and at the same time you'll become involved in

Coming soon from Infogrames is a
wealth of wonderful games. The
programmer of the original Tetris
has created a new 3D-style game
known as Weltris. Infogrames are
also due to release Hostages 2.

full-blow wars.

Space Rogue is a role-playing style game that will
keep ST gamers busy for hours on end. The game's
price has been set at £29.99 and looks certain to be
a cult hit. Meanwhile, Knights of Legend has been in

development for eight years! The game incorporates

is^s,-

Called Alcatraz, the game should
be available in September. In the

what Mindscape believe is the most comprehensive
combat system ever offered in a role-playing game.

meantime also look out for Mysti

Travelling through the land of Ashtalarea, you will

cal, Light Corridor, Alpha Waves,
Murders in Space and Metal Mas

come face to face with hundreds of the land's

colourful inhabitants and terrifying foes. Using your
own spells or the sharp edge of your sword, you
progress through the land, continuing the mission.
Knights of Legend is due for release during August

ters.
f^) scam

As well as hundreds of Sierra

hiM.'.mi.ii

On-Line adventures, Activision is
also

and will once again cost £29.99.

P
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M GREMLINS 2
In the run up to Christmas (yes, it's nearly
here again!) Elite Systems has announced
that it has acquired the rights to one of this
year's biggest film licences. Together with
Topo Soft, a Spanish software house, Elite is
busily working on the 16-bit version of Grem

ITS...

•HftSS

about

to

release

another

Vivid Images Design game. Time
Machine has you sorting out logic
problems over five time zones. All
the puzzles are interlinked by
both time and space and players
will need all their wits get back
to their own time zone.

lins 2. There are no firm details about the

Psygnosis is also programming
a phenomenal number of games.
Shadow of the Beast has finally

game as of yet but we've heard it will take the

been

form of a platform romp. The game should be

soon. In the meantime the Liver

ready in time for the Christmas rush and the
plan is to coincide it's introduction with the

pool-based company is ready to
release Nitro, The Killing Game

release of the movie.

Show and Matrix.

GOSSIP...
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finished

NEWS...

and

will

be

out
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ABOVE; There are several differ
ent planes to choose from includ
ing fighter planes, bombers and
dive bombers. These plans are
selected via the mouse pointer
and you'll then be presented with

I ENEMY

_______
h —
Wrnci Trurll BE5Er

Their finest hour

the missions
ABOVE RIGHT:

It's here on the

map screen that you'll be able to
view the proceeding battle from
an outsider's point of view. You
can view any information you like
about plane squadrons and landbased targets

TRIED AND TESTED:
REVIEWER:

..........STEVE

©RAPH1CS: .................83%
SOUND

74%

©AMEPLAY:

B7%
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RIGHT: This is the view from the

cockpit window of a Supermarine
Spitfire. As well as the forward
view, you can also look across
both wings, in the rear view mir
ror and down at the ground
BELOW:
If you ever wondered
how it would feel flying a Messerschmitt and pumping rounds into
a Spitfire or Hurricane then The
Battle of Britain is for you. 20mm
cannons can cause quite a few
headaches for the RAF boys
BELOW RIGHT: The hardest mis

sions to attempt are the bomber
runs. Keep your eyes on your
gunner seats and watch out for
Hurricanes and Spitfires

Atari ST User

OF BRITAIN
House: FIREBIRD Price: £24.95

come

es as the plane is hit. As more
hits are taken, your speed will

from the Lucasfilm/U.S.

decrease and the indicator will

Gold partnership and follows hot
on the heels of the highly suc

nudge further forward into the
red. If it reaches the top, then
your plane will be out of control
and you'll need to bail out before

attle of Britain is the lat

est

release

to

cessful Battlehawks 1942.

Battle of Britain depicts the
heroics and uncertainty that sur
rounded the Luftwaffe's invasion

of Britain and the desperate
attempts made by the RAF to
thwart the attacks. You'll be able

to choose between several fight
ers and bombers that have been
selected from both the Luftwaffe
and the RAF.

The only two planes available
to the would-be RAF pilot are
both fighters: the Supermarine
Spitfire and the Hawker Hurri
cane,

as these were the two

major work horses for Britain dur

ing the Battle. The Luftwaffe have
only one fighter plane, the
Messerschmitt - the others are
bombers and dive bombers.

Once you've selected the
plane that you wish to fly, you're
presented with a series of differ
ent missions in which to partici
pate. These vary in difficulty and
are all based around events that

it

slams

into

the

Channel

or

smashes into the green pastures
of Southern England.
The bombers have several gun

Spitfires or Hurricanes are attack
ing.
Once you've reached the tar
get, switch to the bombardier
position where you'll be able to

fine-line the target. As soon as
you're in range, hit the Return key
and watch those bombs fly.
Wheeee! If you've timed it right
the bombs will explode on their
targets.

After

all

the

planes

and

bombers have completed their
mission, they'll be requested to
return to base. The home airfield

can be located by selecting a
map option and finding out the
compass direction in which you'll

ries.

After selecting a mission,
you're presented with the map
screen. Here you'll be able to see
a map of the South of England
with

all

the

airfield

and

need to travel.

Landing a Spitfire or Hurricane
is pretty simple, but bombers
have the hard job of flying all the

Once

you've

landed

safely,

you'll be informed of any kills
and, if you're a bomber, how

and

he will

be

rewarded

medals if his score warrants it.

gled to make your game easier
or harder. These include ammu

nition, damage, fuel and enemy.
Ammunition, damage and fuel

campaign editor which enables
you to design your own cam
paigns then save and load them
to disk. All this adds up to a hell
of a game.
Battlehawks 1942 was good
and the sequel, Battle of Britain
carries on

the tradition.

These

games are far more enjoyable
than the likes of Falcon and F-29,
because you can actually see

what you're supposed to be
firing at - you're flying the
plane, not some hi-tech

can be switched from normal to
unlimited while the skill of the

computer system.

enemy can be switched from

sions

novice through to top ace. Once
you're happy with the selections,
you can enter the fray.
Both mouse and joystick can

well varied and will

to even the most

be used in the Battle of Britain

hardened

but the mouse proves slightly
more responsive when caught in
sticky situations. Everything you'll
need to fly a plane or bomber is
present on the instrument panel.
The damage indicator is repre

pilots.
The
replay
option is excel

sented in bar form which increas

angles.

The choice of mis
have
been

certainly offer a
worthy challenge
of

lent and enables

you

to

battle

view
from

the
all

whole event on film. This can be viewed in a spec
tacular cinema-fashion

with

The Battle of Britain also has a

the map screen that can be tog

BELOW: Once you're in the thick of the action you
can switch on an on-board camera and record the

many targets were destroyed. A
score is allocated to your pilot

radar

By moving the mouse pointer
around the map, you'll be able to
glean certain facts about the
plane's positions, direction and
squadron information. There are
several attributes to the right of

ABOVE: As well as keeping your eye on your gun
ner seats, bomber pilots should keep the plane
straight and on target. The attack indicator will
indicate where the enemy are attacking from

way back to Germany and being
constantly attacked by the RAF.

positions. Also displayed will be
the initial positions of all the
planes that participate in your
chosen scenario.

demise

will show from which direction the

Battle of Britain.

airfields, radar bases and facto

enemy plane. This
will definitely result
in your untimely

positions and these can be
switched through certain keys on
the keyboard. There are left and
right as well as forward and rear
gunners and a direction indicator
on each of these gunner displays

actually took place during the

Flying a Spitfire or Hurricane,
the roles that you'll be requested
to play will be that of intercepting
enemy bombers while the Ger
man Messerschmitt pilot will
mainly fly escort to bombers.
Obviously, bombers are required
to bomb certain targets such as

Although crashes
regularly occur
when you're shot
down, it's also very
easy to forget to
check your altitude
while chasing an

n.-ITTj

TURBOSOFT
FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
Battlemaster

£16.99

Kick Off II

E12.99

Dynasty Wars

£16.99

Loom

£16.99

All Dogs Go To Heaven

£14.99

Wonderland
Shadow Warrior

£19.99
£13.99

Sly Spy
International 3D Tennis

Heroes Quest

£24.99

F-29 Retaliator

£16.99

Populous

£16.99

Sim City

£18.99

Damocles

£14.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£18.99

Promised lands
F-16 Falcon
Falcon Mission Disc

£7.99
£16.99
£13.99

Colorado
Klax

£12.99
£11.99

Dungeon Master

£16.99

£13.99

Dragons Lair

£26.99

Warhead
Midwinter

£16.99
£18.99

£16.99

Rourkes Drift
Skidz

£14.99

Pipemania

£12.99

£13.99

Man Utd
North & South

£12.99
£9.99

Leisuresuit Larry III

£27.99

Addidas Gold Shoe
Blade Warrior

£13.99
£16.99

Lords of the Rising Sun

£16.99

Lost Patrol

£13.99

Myth

£13.99

Shadow of the Beast
Test Drive 2

£24.99
£16.99

Tusker
UMS II

£13.99
£16.99

European Superleague

£14.99

Darius +

£16.99

S.T.U.N. Runner

£12.99

Wings of Fury

£13.99

Their Finest Hour

£16.99

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)

£16.99

Cabal

£13.99

East V. West

£13.99

Windwalker

£19.99

Final Battle
American Dream

£16.99
£16.99

Anarchy
TV Sports Basketball
Midnight Resistance

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Codename Iceman

Resolution 101

£15.99

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

£12.99

Rainbow Islands

£13.99

Conqueror
Cyberball

£16.99
£12.99

Space Ace

£26.99

Castle Master

£18.99

X-OUT
Chaos Strikes Back
Drakken

£13.99
£16.99
£14.99

Ivanhoe
Ghosts'n'Goblins

£12.99
£12.99

Last Ninja

£16.99

Flood
Zombi

£16.99
£16.99

Imperium
Chess Champion 2175
Impossamole

£16.99
£18.99
£13.99

Thunderstrike

£16.99

Player Manager

£13.99

Operation Thunderbolt
Chase H.Q

£13.99
£13.99

Pro Tennis Tour
Ghouls n' Ghosts
Maniac Mansion

£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Ferrari Formula One

£16.99

Projectyle

£16.99

Red Storm Rising
Robocop

£16.99
£13.99

Combo Racer
Oriental Games

£13.99
£16.99

SPECIAL OFFERS
£7.99
£7.99

Netherworld
Nebulus

£13.99

Cybernoid 2

Crazy Cars II

£7.99

Joan of Arc

Baal
Menace
Ballistix

£6.99
£6.99
£4.99

£24.99

Goldrush

£7.99

Space Rogue

£19.99

Interphase
T.V. Sports Football
Blood Money
Conflict in Europe
Brian Cloughs Football

£7.99
£9.99
£7.99
£7.99
£6.99

Falcon Mission Disc 2

£13.99

Vendetta

£16.99

Back to the Future 2
Snowstrike

£16.99
£16.99

Saint Dragon

£16.99

Bomber Mission Disc

£11.99

Turn It

£12.99

Plague
England

£14.99
£13.99

JOYSTICKS
125+ Cheetah

£7.99

Pro 5000 Clear
Pro 5000

£12.99
£12.99

Navigator+Autofire
Speedking+Autofire

£11.99
£11.99

Cruiser Black/Blue

£11.99

Quickjoy Superboard
Quickjoy II
Quickjoy Jetfighter

£16.99
£7.99
£12.99

Galdregons Domain
Oil Imperium
Borodino

'.

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99
£7.99
£7.99

Hollywood Poker Pro
World Class Leaderboard.
Outrun
Marble Madness

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

Laser Squad
Running Man
Daily Double Racing
Centreford Squares

£7.99
£4.99
£9.99
£7.99

Tank Attack

£8.99

Spy vs. Spy I
Spy vs. Spy II
Spy vs. Spy III

£3.99
£3.99

Hunt for Red October

£9.99

Rings of Zilfin
R-Type
Shadowgate

£9.99
£7.99
£7.99

Pacland

£7.99

Rotor

Speedball
Rocket Ranger
Super Hang On

£4.99
£4.99
£7.99

Tower of Babel

Pacmania
Uninvited

£8.99
£7.99

£4.99
.£9.99
.£8.99
.£4.99

Hard Drivin
Toobin

.£8.99
.£8.99

MrHeli

Wizard Dreams

Deja Vu

£4.99

Dizzy Dice

Trivial Pursuits

£9.99

UMS Scenario Vietnam ....

Trivial Pursuits New Beginning
Shufflepuck Cafe
Dragon Spirit

£6.99
£4.99
£4.99

Question of Sport

Gauntlet 2
Manhunter in New York

£7.99
£7.99

Paris Dakar Rally
Xybots

UMS Scenario Civil War...

Lost Dutchmans Mines

Supreme Challenge
Flight Command

PERIPHERALS

Licence to Kill

The Price of Magik
WORLD CUP COMPILATION-ONLY £14.99

Kick Off, International Soccer,

COMPUTER HITS II-0NLY £8.99

PREMIER COLLECTION-ONLY £9.99

3.5" Disc Cleaning Kit
Sony Branded Box 10

£3.99
£9.99

Tetris, Black Shadow, Golden Path, Joe Blade

Exolon, Nebuius, Netherworld, Zynaps

PREMIER COLLECTION - ONLY £9.99

STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY £9.99

Mercenary, Custodian,

Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back,

Backlash, Eliminator

Return of the Jedi

£37.50

ST Replay 4 .

Master Sound

£29.99

Quartet .

£59.99
.£37.99

Spectrum 512
Degas Elite

£42.50
£17.99

ReplayProfessional
STOS

£105.99
£20.99

STOS Maestro Plus .

STOS Compiler

£12.99
£13.99

Airborne Ranger

£16.99

Back Gammon

£16.99

Balance of Power 1990 (1Meg)

£16.99

Bards Tale Vol 1
Battle Chess
Battletech
BattleHawks 1942

£7.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Bridge Player 2150
Blood Money

£19.99
£9.99

Colossus Chess X

£12.99

Dungeon Master Editor
Flight Simulator 2

£7.99
£24.99

Deluxe Scrabble

£14.99

Elite
F-16 Combat Pilot

£17.99
£16.99

Games Summer Edition

£17.99

Kings Quest Triple Pack
Kings Quest IV
Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit Larry 2
Mavis Beacons Typing
New Zealand Story
Operation Wolf
Omega

£24.99
£19.99
£16.99
£19.99
£20.99
£13.99
£13.99
£19.99

Pirates
Powerdrome

£16.99
£16.99

Red Lightning
Scenery Disc 7, 9 or 11
Scenery Disc Japan or Europe
Hawaiian Scenery Disc

£19.99
£10.99
£10.99
£14.99

Shinobi

£13.99

Harlekin
Lattice C Version 5
DevpacST Version2

Tracksuit Manager

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Waterloo
Austerlitz
ZakMcKracken

£16.99
£16.99
£17.99

Jack Nicklaus Golf
Adv. Ski Simulator

£16.99
£4.99

Demons Winter

£16.99

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

First Word Plus V.3

Please note that not all forthcoming attractions are released at the scheduled time.
These will be despatched within 24 hours of release, subject to availability.

£9.99

Football Director 2

£13.99

Switchblade

£13.99

Manhunter San Francisco
Powerdrome

£19.99
£16.99

£13.99

Wild Streets

£12.99

Indy Jones Adventure

£16.99

Hunter Killer
Hound of Shadow
Iron Lord
RVF Honda
Bomber

£4.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£19.99

Fire Brigade

£19.99

Xenon II
Batman the Movie

£14.99
£13.99

Kick Off
Kick Off Extra Time
California Games
E-Motion

£13.99
£6.99
£13.99
£13.99

Chaos Editor

£10.99

ST EDUCATION

£34.99 K-Spread3
£59.99 Answer BackJunior
£109.99 K-Graph 3
£32.99 Answer Back Senior
£45.00 Superbase Professional ...£169.99
French Mistress

Personal Pascal (Compiler) £59.95 Knife ST
HisoftC Interpreter
£34.95 Tempus2

£7.99

Times of Lore
Ultima IV or V
War in Middle Earth

UTILITIES & BUSINESS

Superconductor

£84.99

£16.99

Football Manager II + Exp Kit

Daily Double Racing

Lord of Time, Red Moon,

MAGNUM 4 ONLY £19.99

£174.95

Heroes of the Lance

3D Pool

Forgotten Worlds

Double Dragon, Batman Caped Crusader,
Operation Wolf, Afterburner

Realtime

£16.99

£16.99
£19.99

£4.99

£2.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Fleet Street Publisher

Hillsfar

Dragons of Flame
Space Quest 3

£4.99
£4.99

£4.99

ART & SOUND

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£4.99

Mouse Mats (6MM)

£6.99
£69.99

£14.99

Int. Rugby Simulator
Captain Blood

Mouse House
Mouse/J/S 2m Ext. lead
Twin J/Stick Ext
520/1040 Dust Cover

Unbranded Box 10
Cumana External Drive

£16.99

Lombard Rally
Italy 1990
Theme Park Mystery

Nitro Boost

ONLY £19.99

TIME AND MAGIK- ONLY £9.99

£16.99

Kristal

Treasure Island Dizzy

.£4.99

HEROES-ONLY £17.99
Barbarian 2, Running Man, Return to Jedi,

£13.99

Stunt Car Racer

.£3.99
.£3.99
.£2.99
.£7.99
.£7.99

Blood Money
Speedball, Rocket ranger

Strike Force Harrier

£19.99
£29.99
£5.99
£7.99

£13.99

Future Wars

.£8.99
.£3.99

Triad 3

ONLY £19.99

Untouchables

Double Dragon II

Street Fighter

£3.99

B/Dash Const Kit

Eliminator, Skychase, Lancaster, Skyfox II
Contriver Mouse
Naksha Mouse
Datafile840 Disc Box
Datafile 80 Disc Box

CLASSIC COLLECTION

TOP 50 CHART

£57.50

£20.99 German Master
£27.99 Italian Tutor
Spanish Tutor
Fun School 2 (6-8)
Fun School 2 (8+)

£13.99

Fun School 2 (under 6)

£12.99

£13.99
£13.99

Division
Pre School Kids

£12.99
£12.99

£13.99
£13.99

Postman Pat
First Paint

£10.99

£13.99 Stage 2
£12.99 Learningto Type
£12.99 Jigspell

£6.99

£10.99
£10.99
£10.99

41 SOUTH STREET, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8NT TEL: 0525 377974 FAX; 0525 852278
Please make cheques
ST USER SEPTEMBER
^rlTerform
& PO payable to
Please supply me with the following for
Date:
Turbosoft

ComPuter
Titles

Name:...
Price

Orders under £5 please add
50p per item. Over £5 p&p FREE
in UK. Elsewhere please add

Address:

£1.50 per item.
. Post Code.

T ,.

N.B. Please state clearly
mode of computer & also

cassette or disc when ordering

RIGHT:
Making
a
welcome
change from the usual combat
simulator is Blue Angels - the
only air show simulator for the
ST. Jump into the cockpit of your
F-18 Hornet and join America's
best in the flight of a lifetime!

TRIED AND TESTED:
ICCVliWElCS **#*«**»*«««*»*»*AfcEA

GRAPHICS:

............76%

SOUHBs

66%

GAMEPLAY:

71%

OVERALL

72%

W h e n you were young,
you must have gone
to see an air display

put on by the Red Arrows, right?
Some even go when they're
older, and therefore can appreci
ate the time, effort and practice
that goes into these displays.
In case you don't know who
the Blue Angles are, they're the
American equivalent of the Red
Arrows. Their first show was over

forty years ago, and then the
majority of the pilots were veter
ans from World War II. It's said

that these magnificent men in the
F-18s have performed for over
200 million spectators and that's
saying something!
Now Accolade offers you the
chance of a lifetime to actually fly
one of these blue Hornets (for
that's what they are) and partici
pate in some of the most danger
ous and exciting manoeuvres
that they have ever performed.
You cannot fly a display with
out knowing the manoeuvres, so
first things first. It must be said
that more time will initially be
spent on the ground than in the
air, but you'll need to know every
move to pull off the various
twists, and rolls successfully.
If you don't, you're not only
endangering your own life but
that of your counterparts as well.
Obviously, you won't die if you
make a mistake, so therefore you
can re-try that move and hopeful-

BLUE ANGELS
House: ACCOLADE Price: £24.95
ly pass with flying colours. When
you do try a new move, it's best
to view the simulator. This is basi

cally a 3D box to show you in
detail the desired manoeuvre.

The proper flight path is
mapped out so you can view it

Now is the result of you work up
there in the clouds. The review of

your flight soon appears and con
firms you thoughts - that collision
was not good for the plane or you
and you really should try again

The simulator enables you to view the manoeuvres that you want to
practice in the air. The flight path is set inside a 3D cube, and can be
rotated to that any view can be seen.

from all angles. After a lot of
thought and concentration, hope
fully you will feel ready to get in
the plane and practice.
There are three types of flying
including take off, solo flight, or
the delta. Flying the Delta is
when you attempt to enter the
skies with your flight-mates, the
take-off is self-explanatory and
so is the solo - you fly on your
own. You have the choice to fly
anywhere in the group - you can
even take the lead if you wish.
After the flight, you can choose
whether to practice or to go on
the the real flight. Choose the lat
ter and you'll participate in a real
air show, and every move you do
must be perfect. If, on the other
hand you fell queasy at the knees
about all of this, you can choose

to stay on firm ground and watch
the air show from a spectators
point of view (and any other view
your heart may desire!)
Blue Angels certainly makes a
change from the usually combat
flight simulator, but more could
be done with the idea but on the

whole, the game is good, with
nice graphics but virtually non
existent sound.

In fact the game looks very
nice, that is until you start play
ing!
Most people will probably find
it impossible to play with the joy

stick for there are too many differ
ent moves, so that leaves only
the cursor keys which are also
too hard.

Not a dire game, but I'll be
sticking to the likes of F-19.

For those of you who don't fancy flying, you can view the display from
the spectators' point of view. You can look at the aircraft from the
ground, the air and virtually anywhere else you can think of!

Atari ST User
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ABOVE: One of the later stages
requires you to make your way to
the top of a tall tree - easy right?
(especially with the aid of the
power-lifts) Wrong - out of
nowhere comes a horde of gyrosoldiers buzzing around the
screen
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LEFT: A shoot-em-up is not com
plete without a way to increase
your firepower. After each level,
you enter a shop by blowing the
door down (nice!) before running
along and grabbing a weapon don't forget to pay for it!

OQQO iZii

onverted from the virtu

c

ally unknown coin-op,
Midnight Resistance is

the latest release from the soft

ware giants, Ocean. The game
was produced along with Special
FX, and is a single or two player
shoot-em-up in which you are a
commando, with the aim of res

cuing political prisoners kid
napped by aliens.
It is you who the world is rely

ing on and so you must battle
through the numerous levels
(with or without a friend), trying to
destroy never-ending waves of
alien guards, before attempting
to

blast the

usual

MIDNIGHT
RESISTANCE

end-of-level

guardians back to where they

House: OCEAN Price: £19.95

came from.

Collect your sturdy pulse-rifle
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ABOVE: Looking like something
out of a technical Lego set, these
cogs are far from friendly. They
move swiftly about the screen
crushing anything that is unfortu
nate enough to get in the way
LEFT: Incoming! The ground
erupts in a ball of fire as the
small explosive detonates next

to you. Looking up, you see the
culprit - a mortar man situated up
ahead. A quick burst from you
.•».; .1' fJS-K;

•-"•• - " ••T<:->.!.f'ii

gun will soon see that justice is
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upheld!
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RIGHT: Mid-way through
level
comes along
a

each
large

armoured car. You must avoid the

bullets being fired at you and at
the same time blast away at its
tough, armoured shell
BELOW: It's not very often that

you see someone as agile as your
player, but it is more than likely
that your skill is matched by the

opposition.
Grunts
wielding
assault-cannons come charging
towards you, and even a Robocop
look-a-like attempts to take your
life
v*v ." ,-•:•--,•
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from the drop-ship before leaping
out into the midst of the action.

First the outskirts of the complex
must be infiltrated, but later on
the battle gets tough - very
tough! Each green beret is con
trolled by joystick - you can make
your commando leap in eight dif
ferent directions whilst still firing!

The game is split into two dif

Armoured cars and hefty
tanks trundle towards you, firing
their large calibre weapons, and
only several well placed shots
can disperse of these menaces watch out when they explode!
There's the standard horde of

soldiers (some harder to kill than
others) who, on their destruction
drop a key which can be traded
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tunnels, it's only a matter of min
utes until you discover what the
future has in store. In a desper
ate battle to the end it's either

them or you!
Ocean were very quiet when
producing Midnight Resistance,
but
it's a pleasant surprise containing everything a good
shoot-em-up should have -

ferent areas and combines both

in at the the end of each level for

power-ups, an endless supply of

vertical

heavier fire-power, extra lives and
other goodies! Don't forget extra
ammo though.
If you take a hit whilst carrying

cannon fodder...The action is fast

and

sequences.
infested

horizontal

Each

with

screen

hostile

is

creatures

which either charge towards you
firing machine guns, or leap
about inflicting damage as they
drop on you.
There's

also

a

selection

of

snipers and a grenadier who
throws mortars which instantly kill

your gun, you'll lose it until you(or
you

companion)

retrieve it.

manage

to

A hit also results in

your keys being dropped.
Obviously, the levels become
harder as you progress, and

soon even the scenery poses a
threat. Beware of seemingly
harmless cogs flying around the
screen - they're liable to split you
in half if they touch you.
The areas change as you man
age to work your way to the cen
tre, and as you pass through
large metal rooms and plas-crete

and furious,

the graphics are

superb and the sound is out of
this world. My only gripe is the
flick-screen scroll - I would have

preferred continuous scrolling.
Despite this, Midnight Resistance
plays like a dream and is sure to
be a hit.

RIGHT: The currency is keys - the
more you collect, the richer you
are. To begin with you are given
a few, but after that you're on
your own
BELOW:

Most

furious

blasts

these days have the inclusion of
end-of-level guardians and sure
enough, Resistance has them
too. They come in the form of
huge battle ships or aircraft, and
take many accurate shots before
they give up
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ABOVE: You can call up a map
view of the surrounding area
which will break down the pre
sent location into lo-res and dis

play any characters that may be
within the vicinity

SCENARIOS IN PROGRESS

RIGHT:

scenario

Plenty

of

missions

to

choose from and each one has

vemimwi

Hedeji

mmye j

its own difficulty level. A maxi
mum of four squadron leaders
can be held at any one time

Add

Y e a r s ago you took your
squadron of marines
into some of the most

inhospitable situations ever cre
ated and now, due to your expe
rience in warfare and leadership,
you've been recalled from retire
ment

to

command

a

new

squadron and take them into bat

House: IMPRESSIONS

tle.

On

loading

up

Breach

Price: £19.95

2,

you're presented with a scenario

which

builder which enables you to

about his strengths and weak

choose from a series of missions

nesses.

will

reveal

certain

facts

that vary in difficulty from easy to
very hard.
Before beginning a mission,
you create the name of a
squadron leader who will then be
saved to your game disk for later

fray will be the squadron leader.
Each marine can be moved by
dragging a pathway to the desti
nation. The further this path is
taken, the more movement points

recall. You can then choose a

will

mission from the wide range

moving, the marines can also
perform various other tasks such
as throw grenade, use medikit,
use psychic abilities and fire
laser pistol/rifle.
All of the actions take up

available and allocate to it a save
name so that it can be continued

at a later date if you run out of
time while playing. You can view
your squadron leader's statistics

The first character to enter the

be

deducted.

As

well

as
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movement points and vary in the
amount they require, so you'll

need to be careful when using
them.

On

selecting

a

new

marine, he will appear in the
same position that the previous
marine started. If you leave a
marine on the start position and
try to select another one then
control

will

return

to

those

presently on screen.
As well as movement points,
each

soldier

also

has

other

attributes such as health, encum

brance and accuracy. These are
all shown as a percentage and
they
will
undoubtedly
be
changed as the game progress
es. Health is the most fragile and
when the percentage turns red
you'll know that it's time to issue
that particular marine with a
medipack. This can cause quite
a few problems if you have medi
pack holder positioned quite a
distance from the injured mem
ber of the party.
As you journey further into the
mission you will almost certainly
come up against some sort of
resistance.

Dinosaurs

litter the

play area and these will wreak

havoc upon your squadron if
they're close enough.
Tyranosaurus Rex attack by
biting, while Wadgels fire their tail
quills at you. It may be best to
throw a grenade at these crea
tures as they can prove fairly
dangerous. Try not to throw
LEFT:

The terrain outside is full

of inhospitable creatures and
Dinosaurs regularly make an
appearance. Get too close and
the Tyranosaurus Rex will take a
bite at you
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ABOVE:

Some

of the

missions

will require you to enter a hostile
zone and rescue hostages. You
will need to take them and hold
them as a character if the res
cue is to be successful

RIGHT: Select a squadron leader
and allocate him a mission, then

you and the marines will be
beamed down to the start posi
tion, normally located within a
building

grenades into dense under
growth as the grenade may hit a
tree and blow half your squadron
away. As well as monsters there's
the enemy soldiers. They will
invariably be hidden in dugouts,
making them extremely hard to
hit. A grenade or rocket normally
does the trick. Nothing is worse
than when you're fighting the
enemy and think you've a clear
shot when suddenly, the enemy
launches a smoke grenade that
totally wipes out your field of
vision. Try to get in their first.
Eventually you'll reach a desti
nation and will be able to accom
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ABOVE: There are several different landscapes that
your marines are required to travel across, and each
one has a different effect on your performance.
Grass takes 2mp while jungle requires 9mp

plish the task. Some of the areas
will

need

to

be

accessed

via

transporters that will beam you to
a

new

location.

Lifts

will

also

prove handy for getting around,
although not all of these lifts will
work. Sometimes you may be
required to rescue hostages and
these are indicated by a charac
ter sitting on the floor.
Rescuing a prisoner means
that they must be taken and held
by your marines. There are also
various objects littered around
the play area which can be col
lected and used later on. Every
thing you need to control the
marines is displayed around the
player in icon form. This makes
the game extremely user-friendly.

RIGHT: Searching the giant ships bowels will often
reveal specialised equipment that will aid you in
your goal
BELOW: As well as doors, access can also be made
through lift shafts, although not all of these will be
working. There are also transporters that will beam
you to a new location

After the excellent Breach, the

sequel is just as good as its pre
decessor - if not better. The same

control user-friendly control sys
tem has been used and control

ling the marines couldn't be sim
pler. There are plenty of missions
to choose from and each offers a

worthy challenge to both the
experienced and inexperienced
Breach player.
Old leaders from the originalcan be ported into the new
Breach game. An excellent
release but one, that will appeal
to RPG fans only.
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THEM'S ONLY
ONE

OVER A YEAR
IN THE CHARTS

...OVER 100,000 SOLD!
The 8-bit soccer game of the 80's becomes the 16-bit sensation of the 90's

with the release of the long-awaited Atari ST and Amiga versions.
When EMLYN HUGHES INTERNATIONAL SOCCER was released for C64,
Spectrum and Amstrad, reviewers were amazed. It rated 90% in ZZAP, 91% in
Sinclair User, 88% in Games Machine, 91% in Amstrad Computer User, 94%
in Computer & Video Games, 887 in ACE, Game of the Year in CCI - we could
go on for ever!

Now, with the release of the Atari and Amiga versions reviewers are reaching
for their dictionaries to find new superlatives. ZERO described the game as
'totally excellent', the sound as 'absolutely brilliant' 89%; Your Amiga rated it
the best soccer simulation to date - 95%'; YC World Cup Winner 97%.
Forget the rest-there's only one EMLYN HUGHES INTERNATIONALSOCCER!
AUDIOGENIC SOFTWARE LTD

Winchester House, Canning Rd, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7SJ. Tel: 081-861-1166.

RIGHT: Riding along on his newlyfound hover board, Marty must
dodge the oncoming obstacles
and at the same time rid himself

of Griff and his gang of maulers.

Using the board to the full, it is
capable to weave in and out of
the opposition and even leap over
any nearby cars.
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Imageworks

grabbed

the

licence to the film conver

sion of Back to the Future II
before it even hit Britain. The

movie follows on from the origi
nal, showing how a sports book

changes the whole world of
Marty McFly. The story begins
with Marty trying to stop his son
from making a decision that he
would really regret later on in his
life, this happens at the cafe
where Griff is - he's

Biff's Son

and Marty's arch-enemy. Soon
the air is thick with argument and
Marty is chased out of the cafe
by Griff and his gang.
The game begins here, as you
jump onto a hover board and use
the joystick to move and avoid
oncoming obstacles, cars and of
course, Griff's gang. If you find
yourself unable to dodge an
object leap over it by the press of

BACK TO THE
FUTURE
House: IMAGEWORKS Price: £24.95
same style as the first, and once
again Marty must dodge the
oncoming obstacles and avoid
the thugs who are still pursuing
him.

a button.

By now Jennifer, Marty's girl
friend, has been picked up by
the police and escorted back
to her house . The problem here
is that she might now meet her
self (I?!) it is up to you to
make sure that this doesn't hap
pen (if it does terrible things will
follow).
With

the

Almanac

in

hands,

he

jumps

into

DeLorean

and

travels

Griff's

your

back

in
time where he hands it over to his

younger self. The result - a 1985
ruled by Biff Tanon where crime
is the life-style of almost every
one.
This level sees Marty
attempting to battle his way past
an army of thugs in a horizontal
beat-em-up style game.
Marty must now correct the
mistakes already
made
by
arranging the picture so it takes
on its original form (basically a
sliding-block puzzle of a scene
from the Enchantment Under The

Sea dance).
The

last

level

takes

on

the

ABOVE: In similar style to most
other beat-em-ups, Marty sees
himself walking across the hos
tile walkways of the new 1985.
Using his fists and feet, Marty
must battle his way past the
thugs in order to change what
has already occurred.

ABOVE: In order to change the
course of time (and return things
back to how they were) you must
use your wits to figure out this
jumbled up sliding block puzzle.
Whilst you're doing this, the
rock'n'roll band sing along to
Johny Be Good.

After seeing the film (which I
thought was first class) I was
expecting a game which was
just as brilliant. This wasn't to be
but it does however seem that
Back to the Future II has been

programmed on the hope of sell
ing it on the film licence. It sticks
closely to the film's plot, but this
doesn't manage to salvage the
average movie tie-in.
The graphics are colourful and
well defined, and the sound is

good too, but I found the
scrolling poor and the gameplay
is

monotonous.

The

different

styles of gameplay provided ini
tial excitement, but after a few

games this faded. I feel that the
game doesn't have the lasting
appeal.
RIGHT: Marty remembers his
skills from the original film and
holds onto a nearby car to gain
speed. This extra boost of power
seems to have done the trick and

no thugs are in sight - but how
long will it last?
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The Software Clearance Centre
82 High Street, Tunstall
Stoke-on-Trent
TEL: 0782 838557

MON-SAT 9.30-5.30

MON-SAT 9.30-5.30

WHY SHOULD I BUY FROM THE SOFTWARE CLEARANCE CENTRE?
•
•
•
•

ALL GAMES ARE ORIGINAL & NEW
WE DON'T SELL SECOND HAND GAMES
WE ONLY ADVERTISE WHAT WE HAVE IN STOCK
FULLY COMPUTERISED

*
•
•
*

FAST EFFICIENT FRIENDLY SERVICE
BEST PRICES. BEST OFFERS
WITH US THE CUSTOMER COMES FIRST!
WE ADVISE ST/STE COMPATIBILITY

TOP TITLES
F19 Stealth Fighter ...18.50

Bombuzal

2 99

Power Drift

4.99

Damocles

16.50

Voyager

3 99

Fighting Soccer

4.99

Last Ninja 2
Dynasty Wars
Sim City

16.50
13.95
18.95

Galaxy Force

3 99

IK+

4.99

Phantasm

1 99

Speedball

4.99

2 99

4.99

16.50

Wicked

Red Heat

Flood

15.95

Hell Raiser

2 99

Batman Caped

Midwinter

18.50

RType

4 99

Kick Off 2

15.95

Chariots of Wrath

4.99

Man Utd

13.95

F29 Retaliator

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL

ST ONLY NOT STE

SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR |
ST OWNERS

Naksha Mouse

Paintworks

RRP

£44.95

HUGE REDUCTIONS

9 99

£29.95
NEW IN
Rick Dangerous

Fish

5.99

9.99

Blood Money

Verminator

9.99

Return to Genesis. ..2.99

Mr.Heli

8.99

Road Blasters

Tower of Babel

9.99

Weird Dreams

9.99

8 99

6 99

Baal

4.99

5th Gear

£4.99

Menace

4.99

New Zealand Story

£9.99

Gato

4.99

Batman The Movie

£9.99

Bangkok Nights

4.99

Chase HQ

£9.99

Italia'90

4.99

4.99

BLANK

Cybernoid 2

4.99

DISKS
ONLY

7 Gates Jambala

4.99

Flintstones

4.99

Passing Shot

4.99

9 99

Nebulus

4.99

7.99

Pacland

5.99

Quartz

7.99

A.P.B

P47 Thunderbolt

8.99

Tracksuit Manager

9.99

First Person Pinball ..7.99
Be quick, they won't last long!

Title/Item

Price

^ML

Return of Jedi

Lancaster

Pacmania

5.99

Lords of Conquest

5.99

£9.99

Joystick Extension Lead
only £5.99

4.99

..9.99

8.99

Rainbow Islands

Vindicators

S.E.U.C.K

First Contact

Operation Thunderbolt..£9.99
Captain Fizz
£6.99

4.99

Super Scramble Sim ..4.99

6.99

BEST OF THE REST

Rocket Ranger

Oids

24 99

Only a few left

4.99

Football Manager 2 ..6.99

Mastersound

Fun School 2 over 8...£8.99

Crusader

Legend of the Sword..4.99
Sundog
4.99

OUR PRICE

EDUCATION SPECIAL
Fun School 2 under 6.£8.99
Fun School 2 6-8
£8.99

10 DD/DS.

CAPACITY
STORAGE
BOX
. ONLY '
£6.99

FT
Please note:- Many of our
titles are limited quantities as
we deal in overstocks and

clearance lines! Many thanks
to everyone who purchased
from us last month.

Name
Address.

Total Cost £

For all orders under £7 please add 75p P&P

Tel No.
STUSEP

Kunitoki, an evil Shogun
who wiped out the
ancient Ninja clan, has
arrived in New York and is up to
his evil tricks once again. But
Armakuni, last of the Ninja war
riors, has sensed his presence

FAR LEFT: the juggler is deadly
and if you stand still for too long
he will throw a knife at you which
will kill you instantly. Keep mov
ing to avoid his deadly shot

and is hot on his trail. It was sev

nunchukas and knives.

LEFT: The enemy fight with their
fists and feet, some with poles,

eral years ago when Armakuni
last confronted

Kunitoki and

it

was believed that the evil Shogun
had been destroyed once and for
all. No such luck and so Armaku

ni, through deep meditation, has
arrived in New York to avenge his
clan and kill Kunitoki.

The action begins on one of
the roof tops of an old junk ware
house. The roof is littered with

dusty instruments which seem to
be totally neglected. After looking
around, Armakuni spots light
behind a long, flowing curtain.
Entering the room, he's confront
ed by one of Kunitoki's evil

LAST NINJA 2
House: FIREBIRD Price: £24.95
ed. If they're all depleted your
Ninja will fall to the ground and a
life subtracted.

Ninja and after a flurry of punch

The enemy's energy bars need
to be depleted twice before
they're eventually killed. When
depleted once, they'll only be

es and kicks the hood crumples

stunned for a while until the bar is

to the floor.

back up to full power, then they'll
get up and continue the fight.

henchmen. But he's no match for
the martial art skills of The Last

There seems to be some kind
of elevator shaft on the wall and

Eventually, Armakuni will come

in his rage, Armakuni punches
his fist into the control panel. On
returning to the rooftop he dis
covers that the control panel has
operated a lift that will take him to
the busy streets below.
The Last Ninja 2 takes place in

to the secret hide-out of Kunitoki

and around the streets of new

Some of the areas may seem a little inaccessible at first and you will
have to find some other way to get to the other levels. You may be

York which are littered with hood

lucky to find a grating nearby

lums and other martial artists all

intent on destroying Armakuni.
The Last Ninja must fight his way
through the streets and collect
weapons and objects which he

shifted into the 'Using' window
before they can be used.

can use at a later date.

some have nunchukas, poles
and throwing stars. If you are hit

Any objects present on a
screen will flash momentarily just
as Armakuni steps into the loca
tion. On picking these objects up
they will appear in the 'Holding'
inventory. They will have to be

Not all of the hoodlums fight
with open-hand techniques -

with a weapon then your energy
bar will be severely depleted.
Energy is represented in a spiral
form built up by blocks. As you're
hit, the energy blocks are deplet-
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and will use all of his ninjitsu
skills to defeat the evil Shogun.
Last Ninja was a great suc
cess on the C64, but the sequel
hasn't converted especially well
to the ST. Presentation is superb
and the graphics have been
nicely detailed, but the gameplay
lets the game down - all you
have to do is walk around , beat
up hoodlums and pick up
objects - a common idea but not
very well implemented.
The

animation

on

the

main

character was a little sparse and
there were very few attack moves
. This was not helped by the awk
ward control system. There are
better beat 'em-ups around - look
elsewhere.

RIGHT: The lift shaft on the open
ing sequence can be operated by

passing by the curtain and then
smashing the control panel with
your fist. You'll have to kill the
hood first
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ABOVE: Thankfully, a password
level skip has been included, pro
viding you find the question mark
for each level

ABOVE LEFT: It seems Quiffy has
sensitive toes, as some floor hurt

his little feet. I can't see a pool of
hot lava curing anyone's blisters,
can you?

House: ELECTRONIC ARTS Price: £24.95
Populous was undoubt

edly Bullfrog's finest
hour, combining brilliant
graphics with original but addic
tive gameplay. Then there was
Fusion - another arcade game

strange but friendly fellow who
resembles a green blob. I could
think of many hindrances to
being spherical and green, but
our young hero seems to man
age. To help him move freely

that was a smash success. With

across the land, he has small

that sort of history, you may won

legs and an equally tiny pair of
hands which enable him to pick
up and use items that he may
find along the way.

der

what

the

creators

of

the

game of the year will come up
with next. Well, they seem to
have left creating your own world
behind, for a scenario where the

world is already in existence - all
you have to do is save it.
You play the part of Quiffy - a

The world in which the hero

lives is not the sort of place that
we would call hospitable. For
instance, the whole thing is set
underground and the area is cov

ered in litter. The reason for this

is simple - the ancients had left
this trash behind! This is far from

pleasant, but without it, Quiffy
would shrivel up and die. You
see, the main content of Quiffy's
diet is rubbish. He can make a
meal out of what we throw in our
bins - resourceful or what?

As mentioned before, the little

creature lives far underground in
some

dark

and

dank

cavern.

Quiffy used to enjoy life, strolling
around

the

network

of

caves

looking for unexplored areas and
hopefully more food. This had

RIGHT: To add a little spice to

Quiffy's life, he can pick up a
number of weapons which deal
out death at a touch of a button awesome!

BELOW: Our hero's life is not a

pleasant one, as his cousin tries

to make it as difficult as possible.
Psycho-Teddies run riot across
the platforms, the Bulbous Vong
trying to knock Quiffy's lights out
whilst his dead Aunty attempts to
scare him out of his skin!
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been the story of his life since he
was born, but the pleasant life
style soon change when his dis

ed unless he can do something.

will

Quiffy's situation does not look
good. Not only is there water all

tant relatives decided to turn up.

around and his cousins charging

before exploding a few seconds
later. All well good, unless you're
in the radius of detonation, as it
will damage you as well as your

For reasons unknown to our

around him, his deceased Aunt

friend, his cousins, the PsychoTeddies and the bulbous-Head

sometimes makes an appear
ance, giving a fatal scare if he

ed Vong, are currently running

comes

riot around the caves and cav

ghost.

erns that Quiffy calls home.
These nasties are causing havoc,
and now they've waged war on

the

floor

enemies. A much safer bet is to

use a boomerang which flies
away, taking out any Teddies or
Vongs as it goes!

her

around

the

By far the most deadliest and

caves, Quiffy must collect every

appetite. Help is at hand though,

horrific weapon of them all is
the flame thrower. Although com
pact, it deals a hot death to those
unfortunate enough to lie in its
path. Depending on the time the
fire button is held down, a stream
of bright fire will flash across the

superior force, but due to his

because

screen.

intelligence, Quiffy is worth three
of their army!
But wait - our blob has yet
another problem on his hands.

sticky fingers. The able-bodied

Quiffy and his counterparts.
They're good at what they do,
for it seems that only the hero of
the game is left on his own. You
may think he's fighting against a

Many years ago, the legendary
Taps of Wrath had stopped work
ing, thus allowing the caves to
empty and therefore become
hospitable. However, the arrival

he

contact

around

with

As

into

bounce

travels

item of rubbish that he sees, and
this often means that our friend
will have to bend over backwards

to reach every nook and cranny

in order

to fill
our

his growing

small

mate

has

chap has the ability to walk up

and shows how the team are

ceilings! This obviously aids the
fellow no-end, but he's going to
need all the help he can get.
Various weapons can be
picked up along the way, giving
him the chance to eliminate any
baddies before they get too
close. Armament comes in many

equally good at producing any
type of game.
Flood certainly does have fast
'n furious arcade action, com

bined with varied and stunning
graphics.

The

sound

too

is

of the hooligans has somehow
knocked the taps back into work
ing order, and slowly but surely,

shapes and forms, but the hand

long-term interest value. I feel

the caves are once again filling

grenade and

up. This obviously means that

most common.

this is going to make Flood one
of the best games released in a

Quiffy's home will soon be flood

are

When a grenade is thrown, it

LEFT:

As

the

levels

progress, so does the difficulty.
The cans become more and more

spread out, and wide chasms
must be spanned if you're to col
lect every ounce of litter on each

level. Thankfully, low-powered
lasers span these gaps allowing
him to cross safely (as long as he
looks both ways!)

ABOVE: Instead of sticky fingers,
it appears ol' Quiffy has sticky
feet! This has its uses, as it
enables him to climb up vertical
walls and even across the ceiling

Flood is a surprising change
from Bullfrog's previous games,

walls and even across the cavern

boomerang

ABOVE

superb. The playability is first
class and the game will have

TRIED AND TESTED:
REVIEWER:

ALEX

GRAPHICS:

78%

SOUND:

82%

GAMEPLAY:

79%

OVERALL

80%

long time.

RIGHT: Living up to its name,
Flood has large quantities of
water rushing around everywhere.
As time ticks over, the water level
slowly rises, cutting off the lower
parts of each caves. Throw on
your goggles and dive in to collect

the trash, but keep an eye on your
air tanks

ABOVE: After collecting every tin,
look for the portal (is a blob's
work never done?) This is usually
a small caves, but harder levels
may try to disguise the trans
porter
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Find out its limits.
Look in the mirror.

Introducing the powerful new

The TOS 1.6 (operating system) has an
enhanced file selector with drive-change buttons,
improved desktop with file move, MS-DOS
compatible disk formatting, and better appli
cation installation and auto-booting facilities.

Atari 1040 STE. With such an awesome

machine, we're convinced the only limits
you'll come across are your own.
Based on the incredibly successful 1040

STFM, the 1040 STE itself goes beyond the

As you'd expect, there's a huge range of
peripherals including hard disks, floppy disks,

limits of its predecessor.

laser printers, colour monitors and even

The 'E', by the way, stands for 'Enhanced'.
But once you've discovered its amazing array of
features, you may consider 'Enhanced' to be the

Megafile 44, Atari's unique 44-megabyte
removable hard disk.

understatement of the decade.

As well as all this hardware, there are

hundreds of software programmes for the 1040
STE - we're even throwing in the ST-Series
Productivity and Leisure bundles free.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the
1040 STE is its graphics. Its palette contains
over 4000 colours (all right, 4096 to be exact).

The Productivity bundle
features a database, spread
sheet, word processor and
business graphics package, and

To ensure precise and realistic
images, the STE features 'hardware

scrolling', enabling smooth
scrolling in any direction and
split-screen effects. And, with the
SMI 24 monitor, you'll get razor
sharp black-out-of-white text

there's S.T.A.C, FirST BASIC,
Hyperpaint and Prince in the
Leisure bundle.

that's as clear as the type on this

If you're itching to get your

page.

hands on the controls, there are
two 15-pin analogue controller ports

To complete the picture, it is
able to 'phase-lock' its video

(which accept paddles, lightguns and light-pens) and a 9 pin
mouse port and joystick port.

output to an external video

source, permitting direct linking to
a Genlocking device.

With adaptors, up to six
people can use the 1040 at one time. Just in
case it's too much for one person to handle.

The 1040 won't just have your eyes
swivelling in their sockets. Your eardrums will

also take a pounding from the 8 -bit PCM stereo

At £499.99 it certainly won't be too much for
one person to afford.

sound.

The new PCM (Pulse Coded Modulation)
sound system's two chips allow the 1040 STE to
replay high-quality sampled sounds, in stereo,
without burdening the CPU. Or, for even more
of an earblasting, just add a couple of RCA
output jacks and power the sounds through your
own stereo.

The ideal computer at the ideal price, you
may think. We think so, too. But there remains

only one potential problem: not whether you'll
make impossible demands of the 1040, but
whether the 1040 will make impossible
demands of you.
i

Of course we mustn't forget memory. One

Atari products.

megabyte of RAM comes as standard. If that's

NAME:

not enough, the 1040 STE provides four SIMM

sockets. Simply plug in some SIMM (Single In

ADDRESS:

line Memory Module) boards and boost the
RAM up to four megabytes.

POSTCODE

Please send to Atari Corp (UK) ltd. Atari House,
Railway Terrace, Slough, Berkshire. SL2 5BZ.

To help you handle all this technology,
we've added even more: a Blitter chip, capable
of shifting data at high speeds independent of
the CPU, and a new version of TOS.

_

Please send me further details of the 1040 STE and other

i

AATARI1040STE

WITHOUT IT YOU'RE JUST PLAYING GAMES

RIGHT: It is best to first look at

the shape of the land you are
about to build - that way you can
decide where to place the various
areas that come together to make
a city

Jk

File

Options

Tokuo

Jan

Disasters

1957

Windows

£26,600

[5I&ENTIHL m'
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ABOVE: Arrgh! It's Godzilla! As
this large green lizard rampages
through your new city, you won
der if there is any stopping him.
What do you do? Send for the

national guard? Blow him up
with a cannon? I know, give him
a packet of Chewits!

-Enrh '~i
Like

to

become

the

mayor of your very own
town? Yes? Good, then

I'll start. You begin with a fresh
piece of land that has been
newly terraformed creating a flat
landscape with patches of water
which

should

soon

be

trans

formed into your metropolis, you
also receive a lump sum of twen

SIM CITY

House: INFOGRAMMES Price: £24.95

ty thousand dollars (be careful it'll be spent before you know it).
The first project that should be

•«•••••*•«

-

you

must

decide

REVIEWER'

whether it's best to build a coal
or a

65%

Sim City has certainly taken its

GAM1PLAY:

87%

time t0 9et here' but il nas been

OVERALL

96/«

experience! It may not look or

worth the wait - Sim City is an

...t.......t...t.t...#t.t..t....

Also a town isn't any good
Your town could be running

zones, both need to be strategi

silkysmooth one minute, but then

cally placed (bear in mind landprices and accessibility among

suddenly turn into a disaster area

other factors). Once all of this
has been accomplished you'll

all sorts of bad things can hap

and if the 'disasters' are allowed

pen - riverside apartments could
BumaniimiiiiLnmfc *iT-*—^^».*» *

^m

" *

«-^^^»-»—»-*•

sound

brilliant,

plays

so

but the game

well. Everything is

be flooded, an earth-quake may
occur or to be totally ridiculous,

mouse driven, making the game
easy to play for anyone. If you

Godzilla could decide to stroll

decide to purchase Sim City (I

across your nice new city!
recommend you do), you'll probLastly, a complete selection of ably find it is the best twenty
scenarios

has been included

have to construct roads and lay

lines (remember room

previous city may have had, like

dealing with a nuclear meltdown

SOUND:

power stations due to fumes).

power

rectify a certain Problem that a

"?5%
at Boston or simply turn Dullsville
73 '" into a interesting placeto visit!

GRAPHICS

parts of town well away from

must be left for expansion of the
urban area).

With the game, allowing you to

ALEX

rpusyifs'"

nuclear station. The next

thing to plan is a residential area
and you must decide where to
locate the cheap and expensive
parts of the city (keep the posh

without commercial.or industrial

•

TOIEft AMD TECTEB*

undertaken is to build a power

station

TIT

™

•

»

••••*•

•*— ^

M.
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File

quid you will have ever spent!
Options

Tokgo

Disasters

May 1957

Hindons

!

Keep your eye on the evalua
tion as you don't want thousands
of residents leaving your city
empty - try to get the balance
right between bringing in enough
money but not raising the taxes
too high.
Crime will rise as the game

progresses, and therefore you
will need police and fire depart
ments. Parks and stadiums must

also be built to keep the popula
tion happy. Another important
factor is commerce. If you find

yourself with plenty of money, it's
a good idea to invest it (maybe in
a harbour or an airport).

Atari ST User

Your city may start slowly but once you have a
steady cash flow, you can start thinking about the

Although an airport is one of the most expensive fea
tures that money can buy, it will bless your city with

bigger things in life, such as a harbour. Until then,
keep gritting you teeth and above all, keep at it

tal

large quantities of trade - handy if you have the capi

I

t

m

AVAILABLE ON

ATARI ST AND COMMODORE AMIGA £24.99
SCREEN SHOTS FROM VARIOUS FORMATS
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The CORPORATION - The epitome of 21st
century excellence. A conglomerate spanning
142 countries over 5 continents.

An entity capable of anything ....

m
mm

lotal freedom ot movement throughout a 3
dimensional environment.

16 levels played over an area of 1,296,000 ft',

• Featuring a unique self-portrait digitized image

Fx^ SI

(see pack for details).
(0332I 297797

2 William Clowes Street
Burslem
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 3AP
Tel: 0782 575043
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All orders under £6 require 75ptowards P&P. Over £6 P&P is free. Any game not released will be sent on day of release
ATARI ST-STE SPECIAL OFFERS

ATARI ST-STE SPECIAL OFFERS

ATARI ST-STE SPECIAL OFFERS

ATARI ST-STE SPECIAL OFFERS
Chase HQ

9.99

Knightmare

5.99

Lords of Conquest

6.99

Midwinter

18.95

Oids

5.99

F29 Retaliator

5.99

Fire and Brimstone

Fish

5.99

Flintstones

G. Linekers Superskills

Seconds Out

4.99

Artura

2.99

14.99

Saint & Greavsie

3.99

15.50

Wicked

2.99

Double Dragon, Afterburner,
Operation Wolf, Batman
Caped

Kick Off 2

14.99

Gridiron

6.99

4 TOP GAMES ONLY .12.99

5.99

Rainbow Islands

11.99

Butcher Hill

2.99

3.99

Sim City

18.99

Catch 23

1.99

Ultima 5

19.99

Blood Money
Bangkok Nights

7.99
4.99

Op Thunderbolt

Dominator

Whirligig
Zynaps
Hollywood Poker
DejaVu
Beverley Hills Cop

1.99
2.99
3.99
4.99
6.99

A.P.B

6.99

Vindicators

4.99

Pandora

2.99

R-Type, Biochallenge,
IK+, Voyager

Live and Let Die

4.99

NOW ONLY

Passing Shot
Dragon Ninja

2.99
9.99

PRECIOUS METAL

Thunderblade

6.99

Arkanoid 2, Xenon, Captain

Roller Coaster Rumbler

6.99

Blood, Super Hang On

Quest for Timebird

7.99

LAST FEW

Chariots of Wrath

4.99

Gato

8.99

Red Storm Rising

15.99

4.99

Borrodino

16.99

4.99

Joe Blade

2.99

Pacland

5.99

Fun School 2 under 6

8.99

Nebulus

2.99

Fun School 2 6-8

8.99

Return to Genesis

2.99

Fun School 2 over 8

8.99

Sundog
Super Hang On

2.99
5.99

Tailspin
Lombard Rally

7.99
8.99

Elemental

2.99

Paintworks

7.99

Virus
Road Blasters

6.99
6.99

Nevermind

6.99

5th Gear

4.99

Millenium 2.2

6.99

Batman Caped Crusader

5.99

Peter Beardsleys Soccer

6.99

Powerdrift

5.99

Bomb Jack

6.99

IK+

4.99

Cybernoid 2
Dragon Scape
Jug

6.99
1.99
2.99

Rocket Ranger

5.99

Baal

4.99

Menace

4.99

Phantasm

1.99

Thunderbirds

5.99

Suspect (Infocom)

5.99

Hyperdome
Legend ofthe Sword
Flip Side

1.99
5.99
99

Red Heat

6.99

Spellbreaker (Infocom)

5.99

Mini Golf

4.99

5.99

Platoon

4.99

6.99

Archipelagos

11.99

15.99

Afterburner

F19 Stealth Fighter

18.99

Midnight Resistance

13.99

Toobin
1943

Bad Company
6.99
Plundered Hearts (Infocom) 4.99
Skrull

2.99

Police Quest

12.99

3.99

16.99

Terry's Big Adventure

4.99

Footballer of the Year

Sly Spy

13.99

North Star

2.99

F-16 Combat Pilot

Shadow Warriors

13.99

Dynamite Ducks

7.99

Verminator

Damocles

Price

Title/Item

9.99

MAGNUM 4

TRIAD

Star Glider, Defender of the
Crown, Barbarian
6.99

LAST FEW ONLY

LIGHTFORCE

8.99

9.99

JUST ARRIVED!

Rick Dangerous

9 99

Weird Dreams

.9.99

Tower of Babel

.9.99

MrHeli

P47 Thunderbolt

9.99
9 99

VERY SPECIAL OFFER
10 Blank Disks + Labels

(DS/DD) + Storage Box
ONLY

6.99

Name
Address

Tel No.

Total Cost £

For all orders under £7 please add 75p P&P

STUSEP

Proprietors: S.A. and R.A. Beech

RIGHT: Eventually, you arrive at
Eris four years late and now the
comet Damocles is only hours

away from impact. After turning
your ship to autopilot it glides

gracefully towards the landing
bay

A

terrible

disaster

about to take

is

place.

Somewhere far, far away
in a distant galaxy there lies a
solar system that is about to be

changed drastically.
A large comet by the name of
Damocles is heading towards the

planet Eris at horrendous speed.

DAMOCLES

House: FIREBIRD Price: £24.95

Its trajectory is dead on line with
the planet and if it hits then the

whole planet will be destroyed.
Four years ago you received a
message from the president of
Eris, informing you of the immi
nent disaster and a request for

your help. A fee was arranged

and with this added incentiveyou
leapt into the star cruiser and

headed for Eris. Unfortunately,
something happened along the
way and your journey was
lengthened by four years. Now

things are more desperate than

informed by a presidential mes
sage that their is a key to a limou
sine in the hanger. Collect the
key and step into the car.
Pulling away, you turn to the

right and head towards the presi
dent's palace where you'll be
briefed on the mission. The presi
dent greets you and hands over

the Damocles file. He also gives
you a key to a powerful space
craft that will enable you to travel
between the different planets

ever, and as the comet moves
ever closer there are but a few

which surround Eris. The Presi

hours left before impact and

dent gives you a hint on where to

destruction.

travel first and bids you farewell

On entering the planet's atmo
sphere, you turn the ship onto
autopilot and head for a landing
strip. Unfortunately, the ship
takes a bit of a battering on land

and good luck.

When you eventually reach the
airport, you'll see the spaceship
parked on the airstrip outside.

Leaving the iimo, you step into

ing and is rendered unfit for trav

the craft and take off into the

el. After leaving the ship you're

night sky. As you leave the plan-

et's atmosphere you spot several
other planets in the sky and after

TRIED AND TIST1D:
REVIEWER:

consulting the map, decide on a

STEVE
•'.:•

;• •

SOUND:

60%

GAM1PLAY:

78%

OVERALL

80%

destination and switch the ship
into hyper-speed 0.
The cities are present on each
location are based on sets of
three islands. You will need to

control your speed when landing
as it is easy to crash! Fortunately,
your plane is force-field protect

ed and will not be damaged. You
must leave the ship then travel

BOTTOM LEFT: On arriving, you
find that the president's security

around the various cities picking

have thoughtfully left a limo for
your use. You'll need a key to

destruction of Damocles.

pilot it and this can be found in
the hangover

BOTTOM

RIGHT: Step into the

limo and head off towards the
President's place. No sooner have
you entered, when the President
informs you of the mission

up clues that will lead to the
The clues can be found in the

buildings, although not all will
hold an object. Some of the

buildings are several stories high
and access is made by using the
lift shafts, pressing the corre
sponding key for the floor that

Atari ST User
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RIGHT: The president tells you
that a ship has been awarded to

you in order that you can travel
around the different planets. The

ship is damage proof so it won't
matter if you crash it

From the ground, cities can be fairly daunting.
To get yourself a good view of the city, hover
above it then draw down the details and build
ings of particular importance

Cities are littered with individual buildings and

while some may house objects, others will
have nothing in them. It's even possible to
pick up a sofa

there's a clock which indicates

ed with an object's value, trade

the predicted time before Damo

your goods at one of the trading
posts provided (if the post has
something that you can actually

play present on your control
panel. This will prove useful for

cles smashes into the planet

ment that may contain a hidden

object which may prove impor

trade with).

You can only purchase an item

keyboard.
There are 10 different hyper-

provided you have the equivalent

speeds, the slowest being 1 and

funds. You trade by dropping an

the

fastest

being

0.

These

speeds are all accessed via the

something important on one of these.

around a grid system that corre

keyboard numerics. To be credit

of your task and this can be
reached by pressing B on the

space after scanning around, you're able to
pick out several other planets. Maybe there's

sponds to the co-ordinates dis

you require. Some have a base
tant to the successful completion

On leaving the planet's atmosphere you enter

object at the premises and then
leaving. The cities are based

pin-pointing certain locations.

Eris.

Not all of the planets are hos

There's an inventory window

pitable - some have no air supply

on your ship display that holds
any objects you've managed to

while others have toxic gases in
their atmospheres. There are four
modes of transport in Damocles.
Walking, ground vehicles, space

collect. These can then be
selected and examined. As well
as the usual IAS and altimeter,

craft and aircraft - extremely use

ful for drawing maps of the city
layouts.

Novagen are really improving
their Mercenary games. Graph
ics are extremely impressive and
update is fast while remaining
relatively smooth. There are plen

ty of locations to visit and the
addition of other planets gives
Damocles a very large play area
indeed.

There isn't much sound but

this isn't especially necessary
and it did become a little frustrat

ing when visiting buildings which
had no clue or object in them
whatsoever. Still, this is a first

rate product that really merits a
place in your software collection.
A first, you'll not be able to drive
the limo and you'll need to collect
the key. Likewise, when you
accept the mission the basement
will be unlocked so that you can

collect your spaceship key
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Atari 520 STFM

Discovery Pack
£269.95

MAIL

ORDER

SOFTSELLERS

MAIL
ORDER

Atari 520 STE
Power Pack
£349.95

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP4 1JE
5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL)

36A OSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL)

MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. 0473 213457
*4th Dimension
'Action Fighter
'Addids Champ Tie Break
"Adidas Championship Football
'Anarchy
'Ancient Art of War
'Ancient Art of War At Sea
'Aquaventura
'Atomics
"Bad Blood
Balance of Power 1990

16.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
24.99
13.99
19.99
15.99

'Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
'Bankok Knights
Batman (The Movie)
Battlechess
'Battle Command

16.99
13,99
13.99
16.99
16.99

"Battle Master
"Battle of Britain
Battle Squadron
"Betrayal

16.99
16.99
15.99
15.99

Blood Money
Battlevalley
Black Tiger
"Blade Warrior
Blue Angels
Bomber
"BSS Jane Seymour
"Cabal
"Cadaver
"Chaos/Dungeon Master

16.99
15.99
13.99
15.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
19.99

Chase HQ

13.99

"Chess Champion 2175
"Chuck YeagersA.F.T
"Colardo
"Combo Racer
Conquerer
"Carthage
"Commandos Compilation

16.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
15.99
15.99

Cyberball
"Chicago 90
"Damocles
Days of Thunder
Defender of the Earth
Dragon Flight
"Dan Dare3
"Dragons Breath
"Dragon War
Dungeon Master Editor
Dragon Spirit
Drakken

13.99
12.99
15.99
19.99
12.99
16.99
13.99
19.99
16.99
9.99
13.99
19.99

"Dynamic Debugger

15.99

"Dynasty Wars
16.99
"Eagle Rider
16.99
"Edition 1 (Comp)
19.99
"Emlyn Hughes International Soccer.... 16.99
E-Motion
13.99
"Enterprise
13.99
"Epoch
15.99
"Escape from the Planet of Robot
Monsters
13.99
"Eye of Hercules
16.99
"Falcon Mission II
13.99
"Flash Dragon
13.99
F29 Retaliator
16.99
F19 Stealth Fighter
15.99
F16 Combat Pilot
15.99
Falcon
16.99
Falcon Mission Disks
13.99
"Federation Quest I
13.99
"First Contact
15.99

"Final Battle
"Flood

16.99
16.99

"Frankenstein
'Future Basketball
"Gold of the Aztecs
"Gore
"Guns & Butter
"Halls of Montezuma
Hammer Fist
"Harley Davidson
'Heroes
"Heroes Quest
Hound of Shadow

12.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
16.99

"Hot Rod
"Imperium
Invanhoe
Infestation

16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
12.99

'International 3D Tennis
'International Athletics

'International Championship Wrestling . 16.99
Italy1990
'It Came From The Desert
'Jack Boot
'Jack The Ripper
Jumping Jackson
KickOff
Kick Off Extra Time
KickOff II
*Klax
Killing Game Show
'Krypton X
"Learing Terramis
Leisure Suit Larry III
'Last Ninja II
'Loom
'Lost Patrol
'Liverpool
'Last Stuntman
'Life & Death
'Magic Fly
Man Utd
Manic Mansions
"Microprose
'Midnight Resistance
Midwinter
'Majic Johnson
"MatrixMaruaders
"Mitro
"Myth
"New York Warrior
"Night Breed
'Nitro
North and South
'Nuclear War
Operation Thunderbolt
'Oriental
'Panic Station
'Paradroid
'Photon Storm
Pinball Majic
Police Quest II
Planet Busters

16.99
16.99
16.99
12.99
12.99
12.99
9.99
12.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
24.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
15.99
12.99
19.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
12.99
16.99
13.99
I6.99
13.99
16.99
13.99
15.99
16.99
13.99
15.99
13.99
16.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
13.99

Premier Collection 3 (Compilation)

19.99

•Projectile
Player Manager
P47
Pictionary
'Pyramax
'Quarter Back
Rainbow Islands

16.99
12.99
15.99
16.99
13.99
13.99
13.99

'Ratox
'Resolution 101
Red Storm Rising
Risk
•Robo Cop II
'Rourkes Drift
S.E.U.C.K
'Secret Agent Flies By
'Shadow Warriors
'Skate or Die
Space Ace
Starflight
Space Quest III
'Star Trek 5
S.T.O.S
'Street Fighting Man
'Scroll
'Silpheed
'Silver Blades
'Shadow of the Beast
'Snow Strike
'Star Blaze

16.99
16.99
15.99
13.99
16.99
16 99
19.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
29.99
16.99
19.99
24.99
19.99
13.99
12.99
19.99
16.99
24.99
19.99
i3.gg

ATARI 520 STFM
DISCOVERY PACK

Bombjack, Carrier
Command, Outrun,
Space Harrier, STOS,
IMeochrome, First
Basic, ST Tour,
Discover the ST
£269.99
ATARI 520 STE

POWER PACK

'Steven HendryChampionship SnookeM 6.99
'Storm Across Europe
19.99

23 Great

'Super Quintet
Super Cars
'Sim City
'Subbuteo
'Super League Manager
Super League Soccer

15.99
13.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Software Titles

'Survivor
"Tennis Cup
"The Plague
TV Sports Football
Triad III (Compilation)

15.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

ATAR11040 STE
EXTRA

Prints

'TrivialPursuit (Family Edition)
'The Keep

16.99
16.99

Hyperpaint ST Base

'Theme Park
'Thunder Strike
'Time Machine
'Total Recall
'Toyottes
'Turbo Buggies
'Tusker
'Twilight
'TV Sports Basketball
'The Gales
'Trivia
'Track Attack
Ultimate Golf
Ultimate Darts
'Universe III
Untouchables
"UMS II
Ultima V
'Up &Away
'Venus FlyTrap
'War Monger
Warhead
World Cup Soccer 90
'World Cup Soccer II
'Warp
"Wings
'Wings of Fury
Xenomorph
Xenon II
X-Out
'Yollander
'Zone Warrior

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
12.99
13.99
16.99
13.99
12.99
13 99
15.99
ig.gg
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
15.99
12.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99
i3.gg
16.99
16.99

£349.95

S.T.A.C.K.

COMP

COST

STCalc

ST Graph
£449.95
ATARI LYNX
HAND HELD

Portable Games
Machine
£179.95
ATARI SMI 24

Monochrome Monitor
£99.95
ATARI EXTERNAL
DRIVE

Power Drive 1 Meg D. S.

£79.95

BMBH1I11——
TITLE

ST Word

BBB

Name

Address.

Tel No
Have you ordered from us before

Atari

Yes

Lynx
£179.99

TOTAL COST £

ST USER SEP

No
Atari
1040 STE
£449.95

RIGHT: The ball's coming your

way but where the hell are you?
Is it going to your backhand or
forehand? The suspense is killing!
BELOW: Send a lob soaring into

the sky and hope to catch out
your opponent at the net. He's a

nippy fellow though, so it'll have
to be a deep one

T i e Break is the latest in a

long list of tennis simu
lations

to

enter

the

BREAK

home computer market. Conse
quently, it must be something
special to make a significant
impact on an already saturated
market.

There are three sections to the

game world tournament, tourna

House: OCEAN Price: £19.95

ment, and training. Training pro
vides the necessary practice to

compete with the ranked players

;,ijS:Jr:-.'.{JJ | | | | | | f| I * I I I I I I I • I '";• I • • • • I

in the tournament competitions.
World tournament has you play

ing against the best seeded
players around such as the infa
mous Igor Przchst and Franco
Plazzo

and

with

Tournament

TRIED AND TESTED:
REVIEWER:

ALEX

GRAPHICS:

playyou define your own seeds

SOUND:

between your friends. Play com

©AMEPLAY:

mences and the objectives are
set, including winning all the
Grand Slam events, plus the
Davis Cup and the Masters - no
easy task by any means.
A number of specifications

OVERALL

63%

Only one half of the court is
presented on the screen, mean

ing it has to scroll quickly to keep
up with the ball - not exactly BBC
camera-man

work!

It's

conve

cutes a top spin shot, and a left
movement leads to a sliced shot.

A lob is achieved by pulling back

nient that the computer controls

on the joystick. Varying angled

67%

the movement of the players,

...68%

leaving players to concentrate on

shots can be made by releasing
the joystick at different moments,

...............65%

shot making, but it does take a

including cross court shots and

little time to get used to.

down the line drives.

When serving the ball, push
fore wasn't worth worrying about.
You must decide on a type of

have to be determined before

court to play on ranging from fast
grass courts to slow clay courts.
is

the air, and centre the joystick to
hit the serve. Varying when the
ball is hit, determines the length
of the serve into the opponent's

One complaint is that because
the screen scrolls, you have very
little time to decide a shot before

the ball is upon you and some
become instantaneous reactions.

The graphics are clear but not

play takes place. Firstly, the type
of racquet you're going to use.

noticeable during play as either

service area.

They vary in weight and this is

the ball thunders across the
court or is reduced to a slow

disposal. Whenever the joystick

there aren't many intricacies on a
tennis court A graphical portrait

bounce. After everything
been set, play begins.

is moved in a particular direction,
it causes the player to swing

is provided of each of the sixteen
seeds. Speech is used when

made little difference and there-

decision

your joystick up to toss the ball in

The effect of

supposed to affect the way you
strike the ball, in practise this

this

back. Upon release, the shot is
made. A right movement exe

has

very detailed, and that's because

A variety of shots are at your

providing the score, and other
sound effects are included when

!®l30 J'JSSS?

striking and bouncing the ball.
Actual playability is lacking due
to the scrolling and the element
of luck is a shade too predomi

I *

nant.

;..~ ?0

A complete view of the court

jf^.tflliOffl 8(L8i@
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would have been better, along
ABOVE: Dan Maskell would strug

with more player participation (as

gle to keep up with the fast pace

far as character movement is

of this game.

concerned), although this would
have meant less options when

.

LEFT: Your opponents are lining

up, intent on keeping you out of
the

seedings.

Are

you

good

enough to rank amongst the best?

Atari ST User

striking the ball. On the whole
this is a neat production, but the
player is left lacking that feeling
of being in control.

* POCKET SIZED * PC-COMPATIBLE * PERSONAL ORGANISER *

AATARI
Portfolio

THE PC
IN

YOUR

POCKET
The new Portfolio from Atari is the world's first pocketsized electronic organiser that is also a powerful PC
compatible computer, with a full QWERTY keyboard
and scrolling 80x25 character display.
Portfolio includeseverything you would expect from an
electronic organiser - an address and telephone book,
time manager, diary and sophisticated calculator.
Portfolio also includes severalfunctions that you would
not expect - a spreadsheet for yourpersonal budget
and expense records, as well as a text processor for
typing memos and letters.

And, because Atari's Portfolio is PC compatible, itcan
communicate with yourdesktop PC at home, or in the
office. You can transfer files from one to the other, to
enable you to update yourreports and figures with the
Portfolio while you are on the move.

FOR
ONLY

SPECIFICATION

• Processor: Intel 80C88 at 4.9152Mhz

i Operating System: Compatible with MS-DOS 2.11.

> Interne! ROM: 256K containing BIOS, operating system
and applications suite.

I RAM: 128K with an internal RAM disk,configurable from
8K. Externally expandable to 640K RAM.

5

TO GET YOU ORGANISED'

. Keyboard: 63keys, QWERTY, IBM PCBIOS compatible.

from a simple menu display.

r Character Set: Extended IBM ASCII (255 characters).

More thanjustan electronic diary, the Portfolio

: Mass storage: creditcard sized memory cards (32K or
64K or 128K RAM).

• Display: Graphics LCD, supertwist technology, MDA com

patible, 40 columns x 8 lines, 240 x 64 pixels(with the
option to window a full 80 x 25 character display).
Keyboard controlled contrast.

Peripherals: 60 pin expansion BUS lo take serial and

INC
VAT

BUILT-IN APPLICATIONS I

Toget you started, Portfolio comes with a suite
of five useful functions built-in, all accessible

Buried numeric padandfunction keys. Optional keyclick.

£249

TIME MANAGER
pointmentsvia a comprehensive calendar and
diary. Itcan even be programmedtosound an

Weight: 495 grammes(with batteries).

a full range of functions, including factorial,

ADDRESS BOOK & DIALLER
Portfolio has a complete address book facility

includes word wrap, line and column count,

allows easy transfer of files between Portfolio
and your desktop PC

for a specific grouping, such as "all Italian
restaurants". And,whenyouare readyto book
yourtable,holdyourPortfolio to yourtelephone
mouthpiece and use its special built-in tone
diallerto dial the number for you.

audible alarm at specific times toremind you
of important appointments.

CALCULATOR
YourPortfoliowillbe invaluable in the office or
at home as a powerful pocket calculator. It has

stringsearch,infactmostofthefunctions you
would find in a word processor. It handles
printer and word processor control codes and

that allows you to store hundreds of addresses
and phone numbers. And, at the touch of a but
ton, you can retrieveany one of them, or search

Time Manager enables you to plan your ap

parallel ports and memory expansion units.
Size: 8" x 4" x 1" (200mm x 105mmx 29mm).

power and root calculations, all with mult
display formats and memories.

TEXT PROCESSOR

to and from Lotus 1-2-3 on your desktop PC.
The Portfolio's 256K ROM includes MS-DOS

ThePortfolio's built-in textprocessor program

Applications: calendar and diary, address and phone

SPREADSHEET
For real calculating power,Portfolio has a Lotus
1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet built-in. It has
127 columns x 225 rows and reads/writes Lotus
V1.0 and V2.01 files, so you can transfer data

and PC BIOScompatiblesystems software.

book. Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, textprocessor,
communications software.

COMING SOON!
In addition to the excellent software built-into the Portfolio Free

ofCharge (seeright), other software andperipheral products, such
as thesophisticated Pocket Finance package andserial/centronics
interfaces areavailable. And itdoesn't stop there. Many manufac

turers have recognised the potential of the Portfolio and have
alreadystarted todesign newperipheralsand software. Products
currently under development include: Serial interface with built

inmini modem, Apple Macintosh interface, business, utility and
programming software plus a range of adventure and battle

strategy games. Forfurther freedetails onthe Portfolio range, fill
in the coupon below and return it to Silica Systems now.

MEMORY CARDS

POWER SUPPLY

INTERFACES & PERIPHERALS
Portfolio can storeand retrieve dataand programs from Portfolio is powered bythreeAA batteries which will
Portfolio cancommunicate with other computers andsup
IIS own RAM, orfrom small credit cardsizememory cards, for uptosixweeks with normal use orfrom themains us- ports
a growingrange of peripherals via a built-in60 pin
that slot into its bui
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MAIL ORDER:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 900am-6.00pm
No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA "
Tel: 071-580 4000
ing Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
LateNight: Thursday until 8pm
Fax No: 071-323 4737
SIDCUP SHOP:
., =,1;iThli^ews' Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, "DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK

ll^'?.A,r/uUPP0RT HELPUNE: Team of Atari technical experts atyour servtee

Opening Hours:

SJSLn£SS?«eJS.r5!2lly malch comPetitors ona "Same product - Same price" basis.
*.I USHESJ YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
"™JURN0VER <wlth 60 s,atf>: Solid and reliable with maintained growth

^^JS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
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connector
available
include
serial and
the T
Portfolio,
so no
batteries or ,ake
adaptors
required,
parallel
interfacesPeripherals
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expanders
(to 640K)
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are changed. ;, ,0 reaci/write to Portfolio's cards

Mon.Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

Lale Night: Friday unlit 7pm

Fax No: 08^309 0017

1-4 The Mews Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-300888

Order LinesOpen: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Closed on Saturdays

Fax

No: 081-308 0608

%u? J!u? o%i£im£1s.lr.?ion and traininS facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
c£iL wh SJPCK RANGE: All of your Atari PC requirements from one supplier
rtlvT.JiJ
Wl" be mailed ,0 vou witn 0,,ers anfJ software/peripheral details
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
CREDIT PAYMENT TERMS: Silica are licensed credit brokers - details onrequest.

flu: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 099031,1-4 T7e7/le™Hatherley RuTsidcup KenTDAmD/T^

Before you decide when tobuy your new Atari Portfolio, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE vou
buy it. Consider what itwill belike a few months after buying your Portfolio, when you may require additional
peripherals orsoftware, orhelp and advice with your new purchase. And, will thecompany you buy from contact

l

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

you with details olnew Portfolio products? At Silica Systems, we ensurethatyou will have nothing toworrv about
Silica Systems is a new division ofSilica Shop, the UK's leading Atari specialists. This new division has been
established toprovide a servicetothe moreserioushomeuser,as well as tobusinessand education purchasers

Silica have been established forover 12years, and

have an annual turnover of £13 million. With our
unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't
just take our word for it. Complele and return the
coupon now,for our latest Free literature and begin
to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

Postcode: .

SILICA
5YSTEMS

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Company Name:

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
PS.HF •
. Adverhsec!
flHworl.en.l on
r.,..— E&OE

-

i

:i:

:

J
_^_ .

uions may change • please n

upon for ihc latest inlorn

Product: Draft Plus v3.13

Supplier: GFA
Telephone: 0734 794941
Price: £149.95

Configuration: All STs, mono and colour

Highly sophisticated professional CAD packages cost several thou
sand pounds and run on equally expensive and sophisticated hard
ware. Budget CAD programs for small computers such as the Atari ST
often cost several hundreds of pounds so GFA Draft Plus v3.13 is a

pleasant surprise. The program has lots of features and costs only
£149.95.

Accountant Plus
Small Business Accounts
Small Business Accounts Extra

£199.00
£69.95
£99.00

Small Business Accounts Plus
Rersonal Accounts Plus
Personal Tax Planner

PHONE
£26.90
£34.95

Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo

£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

System3
Wages.

£37.00
£89.00

Base Two

£19.95

DataManager Professional
Super Base Personal2
Super Base Professional V3

£29.95
£69.95
£175.00

Digita DGBASE

£39.95

Prodata

£69.95

Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTPClipArt Pack

£19.95

Page Stream

PHONE

Fleet Street Publisher V3

£159.00

ProsperoC
ProsperoFortran
ProsperoPascal
ProsperoToolkit

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

ST68881 Libraries
Mark Williams C
Mark Williams C.S.D

£59.95
£89.00
£42.00

GSTC. Compiler

£14.95

GST ASM
Lattice CV5
Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic

£135.00
£109.00

GFA Draft Plus V1.5

£79.95

Campus Draft

£59.95

CAD3DV1.0

£18.95

Cyber Studio CAD 3DV2
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95

Architecture Design ...,i
Human Design
CartoonDesign
Future Design

£52.00
£69.95
£62.95

Perpendicular

WERCS plus GDOS

£39-95

Dinension

Connands
Entries
Status

Spline

Digicalc

GFfl DflTfl IIEDm MO
BOX 121, WOKINSHfiM

£29.95

BERKSHIRE
RBII IFfi

£67.95
£85.00
£79.95
£95.00

Logistix
Hyperchart

ABOVE: The icon panel down the
left-hand side of the screen and
GST First Word Plus V3
Protext

£57.95
£6995

G + Plus..

£29.95
£29.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged EasyDraw 2
EasyDraw 2 TechArt
EasyDraw 2 Scan Art
EasyTools

£39.95
£59.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

GFA Gem Utilities

£24.90

GFA RayTrace

£39.95

Easy Draw 2 Art

£39.95

£57.00

Hatch
Construction lines

£24.95
£45.00
£42.00
£44.00
PHONE

£17.00
£17.00
£17.00
£17.00

FM Melody Maker

Arc 3 points

FTL Modula 2
FTL Modula 2 Developer
Personal Pascal V2

£39-95

£299.00
£475.00
£269.00

Draw circle segnent
Draw ellipse segnent
Round corners

£179.95

C-LAB Creator
C-LABNotator
Pro 24

Draw ellipse
Draw rectangle

£39.95

GFA Basic Compiler V3
GFA Basic lnterpreter.A/3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)
Minix..

151.500 m

Draw circle

Hisoft C. Interpreter

Wordwriter

- £259.00
PHONE

Desk" Preset"Lines Window Sunbols Jpu.WTiiiM Inage File

£39.95
£59.95

WordPerfect

Turbosynth
Softsynth

a slightly larger drawing area. Control is via a GEM menu bar and a

EH.95
£119.00

K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
PC BoardDesigner
BeckerCAD

Draft Plus can handle drawings up to A0 format and most of the
screen acts as a window on this larger drawing area. Scroll bars are
used to move around the drawing, but they can be switched off to gain

Multidesk.

Hyperpaint
Hyperdraw
Neochrome
Neodesk

r.

the pull down menus at the top
provide all the basic CAD tools

BELOW: Window menu contains

some useful functions, and in win
dow mode you get a new icon
panel full of tools

£29.95
£29.95

':.
.".

£24.90
£34.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Spectrum 512
Tempus 2 Editor

£24.90
£34.95

Knife ST
Turbo ST V1.6
Harlekin

£29.95
£39.95

K-Graph 3

£3995

Mailshot
Mailshot Plus

£19.95
£35.95

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

£24.90

Nosurcharges on European orders!
Manyother titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

NEW RELEASES
Harlekin
Lattice CV5
GFA Draft PLUS V3.13
Fleet Street Publisher V3

£39.95
£119.00
£109.00
£159.00

Megapaintll
Prospero C
BeckerCAD
Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£79.95
£75.00
£109.00
£85.00

All prices include VAT &delivery. Make cheques payable toCambridge Business Software.
Melboum Science Park, Moat Lane, Melbourn, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ
mmm IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. &TVEI
HOW TO ORDER:

TEL 0763 262582 •FAX 0763 262425 •TELEX 817932

WHAT ON
CAD is an acronym meaning Computer

Aided Design and is used to describe

with colour, the software makes all
the pixels in the shape the same

programs which architects and engi

colour. Draw a circle or triangle and

neers use to create technical draw

the art program thinks of the shapes

ings.

as dot patterns on the screen.

At first sight, CAD software looks
similar to a drawing or painting pro

gram, but there are important differ
ences and the two types of program
can't be compared.

Paint programs are pixel oriented
which means that everything they do

alters pixels on the computer screen.
When you draw a line the art package
paints a straight line of pixels across
the screen, and when you fill a shape

CAD programs on the other hand,
treat drawings as a collection of geo
metric objects and a completed
design is simply a collection of geo
metric shapes, lines and text. When
you draw a line, the program remem
bers exactly how long it is and at
which angle the line was drawn. It

might seem strange, but a circle is
also drawn as a series of

lines.

They're so short and there are so

DRAFTSMAN'S
COMACT

Three character sets are provided which
can be printed in a variety of sizes. There's
normal text, bold (written with variable width
lines) and a user-defined character set. Text

can be printed at 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees
with or without proportional spacing. It can be
reflected, too.

Windows are defined by dragging a rubber
banded box around an object or group of
objects. The contents can then be manipulat
ed in a variety of ways such as cut, copied,
zoomed, moved, skewed, reflected or rotat

ed. The rotation function enables angled text
and components to be easily constructed.

Everything from a circuit board for our DIY series
to your own house - design it all with Draft Plus.

Roland

Waddilove

puts

propelling pencil to

Once a window has been drawn around an

object or group of objects, it can be saved as

a symbol. This enables you to build up a
library of ready-made symbols which can be
slotted intoa new drawing.
The libraries supplied with Draft Plus are
very basic and perhaps indicate the market

electronic drawing board...

for this package. In the architect's folder for

instance, there are symbols such as a bath,
chair, cooker, cupboard, bed and so on. This
panel of icons down the left-hand side of the

is OK for interior designers and space plan

screen.

ning, but it's hardly typical fodder for archi

The software behaves like its professional
big brothers inthat drawing is object oriented
and component based. Each item you draw

tects.

At this sort of price level, there are bound
to be shortcomings in the software - for

on-screen can be enclosed in a rubber band

ed box and saved as a component. If you
were designing the interior of a house, you

coulddrawfour chairsand a table then group
them as a single component, or 'symbol' as

SFft OOTfl r*0M tM LTE
BOX 121. uCHN&wn
KRX3HIRE

Draft Plus calls it.

instance there are no line endings available, if
you want arrows in and out, filled and open
arrows, circle and slash so you'll have to
draw them yourself. Ten layers limit the size
and complexity of the drawings which can be
created. The package is fun to use however,

The component can be saved to disk and if
you want it again, you don't need to redraw

The output from a simple 9-pin dot matrix is
excellent. A plotter would give even better

and copes quite well with simple projects
without lightening your pocket by too much.

everything because you can simply load it in

results than this

An essential utility is one that converts
Draft Plus-format drawings into the almost

from disk.
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A drawing is constructed using up to 10
different layers (or levels) of information. This
means that you can draw a printed circuit

board on one layer and the components on
another. They can then be overlayed to see
what the finished circuit will look like. Another

use is for hiding or viewing construction lines.

The 10 level limit isn't overly generous, but at

1
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universal DXF file format and vice versa. It

Zoon : l.oBBJ.
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2,000 users of DXF compatible systems inthe
construction industry alone, so files can easily
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Line widths

1

has been estimated that there are around

Output to

Zoon factor

Levels

be swapped between the ST and other CAD
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packages, even when they're running on
completely different machines.

.
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single sheet

Output devices for Draft Plus drawings
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range from 9-pin dot matrix printers through
24-pin and plotters. The quality of the dot
matrix output is excellent and you can zoom,
reduce and print on any size paper by enter

ABOVE AND BELOW: Comprehensive printer
and plotter facilities enable you to output

ing the dump dimensions into the print dialog

ing to a printer or plotter. A different colour
can be assigned to each level.

almost any size picture, portrait or land

you can create HPGLfiles by directing output

The basic CAD functions such as lines, cir
cles, ellipses, polygons, arcs and freehand
drawing are all present and correct. Lines

scape in a variety of dot densities

to disk.

this price point it's adequate.

Each level is stored in a separate file and is
normally worked separately, but it is possible
to overlay them on-screen using one of the
icon tools and also when outputting the draw

can be drawn in thicknesses varying from
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box. Plotter output can either be direct, or

This rock bottom-priced offering (£150) has
PMITER.ffli

Paper size
X-value 234.BB

limited facilities, but for the amateur and
Paper sire
Y-value 203,200.

occasional dabbler, the program's got every
thing you need. If you want to produce simple
drawings quickly and easily Draft Plus defi

EARTH IS CAD?
many of them however,that the circle appears to be
round except when drawing extremely large circles.
Architect use CAD programs in building design.
S/he'lluse it to draw some preliminary sketches and
then the final blueprints that tell the construction

Offset

X-value

0.

Offset

Y-value

Printout
fron
1.00

Printout

to

nitely fits the bill.
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Select print density
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Bearing in mind its low price,
- of features is quite good. How
ever, it wont make any impact on the
sales of DynaCADD.

workers exactly what to do.

A civil engineer uses CAD packages to draw
force diagrams that calculate the stresses and
strain on the walls and girders that the architects
put in their plans. Electrical engineers use CAD to
draw complicated wiring diagrams.

There's also a further use of CAD - the design of
circuit boards. With a CAD program, a circuit can be
drawn very easily and a parts list printed.Then the

0.3mm to 4.5mm and can be unbroken, long
or short dashed and dashed chain. Existing

The software is easy to u e

and the manual leads you gently by the
hand through all its functions.

lines can be lengthened or shortened and

two short lines can be joined together to
make one long one (and broken again).
Lines which are supposed to meet can be
snapped together but if they do meet and
overhang, the ends can be trimmed. Parallel

printed board is designed and the finished product

lines and tangents to circles are easily creat

can be etched from the printout.

ed by clicking on the appropriate icon tool.

Features

|

Excellent

| Ease of use I
Excellent

Good

Average
Bad
•iirniirrm*

Average
Bad

Appalling
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Gasteiner Technologies introduces

D

AT-Speed the 80286 PC AT emulator
for Atari ST (fm) and Mega ST

LATOR FOR

HARDWARE P

ATARI ST, STE

owners.

MEGA

SERIES OF C

Measuring just 8.5cm x 7cm, ATSpeed incorporates a 80286
processor to give a Norton speed

TERS
THE ULTIMATE
CHALLENGE

factor of 6.7 as opposed to PC-

Worlds first internal PC EMULATOR tor ST
Small and compact 01
n
PC-SPEED is fast and

PC-SPEED can ba built into any ST or
MEGA

PC-SPEEDruns 99% ofall PC software

Speed's 4.2. AT-Speed also offers
CGA, Hercules, Olivetti and Tandy
screen display modes.

PC-SPEED supportsall harddrives
PC-SPEED supports serialand parallel

Using new software, AT-Speed can be

ports

installed as a Desk Accessory (2Mb
and over only) so that swapping

ATARI mouse supported as MS mouse or
cursor

Emulationof CGA, HERCULES graphic
cards

And now supports OLIVETTI screen mode

(640x 4000) for full SM 124 Duality
Norton factor 4.2 (V1.3)
V1.3 Includes MEGADISK.SYS which is a

ramdlskdriverand gives following
RAMDISKS:

0MB FOR 520,1040, MEGA 1, MEGA 2
1.4MB tor MEGA 2.5
2.9MB for MEGA 4

V1.3 also supports Extended memory
support

(XMA) andgives following XMA support:
0MB lor 520,1040, MEGA 1
0.9MB lor MEGA 2
1.4MB lor MEGA 2.5
2.9MB FOR MEGA 4

between ST and PC modes can be
achieved with ease. When used with

MS-DOS 3.3, AT-Speed will take
advantage of all the ST's memory up

to 4Mb. °
AT-Speed is installed inside the ST's
case and sits on top of the 68000

processor - like PC-Speed. Because
installation is the same, swapping

V1.4: Can access up to 24 partitions on

yourhard drive each up to 23M8 Insize;
Supports morethanone harddrive;
Now supports Tandy 1000 Res. (320x 200
and 16 colours)
Increased MS-DOS compatibility
STE version now available

(New design, nosoldering necessary)

w>SpeedBridget forallMEGA ST's
Enables PC-SPEED to sit easilyinto
the Expansion Slot Inside, therefore
eliminates anyneed forsoldering.
Available onlyfrom Gasteiner.

from PC-Speed to AT-Speed is simply
a case of removing one board and

replacing it with AT-Speed.
Gasteiner wil
modest fee.

install AT-Speed for a

AT-Speed is covered by a one year

guarantee and is available now for

£239.00

WMFQ IP® QPBB®

including VAT and delivery

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES
Price List:

GAS 40Mb 11MS
GAS 48Mb 28MS
GAS 60Mb 28MS
GAS 82Mb 28MS
GAS 180Mb 28MS
GAS SCSI Host Controller

£549
£459
£599
£649
£1299
£69

Q2LSttI9&%?rEOW0LOQI<ES LTD
Unit 12A, Millmead Business Centre,
Millmead Road, London, N17 9QU
Telephone: 01-365 1151. Fax: 01 885 1953

(TECH<HPLOgi<ES LTD
UNIT 12A, MILLMEAD BUSINESS CENTRE,
MILLMEAD ROAD, LONDON N17 9QU
Telephone: 081-365 1151
Fax: 081 884 2418/01 885 1953

Product: Mega Paint II
Supplier: Silica Systems

LoaoplcM Lines

Save pfctjArrows

invert bV

Telephone: 081 -309 1111

Copy bloc Poly lire Delete ft measure
Read cha Hove bloc THangle Directory Both
Font par Enlarge b Rectangh Script i

Price: £99.95
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featured art packages on the market. Its

specification is truly astounding, yet the pro
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JLoadSTAD -uiKfou t> Line

Change Pop-Up-flenu
wldti

Load Pcp-Up-tlenu

Line pett Save Pop'-ujj-rtefiu
Lire patt Chanea settings
(C*2 Drop perpe Fill patt Load settings
(C«4 Draw angli Read f " Save settings
(C+2 append cii Load patt
£0*1 Parallei
Save patt

Ellipse
Erase ptc
Invert pi
Reflect p

WJust X-srap
AdJust:'V-snap'.
Snap Wew on/oH

CC+3 Hark

Load buff

CAD, Mega Paint blurs the dividing line

Undo on/off

Stmt pictu Full vlet-i

Circle

Save buff Ellipse

gram is simple to use. Combining art and

Air-Lrui-h

Copy oictu

Read sym
Erase sy Erase buf
Insert s Work
Load lib "tead buff
Save II
insert bu
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Shew buff.

Scale size. •••./••
Display scale
Free styI Program status

Display i
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Mega Paint II must be one of the most fully-

between the two subjects.
The program's entirely mouse

Load •ESAjScale mt

Load fon (:V'i|i!.:•:< hi RhotFib

Comic*: 1Mb of RAM, mono only

:te units
Brush
Eraser
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driven

(except for the odd occasion when you want
to input some text), it isn't GEM-based but
provides a user-friendly interface which is

Mega Paint's main screen showing the menu

bar, fill patterns, drawing modes and magnify

Not only all these menus, but also many of the
items lead to further sub-menus

window

YOUR ART'S DESIRE?
easy to get to grips with. There are eight main
menu headings across the top of the screen

and moving the mouse into these causes

Be smocked and paint spattered, Roland

menus to drop down.

Waddilove erects his easel and tries the

Many items on the drop down menus have
an arrow next to them and holding down the
mouse button while sliding the mouse pointer

latest paint package vying for your clams...

off the side of the menu, causes a second

sub-menu to appear. This clever technique of
extending the menus is rarely seen on the ST,

Fill pattern editor

but is common on machines such as Apple's
financially remote Macintosh. It's simple and I

upright format.

like it.

A useful feature of Mega Paint II is that you

All the drawing functions, such as lines and
circles, are contained in two icon-filled boxes

don't need to output the whole screen, a
small section can be enclosed by a rubber

which pop up when the right-hand mouse
button is pressed. Extra functions, such as

banded box and printed separately. Printing
is fast and the quality amazing. A battered
old Panasonic KX-P1081 (using a ribbon

setting line style and thickness, are accessed

by pulling down menus at the top of the

about to be thrown away) produced stunning
hard-copy, and replacing the old ribbon with

screen.

The range of drawing tools is incredible.
There are for instance, seven circle functions

- two ways of drawing a circle, two types of
arc, sector, ring and sector of a ring. And the
same is true of ellipses - a sector of an ellipti
cal ring is a very powerful function indeed.

There's also all the usual point, line, polyline,
polygon, parallelogram, rhombus and triangle
functions, too.

Dozens of brushes and erasers, 32 fill
styles plus an editor to create even more,
variable spray airbrushes and Normal, OR

and Reverse drawing modes ensure Mega
Paint is one of the most comprehensive draw
ing packages available. And for extra fine art

work, there's a powerful magnify facility.
Mega Paint also has a wide range of block

scape format. At the top of the range is an
Atari Laser printer running at 300 DPI in

If you don't like the 32 fill patterns provided,
design your own using this editor

a new one, gave almost laser quality output!

Mega Paint does have a couple of major
drawbacks which severely limit its use. The

functions such as erase, invert, copy, move,

program can only be used in monochrome,
and unfortunately, needs an enormous

enlarge, reduce, rotate and sheer. A block is

amount of memory in order to operate proper

defined by a dragging a rubber-banded box

around a section of the picture. After setting
the top left corner, it's still possible to use the
scroll bars to scroll down (and right) to define
a block that's bigger than the screen.

ly. You can operate the art package with only
a meg, but some of the higher resolution

modes won't be available because picture

files can take up almost 1.5Mb of memory

The resolution and size of the drawing area

and of course, the same amount of disk
space when you save them. The ideal hard

are handled in an unusual way - determined
by the resolution of the output device and the

60Mb hard disk (rich kids and those with rich

amount of memory in your ST. At the bottom

but recently-deceased relatives only!)

of the range is a 1Mb 1040ST with a 9-pin dot
matrix printer running at 180 DPI in land

ware configuration is a 4Mb Mega ST with a

If you need a mono-only art package,
Mega Paint II is recommended - it's brilliant.

THE BOTTOM LINE

DIN406

Every drawing tool you could
ever want is contained in this easy-to-

^?

use package.

-M

Good

documentation

smooths the learning curve. Simple icons

and an unusual but good menu structure,
make Mega Paint II a doddle to use.
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These drawing tools are accessed by clicking

the right-hand mouse button

The output from Mega Paint is outstanding,
even from a 9-pin dot matrix printer

Features H

Ease of use |

Excellent
Good

Excellent

.

Good

f

L
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Average

Average

Bad

Bad

Appalling

!

Appalling
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This is
what the

EuroLink

package
offers • .

The EuroLink modem is a robust and sophisticated device which turns data from your Atari ST into

signals which can be sentalong a telephone line. It can handle speeds upto 2400 baud - about 40 words
a second. Although it has many powerful features, it is simplicity itselfto use when combined with its
accompanying software. Built into the Hayes-compatible modem is MNP error correction - your
guarantee of a corruption-free connection. Its wide range of other features include auto dial and auto
answer, auto redial, baud rate scanning, auto terminal baud rate sensing, 32-entry number store, internal

loudspeaker, call progress monitor, bell tinkle supression, external plug mounted power supply unit and
built-in 'watchdog* circuitry.

I* Fully automatic
operation - you
don't need any
prior knowledge

| it Amulti-speed
modem - 2400,
1200, 300 and
1200/75 baud,

Accompanying the modem is one of the ST's best-selling comms packages the complete Mini Office Professional Communications. Sold separately at
£24.95, it simplifies connection to MicroLink. Two mouse selections and the
rest is automatic - straight to the service you require and with all the access
formalities taken care of. After that you can move freely around MicroLink,

capture text on disc and send pre-prepared documents - all with a
minimum of keystrokes. It can also be used to access Prestel and other

offering MNP

services in addition to MicroLink. Included in the software is a texteditor J*

error correction

and other desk accessories.

|* Easy-to-use
comms software

|* FREE registration
to MicroLink"

msm
With MicroLink any ST can be turned Into a complete communications centre. Without any additional
expenditure It becomes a telex machine, a fax machine, an electronic mail terminal.
• You can use It to send a letter for next-day delivery to any address In Britain, send a telegram to

anywhere In the world, or even send flowers without moving from your ST.
• It's also a retrieval tool that lets you search out and store data from the world's leading electronic

... all for
£259.95 s

libraries.

• It gives instant access to the credit status of many thousands of companies all over the UK... and it
lets you embark on exciting adventures - In real time! - with like-minded enthusiasts in faraway places.
• It keeps you up to date with the latest news, sport and weather.

• It gives you free entry to a wide range of telesoftware from time saving utilities to exciting games - that
you can download directly into your own ST.

hi lift ail*

YES - the long-awaited breakthrough in
data communications has finally arrived!
Now
Now you can use your Atari ST
(plus phone) to talk to MicroLink
and
and other
other computers
computers anywhere
anywhere in
in
the UK
UK - or
or all
all round
round the
the world*
the
world* --

lfs all you need to become
:—7

T~.—~7i

T

Part ot a verY ™endly and
helpful online community

using the very latest in modem
technology.

ORDER FORM

Today there are hundreds of

MicroLink telephone points
throughout the British Isles.

This means that the majority
of subscribers access"

Please send me a EuroLink modem with MNP error correction

plus ST lead, power supply and Mini Office Professional Comms-

all for thespecial offer price of£259.95 (incl. VAT)
Iam alreadya memberof MicroLink

D I am not a member of MicroLink. Please send details

I wish to pay by:

• Cheque/Eurocheque enclosed made payable to EuroLink
•Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

APPROVED lor connectionto
telecommunication svsiems speedieC

the service for the

in ihe inslruciions for use subject to
ihe conditions set oul in them

price of a local call.
*The EuroLink modem and its accompanying software
can also be used to access other information services
such as Prestel/Micronet, Telecom Gold and

Daytimetelephone number in case of queries _

CompuServe, as well as innumerable other databases

Send to: EuroLink, Europa House, Adlington Park, Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

and bulletin boards in the UK and overseas.

PHONE ORDERS: 0625 878888.

FAX ORDERS: 0625 879966
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CMV COMPUTERS LTD
1st floor, 1 17 Regent Street
London W1R7HA

Telephone 071-734 1719
Fax 071 734 1740

The Central London
ATARI Centre

for Business and Leisure

THE WORLD OF ATARI
Large selection of
books & magazines

COMPUTERS
ATARI 520STE

£279

RAM 500K disk 1 Mb

for Atari ST

ATARI 520STE/1

£339

RAM and disk 1 Mb

ATARI 520STE/2

£439

SCANtleman

£609

3D scanner for documents and OBJECTS

Ram 2Mb, disk 1Mb

ATARI 520STE/4
RAM 4Mb, disk 1Mb

£799

All prices include VAT
r

ACCESSORIES

Official Distributor of

dBMAN V

EPROM Burner

£99.95

GAL Programmer

£89.95

ST-FM Colour Card, 4096 colours
PC DITTO II, NEC V30. EGA colour
D.VT., harddisk back-up to

£74.95
£209

video cassette

Modem DESIGNER, 1200/75

the professional database for

REALTIME CLOCKS from

ATARI, AMIGA, PC, UNIX and MAINFRAMES

SPECTRE GCR including ROM

Dealer enquiries welcome
-

ROBOKIT INTERFACE
MONITOR SWITCHBOX mono/colour, with

audio output

Trade enquiries welcome

Ask for our

FREE CATALOGUE CMV-ATARI

with more than 2,000 products

Switchbox 2 external drives

£169.95

£94.95
£19.95

£349.00
£89.95

£19.95
£34.95

SURVIVE

Forget the hype, the virus is not invincible!

Dr. Roland Waddilove wields the electronic

scalpel...

O v e r the last couple of years we've

all been constantly regaled with
shock-horror stories of that insidi

ous fragment of code, the virus.

Self-styled 'experts' predict doom and gloom
for all computers, and sooth-sayers warn of
massive epidemics that will infect thousands

of new computers every month. The prospect
of half the micros in the country (ST, Amiga or
PC, it doesn't matter, they can all catch virus

es), coming down with a serious dose of digi
tal flu and wiping out their data is enough to
strike fear into all but the most hardened
hacker.

Are the so-called experts right? Is the
future really so grim or is it all hype? It's been
said that more money has been made by
people writing software and articles attempt
ing to prevent the spread of viruses than has
been lost by the nasty micro microbes them
selves. So now 'USER delivers into your
hands the complete guide to eradication. We
tell you what a virus is, how it works and what
you can do to stop your machine becoming
infected.

First of all, forget living organisms, forget
the comparisons with AIDS, forget all of the
gosh-wow stuff you've read over the last year
or so. The computer virus is quite simply one
more common or garden computer program,
just like your art package, word processor,
database and so on. The name virus is valid

however, and has been given to this type of
computer program because of the way in
which the fragment duplicates itself and
passes from one computer to another. The
process is reminiscent of the human virus

which multiplies and infects other humans
who come into contact with it.

When computer viruses were first discov

ered

(after

a

bored,

twisted

genius

programmer decided to write the first one),
many,

many

rumours

and

scare

Atari ST User

stories

+++++++++++++++++++++++++

passed around. Computer novices were con
vinced that their computer had been infected
because

it

stood

near

to

an

infected

machine, or that viruses were transmitted by
touch, or that they had even switched off their

G A VIRUS USING
SOFT'S KNIFE ST

ST yet the virus was still present, lurking
among the innards of the RAM and ROM
chips.
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Desk" Connands Show I
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Thankfully, there aren't too many people
who still harbour these views (contrary to the
belief of the tabloid dailys). A virus is a simple
program and just like any other, it's complete

ly lost when you switch off the power. There

Unite ST Version 1.02

Physical Track *T
Track/Syncs
Logical Sector

used to be a rumour about battery-backed
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AL

Read

SIDE: 0 TRUCK:BB SECTOR:1

Sector

Cluster
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clocks being infected but don't worry, I've yet

i

File

to come across a virus that could live in a
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Read side 0, track 0, sector 1

Boot up Knife ST and select the Physical Sec
tor option on the Read menu
Desk

I
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Here is a normal single sided disk. Note that
the first two bytes are both zero

Only when the virus starts interfering with the
operation of your computer or programs, peo
ple begin to suspect that something is wrong.
Some viruses are quite harmless, but the
effect of others can be devastating. A rela

f,.I"S«fl..S iiS<

(PREVIOUS)

nnr~i

FREimS I

SIDE: 0 TRRCK: OB SECTOR: 31

clock (imagine the difficulties involved in
replication - how many people have batterybacked clocks?)
Cutting the power is like cutting the jugular
vein of the virus. What often happens howev
er, is that the virus-free machine is re-infected
when the power is switched on.
Like human viruses, the computer variety
takes many forms and their effects range
from mildly annoying to extremely unfriendly.
Viruses can infect your computer, hard and
floppy disks without you ever being aware.

This is the same disk after it's been infected

by the Ghost virus (deliberately!) Notice that
the first two bytes contain a machine code
instruction which points to the start of the
machine code virus program in the boot sector

tively benign virus may simply display a silly
message on the screen, make a sound,
cause 'mites' to eat away the desktop or
reverse the Y coordinates of the mouse (this
latter being the especially prevalent Ghost

virus). But a virus programmer could easily
make it format your hard disk - 60Mb of lost
programs and data is enough to make you
want to throw yourself under a bus!
If something such as a hard drive format
started happening you might be able to pull
out the plug fast enough to stop the virus
dead in its tracks. Then with a disk sector edi
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Set the first two bytes of the sector to zero.

They no longer point to the virus code so it
will never be executed. Stick that in your pipe
and smoke it you evil creature!
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plete virus program distributing them when
ever possible, the latter causes any of the
nasty side effects mentioned earlier.
There are several ways in which a virus
program can duplicate itself and the simplest
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are known as - not surprisingly - boot sector
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The first sector on a floppy disk is special
and isn't used for storing programs or data
like the rest of the disk. The ST's operating
system holds important information in the first
few bytes of side zero, sector one, track zero
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Select Save Buffer on the Commands menu

Write the modified boot sector back to side 0,

Read side 0, track 0, sector 1

track 0, sector 1. The virus is now dead
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
A virus consists of two parts - some self repli
cating code and the payload. The former is
responsible for making copies of the com

of these is via the boot sector. These viruses

Fhysical Scuor node!
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KE 11
20

are corrupted.

DRIVE: B SIDE! D TRACK: DO SECTOR: 8

TRUCK: 80 SECTOR: 01

Delete File
osoo:
ooio:

so often they alter a single byte in a file,
choosing a different byte and a different file
each time. Before you realise it, you'll find
most of the programs and files on your disk

"«",. ,.f.,«MU

1 _

Select Edit Buffer on the Commands menu

tor and the help of a friendly hacker you
could salvage some of the data. Some virus
es however, are more devious than this. Every

- the boot sector. The data here informs TOS

whether the disk is single or double sided,
how many tracks there are, how many sectors
each track contains, the number of bytes
stored in each sector, where the FAT is and
soon.

This doesn't take more than a couple of

fR

j,-iH» ^

1* y;

fl>

E

%*•

*^3

••«r

y

1' if

dozen bytes so there's a lot of free space left
in the 512 byte sector. It's possible to make
use of the free space by storing a short
machine code program. When the ST is

Load

• ,c

.^©iT^iM.

switched on or the reset button pressed, the

operating system looks at the boot sector to
see if it contains a program and if it does, it's
loaded and run.

Nearly all arcade games use this space in

Load-

the boot sector to store the loader for the

game. All you need to do to run the game is
to switch on the ST with the disk in the drive.
TOS looks at the boot sector, finds a pro

gram, loads and runs it. The rest of the game

Execution continues with the program

is then loaded.

Virus programmers also use this free space
to store the virus machine code so that every

time you switch on the computer TOS loads
and

runs it. Your ST

becomes

Load-

infected

because the program hides itself away in

memory and returns you to the desktop simi
lar to snapshot utilities, desk accessories and
so on. Unlike those programs however, the
boot sector virus program doesn't appear on
the desk accessory menu and its program

icon doesn't appear in the disk contents win
dow when you click on the drive icon. You
don't even know it's there!

Boot up with a disk containing a boot sec
tor virus, and it's installed in memory infecting

your ST. It then replicates and infects other
disks by copying itself (the machine code
program), to the boot sector of any disk you
put in the drive.

The only disks that normally have boot sec

tor programs are arcade games. It doesn't
make any difference to the virus program and
when you put a game disk intoyour drive, the
virus will overwrite the game loader and
install itself. Once the game loader has been
destroyed you won't be able to load or run
the game!

Another 'popular' virus format is known as

a 'parasite' because like a living parasite, the
virus lives on a host program. This virus
attaches itself to any executable programs
stored on disk consequently infecting them.

The virus code could be placed at the start of
the program or it could be at the end but no
matter which way it is, the bulk of the pro

gram remains intact. When you boot up the
infected program (it might be 1st Word or

Degas), the virus code is executed before the
true program. If the virus is at the start, the
code is executed then the program follows
afterwards. If it's at the end, a machine code

jump or branch to subroutine instruction
jumps to the code before the true program is
started.

A jump or branch to subroutine instruction

Parasitic viruses latch on to the end or insert themselves at the start of executable PRG and
TOS programs

with a disk containing a boot sector virus or
run a program with a parasitic virus, the

The last source of possible infection is your
friends(l) If anyone gives you a disk and asks

unwanted visitor enters the ST's memory.

you to try it, run itthrough a virus checker first

When they first appeared, little was known
about the virus and so they spread rapidly

before loading or booting it. - you may save
yourself a great deal of lost data...

throughout the public domain. Buying a PD
disk was a hazardous pastime because you

PUTTING UP THE SHUTTERS

could quite easily obtain a nasty virus along

A disk which has been write protected can't

with the free software. PD and shareware soft
ware is intended to be copied and passed on
without restriction, and whenever anything is

be infected with a virus, so the best way to

freely passed around in this way, it's likely the
software will pick up nasty viruses.

Luckily, many virus killers have spread
equally quickly over the past year, and now
all reputable PD libraries check for infection.

prevent infection is to keep all your floppy
disks write protected. Obviously, this isn't

always possible because you'll need to
update databases, save word processor files
and so on. But master disks should always

be write protected and only back-ups used.

It's now quite safe to buy PD (but be care
ful...). Unfortunately, although it's easy to spot

Hard disks are more of a problem, but
some drives have a write protect switch on
the back that can be flicked to prevent soft

boot sector viruses, there's always the danger

ware writing to the disk. Other drives are sup

of a parasitic virus slipping through the net.
Commercial programs should be virus free.

plied with utilities that write protect the hard
disk by intercepting all disk accesses. This

The most common source of viruses is

isn't 100 per cent safe however, because
clever viruses may by-pass the operating
system disk write routines.

pirated software. Arcade games are com

monly pirated and apart from the process
being illegal, they often carry viruses too steer well clear. Bulletin boards carry large

amounts of software that you can download

and the programs aren't always tested for
parasitic viruses because it's difficult to keep
track of such a large amount of software
which changes so frequently.

Any new software you receive from an
unreliable source be used only after switch

ing off your ST. Once the program is run,
switch off the machine again before using

any other software. In this way, you'll be cer
tain the program isn't harbouring any viruses.
At the very least, you should allow a virus
killer to check new programs.

The virus code is so small and runs so

quickly you won't notice any delay in loading
and nothing is printed on the screen. You
won't know your ST has been infected - until
the damage has been done.

These parasitic viruses may be memory
resident (they tuck themselves away in an
unused part of memory and stay there until

you switch off the power), or they may be run
once only, when the program is first loaded.

FIGHT INFECTION
If, after all the checks and safety precautions,

your ST does become infected with a virus,
there's a 100 per cent sure way of killing it
and disinfecting the machine: turn off the

power. Be aware however, that the virus pro
gram will still be on your floppy or hard disk,
and next time you switch on, you could easily
re-infect the computer. In this case, switch on

Whichever virus it is, they infect other pro

the ST without a disk in the drive. The Desk

grams in the same way by searching the disk

top will appear after about two minutes and
then you've got a completely clean machine.

for executable .TOS or PRG files then copy

ing themselves onto the end or start of the
program.

If you've got a hard disk that autoboots,

you'll have to use a utility to switch this facility
off. Switch on without a disk in the drive and

THEY CAME FROM OUTER SPACE

wait for the desktop to appear. Now you can

your ST can become infected is by loading

run your hard disk driver software from awrite
protected master disk to install the hard drive.

and running a virus program. If you boot up

Your ST will remain virus free.

Where do viruses come from? The only way
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Harlekin -the most comprehensive desk accessory known toman. ST World
digs deeper than ever before toreveal thetrue potential ofthis amazing utility.

The most up-to-date fist of all ST hardwareand software

Tower Power -got anST? Get anew case! Discover the sheer versatility ofthis

currently available inthe UK. You'll find it allinthe 'World buyers'

Tower Case system.

guide.

Lattice Cversion 5 -the big new Ccompiler from HiSoft gets athorough
work-out onST World's unforgiving Ccompiler testbed. Find out what the pack

• SUPERTESTS

ageis really allabout

Exhaustive back-to-back testingofallproducts ina range of

HyperChart -powerful business graphics for slide shows, graphics, statistical
charting, rolling presentations and slide generation.

categories. World does allthe hard work and you find thebest prod
uct for your needs. This issue...

MegaPaint II -ahigh performance monochrome bit image editing program
with a promise tooutperform itsrivals.

Hard diskdrives -one ofthe most important peripheral purchases you can

Fast FAX -send and receive FAXes from your ST, but isitonly amouse-click

make. ST World Supertests acomplete range ofST hard drives.

away? ST World probesthe ins andoutsofMichtron's FAX modem and software.

Database packages •your ST can help you keep track ofall forms ofinfor
mation for quick and easy recall, but which software package isthe best?

Mice and trackballs -Need anew pointing device? Let ST World help you

• NEWS

choose thebestreplacement mouse or trackball. We testthem alL

ST World gives you thecomplete picture! What's been happening in
the STsceneandwhat's coming along next. Including product

• REVIEWS

updates andversion numbers to help youstay in touch.

More depth, more detail, andmore of the information youneed to
know about thelatest STproduct releases. Some ofthemajor

• PLUS...

reviews in the next issue include:

Putting a complete WP system together -theST World team recommends

Pandaal 400dpi hand scanner -alow-cost high spec, scanning package. It

a selection ofST-based word processing systems -bothhardware andsoftware -

could beall you'll ever need for mono image capture.

suited to allneeds andbudgets.

Universal Item Selector III -not just areplacement file selector, but aversa
tile disk and file utility too. 'World pulls ittopieces before your very eyes.

youmake themost ofyourDTP software.

DTP books -ifyou're into ST DTP there's some essential reading here tohelp
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13.99

1J.99
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16 99
4.99
S.99
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BARBARIAN (PALACE)
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16.99

6.99
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LOMBARD R.A.C. RALLY

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
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BATMANTHE MOVIE

6 99
13 99
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16.99
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3.99

6.99

13.99

BATTLESHIPS

BEYONDTHE ICEPALACE

6.99

BLASTEROIDS
BLOODWYCH PLUSDATADISC
BLOODWYCH DATA DISC
BLUE ANGELS

6 99
16.99
9.99
NEW 16.99

BOMB]ACK
BOULDERDASH
BUGGYBOY
CAPTAIN BLOOD
CARRIER COMMAND

NEW PRICE 6.99

16.99

CHAOS EDITOR
CHAOS STRIKES BACK

9.99
16.99
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13.99

CHUCKIEEGC.
COMMANDO
CONFLICTS EUROPE

13 99
13 99

16.99

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS

13.99
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1 3.99
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DAN DARE3
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16 99
16.99
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DELUXESCRABBLE
DEMONS WINTER

OPERATION WOLF, &
BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER

SKI SIM

THRILLTIME PLATIGNUM Vol 2

KENNY DALGLISH SOCCER MANAGER,

£16.99
IKARI WARRIORS, BUGGY BOY,
BOMBjACK, SPACE HARRIER,

COSMIC PIRATE St CHARIOTS OF

MOONWALKER

SPECIAL OFFER

6 99

13.99

OVERLANDER

NEW PRICE
NEW PRICE

6 99
6 99
1399

PIPEMANIA

POPULOUS NEW WORLDS

PRO TENNIS(CODEMASTERS)..

SPECIAL OFFER 11 99

13.99
16.99
6.99
NEW 13 99

13 99

DRAGONS BREATH
DRAGON'S LAIR

19.99
29.99

DRAGON SPIRIT

DRAKKHEN

19.99
19 99
6 99

DYNASTYWARS
DYTER07
ELECTRONIC POOL

LIGHT FORCE £16.99
BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER.

EDITION ONE £16,99

TRIAD VOL 3£19.99
SPEEDBALL, BLOODMONEY &

DOUBLE DRAGON, XENON, GEMINI

ROCKET RANGER

NEW 16.99

PREMIER COLLECTION 2£9,99

GIANTS £19,99
GAUNTLET 2, STREET FIGHTER, 1943 &

MERCENARY, ELIMINATOR, BACKLASH

OUTRUN

& CUSTODIAN

13 99
16.99

13.99
13.99

NEW PRICE

FERRARI FORMULA

9 99

16 99

FIENDISH FREDDY'S BICTOP OF FUN

INT SOCCER

ALL TIME FAVOURITES £19,99
TEST DRIVE, MEAN 18, FAMOUS

SPECIAL OFFER
SPECIAL OFFER

13.99

4 99
6 99

16.99

£0.79
6.99

25

£16.99

£2.99
£5.99
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SKYFOX

19.99
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FIRE BRIGADE

WORLD CUP COMPILATION £16.99
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16.99
NEW 1999
NEW 1699

16-99
1 3 99
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13.99
4.99

13.99
4.99

NEW 19.99

F29 RETALIATOR
:
FALCONMISSION DISK
FEDERATIONOF FREE TRADERS

NEW PRICE 6 99

ROCK STARATE MY HAMSTER.

NEW 13.99

19.99

F-19 STEALTHFIGHTER

ROADBLASTERS

16.99
16 99
13 99

F16 FALCONt FALCONMISSION DISC

3.5" DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE
DENSITY, WITH LABELS.

13.99
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F16 COMBAT PILOT
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M(l
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6.99
16.99
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13.99
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IMPERIUM
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NEW PRICE

NEW PRICE

INFESTATION

16.99

INTERNATIONALSOCCER
ITLAY1990
IVANHOE

3-99
16.99
13 99

]ACK NICKLAUS GOLF
IOANOFARC

16 99
6 99

KARATE KID 2

KICK OFF EXTRA TIME (ADDON)

16.99
13.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6 99
16.99
3.99
13.99
16.99
THUNDERCATS
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13.99
4.99

postage
TOTAL
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16.99
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16.99
13.99
16.99

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post & packaging on all orders under £5.

EEC countries add£1 peritem. Non EEC countries add£2 peritem.
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16.99

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

13.99

3.99

NEW 13.99

PTj

EUROPEAN ORDERS

Signature.

6-99
ZOMBIE

Expiry Date

•

6.99
13.99

13-99
NEW 16 99

Tel no..

NEW 13.99
16.99

6 99

13.99
16 99

KICKOFF

Address.

6.99
NEW 16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 11 99

IMPOSSIBLEMISSION 2

Name

13.99

16 99
4 99
16 99

INDIANA IONES LAST CRUSADE
INDIANA |ONES THE ADVENTURE

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

NEW 13.99

9.99

GUNSHIP
HAMMERFIST

HILLSFAR
HOLLYWOOD POKER PRO
HONDA RVF750

STARCUDER2

9.99

1 3.99
3 99
16 99

GRIDIRON (AMERICAN FOOTBALL)

KICK OFF 2

499

MONTE CARLO CASINO

16.99
16 99

DIZZYDICE

GHOSTBUSTERS 2

NEW 13 99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

CONQUEROR

FIGHTER BOMBER
FIGHTINGSOCCER

19.99

NEW PRICE 4.99
NEW PRICE 6 99
SPECIAL OFFER 4 99
16.99

CASTLEMASTER

AFTERBURNER, DOUBLE DRAGON,

POWER UP £13.99

NEW PRICE 6 99

BIONIC COMMANDO

AMERICAN DREAMS £16,99
HOSTAGES, BUBBLE GHOST &SUPER

MAGNUM FOUR £19,99

Date

MASTERCARD
EllROCARD ACCEPTED
STU9

Boot sector viruses are easily disposed of
using a disk editor such as HiSoft's Knife ST or

even a simple PD offering such as DLII. Exam
ine the first sector on the disk and see if the first

two bytes are zero. If they are, the disk is virus
free, but if the first one is $60 and the second
one is something like $1C then it's almost certain

That's right, create your very own

that you're looking at a virus program. The $60 is

killing fields with CRL's Virus Killer.

a machine code branch instruction and the sec

ond byte tells the ST where the program is
stored in the boot sector - it's an offset from the

start. Zap those first two bytes and set them to
zero to kill the virus. Two zeros tell the ST that it

should ignore any boot sector program. In this
way, a disk infected with a boot sector virus can
be easily cured.

We've got 50, yes 50, copies to give
free to lucky boys and girls who can
answer this simple question.

If you havean infected hard disk, try resetting
the drive to autoboot. The driver that's installed

is likely to overwrite any virus code present. If
that fails, then you'll have to backup your disk,
reformat it, then copy all the files back again - a
long process witha large capacity disk.
Parasitic viruses are more difficult to dispose
of because of the way they are entwined with
legitimate program code. The best solution is to

delete any suspect programs and re-install them

from your master disks. Keep any data files
you've created (text files, databases, pictures
and so on), because these can't be infected
with a virus.

The best way of ridding yourself of a nasty
dose of infection is to use either a public domain
or commercial virus killer to check out all your
disks and programs.

There are many excellent virus checkers and
disinfectants in the public domain, but be aware
that even a virus killing program can be infected

In 1903, Heinrich Schroder "

discovered the theory of latent
plasto-mechanical molecular

change using plasma-driven surface
stretch compositions. What were
Heinrich Schroder's initials? %

Answers -and your name and
address - on a postcard

(or stuck-down envelope) to...

with a virus it doesn't know about (a virus killer

for PCs revealed itself as a Trojan and destroyed
data). You're probably better off sticking with
commercial offerings. One of the best virus

killers around is CRL's aptly named Virus Killer.
This will detect, name and destroy all viruses

including Signum, Mad Virus, Mutant Signum,
ACA, Ghost, Virus Construction Set (yes, there's
even a DIY construction kitfor creating viruses),
LAB, FAT, Papa, Garfield and many more.
The software is easy to use and you can
search for boot sector and parasitic viruses and
wipe them out with a click on the mouse button.

And above all, don't panic! Although it's diffi
cult when you've been infected, remain clear

headed. You don't have to bin all your disks,
trash your hard drive and lose all your programs
and data. With a bit of time, effort and common
sense, any virus can be eradicated!

•

LORDY! ANOTHER TUMULTUOUS

ATARI ST USER COMPETITION,

Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
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Select

a

palette,
draw a
grid,
then
start
painting the back
ground

T h e r e are over a dozen superb paint

ing packages for the ST each with
advantages and disadvantages. I like

pictures created with Antic's Spec
trum 512 because of its ability to show the
ST's full range of colours on one screen.

Unfortunately, it's not the easiest of pack
ages to get to grips with and this makes
painting a complex picture using its extend
ed palette facilities a chore rather than a

*

pleasure.

For ease of use, I prefer Degas Elite's pow
erful tools and flexible menu system, but the

program's main fault is that it can only display
16 colours in lo-res screen mode. My ideal

RIGHT:

pleted

package would offer the best of both worlds
by combining Degas Elite's easy-to-use inter
face and drawing tools with Spectrum 512's

Here's the com

background

enormous range of colours.
There is however, a way to do it and that's
to use the following method. First make a
rough sketch of the picture and then cut it

scenery

into sections. One of these could be the fore

ground, then there's the background and
perhaps a main subject, too. Each of these

BELOW: When you create

the background, draw the
other parts using a single
colour then paint around
them (erase them when
you've finished)

sections is drawn using Degas Elite and then
parts are slotted together just like a jigsaw
puzzle using Spectrum 512.
First boot up Degas Elite. Each part of the
picture can have its own colour palette, so
choose your palette of 16 colours from the
ST's 512 and draw the background. Objects

LEFT: The completed
foreground
with
the
main object blanked out

BELOW: The main fore

ground subject is now
drawn in detail

RIGHT: The finished pic
ture after all the differ
ent elements have been

Atari ST User

WORK!
in the foreground should be sketched as sil

houettes to give you a rough idea of where

they will appear in the finished picture.
Drawing a grid on screen may also help
you with the layout and positioning of the pic
ture's pieces and the process can be repeat

Working from back to front, (the part of the
picture furthest away from your view), cut out
the background from the buffer and paste it

German artist Henrik Schroder first became interest

Cut out the next furthest-away part, and
slot that into the correct position in the draw

ed in computerised artwork on the Spectrum. Unfor
tunately, Henny didn't send us a picture so close
your eyes tightly, think about Wartburg knights, VWs
and The Wall and when you're in suitably German
mood, a likeness of his face may come to you...

ing area.

16-colour palette. Now draw the next part of

adding parts, until all the different bits have

the picture. Repeat this procedure with the

been pasted onto the drawing screen.
When you block copy sections, make sure

The more sections you create (each with its
own palette) the more colourful the finished
picture will be.

PAINTBRUSH...

onto the drawing area.

ed for foreground objects.
Clear the Degas screen and select another

main subject or next section.

YOUR MAN WITH THE

Continue working towards the viewer while

the drawing mode is set to OR' to achieve a
transparent effect, otherwise you'll blot out the
previous piece of the jigsaw.

PIXEL PUNCHERS SIGN HERE...
HAve you created a stunning image using obscure
tricks and wrinkles? We want to see it. Each month,
a lucky artist will receive their very own exhibition
on these pages. Send at least six images (a finished

When all the parts have been drawn, quit

And now the only task left is to make any

Degas Elite and boot up Spectrum 512. Load
and paste them into the buffer. Now erase the

final alterations using Spectrum 512's tools.
Finally, the last and most satisfying step:
stand well back, take a deep breath and

image and several 'stages') with brief notes detail
ing how the effects were achieved. Oh! And tell us a

painting area and begin the jigsaw puzzle!

admire your handy-work.

little about yourself and include a picture, OK?

each part (it will load Degas PI1 picture files)
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Buy with confidence from one of the longest established
companies in their field, with a reputation for good service
and prices. We have invested heavily in a computer system
to enable our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute

stock information, coupled with highly efficient order
processing. Our fully equipped Workshop enables us to carry
out almost any repair on our premises. We feel sure that you
won't be disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

A ATARI'Dealer of the Year 1989

PRINTERS

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ANY ST

Prices include VAT, delivery and cable

• Fits Any pre-STE
Machine in Minutes !

•

Uses SIMMS RAM
Modules for Effortless

Upgradeability
• Probably the Neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily RAM Upgrade Kit with board unpopulated

1Mb, 2.5Mb

and 4Mb, as and when necessary.

Star FR-109pin 300/76cps 16 NLQ fonts
Star FR-15as FR-10,widecarriage

£399.00
£499.00

Star XB24-10 24pln; 4 SLQ, 25 LQ fonts

£499.00

Star XB24-15 as XB24-10, wide carriage

£649.00

Star Colour Upgradeunitfor XBor FR models

£ 39.00

Star SS10DMc/s/feederforFR10/XB24-10

£100.00

Star SS15DM c/s/feeder for FR15/XB24-15

£170.00

Star LC15 wide carriage vers, of LC10
Star LC24-15wide carriage vers, of LC24-10

£329.00
£409.00

(price inc.1 yearon-slte maintenance)

price includes1 year on-site warranty I

£1599.00

£129.95

Olivetti cut sheet feeder for DM100S
£79.95
Olivetti PG-306 laser; 512K RAM, HP compatible ... £976.35
Olivetti PG-306 as above, with PostScript fitted
£

C59.95

upgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST1 to 2.5Mb ....£199.00
RAM Upgrade Kit With 4Mb RAM installed:

upgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST1 to 4Mb

£199.00
£239.00

Olivetti DM100S 9 pin printer 200/30cps

RAM Upgrade Kit With 512K RAM installed:
upgrades a 520 STto total of 1Mb RAM
£99.95
fitting simplicity itself. No soldering required! No RAM Upgrade Kit With 2Mb RAM installed:

Straightforward installation - full instructions provided.

£159.00
£209.00

Star Laserprinter 8, 8ppm/300dpi

with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM
electronics knowledge needed! Available with or
without RAM modules. Allows upgrade In stages of

Star LC10, inc. 2 extra black ribbons
Star LC10 colour, Inc. 2 extra black ribbons

Star LC10 Mk.ll improvedspeed 180/44cps
Star LC24-1024 pin, excellent value

£339.00

Epson LX400 budget10"
Epson LQ550 10"24pin
Epson LQ400 (like LQ550 model above)

£159.00
£349.00
£229.00

Panasonic KXP1180 multi-feature 9pin
Panasonic KXP1124 24pin printer
Panasonic KXP162424pin wide carr. printer
Panasonic P37 cut sheet feeder for KXP1180

£179.00
£259.00
£399.00

Panasonic P36 cut sheet feeder tor KXP1124

£ 95.00
£109.00

NEC P2+ 192/64cps multifont
Hewlett Packard Deskjet Plus
HewlettPackard Laserjet III tine 300dpi laser

£289.00
£595.00
£1595.00

Our Atari ST prices include mouse, user guide.

AATARI1
520 STFM

etc.. PLUS 5 disks of Public Domain software

including Neochrome graphics utility. First Word
wordprocessor. games, graphics and utilifies.

DISCOVERY PACK

High quality, good value package based around the 520STFM computer
including 512K RAM, 1Mb Drive and built-in TV modulator. Also supplied is:
STOS Game Creator
Carrier Command

£259.00

Neochrome

FirST BASIC

Atari ST Tour

Inc. VAT & delivery

plus 'Discovering your Atari ST' Book

Also available with 1Mb RAM fitted for only £339.00

520 STE POWER PACK

Induces trie latest 520STE with 1Mb drive, joystick, mouse, userguide, 5 disks ol public domain

software, plus an Incredible selection of chart-topping software (£500 RRP) I Software included Is:
R-Type

Pacmanta

Out Run

Nebukis
Stargoose

Atlertximer

StargUder

Bombuzal

Double Dragon
Super Hangon

SuperHuey
EBmlnator

Xenon
Gauntlet II

Overtander

Bombjack

Starray

Space Harrier

Predator

Black Lamp

First Music
First Basic

Onjanlser

MONITORS & ACCESSORIES
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hl-Res Monitor
Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

Philips CM8833 Colour Monitor with stereo sound, Includes cable

Monitor Switch Box - for connection of both colour & mono monitors

Outrun
Bomb Jack

Space Harrier

ATARI ST ACCESSORIES

£339.00
V Inc. VAT & delivery

'^nmmimmmmmmmmmmm.

520 STE Power Pack with 1Mb RAM Installed
520 STE Power Pack with 2Mb RAM Installed
520 STE Power Pack with 4Mb RAM Installed

£388.00
£484.00
£629.00

1040 STE Professional Package

Philips TV TunerAV7300 for monitors with composite input
DISK

5.25" Floppy Drive 40/80 track switchable (360/720K) including PSU
Atari Megafile 30Mb Hard Disk
Atari Megafile 60Mb Hard Disk
MEMORY

Kuma Wotdprocessor

FlrST BASIC

Kuma Database

Hyper Paint

Kuma Spreadsheet
Kuma Business Graphics

'Prince' game
STAC Adventure Creator

£429.00

\^lnc VAT &detivery^

1040 STE Professional Pack with 2Mb RAM Installed .. £574.00
1040 STE Professional Pack with 4Mb RAM Installed .. £719.00

Atari MegaST1 with SM124 monochrome monitor (1Mb RAM)

£599.00

Atari MegaST4 with SM124 monochrome monitor (4Mb RAM)

£1099.00

Atari Mega ST1 as above with SM124, upgraded to 2Mb RAM
Atari Mega ST1 as above with SM124, upgraded to4Mb RAM
Atari Mega ST2with SM124 monochrome monitor (2Mb RAM)

£789.00
£929.00
£849.00

EMULATORS

PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator; fast and fully compatible. Uses the
ST's RAM for operation. Includes software
£215.00
Supercharger Hardware PC emulator: unit features NEC V30
processor&1Mb RAM. MDA &CGA video. Simple to install
£339.00
Spectre GCR Macintosh emulator package.Includes MacROMS
£369.00
MISCELLANEOUS

Atari SLM804 laserprinter(needs 2Mb+). 90 days on-site warranty
£989.00
SLM804 laserprinteras above, with 15 months on-site warranty ... £1099.00
Contriver Hi-Res Mousepackage, superb value; includespocket&mat... £22.95

Naksha Mouse package (alsocompatible to Amiga &Amstrad PC)
STF/STFM/STE Joystick&Mouseaccessibility extensionadapter

Games System

Toggling the switch conveniently

activates a reset to the computer, since changing
from Low/Medium resolution to High resolution (or
vice-versa) mandatorily requires the computer to
be re-booted. Excellent low price I

ONLY £13.95

including VAT
and delivery

DIGITISERS

scan window and control button. Comprehensive software facilities .. £229.00

Allows connection of both Colour Monitor and

unplugging.

£49.00
£145.00
£290.00
£59.00
£84.00
£200.00

Kempston D/ATAscan 105mm/200dpi handy scanner package with

LYNX Portable

Monochrome Monitor to the ST at the same time,

£54.95

£99.00
£439.00
£589.00

Vidi-ST great value real-time video digitlser. 16 shade frame grabber,
suits video, presentationand DTPapplications. Includes software
£89.00

Atari ST Monitor Switch
without the need for unnecessary plugging and

£13.95

£74.95

UPGRADES

520STE RAM upgrade kitto 1Mb, includes2x256K SIMMS modules
520/1040STE upgrade kitto 2Mb, Inc. 2x1 Mb SIMMS modules
520/1040STE upgrade kitto 4Mb, Inc.4x1 MbSIMMS modules
520STFM 1Mb RAM upgrade kit,requiressoldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM upgrade, fitted by us
MegaST2 RAM upgradeto 4Mb, fitted by us

Superb starter package, consisting of a 1040 STE with an excellent selection ofstarter software.
Pack includes:-

£259.00

DRIVES

520STFM 1Mbinternaldrive upgrade kitwith full Instructions

VIDEO

£99.00
£269.00

•
•
•
•

£28.95
• £4.95

Fantastic hand-held portable 16-bitvideo games machine
Excellentbuilt-in high definition, fullcolour LCDdisplay
Capable of displaying up to 16 coloursout of a possible 4096
32-bitaudio processor produces superb 4-Channel sound

• Left or right handplay easily achieved with screenflip option I
• Multlplayer Competitions possibleusingCOMLYNX cable
(supplied) to connect with other Atari Lynxsystems
• Free California Games (multlplayer) game card supplied I
• Uses 6 xAA batteries (not supplied)or ACadapter (supplied)

ONLY £159.00 ' S S "
Blue Lightning

£19.95 Chips Challenge

£ 19.95

Gates of Zendocon... £ 19.95 Gauntlet III

£22.95

Electro Cop

£22.95

£ 19.95 Rampage

ST SOFTWARE

Full Featured, Top Quality
External 2nd Floppy Drive

wordproce:

First Word Plus
,
1st Mall (for 1st Word only)

£57.95
£15.95

Protext

£69.95

Tempus 2
Word Perfect V4.1

£34.95
£179.00

Word Up

£34.95

Word Writer

£37.50

DATABASES
k

Base Two

E22.50

Data Manager Professional

rr

£29.95

Prodata
Superbase Personal version 2
ACCOUNTING
Accountant
Accountant Plus

£59.95
£69.00

a very smart looking drive indeed ...a very slim and
—-._. quiet device ... it is very keenly priced too."

£129.95
£209.00

Book Keeper

- ST WORLD, September 1989

£84.95
£86.00
£329.00
£18.95
£22.95

Cash Trader
Financial Controller

Home Accounts (Digita)
Personal Finance Manager
GRAPHICS

CAD 3D 1.0

£18.95

Architectural/Human/Future Design disks .. £14.95

Cyber Control (animator)

£29.95

Cyber Paint 2.0

£37.50

Cyber Texture
Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw + Supercharger

£37.95
£21.00
£37.50
£59.95

Easy Tools (requires 1Mb RAM)

£29.95

Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)

Genesis Molecular Modeller
GFA Draft Plus
GFA Draft Plus V3.13
Migraph Draw Art Professional
Migraph Scan Art
Spectrum 512
DESKTOP
Desktop Publisher

price - complete with its own plug-in external power
supply (beware of other makes of drive that take

their power from the joystick port I) Based around
a Teac/Citizen drive mechanism, this drive gives
the full 720K formatted capacity. Quiet in

£29.95
£37.95
£22.50

PUBLISHING
£69.95

Desktop Publisher Clip-art pack

£19.95
£80.00

operation, neat slimline design, colour matched to
the ST, with a long connection cable for location
left or right of the computer.

MAKE

Signs and Banners
Greetings Cards
Calendars & Stationary

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

Art Llbrarv 1/2 (cliD artl IPIease state whlrhl

Pfl o,s

C-Lab
C-Lab
C-Lab
C-Lab

An external
2nd drive for the
Atari ST at an ultra

£29.95
£74.95
£110.00

Fleet Street Publisher Version 1.1
LETS

LOW

£59.95
£37.50

Creator
Notator
Creator/ Unltor
Notator/ Unltor

£190.00

Dr.T Tiger Cub
Mastertracks Junior
Prodigy
RealTime
Replay IV
Replay Professional
Steinberg Cubase
Steinberg Masterscore
Super Conductor
Track 24

£84.95
£99.00
£98.00

(MODEL 2530)

£179.00

Withits dedicated monitor input, this
model combines the advantages of a high

£63.95
£110.00
£449.00
£268.00
£37.50

quality medium resolution monitor with
the convenience of remote control

Teletext TV - at an excellent low pricej

£60.00
£239.00

Virtuoso

• Suits any Atari ST (cable supplied)
• Teletext facilities; on screen graphics

PROGRAMMING
FTL Modula-2

£55.95

GFA BASIC Compiler

£22.50

GFA BASIC Version 3

£37.95

GST C Compiler
Hisoft Devpac 2.09

£15.95
£44.95

Hlsott Power Basic
Lattice C V5.0
Macro Assembler

£29.95
£115.00
£15.95

Prospero C

£99.00

Prospero Pascal

£79.95

STOS Game creator

£22.50

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

PHILIPS
15" FST
TV/MONITOR

£298.00
£475.00
£590.00
£765.00

C-Lab X-Alyzer

£67.95

•

Full infra-red remote control

•

SCART Input/Output Connector

•
•
•
•

Audio /Composite Video Inputs
60 TV tuner presets
Headphone private listening Jack
External aerial Input (aerial supplied)

£269.00

inc. VAT,

delivery
& cable

STOS Maestro + (Inc.Sampler Module)
£52.95
GAMES AND SIMULATIONS
Elite

£18.95

£18.95
£18.95

Flight Simulator II
Italy 1990

£37.45
£15.95

Ivanhoe
Kick OH 2

Klax

£14.95
£18.95
£14.95

Leisure Suit Larry III

£22.00

Mid Winter
Skldz

£22.50
£14.95
£18.95

every

EXCELLENT VALUE at only £44.95

Tennis Cup
Time Soldiers

£14.95

Treasure Trap

£16.95

Xonomoroh

£14 95

Very high quality trackball, directly compatible
to any ST, Amiga or CBM'64, plus many
otners. Operates from the mouse or joystick

£14.95
£24.95

£119.00
£79.95

Mini Office Comms

£18.50

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet

£18.50
£18.50

NeoDesk 2.0
Turbo Jet
Video Tltler

£34.95
£16.95
£14.95

We can now offer fixed price repairs on

time. No driver software required I

any ST computer. Our priceis inclusive of
return postage, and covers any fault
occurring In normal usage, including disk
drive problems. We reserve the right to

Atari ST Books

£127.00

Fontzl
Knife ST

almost any Atari ST repair.

Top quality construction and opto-mechanlcal

design, delivering high speed and accuracy

Epson Emulator for Atari SLM804 printer .... £29.95
LDW Spreadsheet
Loglstlx

Our fully equipped service
department Is ready to handle

port, and features selectable drag / autotire
button for versatility and better action. Left or
right hand use, with total one handed control.

MISCELLANEOUS
Autoroute

ATARI ST REPAIRS
BY THE EXPERTS

KRAFT TRACKBALL

F-16 Fighting Falcon
F-29 Retallator

refuse any machine that we consider to

have been damaged other than In normal
use, eg. substandard repairwork, lightning
and physical damage - these will be

Atari ST GEM Programmer's Reference
Atari ST Tricks and Tips

E 14.95
£14.95

Atari ST Introduction to MIDI Programming

£14.95

quoted for separately.

Atari ST Disk Drives - Inside and Out

£ 16.95

ST Fixed Rate Repair
£65.00
If you are in any doubt, please

Concise ST 68000 Reference Guide (Version 2) .... £17.50
First Steps in 68000 Assembly Language
£ 9.95
GFA BASIC Advanced Programming Guide

£11.95

GFA BASIC V3 Software Development

£14.95

telephone us on 0386 446441
Service Exchange on

Your Second Manual

£14.95

Atari ST power supplies

£45.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express CourierdeHvery £5.00 extra.
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Unit
•RETAIL

63 Bridge Street

"

SHOWROOMS

5 Gllsson Road

**

1762 Pershore Road

Evesham
Wore* WR11 4SF

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Corterldge

TT 0223-323898

Birmingham 630 3BH

W0386-765180

fax: 0223-322883

lax: 0386-49761

Open Mon - Sat. 9.30 - 6.00

Open Mon - Sat. 9.00 - 5.30^

Specialist Education Centra.

W

021 -458 4564

—

9 St Richards Rd, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6XJ
Call us now on © 0386-765500
Open Mon-Sat, 9.00-5.30.
8 lines. Open

Fax:0386-765354

•v„«

Technical support (open Mon- Fri,9.30-5.30): 0386-40303

fax: 021 -433 3825

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal

wOpen Mon-Sat. 9.00 - 5.30^,

Order or ACCESS/VISA card details

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

All products covered by 12 Months Warranty
All goods subject to availability, E.&O.E.

MT Software ^0983 - 756056 ^i!Sf
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
SEND SAE OR RING FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

Woodstock House, 14 Lanes End, Totland, I.O.W P039 OAL t

LICENCEWARE,
SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE
COLOUR GAMES
G106 -Die Alien Blob - Shoot

Out (same of the month)
G044 -Flight Simulator
G101 -League Soccer(DS)
G102 - ST-umped - Cricket
G049 -Tennis Simulation

G086 -1st Serve Tennis

G069 -Napoleon
G097 -Hi Tec Trivia,
Chordmaster (not STE)

G014 -Anduril, Runners
Revenge
G021 -Pacman, Puzzle

G029 -Space Invaders, Chess,

G104 -Bermuda Race 2
G105 - Joke Selection

G062 -Arkanoid Construction

Widow maker

G114 -Skidpan - Racing
G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor
Game

G072 -Bumper Jack
G056 -Empire Builder,
Jumpster, Lost Treasure
G045 -England Team Manager
G019-ST-Vegas
G011 -Give Us a Break
G039 -Heads and Hammers
G043 -Treasure Search

G079 -Monkeys + Balloons,
Spectral Sorcery,
Racing.
G070 -Space Bailer, System 5
G061 -Stocks and Bonds
G071 -Rush

G081 -Money Run, Atari Wars,
Wall War, Twisty
G040 -Bunny Hunt (not STE)
G018-Floyd the Droid
G001 -Pacman, Laserchess,
Windball, Royale
G002 -Strip Breakout
G020 -Lunar Lander, Spacewar
G031 -Megaroids, Star Battle,
Time Bandit

G017 -Cribbage, Minigolf,
Pickpocket, Quiz
G077 -Motorbike, Blackjack,
Patience

G003 -Azarian, Bridge, Bailer
G007 -Cubemaze

G027 -Backgammon, Yahtzee,
Stone Age Deluxe
G033 -Cube World

G042 -Rebus, Blockade
G050 -Cheats Disk

G058 -Dungeon Master Levels
G059
G068
G069
G082
G083

-Horoscope
-Ayatolla
-Upstart
-Yahtzy
-Companion

G010 -ST Invaders, Barnyard,
Happy 4, Star Trek
G074 -Tunnel Vision, Patience
G109 -Fruit Machine Simulator
(not STE)

G110 -Company (not STE)
G111 -Masterbreak,
Battleships, Escape
G112-Slider
G099 -Addiction

ADVENTURES
G 087 -Tark
G085 -Snatch + Crunch

G084 -Elven Crystals

G095 -AGT Companion Disk
G096 -Dudleys Dilemma
G078 -Time Adventure
G054 -Tombs of Death

G055-HERO- Dungeons and
Dragons

G057 -DDST-Dungeons and
Dragons (SH)
G052 -Invasion
G053 -Assassin

G075-Nethack (DS) (1 meg)
G038 -Wizards Tower

G040 -Asylum
G037 -Under Berkwood

G015 -King Text Adventure
G006 -Darkness is Forever
G012 -Colossal Cave
Adventure

G004 -Doppyworld, Coxleys
House, Dark Pearl
G034 -HACK - the original
version

G035 -Eamon - Fantasy Role
L
playing

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

MONO GAMES

G103 -Top of the Pops
G100 -Slalom, Galactic Ranser,

ES

Arkanoid
Kit

G063 -Around the World in 80
Days

G064 -El Bozo, Sherlock,
Squixx, Happy 4
G067 -Pentimo

G076 -Shanghai
EDUCATION

'

U072 -TCOS-Graphical Database

CLIP ART PACK

D069 -STE - Sound Off
D065 -Movie STE

N

6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99
5 Double Sided Disks full of

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

WP01 -ST Writer Elite

WP02 -Mailmerge, Spellchecker,
Word Counter
U017 -Home Accounts
B031 -Electronic Bank
Statement

(DS)
-Double Sentry Accounts
(SH)
-Typing Tutor
-Typing Tutor
-Inventory Pro

PRODUCT DEMOS

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •

D041 -Flair Paint

Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food

D036 -Calamus (DS) (1 meg)
D077 -Personal Finance Manager

D012 -Superbase Personal
D012-STOS Demo

D024 -K Spread 2

P034 -STOS Tutorial

P030
P022
P008
P017

D015 -Autoroute

D058 -Funschool 2 (2 DISKS)

PROGRAMMING

U042 -Opus 2000 Spreadsheet(DS)(SH)

D066-Boing STE (1 meg)
Do67 -Fantasia (1 meg)
D068 -3D Scroller (1 meg)
D084-ACID(1 meg)

converters. Ideal for

• Christmas • Trademarks
.
• and lots lots more
.

U030 -ST Sheet- Spreadsheet
U078 -Sheet V2-Spreadsheet

U041
U082
U040

D074 - STE Atari France

We have many disks of clip art
for use with all DTP packages

-1st Base- Database
-DB Master - Database
-Datahandler - Database
-Card ST-Database
-WG Data - Database

U034

STE DEMONSTRATIONS

CLIP ART

BUSINESS
U009
U012
U013
U036
U039

D030 -Space Ace

-STOS Example Programs
-STOS STE Upgrade

GENERAL DEMOS

-C Tutorial (3 disks)

-C Programs

P019 -Sozobon C

DB20 -Mindbomb
D056 -Predator

(not STE)
G016 -Maths Made Easy
(not STE)

U056-Word 400
U070-Address Book

P020 -C Compiler

D054 -Robocop (2 disks)

P015 -68000 Assembler

U090-FiloFact (SH)

G080 -Speller (not STE)
G022 -Kidpotato, Kids ABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
G023 -Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, No

U089-Zapcard, Typist, Banker

P012 -Disassembler, Tiny Basic,
C Compiler
P000 -TOS 2 - Old Op. System
P001 -ST Basic Programs

D038
D071
D075
D073
D057

G09 -Spelling Made Easy

Maze

G041 -Kidmusic, Kidpiano,

Kidgraph, Kidgridz
G036 -History File (3 disks)
G094 -Colouring Book
G098 -Shipwrecked - Maths,
Hangman

/^EDUCATION PACK A

<

EASY TEXT PLUS

ONLY C19.99

V

RING FOR DETAILS

Kidpotato, KidsABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory, Kidsong,
Numeric Go Round,

Kidpublisher, Number Maze,
Kidmusic, Kidpiano, Kidgraph,
Kidgrid 2, Colouring Book,
i Shipwrecked, Hangman j

''EDUCATION PACK 2^
11 DISKS ONLY £21.99

(NOT STE) A bumper
education pack that includes
all the disks shown in the

education section: G09,

G016, G080, G022, G023,

G041, G036, G094, G098y
MUSIC + MIDI

M007 -16 voice sequencer by
Henry Cosh
M013 -Yamaha PSS Voice Editor
M009-TX812 Voice Editor
M010 -FB01 Voice Editor
M008 -MT32 Editor (Demo)
M003 -Casio CZ Ed/librarian
M005 -CZ Voices + Librarian
M029 -Kawai K1 Ed/Librarin
M027 -Music Studio Player
M028 -50 New Quartet Sounds
M014 -Midi Channel Scope
(mono)

/

U19 -MONO EMULATOR. Run
mono programs on
colour TV/monitor.
U79 -COLOUR EMULATOR. Run

Colour programs on
mono monitor

ART + GRAPHICS
A001
A002
A003
A005

D052 -Hard Driving
D016 -Spitting Image

P011 -ST Basic

publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

s DISKS ONLY £10.99

Lots of educational program
for the youngster. Includes

N

A fully featured desktop

P003 -GFA Basic Programs
P028 -Fast Basic Programs

+ MUCH MUCH MORE

P014 -Gem Information

BUDGIE UK

P021 -Pascal Compiler
P025 -Pascal Programs

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

P026 -Pascal Information
P005 -Adventure Writing

System
P031
P032
P027
P004

-Small Talk
-ST Icon V6.3
-Modulo 2 (2 disks)
-Forth 83

P007 -Forth

i PROGRAMMERS PACK^

-Pallette Master

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99

-Artist (mono)
-Master Painter
-Public Painter

A009 -Vangogh, Studio 2

-Union Demo
-Server Demo
-Elvira Demo
-Star Wars
-Snowman Demo

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series

- Damanoid
-Football 88
-Blitz III
-Othello
-Pro-Darts
-Dr Boris
-Ballzone

B8 -Speculator
B9 -Tycoon
B10 -Moneyspinner
B11 -Maelstrom
B12 -Ace Invaders
B13-Zenith
B14 -Goldrush
B15 -Perils of Penfold
B16 -Word Puzzle Generator
B17 -Make A Break
B18 -Parabellum
B19 -Tri-Heli + Cosmoss

A010
A012
A013
A019
A020
A021
A022
A023

-Pubishing Partner Fonts
-Pearle-3D Raytracing
-Printmaster Library Disk
-Easytext + Demo

A024
A026
A029
A030
A031
A032
A033

-ANI-ST
-Doodle

U068 -Geneology (shareware)
U083 -Neugen-Geneology

-Flexidump Demo
-JIL CAD (mono)

U075 -Film file- lots of info

B27 -Death Camp
B28 -Psycotic

-ST CAD

U065 -Planets - guided tour

B29 -Carrier Attack

-Hyper-Text
-Canvas, GFA Raytrace -

U045 -Planetarium
U084 -Amateur Astronomers

B30 -Quest for Galaxia
B32 - Runaway

v

in ST Format

.

-Fractal Zoom

-Simple Draw
-Electrical Planning (mono)
-Movie Constructor/Face

SPECIAL INTERESTS

B22 -Bandit

U033 -Football Pools Prediction

U074 -Speech Synthesis

animator (mono)

(shareware)

useable demos
A034 -Animate
A036 -Picture Converters
A037 -Calamus fonts
WP07 -Script Fonts
A008 -Degas Accessories

U053
U060
U064
U081

Guide to the Night Sky
-Orbit-Satellite Tracking
-Welcome to Chemistry
-Chemistry
-Patcard-Knitting Patterns

U054 -Assistant Chef

U043 -Starnet, Mini BBS
U048 -Citadel BBS (DS)

UTILITIES
Disk Copiers/ Formatters,
Virus Detectors/Killers,
Desk Accessories

Superboot Utilities

C008 -Vanterm Communications

C003 -Packet/RTTY System
C004 -Morse Tutor
C011 -PK232 Fax

AND MUCH MUCH MORE

B20 -Operation Angelica
B21 -Impulse

B23 -Space Blob
B24 -Slippery Sid
B25 -Scary
B26 -Subhunt + Sea Fisherman

B33
B34
B35
B36
B37

-Sprite Master
-Safe as Houses (Monopoly)
-Crystal Caverns

-Dogfight, Lightcircles
-Mr Dig, Tank Battle

B38 -Inferno

B39 -Onyx
B40 -Crosswords
B41 -Exodus

B42 -Dizzy Lizzy
B43 -Bounty Hunter
B44 -Exterminate
ORDER OUR FREE CATALOGUE
FOR FULL DETAILS

M017 -DSO Librarian

M015 -Synth 50
M016 -Composer
M018 -Sampled Sounds +
Player
M021 - Music Writer (mono)
M022 -Piano
M023 -Stacatto

D014 -EZ-Track demo

D018 -Steinberg Pro 24 demo

SONY

BLANK DISKS

MITSUBISHI

• Highest Quality • Double Sided Double Density •
135 TPI • Protective Wallets • Labels •
100% Error Free •

10 DISKS-E6.99. 25 DISKS-E15.99,
50-DISKS-C29.99. •

•

100 DISKS-C54.99* *

Prices include Packing +1st Class Post

(mono)

D029 -Quartet + Replay Prof
Demo

D062 -Mastersound Demo

[BUYA BOOK AND CLAIM A FREE DISK

MT SOFTWARE a 0983-756056
The above illustrates a small selection from our catalogue.

I Manyof the disks are also available as double sided

I compilations - please see our catalogue or ring fordetails.
CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

| DS - Double Sided Disk

SH -Shareware

1 MEG -1 meg of memory required

| MONO -High resolution

NOT STE-Not STE compatible

SINGLE SIDED DISKS £3.00
DOUBLE SIDED COMPILATIONS £3.50
PLUS ONE FREE WITH EVERY THREE
(Immediate despatch by 1st Class Post included)
Overseas - Europe - add 5%, Rest of world add 10%
Help and Advice always available

'USER'S new staff writer gets into the free
software like a hot knife through Butters...

RETURN 01 THE LITTLE GREEN MEN
Many years ago, in the days

e

which only the Editor can
remember clearly, a computer
giant rolled out the first simple
but addictive arcade machine

_j

known as Pong. Followed by

•"^

hundreds

of

others

ws

• New from Paul Bocij (0332 367642) is

Micro Care '90. Bocij claims the disk is
the first charity licenceware product to

it

tainment medium and today,

be released, with at least 50 pence of
the £2.99 asking price going to Child Concern, a

there are games such as
Afterburner flying around

sided and contains useful utilities and games.

spawned a whole new enter

Derby-based charity. Micro Care '90 is double-

amusement arcades. The old

Find out more about two of them in this month's

ones are still the best ones

column. Paul hopes to release more ST disks

however - how many of you
don't sneak off for a quick
game of Space Invaders
when passing an inviting sea

later in the year. Profits from each new product
will be donated to a different charity.

• STE demos are finally beginning to fill

|Xl

side arcade?

Bellum from Paul Bocij
(charity Micro Care '90 disk)

ABOVE: Looks fun eh?

is best described as a cross

BELOW: Why me?

between Space Invaders and
Galaxians. You know the sce

nario, aliens cavorting hither
and thither and you straining
every sinew to kill them!

the disk boxes around the 'USER office.
Many hail from Down Under but don't
rush to turn the sound down - there's no

din from Kylie or Jason.
The best demo I've seen in the last couple of
weeks Fantasia, plays The Cure's In Between

Days while rotating shapes such as the Atari logo
around the screen. Press the spacebar and you
can twist and turn them yourself • thrilling stuff.

The main difference is in

this version, you don't get
three ships at the start. You're
given one large ship, but as
enemy bullets hit you the big
ship will shrink until eventual
ly, you're left with nothing
more than a sweaty joystick
and an empty poke.
Bellum is the most addic

tive shoot-'em-up for a long
time including commercial
offerings (where you'd expect
to pay five times the price).

• Rumours are surfacing regarding
incompatibility problems with some
new STs, following claims by a recent
Discovery Pack buyer that the public
domain game Spook won't run on his newly-

Pd

acquired STFM. The problem's been reported pre
viously with the STE, and the word is the machine
may have a new version of TOS, making it the
same as the STE (that would explain it). Only
rumours at the moment however, but if Atari's
messed up again we'll tell you about it on the
news pages.

Atari ST User

^ » -•

RETURN OF THE LITTLE GREEN MEN #2
Joystick still glowing, I couldn't resist telling you
about another little gem I found on the Micro Care
'90 disk. Claimed to be a clone of Mr Do, it's pret

ty good. You take on the persona of Mr Dig and
dig your way around the screen collecting cher
ries, gems and letters to increase your score that's the easy part.

The difficult part is doing this without getting

eaten'alive by one of several little green monsters
intent on homing in on you. Gameplay is very
simple and there's nothing out of the ordinary.
What is rare though, is another PD game has had
me glued to the ST through an entire lunch break.
Buy this game only if you're someone who has

plenty of time aside for game playing, I can guar
antee you'll need it.

'USER Health Warning: Mr Dig can seriously
waste your life

RIGHT WRITER
Atari's ST Writer is the word
ST 1WRITER™

processor which sees most

KNOW EUROPE
Much fuss is currently being made of that wonder

ful year 1992. It's when we're all supposed to give
up our nationalities and become simply European.
For now though, we all live in our own countries
with our own language, currency and capitals. But
what do we know about the rest of Europe? Well I

passed Geography '0' level thinking that was
enough to get me through life but now, I'm having
second thoughts.
A mouse-controlled demo from the USA known

rather austerely as Geography, puts your knowl
edge of Europe to the test. A map showing all its

With all the popular options
you'll need in day-to-day
word processing such as
tabs, search and replace and
mail merge and although not
a new program, ST Writer
simply can't be overlooked
by any PD column, especially
considering its latest incarna

ELITE

1996 by Atari

Copyright ©
In the public

use around the 'USER office.

donain.

Not

2REATE File

jJOAD File

2ELETE File

fjRINT File

]jDIT File

§AUE File

ORMflT

Corp.
for

sale.

QECEIUE AtariWriter™

Disk

QRANSFORM Colors

[JNDEX of Files

tion, version 3.8.

SUIT

ST Writer will run in low,

medium or high resolutions.
After booting, you'll be pre

countries' borders is drawn on-screen and you're

sented with a simple menu,
from where you can save,

given the choice of two types of question to

load

and print files, index

SELECT LETTER •
Everything's labelled clearly in the main menu

disks and even swap screen

answer.

time writers, a word count is

probably the most important
part of a word processor. But
the majority of home users

existing
users
should
upgrade to version 3.8? It

only use their software for

you're using and on what

colours.

wouldn't brag about my results around the office.

ease of use.
At the bottom of the screen

Geography is comprehensive but always seems to
test you on the islands in the middle of nowhere

Is there any reason why

although the

program is command line

The first gives you the name of a country and
you have to point to the country on the map, the
other names a capital and you have to select its
country. Both gave a tough ride and I certainly

driven,

And
you

can

click

a

mouse front end to increase

knocking out a weekly shop
ping list or writing hate mail

really depends which version
machine. Certain earlier ver

to 'USER, so the lack of a

the Soviet Union which many Soviets probably

provides an indication of free
memory, the position of the

sions have problems with the
search and replace function.

word

too

This has been cured in 3.8

havent heard of!

cursor in the document and

much of a disaster. If you do

Geography however, is fun and educational.
Goodman Enterprises amongst others has the pro

where each tab is positioned.
Unfortunately,
ST
Writer

need one there are various

word counting utilities around

(and made up to 60 times
faster - so it's claimed).
Like many commercial pro

gram on disk GD642.

doesn't

which will count the words in

with a populationof less than 10, and the states of

there's a narrow strip which

have

word

count

facility. For journos and full-

count

won't

be

a document.

grams ST Writer now asks
you to confirm a filename
before overwriting a file of the

the word

touch but if you're a careful
user anyway can become a

Right writery

same name. This is a

Atari's ST Writer

is

processor nost of us having chugging

little
tedious.
Changes
include full compatibility with
the TT and the superbly ST-

away in the corner of the "USER
office. It has all the connon options
that you'll need in nornal day-to-day
word processing such as tabs, search
and replace and nail nerge and

compatible STE which until
now, had some minor prob
lems with screen colours.
You'll find ST Writer in most

overlooked by any PD colunn.|;
rj

Are you ready for 1992?

When

loaded you'll

be

presented with a sinple nenu, fron

programs

where you save and load files,

counter on the disk.

Free '•
Press

lAtari ST User

PD libraries, mine came from
Goodman
Enterprises
(GD17) and was one of the

How in version 3.8 ST Writer will
run in either low, nediun or high
resolutions.

724007 Line:

index

16 Colunn:

to return to nenu.

nice

7

I

0 0

with

a

word

The edit screen, where you

type and edit work

EEHIM

File Pffffl Dntlnns

Brit^ifis
:tt-jHf--"
-- + I —
Em

Save | I Clear Data ]|Invert Datal|Hlrror Data!
Load 1 I Clear Hask Iflmiert HasklfltirrorMask I

GEMINI- NeoDesk type replacementdesktop - ACC87

Desk

Datei

Mouse Pointer Editor - ACC69

Desk

6;

FI

£3

File

Transfer

Settlnfls |

Reset TeYtronlx Mode

FZ Toggle 49/Z4 Line Mode
F3 Write Buffer To UDI Device

fl Send Answerback String

9 Buffers

: Dialer

F5 Switch To Braphlcs Screen
Ffi

Switch To Text Hode

R Playback fl File

F7

Reset Tentinal

S Start History Recording

Toggle Autoprint

F Diskspace
5 Graph Par.

T Start File-transfer

I Info

Enter Zoom Hade

u VIem History Buffer
X Save History Buffer

F4

Print Textscreen

FIG Toggle SS/132 Colunn Hade
ZapsLock Toggle Heta Hode

tela

Print Screen

Undo

Exit

Insert Botton

Hone

yo
>g

Top

t Kemlt Par

. Load Setup
» Set Path

Undo

! Run Prog,

Exit

. ZfJOW;iHBaft;'jT

insert Exit

BscKspace PrevTi

Return Send
> 6
Up/D0Hn

H»«

Hove Screen

teturn
Undo

Restart
Exit

Line Up/Down)
Page Up/Oown| HJndo

E Delete FI1

: Edit F-Keys

I Hold Screen

each

or choose any 5 and get 5
blank disks and a library
case for only £16.50

051

8 Short Break

C Start File Capture
L Long Break
P Durip Screen To Disk

| Sg|

llnsert

^tiri^'l

S Save Setup
r
D
1/
X

Set Tabs
Quit
RS23Z Par,
XrlBdeti Par.

f YModen Par,
1 Ternlnal 1
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UNITERMcommspackage- C0MS3

CHESS - Full featured program - GAME2

We have over 2,000 disks

full of programs such as
these. For a FREE

Desk File Unices MMM Bntlniw Section!

catalogue send an S.A.E.
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16 Voice Sequencer - MUS36

KIDGAMES for youngsters - GAME11

"press [Shift Tab]." To execute these keystroke conbinations, hold doun the
first key while typing the second. Vou nay already be faniliar vith this
technique; if not, you'll soon yet the hang of it.Q

QO/RBINBOW PRINTER SET UP|H3BEaEH
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Clean copy in ninutesQ

i

When they first learn touse a word processing systen, nany people want to
tell their friends about it, So here's a letter for you to type, edit, and
print that uon't just teach you about ST Writer — you can also use the

Orator

ffiwjMii.riiiii •greenh fT^Hrt^iih.M

finished copy to show a friend what a fine word processor you are using.Jj

BLACK iTOlOLETl1

But first, a couple of features of ST writer that you'll need to understand to
type your letter.Q
E

YELLOU | [RED

Hi th ST Writer you don't use the Return key on your conputer keyboard the way
you do on a conventional typewriter. Hhen you're typing a word that will

CANCEL

Star LC10 Colour setup - ACC64

Word Processor,
Database,
Spreadsheet,
SpellChecker and

ClipArtPack-5disks-£12

STWRITER v3.8 word processor - WP12

SOFTViLLE
Unit 5, Elettra Ave, Stratfield Park,
Waterlooville, Hants. POT 7XN

Utilities.

Tel: 0705 266509
Fax: 0705 251884

BUSINESS PACK
5 disks - £12

24 hrs a day

s.

5 Disks full of
GAMES for the

younger ST'er. All
mouse driven,
colourful and easy
to use.

KIDGAME PACK
5 DISKS - £12

pel

GETTING
ON LINE
There's a fair amount of comms programs in the public domain.
Some should be avoided, but some are so good, they should be kept

permanently beside the modem. This month I've bought shares in
BT and doubled 'USER'S phone bill. To save you the trouble of doing
the same, here's the cream of the comms world.
• At the top of the list is version

Jr.

Functions

Dial

Buffer

Config

File lifer

Disk/File

88:81:26

3.8 of the shareware program,
Vanterm from the States. There
are
mouse-controlled
menus

which are easy to understand
and GEM-based help which pro
vides some of the best in-soft

ware help around. Click on help
in a drop-down menu, then
select the subject you wish to
know more about and you'll get

on

the

menus

and

so

less

set as soon as you do. Vou vill renain at that speed until you either
select a new baud rate or select an Autodial entry. Hay also be
called fron the Online node by pressing Alternate-!!,

chance of getting lost. And if you
do manage to get in a mess, you
won't find any help (unless you're
fluent in Norwegian!).
The program originates in Oslo

(Also see Dial Hunter and Auto Baud Rate help).

and unfortunately, accompany

Displays the Baud Rate selection screen fron which you nay select a
desired

baud rate.

You MIST select one of the choices and it will be

ing documentation hasn't been
translated, although the program
does have English menus. One
strange thing I noticed was to
select 8-Bit you have to select

all the information.

Baud rates go up from 300
through 1200, 2400 and 9600 up
to a maximum file transfer speed
of 19200. As well as setting com
munications protocols you can

IBM.

Files can be transferred using
ASCII, XMODEM or YMODEM.
With two additional files, RZ.TTP

Press right nouse button to continue

also set the on-screen colours
and time and date.

ABOVE: Vanterm's on-screen help is the best

• Uniterm is widely considered to be
the ultimate PD comms program. Its

BELOW: Everything's chosen from drop-down menus

facilities are unparalleled. Version 2
of the program contains at least as
many, if not more, options than many
of the £50 commercial packages.
Like Vanterm, Uniterm's baud rates
start at 300 and work their way in
steps up to 19200. This speed would
only be used for file transfers and
these can be done by choosing from

• For simplicity nothing beats
Miniterm, now up to version 9.29.
There's very little to choose from

Jr.

Functions

Dial

Buffer

Config •nEKifla

Disk/File

Use Shadow" Transfer

XHoden
Woden
Vftoden
Ynoden

Receive
(Batch)
(Batch)
Receive

68:83:18
3

I ASCII File Transfer

K

(all)
SETUP
SEHD
(Batch)

I
!
!
KY

and SZ.TTP on the disk, you'll
be able to have what everyone in
town's taking about, ZMODEM.
Running the program as a
desk accessory enables you to
get files without leaving the pro
gram you're working in. Miniterm
does a fine job for everyday con
nections across the airwaves.

ConpuServe B Bend
CompuServe B Receive

B 1987,BB by Hn, n. Han Hest, Sr.

lEZ3 |im |t^3^M

any of the popular file transfer for
mats including ASCII, KERMIT, XMO
DEM or YMODEM from the drop-down

menus. Unfortunately, the only miss
ing protocol is ZMODEM.
Tired of typing the same phone
number, ID and passwords when going
on-line? If so, you can make full use of
the auto-dialler, phone book and key
board macros set up on function keys.
An on-screen manual isn't quite as
well written as Vanterm's but even so,
it's easy to understand and manages
to guide the newcomer through the

pitfalls of the software.
The main, and possibly only, draw
back

that

I

could

find

was

that

Uniterm doesn't include a Viewdata

mode. Uniterm is certainly worth
adding to your PD collection and can
be had from most popular PD libraries
on MT Software's disk C1.

RIGHT:

File transfers break the

sound barrier at 19200

Press right button to so online, Help for help. Undo to exit

New menu options lead to simple
use

Desk

File

Transfer

™a

Reset Tektro

Toggle flutop
Enter Zoon 11

Baud!

HMffl

Flow:

View Buffer
Undo
Exit
Insert Botton

Hode:

coearigrn e

lSM/'ll

| Even j

L Load Setup

•Goodman

P Set Path

Close, Meir Hay Estate,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW.

\ Run Prog
S Save Setup

Stopbits:

OK

• Paul Bocij, 19 Moore Street, Normanton, Derby, DE3 6SN.

I Info
< Kernit Par.

Odd !

m

•mil

WHERE TO
GET IT...

:t1enu
BSCII Par
Buffers
Dialer
Delete File

Edit F-Keys
F Diskspace
G firaph Par.

EffllBTiTfl IRTS/CTS

Parity: HJJJ
Databits:

Top
Line Up/Do
Page lip/Do

[JJB

I Z4BB I '

FIB Toggle 80/13
CapsLock Toggle
Help
Print

Hone
90
» 0

I)
B
C
D

RSZ32 setup

Toggle 49/24
Write Buffer
Print Textsc
Switch To Br
Switch To Te
Reset Ternin

Other

I Echo I I Local
Cancel

m

T
0
g
X
V
i
Z

Set Tabs
Ouit
RSZJZ Par,
XHoden Par
VHoden Par
Terninal 1
Terninal Z

Enterprises,

16

Conrad
Longton,

•MT Software, Woodstock House, 14
Lanes End, Totland, Isle of Wight,
P039

Library>

OAL.South

PO

Box

West

562,

Software

Wimborne,

Dorset, BH21 2YD.
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Pdom PD Atari Public Domain & Shareware Software

A
Hi
Miscellaneous

Ll - 68000 Assembler,

Graphics

Games

Colour Screen Required.

GR3 - Master Painter is

Xhsp, STlogo,Tiny basic. MP22 - Games Pack - an excellent graphics pro
L8 - Forth from Bradley Fruit Machine, Monopoly, gram works in ALL reso
World of Eamon, Galaxtic lutions fully featured.
Firmware. A fully func
tioning implementation of Empire, Draughts, Battle GR6 - Degas disk - 155
Ships, Card Games,
FORTH.
fills, 10 brushes, 7 fonts, 24
L9-STICONv6.3,

Tunnel Vision, Azarians,

based on SNOBOL4.

Farm Yard, Space

Application

A48 - Uniterm V2.0e.

MP1: Starter pack for the

the ST.

new STer. STWriter, Datahandler and NEOchrome,

A96 - Sheet v2.0. power
ful all featuresspreadsheet,

loads of utilities.
A41 - Monochrome

Disks 'Dragons Lair'.

WKS compatible. 1280

monitor emulator v5

'So What Demo'.
BD3D177 -TheMusic

format. Also IMG viewers. Hutcheon. Does all as

rate. Relative Tree the
be created usingthis
excellent fully working ray geneology program on
tracing graphics package. the ST includes printed
CSR.

output.

screen slide show!

D183 - The Ultimate.

and killer.
STW 41 - FSelect

BD2D188 - Genesys
Aenigmatica demo the 82

V3/1989 by Martin Patzell

Track remix!
D189-SwedishNewYear2.

the excellent alternative

D191 - Mini Run by
Radical SystemzAKA Po
lice Chase from Amiga
auto—boot any type of
D194 - Superior Demo
program from your AU
TO folder, includingGEM by Dynamic Duo!
D197 - Space Ace-Don
programs.
Bluth. Graphic animation
A124 - ARChiver: ARC
demo of the game.
V5.21b, ARCShellV2.0
and V2.05 and a utility to D207 - SNOWMAN
file selector.
Alll -Head Start vl.l -

switch back forth between
LHARC and ARC.

demo the 1/2 MB RAM

version. Better than the

A128 - Recover from

1MB version!

disk lost data you specify

D108 - Calamus product

sectors.

demo. Official demo from

A134 - Boot Drive Select

Signa. 1MB

allows you to select a drive D122 - The Union de
to boot from when you re mo! This demo is brilliant
and requires a joystick.
set your ST.
A157 - Custom Format

NOTSTE.

the best disk formattor

D125 - The CareBears

available! Boot Sector Stor

Cuddly demos. The best

agesystem store boot sec
tors from many disksas a

todate!
D128 - The Wattaheck
demo. Great demos with

desktop replacement.Smi-

cations program does eve
ry thing exceptsplit baud

of the ShapeShifters.

excellent virus detector

A166 - Personal/Business

ray tracing package.

D176 - The Care Bears

D178 - Paul Simones

file on 1 disk.
A163 - The Gemini

Amazing animations can

All Excellent Demos!

Spectrum 512 colour on

pects of accounts except

lent all features communi

Sided Disk Required.

D162 - The Lord of The

even MSDOS boot sector.
A91 - Virus Killer v2.01

VAT.

GR24 -Pearlethe3-d

Colour Screen and Double

THE ST disk formatter

GR21 - ANI ST the

Address Book by Bay
MASTER by C Skellern Computers excellent data
base system, lightning fast
A professional sprite
with label, mail merge
editing package tailored
to suit most programming and listing support excel
lent. Vanterm V3.71 excel
languages. CSR.

catalogue only 70p!

NOTSTE.
A88 - DCFormat v3.03

amazing fully featured
animation package.
GR22 - SPRITE

disks are available on
our disk based

Demos

THE Comms package for

printer drivers. Also a pro rows by 280 columns.
gram to use Degas drivers DSD.
Invaders, Bridge It!, Give to do a screen dumps.
Complete manual.
A121 - POOLs- Expert
L10 - Little Smalltalk.
Us A Break, Sprectral
Results Predictor v2.5 by
GR7 & GR8 - AIM
Incudes Smalltalk
Sorcery, Monkeys and
v2.31 of the Atari IMage Bay Computers. Excellent
language, full manual,
Balloon and Race Cars.
pools predictor.
processor DSD. 1MB.
example progs, and editor. 5 disks only £12.50.
W2 - STwriter Elite V3.6
GR14 - Public Painter
L13 and L14 Modula-2 B39G88 - Onyx by
vO.l the great drawingpro full documentation and
Development Systemvl.O Robin Edwards. An
quick reference etc. on the
gram Now loads Degas
excellent shoot 'em up
from ANA—systems.
fonts and picturesand also disk, very good word pro
L15 - Sozobon C
with many varied and
cessor.
.IMG excellent! MMR.
Compiler.A complete
excellent sprites! All in
W5 - Micro-Emacs
GR17 - Picture conver
implementation of the C 68000 machine code.
v3.925 the text editor with
ters. To and from Print
B40G89 - Dizzy Lizzy Master, Degas, NEO,
language as defined by
disk manual and tutorial.
by The Happening Boiz. Tiny, IFF, SPEC512,
K&R. DSD.
MP 21 - TEX the docu
M9 - Music Writer lets
An excellent game, across IMG, Postscript, GIF, Mac ment processor and type
you create music on screen between Pacman and
setting system. Includes its
GIF stripper.
as good as Music Studio. Boulderdash.
own programming lan
GR19 - FractaZoom
M15 - The Accompanist B41G90 - Exodus by
guage, handles graphics
V3.1 the most
16 VoiceMIDI Sequencer. Chris Jeffery. Awesome comprehensive fractal
and equations with ease.6
Fully working by Henry shoot 'em up with
disk pack for £15.00.
generation program
Cosh, does everthing!
fantastic graphics! Mega available Upto 4 types of MMR. DSD.
M18&M19arcade game.
curve, zoom in on parts of A125 - Opus V2.10 of
Soundtracker player and
B44G92 - Exterminate
the spreadsheet and chart
the display, movie
SoundTracker modules
by Chris Skellern. If it
ing program: 255 columns
making, full screen or
converted by BOB from
moves KILL IT! A
by 999 rows, 80+ mathe
preview mode. Full
the Amiga.
massive megashoot 'em documentation within the matical functions, excel
M20 - Soundtracker
up game.
lent graphing, GDOS sup
program. DSD.
We always have in
player & modules from
port etc.
GR20 - .IMG utilities.
stock the latest Budgie
the Amiga. Also docs &
Convert any Degas, Tiny, A138 - Double Sentry
UK Games, the worlds
source in 68000 and GFA
V0.00 of the accounting
NEO, MACPaint,
largest ST games
basic on formats.
program by Graham R
Spectrum 512 lo .IMG
software house!

Full details of all the

Utility

lar to NEODesk.

A167 - BigColour Emu
lator for Monochrome
screens. ARC v6.02 the

excellent music.
D129 - The Swedish

demo including SYNC
and The CareBears.
D149 & D150 -

Delerious Demo from

latest version of the stan

The Alliance. 1MB.

dard file archiver.
A168 - ARCGSHV2.1a

NOTSTE.
BD1 D157 -

shell for any program, al
readysetup for ARC,

Bomb the latest mega
mega must have demo, by
The Lost Boys. This
demo is outstanding!

ZOO, SHAR. Disk
Mechanic vl.O disk anal

yser, copier, formattor,
sector editor.

Mind

D158, D159, D160 Batman The Movie.3 disk

demo. NOTSTE.

PD Disk Prices: 1 to 5 disks £3.00 each, 6 to 10
disks £2.75 each and 11 or more disks £2.50 each!

All pricesarefully inclusive. To order please send a
cheque or postal order payableto Pdom PD Atari or

Send now for our FREE information booklet.

Access & Visa credit card details to:

All orders sent by first class post.

Pdom PD Atari Dept STF,

Abbreviations Used:

Bishop's Stortford,

P O Box 801,
MMR-Mono Mononitor, CSR—Colour Screen.
1MB-1MB RAM, DSD-Double Sided Disk.

Hertfordshire, CM23 3TZ.

Telephone 0279757692.

TOWER OF

STRENGTH?
Mouse in a jam? Keyboard all of a clutter?
You need Tower Power! John Butters puts

,- •:§

£?
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his silicon where the sun don't shine...
Product: Tower Power

Supplier: Radio Service Co/Atari Workshop
Telephone 071 708 5755
Priee:£129.50 (Mega ST ), £165 (STFM.STE),
£199.50 (STM)
Configuration: All STs

amounts of space become instantly avail
able. Thousands of phallic metal cases rising
from beneath desk-tops tops...

IN THE BOX
The DIY pack includes a metal case to house

Huge office? Forget it! The USER team
works in a space about the same size as
you'd expect to share on the average Medbound charter plane. MFI desks piled high
with monitors, computers, hard drives and
the odd modem do not, a spacious working
environment make!

Just imagine the difficulties we get into
when we actually begin to write. And it's
probably the same for you. Everything in an

untidy heap, on a desk in the corner of your
bedroom. Just one more piece of kit, and the
whole caboodle looks like a hurricane-bat
tered Jamaica.

So. What can be done? Lots as it turns out.

the electrical bits 'n' bobs of the ST, and a

new plastic casing for the keyboard (unless
you own a Mega ST in which case the origi
nal keyboard is used and the price reduced).
By packing your ST away in Tower Power
you'll end up with little more than a Mega STstyle keyboard lying on your desk. The key
board casing rises towards the back, putting
the keys in an improved working position.
Access to the mouse and joystick ports at the
back of the keyboard is easy - the 10-minutes- to-fit-a-joystick ritual is now a thing of
the past.

Everything except the keyboard goes into
a metal case which is bigger by far than the

The Germans have come up with a simple

original ST's. Base area is about 15.5inch by

answer: Tower Power - the first dedicated
Atari ST tower case. But what's a tower case?

6inch and if that's still too much, Tower Power

Back in the early days of small computing

(you know, when that mangy old silicon dog
the IBM PC reigned supreme), tower cases
were the latest rage "Free up your desk-top
and breath..." ran the ad. spiel. By putting the
PC's innards into an upright metal case, large

can stand upright under your desk (as nature
and its designers intended...). There's an
extendible cable to connect the keyboard.
Up to three floppy drives (3.5 or 5.25 inch),
can be included in your system, but Atari
Workshop says that some of the old-style sin
gle-sided devices may not be compatible.

jjuljuujuuuuuvW

the keyboard fits into a smaller case, placing the keys into a
better working position
hard drive

drives fit easily
safe haven for the ST's motherboard

Atari ST User

PC drives can also be used, and a switch on

the front of the case changes the number of
disk tracks between 40 and the now more
common 80.

Also to be found on the front of the case

are a reset button and ignition keys. Lock the

machine when you're not going to be using it
for a while, and no-one else will be using it
either (useful for those of you with sensitive
data I).
All hard drive users long for a silent drive.

The noise of the fans and disk clicking
around is enough to send the most sane
techno-tinkerer round the twist, once again,
Tower Power displays its value. With the hard

drive stuck in the Tower Power it can barely
be heard.

If you know what you're doing, the solderfree kit should assemble trouble-free in
between 4 and 6 hours. At the moment the

three-page A4 manual is extremely vague but
a new one planned for about the time this
magazine makes a satisfying thud on your
welcome mat, promises to make life a little
easier.

And if you're not too confident about rip
ping the ST to bits, why not have Atari Work
shop put Tower Power together? At 75 clams
for a basic set-up and £95 for the ST plus
hard drive it isn't cheap but is worth the
mazuma for peace of mind (but hurry, once
the manual's finished, prices will rise around
£10).

Atari Workshop is also marketing an unusu
al type of monitor stand which it's called Mon
itor Mover. A nice addition to Tower Power,

Monitor Mover enables your monitor to rest on
a platform supported by an adjustable arm
which clamps to the back of a desk. It fits
easily and leaves room for books and other
junk below. A tray connects to the platform
giving you somewhere to put your coffee or
Mickey Mouse mascot.
When not in use, and providing you have
room at the side of your work area, the arm
can be swivelled around so that the monitor

isn't hovering above your desk. As well as
leaving you with more room on your desk,
having the monitor at eye-level makes com
puter work much easier. Monitor Mover is
being upgraded at the moment and the new
version should cost between £85 and £90.
Tower Power must be the most useful and

certainly the most unusual product so far this
year And the only problem is that with more
room available, extra junk finds its way on to
your desk and you may end up with a bigger
mess than before.

It's expensive too, and you might find a trip
to MFI for a new desk cheaper! But for those
with space problems, Tower's the choice. •
inch

The ST's ports
break out at the
back of the case

Tower
Power can

\

31

\
\
\
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accept 40 or

THE BOTTOM LINE
Improved keyboard and attrac
tive casing fits easily under the desk sav-

80

ing valuable desk space.

5.25 inch

Easy of Use:

drive

,\

It for the inexperir. Fine once it's built

-!

~[

IBU

slots for
e v e n more

drives

L_L

Overage
i

Bad

Appalling
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WHILE OTHERS TELL YOU HOW

GOOD THEY ARE,
WE'RE BUSY PROVING IT!

Floppy Disks
Branded DS/DD Sony/3M/TDK/Verbatim/
Kodak in 3.5 DS/DD £12.00 Per Box of 10.
BUYING CHEAP DISCS IS A FALSE

ECONOMY. IF YOUR HARDWARE/
SOFTWARE IS SO PRECIOUS TO YOU, WHY
DO YOU USE LOW GRADE DISKS? AFTER

ALL, ALL DISKS ARE THE SAME, AREN'T
THEY?

OUR DISTRIBUTED DISKS ARE NOT PALE

IMITATIONS. IUST THE BEST.

Call for quotes on Atari DTP Systems,
CD-Roms, Floppy Drives/Hard Drives,

THE GAME

THAT BLOWS
YOUR BRAIN

Laserprinters, Modems, Monitors, DTP/CAD,
Music, Software.
All products fully guaranteed with manufacturers warranties.
No other company can offer you a more honest and more
personal service. Next day Courier: £10.00 per item.
Access/Visa/Mastercard accepted. Cheques must Clear. Exports

welcome. All goods tested prior to despatch. E&EO. All
magnetic media is fully guaranteed against faulty workmanship
and comes complete with lifetime guarantees. Call for excellent
IF YOU LIKED RUBIK'S CUBE YOU'LL LOVE JIGGERS I

ONLY £4.99+£1 p&p
MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO
DIGITAL DIMENSION

DIGITAL DIMENSION, 85 WATLEYS END ROAD,
WINTERBOURNE, BRISTOL BS17 1PW

LOW, LOW PRICES on 3.5 Bulk Media. Prices include VAT, but

not £3.50 (3-6 days) delivery charge.

JOT,AC DATAMFDTA LIMITED
(Dept STU5) • 45 ELSWICK • SKELMERSDALE •
LANCASHIRE • WN8 6BX • ENGLAND •
FACSIMILE: 0695 32382.

HOUSE

SOFTWARE

ATARI STBOOKLIST I ATARI STPROGRAMS
10001 Things Iddowith

your ST

* Runs as an accessory in STOS BASIC

* Design and display 512 colour pictures
within STOS BASIC

* Loads and saves five file formats
* Runs in low and medium resolutions

* Super low neochrome style display with
an easy to use icon system

Recommended by: AARON

F0THERGILL (""Hjjf*).
* Features include: pencil, brush, spray, kline,

pixel cut and paste, 512 RGB palette selector,
mirror, shapes, paint pot, rubber, magnify,
zoom, reduce and text
* STOS BASIC NOT REQUIRED TO RUN THIS
PACKAGE
Make cheques/postal orders payable to:

STALLION SOFTWARE
4 Moor View, Keyham, Plymouth, Devon PL2 1LQ
Tel (0752) 569781/500312

ATARI ST PROGRAMS I

ORAMARA

STOS PAINT MASTER
£14*95 (Overseas please add £3 p&p)

TELESALES: 0695 32382/0831 354144 •

o

11.97

3DGraphics Programming
6B00OAssembly Lang. Prog
Adv. Programmers Guide
Applications Guide inC

17.95
18.95
9,95
18,45

Atari STExplored (tech. guide) ..8.50
Basic Sourcebook &Tutorial
Disk Drives Inside and Out

11.50
17,95

Concise STProg RelGuide

16.95

From Basic loC

15.95

Game MakersManual

11.45

GFA Basic Adv.Prog+disk

17.95

GFA Base v3 DeveUdisk
GFA Basic Quick Rei.Guide

17.95
13.45

Gem Programmers Reference .15.95
Graphic Applications
9.75
Introduction loMidi Prog
15.95
Kid's 8 theST(education)
15.95
Learning C;Prog. Graphics 15.95
Logo Users Guide
13.95
Presenting iheSTrev. ed
15.95

Programming the66000

20.95

ST Artist

16.95

STBasic Applications
15.95
STMachine Language
16.10
STMachine Language Guide...18.00
STforBeginners
14.20
Tech. Reference Guide vol 1 ....18.95
Tech. Rererence Guide vol 2 ....18.95
Tech. Reference Guide vol 3 ....21.95

Tricks &Tips ontheST

Using STBasic ontheST

16.10

8.95

ATARI ST MACHINES

Home Accounts Oigita

18.95

Atari 520 STE Power Pack

368.01

K-DataKuma

36.45

Atari 520STFM Discovery

274.99

Atari1040 STE

454.99

K-Resource 2 Kuma

28.95

Atari1040STE

445.95

K-Roget Thesaurus

35.95

Atari Lynx Handheld

163.91

K-Spread 1 Kuma

18.49

Accointant Plus-Sage
Accountant v3-Sage
<eeperv3.2-Sage
Cashbook Combo Digita
Cyber Control
Cyber Dev Design Disks
Cyber Pa1.
Cyber Scjip:
Cyber Stj=o
Cyber Tex-jre .
Data Marage- Pro'
Degas Eire
Devpacv2
Dgbase-Digita
Digicalc-Digrta
EasyDraw 2
EasyDraw S-percharged

207,95

K-Spread 2 Kuma

42.95

124/95
82.95
49.95
28.95
18.95
36-95
55.95
38.95
35-45
29.50
20.45
42.95
36.46
59.16
36.75
5895

K-Spread 3 Kuma

62.95
AtariSM 124 Mono

..119.00

K-Spread 4 Kuma

84.95

Phi os CM3833Colour

.249.95

K-Word2Kuma

28.95

Phi os CM8833Colour

.258.00

KnifeST Hisoft

23.95

Monitor CableST toScart..

9.95

Monitor Stand14"Universal

14.95

FirstMail (ForFrst Word)

10.91

First Word Plus New v3

55.95

Fun School 2aiiages
GFA Basic 3 Interpreter

14.95
37.95

GFACompiVvS

21.95

LatticeC v5 Hisoft

7295

Logislixv2

•

79.95

MarkWiltamsC

..

..89.95

Masferplan

66.56

MiniOfficePre SS ...

.

18.95

NeoDesk2

33.95

PersonalPascalHsol

54.96

Prodaia-Arncr

56.45

Protextv4.2

68.45

Spectrum 512

23.45

Superbase Pewal 2

68.95

Superbase Personal v1.2

34.95

System 3-Digita

36.46

PRINTERS & ACC.
Star LC10Colour

214.95

Star LC10Mono

165-95

PrinterStand 80 Jrrversa!.... ..1150
Printer Cable Parallel

5.50

Printer Ribbon LC10

295

PrinterRibbonLCiOCo'our

6.95

Cumana 3.51Meg CSA354 ....89.95
Power Comp 3,51 Meg
79.95

IJ'lM'.l

GFADraftF us v3.13

109.95

GFA GemUm:/.

.2395

Tempus 2 Hisoft

29.95

2995

TimeworksDTP

68.50

HalekinHiso'NEW

35.49

Timeworks Tutor

26.95

Hlsofl Basic

55.95

Hisoft CInterpreter

34.95

Turbo ST Hisoft

29.16

HisoftForth

29.95

TwistSwitcher Hisoft

18.21

Disk Box 40 Memorex

34 95

WerksHisoft

20.95

DiskBox80 Memorex

1

Drakken
UltimaV

22,45
22,95

GFARaytrac-:

YourFifST BASIC

14.45

HisoftPower Base

Konix Navigator

13.95

MicrotimeInternalClock
MicrotimeExternal Clock

25.95
25.95

Kempstor Daatascar
Twin Joystick/Mouse lead
Mouse matSTlogo

224.95
5.25
4.95

Sony Branded 2DD Box (10) ....11.50
MMS Branded 8 Boxed (10) 8.9!
Sony Bulk, unbranded each 0.6!
Disk Box 10 Memorex

3.50
8.50

SPECIAL OFFERS

Quickshot2 Turbo

9.95

Star Probe Deluxe

13.95

Competition Pro5000
Competition ProExtra

14.95
15.50

B

Nakasha Mouse

TIMEWORKS DTP
WITH EASY DRAW 2
£88.95

PROTEXT OFFICE (

34.95

PROTEXT FILER
E19.95

Batmanthe Movie
Chase HO
Ghoul; -Ghosts

HardDrMn

14.95
14.95
...14.95

14.95

Opera'c-Tiurderbo!:

14.95

Stunt Car

18.45

AGEFREE(UK). EECAND BFPOADD E5.WORLD ADD £15.

Future Wars.

18.45

"UCT13% OF TOTAL GOODS VALUEEXCEPT FOR BOOKS

IronLord
ChaosStrikesBade

18.45
18.45

F29Rl:;;:cMidwife-

18.45
18.45

.. ID CHEQUE/POMADEPAYABLE TO

RAMARA HOUSE SOFTWARE

22Grange Road, Staincliffe, Nr. Batley,
West Yorkshire WF17 7AT

TelephoneSales:0924473556 9AM-9PM Momiay-saiunky

'
ALLITEMSARE DESPATCHED
THE SAMEDAYTHATPAYMENT
IS CLEARED

esktop publishing is riding high on

D

the crest of a

massive wave of

interest among ST owners. The ST
is the cheapest usable DTP system
you can buy in its 1040ST, Timeworks and dot
matrix printer guise, yet it's also one of the
most powerful if you couple a Mega 4 with
Calamus and a laser printer. The ST can rival
the Mac in speed, power and facilities.
DTP is full of jargon and traditional names
of long-forgotten hot metal processes that
have little meaning in today's hectic electron
ic publishing world. If you're a complete

novice, you may find the weighty tomes sup
plied with most DTP software packages
heavy going. Perhaps what you need is a
simple down-to-earth approach to traditional
publishing, before you launch full flight into
the electronic world of page make-up....
Book: Desktop Publishing Source-Book

MANUAL
CREATIVITY
Fumble

over

fonts

and

faces

and dither

over

designs? You need a good old reference manual.
Roland Waddilove reviews a brace of the best...

Price: CI 4.95

Publisher; Headline Book Publishing
(ISBN: 0-7472-0155-2)

pDBl^fo

Once you've decided to jump on the band
wagon and take the DTP plunge you can start
making up all manner of pages with different
type-styles, jaunty banners and big head
lines. After the novelty of having a dozen dif
ferent fonts at your fingertips has worn off,
step back and take a close critical look at
your pages.

Designing attractive layouts isn't as easy
as it might at first appear. Unless you're a

born designer who can create superb original
layouts off the top of your head, then the best
solution is to copy traditional layouts which
are known to work.

At first you should play safe and copy other
people's designs but then once you've mas
tered the basic techniques, try a few designs
of your own.
The Desktop Publishing Source-Book by
David Collier and Kay Floyd is packed from
cover to cover with ready-to-use layouts and
ideas for DTP users. If you're stuck for a
design idea then this is the place to look for

A

inspiration.

The book begins with a chat about desktop
publishing in general then moves on to talk
about different fonts and type-styles. Nothing
out of the ordinary here, just plain facts about
some of the common type-faces such as ser
ifs with little 'arms' and 'feet' on the ends of

the letters, and the plain sans serif often used
for headlines.

Type-faces depend on a little personal
taste and lot on following fashion. For
instance, the authors reveal that in the 1940s

Bodini was commonly used for the main body
copy and in the 1970s nearly every magazine
headline was printed in Bookman bold italic.
In the '90s, Times Roman, Helvetica, Bodini

Book: DTP at a glance...
Price: £9.95

Publisher: HiSoft (ISBN 1-85550-002-7)
DTP at a glance... is aimed at the complete novice
with little or no knowledge of publishing. The book
isn't machine specific, in fact it doesn't even men
tion computers. Instead, 'At a glance explains all the
common terms and techniques used in publishing, in
an easy-to-follow manner.
The first section deals with typography and
explains, with the aid of examples, the difference
between font families and faces, sizes such as EMs
and ENs, points and picas. The effect of too little or
too much leading on readability is demonstrated

and Century Schoolbook are in fashion so

stay with these for a safe design.
After fonts, there's a brief discussion of

design techniques, which simply means
where you place the headline, body text and
graphics.

The book discusses advantages and
disadvantages of two, three and four columns

with a few paragraphs of prose, then the various
types of justification and letter spacing is covered.
Page layout and design is dealt with in very

simple terms, with examples showing how to posi
tion large headlines to balance the page, the size of
margins and gutters you'll need, the added complica
tion of double-sided pages and so on. The book
rounds off with a helpful and interesting discussion
of production methods and types of binding such as
side or saddle stitching, wire binding, ring and per
fect binding.
All these methods can be commonly seen on the
newsagents' stands, if you're unsure about their
meaning then this is the book for you. It's brief and
to the point. Recommended for those new to DTP.

of body text and symmetrical and asymmetri
cal layouts.
This introductory text is really quite short,
just a few pages, and the rest of the book
contains page after page of different layouts.
Not just any old layouts however, but grouped
into logical sections. The first shows several
different ways of designing a company letter
head for notepaper, and business cards for
employees.
The following sections cover gatefold and
concertina fold sales materials and price lists.
Catalogues
and
presentations
are
redesigned and there's good advice on
trendy advertisements. There are also some
unusual and attractive invitations.

Newsletters and magazines are probably of
most interest to ST users and these subjects
are given quite large and detailed sections.
From one column to five column and even

mixed column designs are shown.
Most of the text on the pages appears to
be in Latin and this presumably, is so that you
don't read the text, but simply study the page
designs.
•
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Get real! Get wicked!
•

I XPERIENCX the greatest gameshow in the universe. The Computer
Entertainment Show is the only show
dedicated to the latest in games software
and hardware from the leading brand
names. Enjoy the live entertainment.
Meet your favourite celebrities. Maybe

even appear on TV. Try out the latest

games and equipment from some of the
biggest names in the industry including
Commodore, Sega, Nintendo, Amstrad,
US Gold, Ocean, Domark, Mirrorsoft,

Microprose, Activision, Virgin/Mastertronic, Accolade and Gremlin.

HAT'S
HAPPENING:
Stands and exhibits by leading
names in computer games
Live music acts

Personality appearances
Live TV and radio broadcasts

International computer game

championships featuring teams
from Europe, Japan and America
Celebrity computer challenge
Spot prizes and raffles

Living-room of the future

It's a great day out for
all the family.

EARLS COURT
SEPTEMBER

I5th-9am-6pm
I6th-9am-5pm
Tickets available on the door. For further details
call our Information Hotline on 071-373 8141.

Aportionofthe £5 entrance feewill be donated to

ChildLine

SENTENCE
AND THE DTP
The latest quality broadsheet it isn't, but with
1st Word Plus and a little application you can

produce startling DTP documents with the
best of 'em. Miles Monroe manipulates...

^

^

Everyone uses a word processor from
time to time and usually, it's simply to

type out a few notes or a short letter.
Boot up the program, hack in some
text, click on Print and your Christmas thank-

you note is wiring its merry way to Aunty
Madge. But how many times have you sat
down and thorougnly explored the capabili
ties of the program fhat you use almost every
day? Never right?
There are probata' occasions when the

word processing software you use isn't quite
up to the work you want to do. Turning out let
ters by the dozen is easy, but have you ever
needed to make up a club newsletter, parish
news-sheet or a notice for a board at work?

Maybe even an eye-catching advert for a

local shop window? You might look wistfully at
top-notch desktop publishing packages such
as Fleet Street Publisher or Calamus, but with

prices of two and four hundred pounds, it's a
dream that isn't likely to come true for many
ST users. Even if you had the cash, it wouldn't
be worth the expense for a one-off or once a
month news-sheet.

mph
COMPUTER SPECIALIST
10 Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4 6EY
Telephone: Norwich (0603) 503382

DISKS!

DISKS!

10 3.5" Disks
25 3.5" Disks
50 3.5" Disks

£6.75
£15.00
£28.00

100 3.5" Disks

£54.00

80 Capacity Boxes

£6.50

DISKS!

DISKS!

10 5.25" Disks
25 5.25" Disks
50 5.25" Disks

£3.80
£9.00
£17.00
£32.00

100 5.25" Disks

100 Capacity Boxes

£6.50

ALL DISKS COME WITH 2 FOR 1 LIFETIME GUARANTEE: 3.5" MADE BY SONY
CALL FOR PRODUCTS
NOT LISTED

GAMES
RRP
MPH
£19.99
£14.50
£24.99
£18.50

WE CAN OBTAIN
ANYTHING WITHIN 48
HOURS

ATARI LYNX
NOW ONLY
£157.99
LYNX GAMES
RRP
MPH
£29.99
£22.00

MOST RELEASED GAMES IN STOCK
NEW GAMES SENT ON DAY OF

ST PD CATALOGUE
DISK £1.00

RELEASE

£34.99

£25.50

DMTAscan Software
Each

Dt&TAscan

package

comes complete with the new
DfATAscan
Professional
scanner software.

Features:

• Immediate real time scanning
display.
• Variable scan resolution (100,
200, 300 or 400 DPI, not

NOTHING
ans a DfiATAscsf/il

applicable

to

levels with pixel
editing.
• Image cropping.
• Adjustable scan width and
length.
• Supports IMG & DEGAS file
formats and is compatible
With most ART, OCR & DTP
packages.
a Quick print option for Atari
Laser printer.

ie combines ergonomic design with lightningfast software.

,scan Personal offers a 200 DPI resolution with

mm scan width and a choice of 4 dither settings.
For professional users, the DAATAscan Pro offers 100/200/300 and true

400 DPI resolution with dither patterns representing 64 gray scales,
e DAATAscan Pro A4. complete with sheet feed, can scan a full A4
page in under 15 seconds!
But don't just take our word for it...

, ,ound up of scanners featured in ST Format tne Kempston

5

zoom

Pandaal Marketing Ltd
44 Singer Way

came out on top. It has recently received a software overhaul
"'it it at me forefront of nand scanners... the best on offer"
V COMPUTER EXPRESS, ISSUE 80, 19 MAY 1990

Woburn Road Ind. Estate,
Kempston
Bedford MK42 7AF

mi
0234 855666

DfATbscan
Personal
Order Code AT20
Price £169.95

DP&lhscan

Professional
Order Code AT25
Price £199.95

DAATA scan
Professional A4
Order Code AT60
Price £599.95

DPATAscan

Personal).
•

All prices include VAT
and postage.
Cheques payable to PML
State Ref No. STF8.
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Chip Chat

the bonnet of the

slinline TT processor unit is a
completely new engine powering

the conputer - the Hotorolla
GSiliO nicroprocessor, Why has
Atari chosen this chip in tiv
our of the SBOBO variety used

Chip Chat

in the ST series?

I

tic often regard theSI as

being technologically advanced,
one of the new breedof power
ful 16 bit cenputers, so it nag

cone as a surprise to learn
that the 6808B nicrnprocessor

was introduced bg Hutorolla as
far back as 1975! Since then,

the conpany hasn't been content
to rest on its laurels and has

Make sure the header and footer margins are

zero then type the text into 1st Word Plus
using a narrow ruler

So, back to the familiar word processor but you won't catch many eyes with an advert
consisting of typed text. 1st Word Plus is prob
ably the last package to spring to mind when
you need to do a bit of desktop publishing.
But you can make up some quite interesting
and attractive pages using this most basic of
word processors. The program is inexpensive
and almost everyone has a copy lurking on a

Choose the largest font size available for the
headline - it should be big and bold

Type the headline in various styles to see
which looks the best

accessory on the 1st Word Plus disk and any
graphic images snapped with this can be
imported into a 1st Word Plus document.
Boot up HyperPaint, click on the text icon
to select it then double click on it to bring up
the text menu. Choose the largest point size
available (probably 36 point), type in your
headline then paste it on the screen. It's worth
trying a couple of different styles so type it in

-flMe
w™% ™..

floppy somewhere in their disk box. Dig it out,

normal, then in bold to see which looks best.

boot it up and expand your horizons with this
wolf word processor in sheep's clothing.

If the largest type size still isn't big enough,
you could select the block function and cut

IN THE GALLEY
Let's assume that you need to produce and
an eye-catching advert or single page
newsletter and the only software you have is
a simple word processor - 1st Word Plus and an art package, HyperPaint. How can it
be done?

Firstly, enter the text that will appear on the
page using 1st Word Plus. If it's a letter then
you'd probably accept the default ruler (line

length), headers, footers and so on, but for a
DTP'ed page, these will have to be altered.
A large chunk of text on an A4 page can
be awkward to read, and unattractive. If you
pause for a moment to take a look at the way
in which magazines design their pages, you'll
see that almost without exception, a multi-col
umn layout is used. Text runs in narrow strips
and there are two, three or four to a page.

ditch 1st Word Plus, because like most word

out the headline as a block. Choose the re-

processing software, it's limited to one small
character size and headlines should be big

scale function

and bold.

It's very likely that the largest font size (par
ticularly if it's been stretched), has curves and
diagonals that look like staircases. Look at
the Cs, Ss, Gs and so on - they probably look

The best software to create headlines is

something like HyperPaint but other pack
ages such as Easy Draw, GFA Draft or even
Fast BASIC would probably do. Whatever
software you choose, it should be capable of
displaying large characters on the screen
and provide access to desk accessories. The
reason is, there's a handy snapshot desk
Desk

Filee

Options

< T.

n:\itiniirsMHTirLEP.PC3 -

ssa

the

block

menu

and

awful. The curves and diagonals must be
smoothed out to give the finished product a
'professional' look so select the magnify func
tion, zoom in and smooth out those stairs by
hand. It's a bit of a hassle, but unless you're
willing to spend a couple of hundred pounds
on a full blown DTP package there's no alter
native.

Chip Chat
^

A

V

Screen Snapshot vl.OI

€ 1986 GST Holdings Ltd
u

Drop down the accessory menu when
you've finished and click on Snapshot. Select
the option to save the image in GEM .IMG for
mat and draw a rubber-banded box around
the headline. It can then be saved to disk.

While you've got HyperPaint on screen,

DTP packages are designed with multi-col
umn layouts in mind, but the facility is rare in
word processors.
1st Word Plus won't automatically produce
multi-column layouts, but with a bit of lateral
thinking and little application, it can be done!
Pull down the Layout menu and click on the
Add Ruler option. You need to set a ruler
length of about 35 to 40 characters so that
two columns fit easily across the page
(whether you have justification on or a ragged
right edge is up to you).
Now go back to the Layout menu and this
time click on the Page Layout option. Make

from

stretch the headline until it's the right size.

you could create the strapline and snapshot
any pictures you want on the page. The strap
Save the headline using the Snapshot acces
sory supplied with 1st Word Plus

Use the magnifying glass to zoom in on the
letters and smooth out those jagged edges

should be a few sentences to 'pull' the reader
into the rest of the text and should encourage
the reader to continue (have a look at the
head and strap lines accompanying this Mas
terclass). Type size should be larger than the
main body text, but smaller than the headline.
Choose a 16 or 18 point size.
Pictures can be loaded into HyperPaint or

sure that all the header and footer text entries

are empty then set all four margins to zero.
Headers and footers aren't required so you
don't need to leave room for them.

Once the various page layout parameters
have been set, you can start typing. Enter all
the text in one long narrow column and save
it to disk. Don't worry about how to make it
two-column as that will come later.

HEAD AND STRAP LINES
The next task after completing the body text
is to create the headline, and perhaps a

strapline (depending upon the type of page
being created, but often there are a few sen
tences introducing and enticing you to read

the main body of text). For this it's best to

Atari ST User
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Underneath the bonnet of the

siinline TT processor unit is a

slinline TT processor unit is a

conpletely net* engine pottering
the conputer - the Hotorolla
G8B3B nicroprocessar. Hhy has
fltari chosen thischip in fav

conpletely new engine powering

our of the 68880 variety used

the conputer - the Hetorolla
68030nicroproccssor, Hint has
Atari chosenthis chip In fav
our of the 688B8 variety used

in the ST series?

in the ST series?

Me often regard the ST as

Load a picture or draw one yourself.if you're a
good artist then use Snapshot to save it to

Gr

Chip Chat

jChip Chfctt
Underneath the bonnet of the

Stale

h:\DOCS\DTP.DuC

Create a few blank lines at the top of the page
in 1st Word Plus then read in the headline

o

Now read in the picture and move it to the
right place in the text

disk in .IMG format

Chip Chat
Janice Murray liftsthelidonthenew Atari TT

and holding down the left-hand mouse but
ton. A hand will grab the image and can be
slid about the page.
There are as many ways to design a page
as there are pages in a magazine, but some
are a little ambitious with simple software
such as 1st Word Plus so here's a simple lay
out. Move the headline into the centre of the

7^

page and position the strap beneath it. Text

will run down the left-hand column and a pic
ture can be placed at the top of the right-

Underneath the bonnet of the

slinline TT processor unit la

• conplntely new engine pow
ering computer - the hotorolla

£8030 microprocessor. Hhy has

drawn if you're a good artist, then small sec
tions snapshot and saved to disk in .IMG for
mat. Don't make the images too large or
they'll take up too much room. If the picture's
too big, then select the block function, cut it

hand column.

fltari chosen this chip in fav
our of the 68000 variety used
in

the ST

If the text is long enough (and you don't
need very much...) then it will run down past
the bottom of the picture. This provides an
opportunity to produce a nice two column lay
out. What you do is move some of the lines

series?

We often regard the ST as
being technologically advanced,
fut 16 bit computers, so it eay
cose as a surprise to learn

that the 66000 microproceiaor
uu introduced by Motor oil a as

far back as 1979 Since then,
the coepany hasn't been content
to rest on its laurels and has

out and re-size it to make it smaller before

continued development of
powerful silicon brain.

snapping it and saving it to disk.

In 19B3 the next genera
tion 68000 chip ms Introduced,
called the 68010, and two years

this

from the bottom of the left-hand column and
The

TT l

after that the 68020 was devel

oped. Just three years ago in

ADDING IMAGES

1987 the eost powerful of the
68000 faelly of processors was

Now that you've created the text, headline,
strapline and pictures, it's time to combine
them to make up the page. Boot 1st Word
Plus

and

load

the text file.

binary boffin will tell you, enables
it to access up to 16Mb or RAM (though

Create some

the ST Is

unveiled - the 68030. Let's
take a brief look at this

the 68030 in

the under

the TT has a 32 bit addr

ess bus enabling it to access a passive

40b - that's over 4,000 Billion bytes!
ibly

The STa 68000 has a 24

fh

limited to 4Mb by

powered eeaory nanapeaent unit), but

super-chip and coapare it to
the familiar, but humble 68000.

All this adds up to produce an lncri
fast and powerful computer.

Edit

Block

Layout

Style

Spelling

footers and margins are all zero as before).
Pull down the Graphics menu and click on
Graphics Mode. Pull it down again and this
time click on Read Picture. Up pops a GEM

iChip Chat
jjanice Murray lifts Hielid on the new Atari TT

file selector which can be used to select the

. sllRllne TT processor unit Is
.3 -onpletctunow engine cowering

.IMG snapshot of the headline. It will load and
be displayed at the top of the page. Now

the eonputer - the Hotorolla
h8S!6 nicroprocessor. uho has
fltari chosen this chip in fav
our of the 6BBAB variety used

A

File

Edit

Block

Layout

Style
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on. You now have two columns of text.

To create two columns of text you have to cut
lines from the bottom of the first column and

paste them onto the end of the lines further
up to make a new column

Spelling

Graphics

Help

One problem that you should watch for is
that 1st Word Plus isn't quite a true WYSIWYG
word processor (graphic images imported
into a document aren't displayed at their true
size, they're smaller) - if you're not careful
your pictures and headlines will run into the
text.

You can easily tell how much space the
headline or picture will take up by looking at
the large box drawn in dotted lines around
each image. The box shows the true size and
the small image you see on-screen inside it
will completely fill it on paper. You can run the
text right up to the box, but don't be tempted

to rest on its laurels and has

continued developnent of this
powerful silicon brain.
In 1983 the next genera"
tion 68000 chip was introduced,
called the 68B18, and two years

to cross the dotted line however small the

graphic image looks on-screen.
All that remains now is to save the docu

after that the 688Z8 was devel~
binary boffin will tell

ment and print it out in the same way that

enables it to access up to 16Mb

you'd print a normal text file.

oped, Just three years ago in
1987 the nost powerful of the
68888 fanily of processors was

of Rr)M|(though the ST is Unit

unveiled - the 68838, Let's
take a brief look at this

ed to 4Mb by the underpowered
nenory nanagenent unit), but

super-chip and compare it to
the faniliar, but hunble 68BB8.

She 68838 in the TT has a 32

Atari ST User

mark it as a block as before then move to line

Load the strapline next and position it under

that the 680BQ nicroprocessor
Mas introduced by Motorolla as
far back as 1973! Since then,
the conpany hasn't been content

bit address bus which, as any

sure you're in overwrite mode.
If we call the first line past the bottom of the
picture line one then move to the start of line
11, press Control+S, move to the end and
press Control+E. Line 11 is now a block and
will be displayed in inverse. Move to the end
of line one, add a few spaces then press

neath the headline

, .A,

The ST's 68888 has a 24

ruler to about 75 to 80 columns and make

two and paste it onto the end. Go to to line 13
and paste it onto the end of line three and so

n:\DDCS\DTP.DDCl
[....A.

hand column. The bottom 10 of these can be

Control+M to move line 11. Go to line 12,
••lewwiwwel

move the cursor down to just below the head

line and click on Read Picture on the Graph
ics menu again. Load the strapline this time.
Finally, repeat the process with any pictures
you snapped with HyperPaint.
The headline, strap and pictures can be
moved by pointing at them with the mouse

Suppose that 20 lines run past the bottom
of the picture you've pasted into the right

Graphic;

m\DBCS\DTP,BOCi

return several times, then move the cursor to

columns of text.

pasted into the right-hand column. Extend the
File

space at the start of the document by hitting
the top of the page (make sure the headers,

paste them onto the end of the lines higher
up (underneath the picture) to create two

bit address bus enabling it to
access a nassive 4Gb; that's
over 4,888 nillion bytes!

Once the page make-up technique using
1st Word Plus has been mastered it opens up
a whole new world of desktop publishing. You
may even become so bitten by the bug that
you want to try your hand at the real thing even Robert Maxwell had to begin some
where. Start saving your money now!
•

SUMMER MADNESS SALE #

SUMMER MADNESS SALE

PUBLIC APOLOGY

en

M. D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity of apologising to all its
competitors. Our MAD SUMMER SALE will be offering Discs, Storage boxes etc. at
CO
CO

UNBELIEVABLE, UNREPEATABLE MAD, MAD PRICES. As ever the best cost

less at M.D. Office. WE GUARANTEE IT.

JUST MARVEL AT THESE INCREDIBLE OFFERS
OVER 20,000 HAPPY CUSTOMERS LAST YEAR ALONE
en
en

3.5" DISCS & BOXES
35
45
55
65
75

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD

135
135
135
135
135

TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

100
100
100
100
100

CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY

LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE

STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE

BOX.
BOX.
BOX.
BOX.
BOX.

.£21.95
.£29.95
.£34.95
.£39.95
.£44.95

100 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
150 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
200 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£54.95
£74.95
£84.95

en

en

OUR 3.5" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR
FREE PERFORMANCE. EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE AND IS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

CO
CO
CO

5.25" DISCS & BOXES
25
30
50
100
200

5.25"
5.25"
5.25"
5.25"
5.25"

DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD

96
96
96
96
96

TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

100
100
100
100
100

CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY
CAPACITY

LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE
LOCKABLE

STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE
STORAGE

BOX
BOX
BOX
BOX
BOXES

£13.50
£18.50
£24.50
£29.50
..£52.99

en
en

OUR 5.25" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR
FREE PERFORMANCE. EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE AND IS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS
10 DS HD 3.5" DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE

£14.99

30 DS HD 3.5" DISCS WITH 50 CAPACITY BOX
50 DS HD 3.5" DISCS WITH 100 CAPACITY BOX

£39.95
£49.95

100 DS HD 3.5" DISCS WITH 100 CAPACITY BOX

£89.95

LOW LOW PRICES
FOR BULK BUYERS

HIGH DENSITY 5.25" DISCS
20 DS HD 1.6 MEG WITH LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

CO
CO
CO

unbeatable BULK RATES ON OUR
SUPERB DS-DD 3.5 DISCS

400 DS DD 135 tpi

£160.00

500 DS DD 135 tpi
600 DS DD 188 tpi
800 DS DD 188 tpi
1000 DSDD 135 tpi

£195.00
£229.00
£295.00
£330.00

£27.99

75 DS HD 1.6 MEG WITH LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£39.99

100 DS HD 1.6 MEG WITH LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£49.99

NEW EXCITING PRODUCTS

PRICE & QUALITY

NEW, NEW, NEW PRODUCT TO ENHANCE YOUR

GUARANTEE

Atari External Disc Drives, slimline, very quiet, very
reliable. Only £59.95
ATARI and AMIGA Replacement Mice, smooth
operation, precise movement. Only £19.95
2 Piece Universal Printer stands (cuts down on
space). Only £6.95
Stackable Disc boxes 80 capacity and lockable.
1 off-£9.95, 2 off-£8.95, 3 off-£7.95
Can be stacked horizontally or vertically as you please
Tilt 'n' Turn 14" Monitor stand.

AS ALWAYS LIFETIME GUARANTEEED

A superb investment only £8.95

UNQUESTIONALBLE RELIABILITY. EACH

Data Switches 2 way manual switch (state serial or
parallel). Only £12.95

DISC IS SUPPLIED WITH LABEL.

E14.99

50 DS HD 1.6 MEG WITH LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

COMPUTERS PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE

For all you large users we have some

en

We pride ourselves on
offering you the very Highest
Quality products at the best
possible prices. If you
should ever see a

comparable product offered
cheaper in this magazine
DO NOT HESITATE give us
a call because we won't

match it.
WE WILL BEAT IT- GUARANTEED

M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES
TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-61400

All prices include VAT and delivery UK only. E/OE

SUMMER MADNESS SALE

en

en

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS
Trade Accounts Welcome

en

Education Orders Welcome

SUMMER MADNESS SALE

'TODAYS
WAV

WHAT'S
GOING ON
OUTTHERE?

[WW

VIEWTEL lets you see
at a glance what's
happening - as it

^^^QjfiBB

happens -in the world
of finance, current

affairs, sport and
leisure.

STEAL MICHAEL
FISH'S THUNDER!
WEATHERLINK lets

you display satellite
weather maps of the
U.K. and Europe on
your own monitor.
7/ /

MicroLink is your
vital link with other
users the world

over. Exchange
news and views
via a Bulletin Board

*•-

'SAY IT'WITH
FLORAUNK
Make someone's day
extra .special with
flowers and your
message delivered
direct via MicroLink's

FLORALINK facility.

or pit your wits

against fellow
players of
MicroLink's

challenging
multi-user games, including
BLOODSTONE and
FEDERATION II.

WE'VE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNTALLBRITAIN'S
BIGGEST BUSINESSES
The facts about 2.1m U.K.

companies and full audited accounts
for companies with £lm+ turnover
via JORDAN INFORMATION

HOT NEWS FROM
MICROUNK
Instant access to

early edition
newspapers plus
many U.K and U.S
magazines,
journals and
research reports
through PROFILE

HOWS BUSINESS

FOR 280,000 TOP U.K.
COMPANIES?
INFOCHECK gives you the current
status and credit recommendations

on over 280,000 leading companies
in Britain.

mkroliDk
THE BUSINESS BRAIN
THAT'S YOUNG
AT HEART
With a PC/Terminal,
modem and

communications

software, you can use
MICROLINK to access

business information

worldwide, communicate

on a global scale, even
organise your social
calendar and much,

INFORMATION.

WHAT'S THE QUICKEST
WAY TO JFK?
Key into the OFFICIAL AIRLINE
GUIDES (OAG) for full flight.fare
and seat availability details of
100's of airlines.

YOU'VEGOT FRIENDS IN
THE TRADE' ALL OVER
THE WORLD
BUSINESSLINK is MicroLink's

bulletin Ixxtrd where yoti can pose
problems, queries and requests to

iike-minded professionals
throughout the world.

And these are just afeiv of over
1200 varied business databases

available through MICROUNK
covering MarketInformation and
Research Reports to Technical.
Medical and Scientific Data.

BE ABLE TO ACCESS ALL THIS
FROM JUST £7.00 A MONTH
MICROUNK TURNS ANY
PERSONAL COMPUTER
INTO A COMPLETE
CENTRE

find out more.

would like to know more about MicroLink, Please send me the complete

~l

MicroLink Information Pack.
LIST FC9

Addrc

_

MicroLink's total
communications

package which

little as£7.00 a month.

Mail the coupon below to

Name

COMMUNICATIONS
Make the most of your
computer with

n

much more. Allfrom as

Postcode

•;

includes Electronic

Mail, Fax,Telex,
Telemessages,
Telegrams and RadioPaging.

microLiDk

lJhe_WalLink_

Tel No

MICROLINK, 4 MOONS PARK.
BURNT MEADOW ROAD, REDDITCH.
WORCESTER^IIRE B98 9PA.

TEL: 0527 69459 (Sales& Marketing)
FAX 0527 63084

*
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SCAN-TILY
Previously the size of a small motor car, the
A4 scanner is at last becoming manageable.
John

Butters

(a

man

who

understands

'diminuitive') compares the latest offerings...

ave you ever sat staring at a newlywritten letter just knowing it needed
'something else' in order to liven it
up? Fine if it's a letter to your bank
manager - any missive to that fiend should
look like a notification of fatal injury, but jolly
notes to friends and so on should be just that,
jolly! Reams of black and white text do not a
jolly missive make. And where would that
DTP-produced fanzine be without the abso
lutely necessary illustrations to liven up its
pages. Sure, you can use existing clip art
from public domain libraries, but have you
seen the average clip art library?
The answer is simple, you need a scanner!
With a scanner, printed matter can be taken
from the pages of magazines, newspapers

H

and the like and reproduced on the ST's
screen very easily. You can scan pho
tographs, line art, cartoons, your desk or the
dog's tongue - anything in fact, that can be
got under the scanning window of the scan
ner. And once you've captured a picture, sur
face detail and so on, the way is clear to port

it into a paint package, stretch, change its
colour, anything.
For ST owners, there two types of scanner,

the flat-bed device which looks very much
like a small fax machine and the hand-held
scanner. The flat-bed scanner is the more

Atari ST User
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sophisticated of the two (and consequently
produces better scans) but costs much more

than the hand-held variety. Hand scanners
should not be disregarded though, for most
non-professional users they'll do the job.
The hand-held scanner is - not surprisingly
- used in the hand and the image is grabbed
by the computer by running the scanner over
the image to be scanned. The main restric
tion with such a model is that the width of the
scan is restricted to the width of the scanner

(typically around 10cm).
The desktop-based flat-bed models have
images inserted into them. The scanner car
ries a page automatically so you end up with
a neater image.
The scanner's resolution (ie the depth of
detail it can reproduce) is measured in dots
per inch - dpi and the scanners in this review
offer a dpi value of up to 400.
Three new scanners have just emerged
from Pandaal Marketing, (Kempston Data as
most people know it). There's a flat-bed
model, a hand-held and one which is a com

bination of the two. Until the end of Septem
ber Pandaal is offering the scanners at a dis
counted mail order price, usually at the VAT

exclusive price. Pandaal is also selling Elec
tric Distribution's Timeworks DTP package for
£30 when it's bought with one of the scan
ners.

Pandaal Marketing

Telephone 0234 855666

Configuration All STs

This is probably the scanner most 'USER
will

be

interested

resolution

of

in.

and is easily assimilated for the novice. You
don't need to study the manual before using

The

between

device

100

and

400dpi and scans to a width of 105mm. The
package includes the hand-held scanner, an
interface to connect it to your ST, software,

manual and power supply unit.
The interface is in the form of a cartridge
which plugs into the cartridge port on the left-

the software

however.

A

from

drop-down

black and white

page was scanned successfully before hav
ing to resort to its helpful pages.
From the menu bar, an image can be
saved at any time using the popular formats
.IMG and P13. Before a file is saved, you can
check the amount of space remaining on a
disk to see if the file will fit. This is especially
useful if you're using floppies because you
don't get many files to the pound. A nice
touch is that if there isn't enough room you
can delete unwanted files without leaving the

and three dither modes. The controls are

program.

easy to use for both left and right-handed

As well as saving files you can reload exist
ing scans for cropping and editing. The new
picture can be re-saved and used in a DTP or
paint package as normal. You don't have to
know which format the picture had originally

of

>ricei 6249.95

a

hand side of the micro (do this only when the
machine is switched off, otherwise you're like
ly to be making a trip to your local repair
shop with both your ST and cartridge.) There
are two sockets on the cartridge; one for the
scanner the other for a power supply.
You may think that it'd be difficult to wield a
hand scanner but the device is quite man
ageable, fitting snugly into the palm of the
hand. On the right there's a brightness control
and a switch to alter resolutions. On the left, a
scan button which is pressed when you've
decided to scan something. There's also a
switch to change between black and white

Black and white pages look better if they're
scanned using the black and white option.
Colour images should be scanned using one

Mitsubushi hand-held

readers

Selecting the resolution
menus before taking a scan

users.

Product; DAATAscan Professional •

offers

The boot-up screen. The software is easy to
use, everything being done from menus

the

dither

modes.

This

will

transform

colours on the original page into different
shades of grey. The DAATAscan Professional
software can be used in either high or medi
um resolutions but using high resolution pro
vides best results. The program's controlled
entirely with the mouse, helping to make its
use easy, although shortcuts are available
using key combinations.
The Pro. software is also straightforward.
The accompanying manual is manageable
(the preview copy runs to 24 pages of A5)

been saved in because the software will work
it out.

An option under File is 'Print IMG file'.
Using this, you can print the file in several
ways. Best Fit will adjust the image to fill the
page (or as much of it as possible), retaining
the shape of the picture. If you don't want the
image to be printed full-size, then you can
scale it down by entering a scale factor. By
Pixel prints the image pixel for pixel as it
appears in the original.
Before scanning you should select the size

TOP: A complete page is imported into the
computer

BELOW: Editing is easily done using the mouse

End result: Once finished the page can be
saved ready for putting into DTP

The Mitsubishi A4 scanner in its basic form as
a hand-scannr

of the page you want to scan. This is done on
a panel at the right-hand side of the screen.
The panel also displays how much memory

DAATAscan Professional -

Mitsubishi A4

Pandaal Marketing

will be used, the current resolution and vari

ous other things you
glance.

0234 855666

need to know at a

C458.85 (scanner), £113.85 (sheet
feeder)
Configuration: All STs

Best results come from the higher resolu
tion modes but this doesn't mean that the

lower resolutions are redundant, the higher
resolutions require lots of memory and occa
sionally, you may find yourself limited to
100dpi. After a resolution has been selected

you're reminded to change the setting on the
scanner to match it.

To capture an image then, you simple
select scan from the drop down and the
scanner will be ready to roll across a picture,

Unfortunately, the software and interface for
the Mitsubishi A4 weren't completed at the
time of writing, but if the device provides
everything it promises, then it should definite
ly be up there with the best of 'em.
Price-wise it lies comfortably between the

budgie or whatever, and the software is wait

ing to receive the image. Hold the scanner,

A4-width scans.

press the scan button and roll the scanner

A feature which draws added attention to

down the image slowly and carefully. An

the Mitshubishi is- that for a very modest
£113.85 you can buy an add-on sheet feeder.
This is simple to fit and will effectively turn the

computer and by choosing Image from the
menu, enables you to edit the picture. Pixels
can be changed, images cropped and if you
make
a
mistake,
all the
changes
'unchanged'.
As well as the menu at the top of the

tons for scanning and brightness. The unit is
slightly larger than the dedicated hand-held
scanner and doesn't fit the hand quite as
well. However this doesn't prove to be a prob
lem and in practice the scanner is easilymanageable, producing
excellent copies
There's also a movable paper feed which will
accept pages up to A4 size, a scan button
and light to show when the power's on. A
plastic paper rest attaches to the back of the
unit to catch the original document as it pass
es through the machine. If you want flexibility
this scanner's a must.

hand-held scanner and Canon A4 flat-bed

device. In basic form (as a hand-held), the
Mitsubishi costs £458.85 - expensive for a
hand-held scanner, although it does give full

image will appear on the ST's monitor from
the top as you roll the device. The software
realises when the image has been been com
pletely scanned and reverts back to the nor
mal display.
The image of the budgie is now inside the

A cheap sheet feeder easily connects to the
scanner to give a flatbed model

hand

scanner

into

a

flat-bed

scanner

-

impressive stuff! For a total cost of £572.70
you have a hand and flat-bed scanner in one
go. Software will be almost identical to that
accompanying the Mitsubishi hand-held and

the device provides a series of resolutions up
to 400dpi.

The cream-coloured casing is littered with

! :
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THE BOTTOM LINI

i

Can be used as hand or flat-bed

scanner, full A4 scan width, small casing
resolutions up to 400dpi. Cheap and flexi
Easy to use software takes
ittle getting used to, even for the newc
:omer.

Features
Excellent ~
Good
Average

*

1 Ease of use |
1 Excellent ;
Good
Average

Bad

Bad

Appalling

Appalling

*

buttons. On the hand-held unit there are but

screen there's a series of icons down the lefthand side which Pandaal has called the Tool

Bar. Much of it has already appeared in the
drop-down menus but items can be selected
a little quicker. A useful addition here is the
magnifying glass which can be used when
editing pictures. The glass will magnify an
image up to 32 times.
The results from the scanner were average
but the price was definitely below average.
Put it down on your shopping list if you want
to get into illustrating your desk top published
documents on a limited budget.
•

DAATAscan Professional Canon A4

Pandaal Marketing
0234 855666
£803
All STs

This device is by far the most expensive of
the three retailing at £803, and has resolu

tions ranging from 75, 150 and 200 to 300dpi.
The case lies flat on your desk and takes up
roughly the same amount of space as a dotmatrix printer. The Canon has an interface
which is similar to the other models, but

THE BOTTOM LINE
105mm width scan,
resolu
tions between 100 and 400dpi. Every
thing you need to get started is supplied.

Ease of use
Excellent .
Good

Average
Bad

Appalling

I

THE BOTTOM LINE

and there's a movable paper guide which

Resolutions from 75dpi up to
300dpi, paper rest at back of scanner,
can also be used with IBM-compatible

handles

machines,

Paper is fed into the scanner from the front

Good feel in the hand, all
buttons in reasonable places. Software
can be used without any problems.
Features

power is fed straight into the scanner rather
than the cartridge. Again the accompanying
software is very similar to the hand-held's.

sizes

between A5 and A4. The

paper will feed its way automatically though
the device and will pop out of the back onto a
plastic paper rest.
The Canon A4 was originally built for use
with IBM-compatible PCs and that's the rea
son which is given by Pandaal why it's so
expensive. Although this has the advantage
that if you use a PC at work and an ST at
home, you'll be able to buy a PC interface

Paper feeds Its way through
automatically, excellent software.

Features

Ease of use |
Excellent ~ I

later for around £200.
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PROGRAMS GALORE!
ST COMPENDIUM II
- packed with useful assembly lan
guage listings, C programs, Fast, GFA
and ST Basic programs, several demos
and some superb public domain
.graphics demonstrations.

ONLY £9.95
BOOST YOUR MICRO'S
SOUND OUTPUT WITH
AN ST SOUNDBIASTER

..:•.:

u„n,

I'm

with these smart dust covers. Made
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RRP £54.90 1
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OUR PRICE 1
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from rugged PVC, bound with strong
cotton and sporting the distinctive Atari
ST User logo, these are the perfect way
to protect your micro.

£34.90 |

Home Accounts has been designed to
make full use of the Atari ST's features, giv
ing you the widest range of home account
ing facilities available at this price.
The program lets you set budgets and control up
to 13 separate accounts, with optional printout of
any data. Withinseconds of loading you data disk
you can check your budget or any account, and
even display or print the data in bar or pie charts.

Day by Day replaces your manual
system for diary, business organiser,
notepad, planner, reminder and so .on.

Take advantage of the ST's superb sound
capabilities by routing the output through
the Soundblaster's high quality amplifier and
speakers.

The amplifier has been designed specifi
cally for the ST and implements the latest
microchip technology to produce an earshattering five watts output. Twin volume
controls enable you to adjust the output and

DUST COVERS
Keep your ST free from dirt and dust

i

NEED SOME
EXTRA DISKS?

ONLY £3.95!

Using a system of strengthened
steel rods these handsome binders

will hold 12 issues of your favourite
magazine securely in place. Why
rummage through cupboards and
book cases for dog-eared back
issues when you
can keep them
safely together in
one place?

ONLY

£5.95!

balance to suit.

The quality 50 watt speakers consist of a
3in woofer for thumping bass output, a 2in

mid-range unit for crisp music and effects
and a tiny 1in tweeter which pumps out the
highest frequencies the ear can hear. The
package comes complete with mains adap
tor and full instructions.

No soldering or opening of the ST's case
is required - simply plug in, boot up your
favourite software and turn up the volume!

ONLY £44.99

here's always a demand for spare
sks - and at Atari ST User we haw

we will be happy to sell off at]
really exceptional price. They are all
disks that have been prepared as
monthly cover disks, but they are brand
new and have never been used, so you
can safely1 reformat
reiorma them and use them
for any purpose
rpose yo
you like. Look at
prices

DISKBOXES
These sturdy closeable boxes will pro
tect your disks from damaging dust
particles
Each one also features the Atari ST

User logo and can hold up to 50 disks.

5 FOR £7.50!
25 FOR £20!

ONLY £4.95!

STEVE DAVIS
WORLD
SNOOKER
Play Steve Davis at his own
game in the most popular

ORDER FORM
All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown. Please
allow up to 28 days for delivery

"A classic

game"
- Amiga
Computing

March 1990

£2.50*

£14.95

April 1990
"May 1990

£2.50*

9236

£3.50*

9237

"June 1990

£3.50*

9238

•July 1990
•August 1990

£3.50*

9239

MANUAL
Written by the
inal STOS manual

I

£17.00* 9483 I

ONLY
£11.95

£24.95

9484

I

II

SPECIAL PACKAGES
Breach

Things to do with Numbers

£9.95

better, this is the

ideal way to learn!

9479 I

I

£9.95

9404 I

I

£14.95

Silver

£14.95

9486

Both

£24.95

9487

I

9477 I

I

94331

I

9447 I

I

TOTAL

for Overseas add £5 towards postage
(unless otherwise specified)

9485

Send to: Database Direct,
FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port,

ST COMPENDIUM
£9.95

9471

South Wirral L65 3EB

BINDERS

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within
48 hours of receipt but delivery of certain i
terns could take up to 28 days

9478

DUST COVERS
£3.95

9117

Order at any time of the day or night
Ordets by phone: 051-357 1275

DISK BOXES
£4.95

9135

Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813
Orders by MicroLink: MAG001
General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

9416

Payment: please indicate method (/)
I Cheque/Eurocheque made to Database Direct
Access/Mastercard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

STEVE DAVIS
WORLD SNOOKER

cash customers, who need a system
for providing quick lists of Debtors

£14.95

No

Expiry date

1

histories, without the effort of keeping

STOS GAMEMAKER

a complicated Sales and Purchase
ledger system.

MANUAL

JUL

Name

Signed ...
£11.95

RRP £114.85

/

9473

and Creditors and individual account

9476 I

I

Address .

OURPRICE

£89.95

I

For Europe and Eire add £3 and

Black

small businesses with both credit and

the low-cost accounting

9438

£19.95

£34.95

£34.90

"SBA Xtra is a winner in

£89.95

PERSONAL ORGANISER

+ DAY BY DAY

What the press say:

I

£19.95

ACCOUNTS

SBA Xtra is designed for the many

9456 I

Plus post and packing £1.50

£24.99

SBAXfra

£19.95

MAVIS BEACON
TEACHES TYPING

9458

£5.95

Learn to type quickly, easily and
perfectly - the fun way!
It checks your progress lesson
by lesson, every step of the
way, through a typing course tai
lored to your individual needs.
If you feel your RRP£29.99
typing could be "OUR PRICE

I

BATTERY CHARGER

PEN TECH 2000

MAVIS
BEACON
TEACHES
TYPING

I

9443 I

£24.99

PRO PUNTER

K Spread 2

creative talents.

9442 I

SBA Xtra

£3.50* 9240 I

All sixmagazines March-Aug

The essential companion to
maximising the power of your

£7.50
£20.00

9235

'Includes cover disk* Add £3 Europe&Eire / £7 Overseas

MAKER

author of the orig

25 assorted disks

TANK ATTACK

BACK ISSUES

RRP £19.95
OUR PRICE

STOS
GAME

5 assorted disks

Valid to September 30,1990

snooker simulation the home

computer has ever seen.

ATARI ST USER
COVER DISKS

SOUNDBLASTER

stakes."
£44.99

- What Personal Computer

9482

ROMBO VIDI-ST

TO ORDER FILL
IN THE FORM
OPPOSITE

£84.99

Post code
9420

Daytime telephone number in case of queries:

••••••••••••••••••••••A

PLAY AND READ
Prof plays a new game

£24.99

9474 IZ

ST9

ST P.D. Not £3.00 each, Not £2.50 each, Not even £1.50 each
NOE

THTW

ALL PD, SINGLE OR DOUBLE SIDED ONLY 99P. ORDERS UNDER £5 ARE PLUS £1 P&P
£5 AND OVER POST FREE. ACCESS/CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER/CASH ACCEPTED
872 - KIDGRAPH. Paint program for kids. KIDMU
SIC, use mouse to select tunes. KIDPOTATO, play
with Mr Potato inc. game (Colour only).
873 - B/STAT2.01. Sophisticated graphing and sta
tistical analysis program (DS Disk).
874 - OPUS2.2. Gem based Spreadsheet and chart
ing prog. Fast, powerful & easy to use. Very profes
sional (1 meg ram & DS Drive).
875 - COMPOSER. A music creation prog, using
either Midi Interface or ST soundchip. Inc. player
prog, drum kit.
881 - UTILITIES. IBM compatible formatter - For
mats 3.5 and 5.25 disks for DOS or TOS. MEGA For

matter - Multi-purpose disk format and copy prog.
MEGAMATIC Mick West's Mono Emulator v3.0 for

Colour users. STARTGEM - Run GEM progs from
the Auto folder. SWITCHER - Splits your ST in 2,

switch between 2 progs in memory. Plus 7 other
utilities.

850 - F0NTKIT3.31, by Jeremy Hughes. Latest ver

sion of this superb FontCreation Prog. (DS Drive).
301 - DESK ACCESSORIES. Large selection of
.ACCs inc. Dir printer, Ram disks, Tinytool disk edi

tor, printerspooler, an independent .ACC loaderand

10 3.5" DISKS
MF2DD

£6.99
IF YOU WOULD LIKE A COPY OF
OUR FULL LIST OF PD JUST
DROP US A LINE OR LEAVE YOUR
DETAILS ON OUR TELEPHONE

ORDER LINE, BY RINGING:

03548 590
OR JUST SEND STAMPS TO THE
VALUE OF 90 PENCE FOR A COPY
OF DISK 835 WITH OUR FULL
LIST ON DISK

847 - FRUIT MACHINE. A good arcade fruit
machine simulation written in STOS by Richard
Glass.

833 - YOUR 2ND ATARI ST MANUAL. A 250k text

file all about your ST.
835 - 1ST WORD. Wordprocessor fully GEM based
and superb quality. Works in Mono & Colour Res.
802 - THE PLANETS. Slide show around the planets
with pics, facts and figures (DS Disk).
831 - EASYTEXT 1.2. GEM Desktop publishing, in

the WYSIWYG mode. (SS 1/2 meg version - 841 for
DS 1 meg version).
396 - MASTERPAINT. A great drawing package with
some excellent features & works in Mono & Col
Res.

883 - MX-2 v2.3. A Multi-Tasking & Multi-User
environment. Up to 7 concurrent tasks such as
compiling, printing, file transfer etc. Designed for
use with Gulam which is supplied (DS Disk).
886 - DIY DEMO. Enables you to make clever
demos - featuring a title screen and scrolling mes
sage - without any programming skills.
326 - ST ARCADERS. A bunch of arcade games
including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted House &

more.

Mousemess.

302 - DESKACCESSORIES. Includes a clock, high

307 - UTILITIES. A prog to boot double sided disks.
A disk speed checker that displays current and aver
age speeds. Also a raster sprite generator, a disk
indexing system for your disks + much more.
334 - C COMPILER. This disk comprises a boot up

prog, high format (415/830k) prog, file compressor
& decompressor + much more.

* STar DISKS *
827 - ST SHEET. This is a good quality
spreadsheet by Neil Smith that can be
used as a desk .ACC. (Colour only).

309 - ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM. A fully docu

876 - DE-LUXE FONTMASTER ST

mented progfor writing text advs with a sample adv.
called Statship Columbus.
829 - THE LABEL PRINTER. Packed with programs
for printing all kinds of labels.
830 - HOME ACCOUNTS v.1.0, by David Pullin. 3
Diff statements in mem at once & up to 100 entries

V2.0. Lay out your text and print it
with a large choice of different and
original fonts on Epson/IBM/NEC com
patible printers. Plenty of fonts or cre
ate your own (Mono & DS Disk).

per state. Reg Income/Outcome section with Auto
updating. Note pad, Alarm clock, password (COL).

879 - PALETTE MASTER. A good art

quality calculator, free ram checker, Breakout game
and a watch.

303 - UTILITIES. 68k Basic language, fastcopy

839 - NIGEL SMITH'S ST 68000 Ref Guide v2.0.

This prog is a pop up guide to Assembly Language
for the 68000 processor. It loads as an .ACC so it
can be used with other programs.
840 - FILE SELECTOR v6.0. Replacement for the
Gem file selector. Select drive, sort, print, shows
time or size in selector. VIRUS KILLER v2.01
Detects 6 different types of Virus.

package with up to 512 colours. Plenty
of features inc. airbrush, spraycan,

text, fills etc. (Colour only).

utility, ram disk & Command Line interpreter. The
compileris processor, parser and code generator all
rolled into one.

351 - HACK I. Is a Dungeons & Dragons text adven
ture with graphic maps.
354 - GAMES. Diamond Mines a multi-screen game
with a built in games editor. There's another game
called Snafu and a card game called Skat (Mono).
826 - DATABASE 1. A Gem driven database. Very
easy to use. Online help screens.
364 - COMMS. Pack-Et-Term 3,3A. Yarp a split
screen RTTY term, prog ported by WB20SZ with
.doc & .arc file packer.
363 - ST WRITER ELITE. The first version to have a

GEM option. A very professional prog with an on
398 - PICTURES. Cartoon & Space themes. 28 pics

disk tutorial.

in all with viewer for slide show.

372 - GHOSTBUSTERS. Digitised, requires 1 Meg

802 - THE PLANETS. Slide show around the planets

ram and DS drive.

834 - DOUBLE CLICK FORMAT v3.03. 9/10 sectors,

with pictures, facts and figures (DS Disk).

813 - PROGRAMMING EDITORS. Excellent value for

80/82 tracks, regular/fast format. Large number of

356 - FAST BASIC 1. Selection of progs that DO

money disk with 3 very good editors. ConTEXT V2.

other features. Well worth having.

NOT need Fast Bas to run. There is an address

Pro-Ed and P-edit. Plenty of features & documenta

393 - THEArtiST. Agreat drawing package(Mono).
888 - ANIST. Formerly the commercial art package

Database, a printer config utility and a phone call

tion.

cost calculator.

397 - DOODLE. The original mono and colour ver

AEGIS ANIMATOR which retailed at £79.95 now in

366 - COMMS. Uniterm vers. 2.0a with auto-dial &

sions. Neochrome v.06 and some mandlezoom pics.

the Public Domain. A truly professional quality ani

mation system. You can draw the initial and final
shapes andthe ST draws the ones in between. It can
use Neo or Degas background pics. Loads of Docs
& examples.

887 - SOZOBON. C A C compiler with full K & R

compiler support: Bit fields, structure assignment
and parameters, return values, enums and floating
point. Inc. front end, optimizer, assembler and link
er. Dlibs and Gemfast libs for runtime support.

Includes utils, MAKE, and a shell. Only a text editor
is needed.

phone book, x-modem, y-modem, Kermit & ASCII
protocols. VT200,102,100, 52, Tektronix 4010 and
DCM term emulation. Lots of Docs. Also Tektogem

transformer prog & Keyedit, a prog for redefining of
the keyboard keys.
347 - GAMES. A selection of space games, Spacewar and Firestorm are arcade types and Azarian is a

space stategy game (Colour).
325 - XLISP v1.7. An experimental object orientated
language. Inc masses of Docs. Transcript of the
Xllsp Al conference and plenty of examples of Lisp
programs. Full source code included.

STPD

ONLY 99p
PD INTRO PACK:

835 - Wordprocessor
831 - Desktop Pub.
396 - Art Package

827 - Spreadsheet
826 - Database
354 - Games

ALL 6 DISKS £5.50!!!

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME: Mastercard /Eurocard or Money Order, Post Giro or Transfer to Giro Account 31 944

3205 (All Intl. orders in Sterling or if in US dollars add 10% to current Exchange rate). For all International Orders add 10% P&P or
for Air Mail add 50p per disk.

Send to: COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, ASHLAW HOUSE, EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBS. PE14 9LS.Tel: 03548 590

INTIRACTWF.
I ft m J
PROSPECTIVE LIBRARIAN
Q l have owned an 1040ST for a couple
of years now and have been a sub
scriber to your excellent magazine for
the duration. I would like to offer a public
domain library service initially in my area but
hopefully expanding to a nationwide service.
Could you in your capacity of possessor of

infinite wisdom assist me in ironing out a few
details?

1. What would the legal requirements be?
2. What would be the best source of soft
ware?

3. What are the main differences between

public domain and shareware and are they
both readily available?
4. Could you recommend a good disk
label printer for the trade name?
I hope you can help with the above and put
me on the right road by answering the ques
tions and setting up the library.

legal requirement is that you do not
break copyright by making money
from
public
domain
software.
Although the author has relinquished
the right to sell his/her program, s/he
still retains copyright and if you sell
a PD program and the author discov
ers your misdemeanour, there could
be serious legal repercussions. You
can of course, make a small profit
on the disk carrying the PD pro
grams, charge for duplication costs,
your time and so on, but set these
too high and no-one will bother to
acquire your wares! The current
trend is definitely to give good value
for money which makes a pleasant
change, right?
2. There are several. Friends and

acquaintances, bulletin boards and
of course, other public domain

but few consider the hard work nec

libraries (although this latter is
frowned upon by the established
libraries. They do all the sorting and
classifying work, you just help your
self - not quite balanced). Once
established, and with regular adver
tising in the popular computer press,

essary to ensure the success of the

authors will contact you directly.

P Caswell, Gwent.

A

Many computer owners dream
of starting a public domain
service, or a bulletin board,

scheme - there's an awful lot of work

3. Public domain software is that

(and enormous responsibility) in han
dling the work and accepting money
from the great un-washed. Let it
slide for just a couple of days, and
you'll end up trapped in a quagmire
of your own making seemingly
impossible to escape.
Right, that's the horrid warnings
out of the way, now for the up-side.
Running a public domain library, bul
letin board and the like can bring
immense pleasure to millions - well,
not quite, but you get my drift? And
so on to your questions.
1. Probably the most over-riding

which the author has said can be

copied and distributed freely, provid
ing no-one attempts to make a
charge for this distribution. The soft
ware must be left un-modified and

any accompanying information files
must be passed on with the pro
gram.

Shareware evolved from public
domain in that the recipients of all
these free goodies began to make
spontaneous
contributions
to
authors of PD ("Hi, my name is Joe
Esposito and I'd just like to tell ya
that the file sorting program Blot-

Sort, has really helped me. Accept
ten bucks..."). Authors began to
realise that they could use the pub
lic domain 'networks' to obtain free

distribution for their programs. The
idea caught on and today (especially
in the States) the shareware con
cept is here to stay. In Britain unfor
tunately, users are far less likely to
hand over the clams, although there
are signs that this is beginning to
change.
You can no more make money sell
ing shareware than you can selling
public domain.

4. I believe the popular business
software house Digita International
market a decent label printer. Called
Mailshot, the program costs £24.95
and can be obtained be calling Digi
ta on 0395 270273. And of course,
you can always look in the public
domain!

SWITCHED OFF!
QYet another colour/mono query. I read
about
the
switching
on
the
monochrome detect pin in the 'USER
54 so I decided to have a go. The best place
for the switch in my case, was in the monitor
itself (nice little toggle on the side, lovely!),
so I switched pin 4 and horror of horrors, it
didn't work!

Is

the location of

the switch

important ie the monitor socket has some
sort of mechanical connection on pin 4
which operates when pulled, or am I just a
complete wazzock? I have a 1040STFM and
an SM124 monitor (with a nice shiny useless
switch in the side).
Martin Wilkinson, Yarm, Cleveland.

mf^V.

Hmm, a case of bad soldering
or wrong pin selection I think.
Pin
4
is
definitely
the

Computer cracking up? Disks doing back flips? Printer out of puff? 'USER'S very

own silicon service supremo is at your disposal. All points bulletins to Interactive
Rescue, Atari ST User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP
mm

tM

0

• ..

m.

jfftt

mm

...anything can happen in the next half hour...
Atari ST User
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01/u Benchmark
1 /,

w

DISKS AND

U /Z 1 BOX OFFER
103.5" DS/DD+ 50 Cap box
203.5" DS/DD+ 50Cap box
303.5" DS/DD+ 50Cap box
403.5" DS/DD+ 50Cap box
503.5" DS/DD+ 50Cap box

External inc. P.S.U

£15.95

100

£44.00

£27.95

200
400

100

£49.95

£92.95

600

400

....£177.95

800
1000

£364.00

inc labels

• Slim Case (metal)
• Quiet Mechanism

• 1 Year Warranty

price Eo9.yo
Internal Replacement

inc labels
Coloured B e n c h m a r k in

3.5" DS/DD Drive

Rainbow packs of 5
colours — Red, Yellow,
Blue, Green and
Orange

100 3.5" DS/DD+ 100Cap box...£55.95
DISK BOXES

£5.25
£6.50

DATA SWITCHES
AND CABLES

25

£17.95

50

£34.95

100

£63.95

200

....£117.95

400

....£223.95

Both above inc lock & dividers

inc labels

All Benchmark disks carry a lifetime
warranty ifyour data is important then buy

3.5"10 CAPACITY LIBRARY CASE
IN PACKS OF 5

Atari 3.5" 1 Meg

All disks 100% cert&guaranteed

200

20 3.5" DS/DD+ 100 Cap box ...£19.95
403.5" DS/DD+ 100 Cap box...£29.95
503.5" DS/DD+ 100 Cap box...£34.95
703.5" DS/DD+ 100 Cap box...£44.95

3.5"50 CAPACITY
3.5" 100 CAPACITY

DS/DD 135 TPI

£84.00
£160.00
£235.00
£302.00

50

£33.95

S"

DISKS DS /DD

135 TPI

25

£10.95
£18.95
£23.95
£28.95

DISK DRIVES

UNBRANDED

BenchM ARK

£4.75

rE £59.00

2way 36 pin Cent
2way 25 pin D-type
Xover 36pin Cent

£14.50
£12.50

Xover 36pin D-type

....£18.22

(NOTE: Requires small Atari
case modification)

£19.22

Alllinesswitched

EXTRA LABLES 3.5"

Atari printe cable 2 metre

£7.25

36-36 Cent M/M 2 metre

£8.25

25-25 D-type M/M 2 metre

£7.25

Benchmark brand

100 3.5" Labels

£3.50

500 3.5" Labels

£10.00

1000 3.5" Labels

£15.00

Alllines connected

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. U.K. ORDERS ONLY

DISK BOXES

Replacement Mouse for Atari
Rigid double sided Mouse Pad

£19.99
£4.50

Mouse Pocket

£2.50

Rigid Pad &Pocket together

£6.00

Cheques and Postal

24 HOURS ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Orders to:

Manor Court Supplies Ltd office9am-s.3oPmMon-Fri
Telephone: 0597 87792

ACCESSORIES ECT

2 Piece Universal Printerstand
14"Tilt& Turn Monitorstand

£6.75
£14.50

Printer &Monitor stand together

£18.25

Fax No: 0597 87416

Dept STU8, Glen Celyn House, Penybont,
Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

SOFTMACHIN
HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS/BOOKS
520ST-FM Discovery Pk..E274.99

Philips CM8833 Monitor..£254.99

520ST-E Power Pack

£354.99

1040ST-E Prof Pack

£439.99

1040ST-E Super Pack

£439.99

1040ST-E Xtra Pack

£454.99

Star LC-10
Star LC-10 colour
Star LC24-10
Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive

MEGA1 ST Prof Pack

£514.99

MEGA 2 ST Prof Pack
MEGA 4 ST Prof Pack

RING
RING

Stacy

RING

SM124 Mono Monitor

£99.99

SC1224 Colour Monitor..£224.99
MEGAFILE 30 Hard Drive£439.99

MEGAFILE 44 Hard Drive£799.99
MEGAFILE 60 Hard Drive£599.99
SLM804 Laser Printer
RING
£24.99
STM-1 Mouse

Mega 2 ST Laser Pack
MEGA 2 ST

SM124Mono Monitor
SLM804 Laser Printer
Professional Pack Software
£1599.99

£169.99
£214.99
£249.99
£74.99

Cumana 1Mb 5.25" Drive.£119.99

Supra
Supra
Supra
Supra
Supra

20Mb Hard Drive...£394.99
30Mb Hard Drive...£419.99
45Mb Hard Drive...£454.99
60Mb Hard Drive...£529.99
80Mb Hard Drive...£579.99

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
2Mb Xtra-RAM
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

£89.99
£269.99
£84.99

2Mb Xtra-RAM STE
4MB Xtra-RAM STE

£184.99
£369.99

Forget-Me-Clock II

£24.99

PC Ditto II

£212.50

PC Speed

£242.50

Hitachi Cameras, Lens....£219.99
VidiST
£84.99

Type 10 Handy Scanner...£254.99
Kempston Datascan
£224.99
Cherry A3 Tablet
£499.99
Designer Modem
£104.99

SOFTWARE

1001 Things to do with* .£12.60
Atari ST 3D Graphics Prog £18.95
Atari ST Adv Prog Guide... £10.95
Atari ST Applications Gde .£19.95
Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

Atari ST Explored
£8.95
Atari ST for Beginners
£14.95
* Graphics & Sound Prog. £14.45
* Intro to MiDiProg
£16.95
Atari ST Logo Users Gde ...£16.95
Atari ST Mach Lang 68000 £16.95
AtariST Prog Gde Computed 6.95
Atari ST Prog Gde Weber...£22.95
Atari ST Tricks &Tips
£16.95
Computes * Machine Lang£18.95
Concise ST Prog Ref Gde ..£17.50
GEM Programmers RefGde £16.95
GFA Basic Quick Prog Ref .£13.95
Game Makers Manual *

Graphic Applications *
Kids and the Atari ST

£16.95

Learning C on AtariST

£18.45

MIDI & Sound Book for "..£16.45

MEGA 4 ST

£399.99
£144.99
£224.99

SM124 Mono Monitor

Linnet 2400 Modem

£359.99

ST Artist

SLM804 Laser Printer

Mastersound

£34.99

Replay V4
Replay Professional

£64.99
£99.99

Naksha Mouse
Marconi Tracker Ball

£34.99

£1899.99

SOFTMACHINE STARTER PACK
Deluxe Mouse Mat

Quality Dust Cover
Drive Head Cleaner
10TDKMF2DD Disks

80 Capacity Lockable Disk
Box
ONLY £20*

"When purchased with any ST
computer...Offer limited to 1

starter pack per ST
purchased!

£49.99

10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
£8.99
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3.5"....£12.99
10XTDXMF2DD3.5"

£12.99

3.5" 40 Capacity Box
£5.99
3.5"80 CapacityBox
£7.99
3.5" 150 Capacity Posso....£19.99

£17.45

* Disk Drives Inside & Out £18.95
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 1 VDI..£19.95
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 2 AES..£19.95
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 3 TOS .£22.95
Your First Basic
£14.95

* Indicates Atari ST in title

68000 Assembly Lang Prog£19.95
68000 User Guide

1st Word Plus
K-Word2
Protext
WordPerfect

£57.95
£27.95
£69.95
£169.95

Word Up

£47.50

Word Writer

£37.50

£8.95

£42.50
£35.95
£62.50

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£71.95
£71.95
£71.95

£34.95

K-Data

£34.95

Prodata

£56.95

Superbase Personal
£42.50
Superbase Personal 2
£69.95
Superbase Professional...£169.95

£27.95

Language/Compilers/Etc

Fontz
G+Plus

£19.95
£29.95

Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin

£24.95
£35.95

K-Graph3

£34.95

Knife ST

£22.50

MultiDesk
PC Ditto

'.

Tempus2

Pagestream (USA)
Timeworks DTP

£27.95

K-Minstrel 2

£34.95

Pro 24
Quartet

£25.95
£64.95

£28.95

Turbo ST

£25.95

Utilities Plus

£21.95

WERCS
WERCS Plus

£22.50
£35.95

CAD/Graphics/Animation
£18.95

£57.50

Bookkeeper

Canvas

£12.95

Cartoon Design
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture
Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2

£22.50
£29.95
£37.50
£57.95
£57.95
£35.95
£20.95
£37.50

Financial Controller
Home Accounts

£15.95
£56.95
£35.95
£28.95

£35.95

£42.50

Please ring for prices/availability on any hardware/software/peripherals not listed. (Full price list on request)

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.
All prices include V.A.T. & U.K. Delivery. All prices subject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE
Dept. STU9, 36 Guernsey Road, Sunderland SR4 9RR. Telephone: 091-385 7426

£21.95

£41.50
£19.95
£34.95
£18.50

Accounts

CAD3DV1.0

GST Macro Assembler
Hisoft Basic
Hisoft C
Hisoft Forth

£274.95
£457.50
£469.95

Communications
BBSV3
Flash
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

Campus Draft

£49.95

£71.50
£22.95
£39.95
£15.95

.'£71.50

£124.95
£34.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus

£15.95

RING

£127.95

Music
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
Cubase

Architectural Design

FTLM0(Jula2

Hisoft Power Basic

£25 95

£22.50
£23 50
£15.95

£43.50
£73.50

FTLModula 2 Developer
GFABasic V3 Compiler
GFA BasicV3 Interpreter
GST C Compiler

K-Occam

£21.95
£35.95

Mailshot Plus

K-Spread
£18.50
K-Spread 2
£42.50
K-Spread 3
£62.50
K-Spread 4
£89.95
Logistix
£69.95
MiniOfficeSpreadsheet ....£18.50

Programming the 68000 ...£21.95

MasterCAD

Microbot Design
Spectrum512
VideoTitling Design

Desktop Publishing

C Breeze Editor
Craft 2

K-Resource2

Spreadsheets

Devpac2
Fast Basic (Rom)

Easy Draw2 Supercharged ....£57,95
Easy Tools
£28.95
Future Design
£15 95
Human Design
£15.95

Fleet St Publisher V3

DGBase

Teach Yourself 68000

£8.95

£92.50

Utilities

Data Manager Professional£29.95

DGCalc

£114.95

Mark Williams C
Mark Williams csd
Nevada Cobol
Personal Pascal 2

Databases

£9.95

Pro 4 Modem
Linnet Modem
Linnet 1200 Modem

Professional Pack Software

Word Processing

£11.95

Musical Applications *
£5.95
Practical Logo Atari ST
£6.95
Presenting the Atari ST
£15.95
Programming in GFA Basic..£9.95
* AppIGde to Prog in C £19.95

Mega 4 ST Laser Pack

Lattice C V5

£138.50
£229.95

£92.50
£364.95
£18.50

Michtron Payroll
£79.95
Personal Finance Manager £24.95
Small Bus Accounts Cash..£56.50
Small Bus Accounts Xtra...£79.95
Small Bus Accounts Plus.£156.50

Educational
Fun School 2 (6-/6-8/8+) ..£14.95
Spell Book 4-6
£19.95
Spell Book 7+
£19.95
S/Book Alphabet Creator
£9.95
S/Book Spell Pack 4-6
£14.95
S/Book Spell Pack 7+
£14.95
Things to do with Numbers £19.95
Things to do with Words ...£19.95

monochrome signal detect pin (have
a look in your manual for the correct
orientation) so unless you've inad
vertently connected the wrong pin,

or

performed

some

particularly

nasty soldering, all should be well.
Have a look, huh?

BLUE PRINTS?

each

month

so that a

library could be built up and any readers
with problems can refer to them when seek

ing help from the more technically minded
readers.

Jim McGilton, Kilcooley Bangor.
A

Nice try Jim, but it just won't
work. And why? Have you ever
tried

to

locate

detailed

schematic diagrams of the innards

of the ST, its disk drives, monitor
and other peripherals? And remem
ber, even if we could locate the

required drawings and find space to
publish them (they'd need to be
large to be useful), probably 98 per
cent of our readers wouldn't know a
schematic from an automatic. Noth

ing wrong with that, but think of all
the space which could be devoted to
your Silicon Service Supremo hold
ing forth - in easy to understand
terms - on a variety of topics...

KICKED INTO TOUCH
Q l currently own a six month old Atari
520ST. It is not particularly over-used
and is occupied 90 per cent of the
time with my Kick Off disks.
Unfortunately, in the 10 or 12 times I have
played with my friends in the league compe
tition, the program has crashed before all the
games can be played.
I returned the computer to the department
store I bought it from but after extensive tests
•

Raymond Donnelly, Co Down,

readers had this problem? If not, could you
advise me of my next move since I am not a
computer buff, I just enjoy games.
Tony Raffermati, Cambetly, Surrey.

Northern Ireland.

OK, Kick Off fans, what's hap
pening here? If anyone else
has suffered the same prob
lems and has managed to solve
them, write to me and I'll pass on
the guff...

HI FIDELITY...
Q l ' m an owner of a 1040ST computer
and I bought it about two years ago. I
would like to know if this computer
has a stereophonic ability and if not, what
does it take to make it have such abilities?

Ell Geller, Israel.
Unfortunately,

A

ST

does

not

the

standard

have

stereo

capabilities.
For
built-in
stereo, you must buy the latest STE
machine. However, there are a num

ber of suppliers currently advertising
in

Atari

ST

User

who

POWER DOWN
Q M y Atari 520STFM has had a faulty
power pack for six months and is
being repaired by a non-computer
specialist electronics engineer. The problem
is that the faulty component has been
chipped in the blowing of the fuse, so now I
have no indication of its serial number, I tried

borrowing my friend's computer, but found to
my horror that Atari had changed the power
pack. I had almost given up all hope of
repair when I noticed that the computer used
in your DIY Freeze Frame project ('USER 54)
had the same power pack as my own. Could
you tell me what the serial number of the

I have been using GFA Raytrace

on disk one with a name eg

for a short time and have come

test.wal

doesn't

an

animation

have

to

which

travel

in

a

3. Create second animation
on disk two also called test.wal

traced, replace disk two with
disk one. Frames four, five and
six will be saved onto the first
three frames on disk one.

(these two files must have the

10. Run your animation from

straight line. Normally, you can
only define a start and finish
point and an object travels in a
straight line from A to B (and

same name)

frames in length (it can be up to
10)

spliced together. The three
frames produced at step eight

back again if you want). But I
have found that you can fool the

5. Raytrace the first three
frames using Do Anim, save it to
disk and when prompted, call

can now be deleted.

You end up with frames one,

the file test.sal

two and three from animation

program by joining two half ani
mations together. This means
that animations for example a
Newton's
Cradle,
can
be

achieved.

The

procedure

for

doing this is as follows:

1. Two separate disks are
needed

2. Create the first animation

either Anim or Anin prog, and

4. Assume animation is six

6. Abort the raytracing
7. Replace test.wal on disk
one with test.wal from disk two
8.

Load

test.wal

serial

number

is

NUM

BER HERE. And if you've
found a repair engineer will
ing to get the Atari power pack back

on its feet (at a reasonable price),
write in with a name and share the

good news...

BIG FLOPPY!
Q l am at present looking into the pos
sibility of purchasing a 5.25 inch
external floppy drive for use with my
Atari 1040STFM. In your Interactive Rescue
column ('USER 54) you say that hard and
floppy drives designed for use with the IBM
PCs can be used on Atari STs (presumably
with modification).
Could you please tell me if it is possible to
use a 1.2Mb 5.25 inch floppy drive with my
ST, for example, the ones available for IBM
ATs, IBM PS/2s or Amstrad 2286/2386 com

puters, as all of these retail for under £100.
Keep up the good work!
N Martin, Braintree, Essex.

A

Although there is probably
isn't a physical reason why
the 1.2Mb high density 5.25

inch device can't be connected to

the ST, in practise I'm afraid it isn't
possible (for a start, the ST will only
format disks to 800K). Stick to ordi
nary 5.25 inch floppies and you'll
have no problems. Oh, and by the
way, no modifications are required
before being able to use a standard
PC 5.25 inch floppy with the ST
(apart from a change in stepping
rates

effected

with

software

utili

ties).

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE!
Q l was interested to read your reply to
the

letter from

Darren Chandler in

'USER 54 in which you state that no
training centres exist for the Atari ST.

As a member of the lecturing staff of Longlands College of Further Education in Middlesborough, I can inform you that the

STRAIGHT ANIMATION

ating

The

market

upgrades and add-ons to enable your
ST to produce stereo and these
devices are not especially expensive
(although importing them into Israel
may prove prohibitive).

••••••••••a

up with an effective way of cre

component located and identified as Q1 on

the power supply board is?

still occurs - is this common? Have other

A

Q l read with some interest the prob
lems Mark Cantrell is having with his
power supply and there must be
many Atari users out there with similar hard
ware problems, a lack of funds and no way
of getting any help, so how about publishing
the technical and schematic drawings of the
different modules

they could find no fault. I have bought new
disks (Kick Off Extra Time) but the problem

from

disk

you'll

have

six

from

animation two.

It

is

rather long winded, but does
open up more possible anima
tions.

frames and save them to disk

interest.

9. While frame fouris being

animations

one, and frames four, five and

two and raytrace the first three

two (also as test.sal)

two

I hope this

proves of

C Jubb, Edinburgh

college's open access learning support cen
tre has a fully staffed and equipped ST labo
ratory for use by members of the local
community.
We are prepared to offer training on any
aspect of the ST and welcome all enquiries

The centre is undergoing continual develop
ment and can offer the very best in the way
of resources.

Any enquiries about the centre may be
sent to me at the following address.
R A Henry Learning Support Centre, Longlands College of FurtherEducation, Douglas
Street, Middlesborough, Cleveland TS4 2JW.
A l t always the same isn't it?
Say, in print, that something
or someone doesn't exist and

you'll have queues of readers a mile
long stating the reverse is true. So.
Here goes. The Silicon Service
Supremo does not have a rich,
recently deceased relative who has
left him millions. Any takers?
Atari ST User

-fl

matting

TWO BYTE TRICKSTER!

information

and

control

codes. Put the file on a PC-formatted

Q l have just upgraded my computer
system from a 1040ST to a brand new
520STE with two megabytes of mem
ory. As soon as I brought it home, I connect
ed it to my Megafile 60 hard drive and
started working on an assignment. It was
then that I noticed a slight problem.

Leaving First Word Plus, I looked at the
subdirectory where my document should
have been. Unfortunately, the directory had
been scrambled. Oh well I thought, these

things happen. So I started on something
else only to find the same thing happened
again. This is where the panic set in.
After some further investigation, it turned
out that my new STE would sometimes forget
to write two bytes to the hard disk. So for
example, the string 'hello there' would turn
into heo there. As you can guess, this is not
very helpful, especially when it occurs when
writing a directory entry.
No, it isn't a virus but a hardware error of

indeterminate origin. Atari's service section
said they knew how to fix it. However, after
getting my computer back from Atari after
two weeks of being 'fixed', I can tell you that
they don't - the problem continued to occur.
R Kirk, Floreat Park, Australia.

Anyone got a fix for this
annoying problem? Send it in
and I'll pass it on.

TEXT TRANSFER

You'll need a host adaptor to enable
you to connect a standard PC-type
hard drive to your ST such as the
one from GE-Soft (£69, 081 365
1151). You'll also need a power sup

ply, case, some leads, a fan and of
course, the hard drive itself. The
whole caboodle should cost around

£250 (if you're extremely careful and
shop around), but building your own
is immensely satisfying, fairly simple
but surprisingly, isn't much cheaper
than buying the cheapest of the
commercially available devices.
It is possible to buy RAM chips
and solder them directly to your ST,
before the solder-less RAM upgrade
came along, a lot of ST owners did
just that. For a suitable source, have
a look through one of the current
Maplin catalogues. Maplin is a
respected
electronic
component
mail-order supplier with branches
around the country. The catalogue
costs a couple of quid, is available
from all branches of W H Smiths and

Q l own an Atari STFM and there are a

few questions I would like to ask.
Firstly, as I am a school pupil (16
years old), I would like to know if it is at all
possible to transfer text files from my ST to
the school's computers. My word processor
is Protext version 4.2 and the school comput
ers are RM Nimbus machines. These Nim

buses are PCs and they have an

disk (if you initialise the disk using
your ST, the PC won't be able to read
it), bung it in the Nimbus disk drive
and copy it, load it into your
favourite PC word processor or do
what you will - simple, right?
As for building your own hard
drive, yes, it's perfectly possible.

IBM

emulator.

I have also persuaded the Information
Technology teacher to purchase a copy of

is simply stuffed with electronic bits
'n' bobs.

PC QUANDARY
Q l purchased a 520STE last Christmas
for the kids (which I let them use
occasionally) and have been experi
encing problems with PC compatibility. The
Atari handbook says that disks formatted
with the STE are fully MSDOS compatible
and sure enough, I had no problems initially
getting a PC to read my STE files,

Protext for the Nimbus so would this be of

All went well for six months but then, noth

any help? I am sure this information would be

ing! My STE (OK, the kids' STE) is no longer

valuable to a lot of students as the RM Nim

on the same wavelength as any PC I've tried
it with. Listing files on a PC shows up as a
disk being totally blank even though there
are no files there. I've also tried formatting
disks on PCs to save my STE files but with no
luck (even though this works with an STFM.
PD formatting utilities have also been tried

bus is replacing BBCs in a lot of schools.
Secondly, I wish to enquire about ST hard
disks. Is it possible to build your own? If so,
what do you need and how much will it cost?
My third point is on the subject of RAM
upgrades. Is it possible to buy separate RAM
chips and just solder them into the comput
er? I noticed the 16 spare slots in the com
puter when I installed Freeze Frame as
shown in 'USER 53. If it is possible to do this,
where would I get the chips from and how
much would they cost?
Finally, for about a year now it has been
my ambition to start a PD library. I now feel
that I have enough disks to accomplish this.
If anyone is interested, the PD will be free,
with a small charge of say 35p to cover
postage and packing.
T Moody, Longhoughton, Alnwick.
A

Text files can
easily be
exchanged between the ST

Atari ST User

-•

1040STFM can still read the disks

from the PC).

Anyone
else
suffered
STE/PC
incompatibility? If so write in I'll
also pass your letter over to Gunter
Minnerup our emulation expert.

PROTECTION RACKET
Q l have had my 1040STF (TOS 1.00
November '85) for just over three
years now. with no major problems.
However recently while trying to use the disk
back up program provided on the Carrier
Command disk, I discovered that the drive

would not recognise any of my disks as write
protected! On all the articles concerning
disks and disk drives I have not found any
thing which explains how the write protect
mechanism works. Could you please explain
how the system works and what might go
wrong with it?
Sin Chong Lau, Blackpool, Lanes.
Actually, there's a couple of
little matchsticks and a

rub

ber band which poke through

the open window of the protect shut
ter to determine whether the disk

can be written or not...and if you'll

believe that, you'll believe anything.
In fact, the mechanism is a whole
lot more sophisticated and involves
shining a light through the hole (or
not shining as the case may be) in
the disk write protect window. It
may be that the detect mechanism
is giving a false 'reading' and fooling
the ST into believing that all disks
can

be

written.

checked

by

a

Have

the

competent

device

service

technician.

EMULATION PAINS
Q l have bought most of the magazines
specifically for the ST and consider
yours the best. I like your magazine's
style and I think that you have a particularly
technical coverage..
I have tried to run some public domain
mono emulators, but all of them bomb out.

Does anyone know of one which will work
with a 520STE, or am I missing something
important?
Graeme Dobie, Edinburgh.

but to no avail.

A friend with a 1040STE is also experienc
ing identical problems to me, so I'm wonder
ing if you or any readers have come across
the problem and better still, can offer a solu
tion. I bought the computer from Silica Shop
and they suggested a drive alignment prob
lem, but a local dealer (One Step Beyond,
Norwich ) kindly changed the drive for me
but still no difference.

I now find STE files are no longer recog
nised by PCs. I could return the machine to
Silica Shop for repair/replacement, but there
seems little point as they've told me they
don't know the answer to the problem any
Phil Barber, Dereham, Norfolk.

A

A

Neither

of

the

PD emulators

will work with the STE. The
reason

is

that

the

emulator

works by copying some code out of
the ST's operating system ROMs into
RAM, where is modifies it and
removes the bit that checks for a
monochrome monitor. The ST then

never checks that one is actually

physically

attached

and

simply

assumes that it is.

The emulator then copies the
mono screen and displays it on the
colour monitor.

Every time Atari changes the ver

way.

and PC and here's how to do

it. After writing your text (and any
word processor will do, you don't
need to use a word processor also
available for the PC), save the text
as an ASCII file that is, without for

recognising PC disks and vice versa
(particularly
when
your
friend's

And neither I'm afraid, do I.
Sounds as though some weak
component 'goes' after a peri
od of use stopping the STE from

sion

of TOS

the mono emulators

become very confused and can't find
the ROM code they must copy into
RAM, or they copy the wrong bit
because all the addresses of ther

ROM routines have changed.

PRODUCT GUIDE
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FLOPPY

DISK

DRIVES

A

MUST FOR
ALL ATARI
ST OWNERS!

SOFTWARE & BOOKS

MONITORS
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If you own an Atari ST, then you will not want to miss
the FREE Atari ST Product Guide from Silica Shop. This
48 page, full colour guide is packed with details of
peripherals, accessories, books and software for the
Atari ST range of computers. In fact, the 1990 Atari ST
Product Guide is the most comprehensive product
handbook available for Atari ST owners. Not only does
the Product Guide provide an invaluable source of in
formation to Atari ST computer users, it is available ab
solutely FREE OF CHARGE! Just complete and return
the coupon below for your FREE COPY! In addition
to ALL Atari hardware, the range of products featured
in the catalogue includes:

PERIPHERALS:
Robotics
Hard Disk Drives
MIDI/Music
Monitors
Printers

Clocks
Emulators
Modems
Mouse controllers
Scanners

Sound Digitisers Sound Samplers

Floppy Disk Drives
Graphic Tablets

EDUCATIONAL

Modulators
Plotters

Scientific Equip
Video Enhancers

ACCESSORIES:
,,

PRINTERS

Cables
Disk Boxes
Monitor Access
Printer Labels
Stands

Cleaning Kits

ST Dedicated

68000 Processor General Computing

Dust Covers
Mouse Access

Printer Paper
Upgrades

Disks
Joysticks
Power Supplies
Printer Ribbons
MUSIC

BOOKS:

t,;,. fc AWM*'! WMX0'

SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT:

:i^- •—

Arcade Games
Sport Sims

Compilations
Adventures

Advanced Sims
Board & Strategy

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
DISK

BOXES

Art & Graphics

ROBOTICS

*F>LUS MUCH

MORE!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

Accounts

CAD

Desktop Publishing
Programming

Spreadsheets

Word Processors

Utilities

MAIL ORDER:

COMPLETE &

BOOKS

Communications Databases
Education/Childs Music

RETURN

THE COUPON FOR YOUR

&

STILL MORE!

RETURN THE COUPON NOW!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am.6.00pm
No Late NightOpening
Fax No: 081-3080608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Tel: 071-580 4000
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
Late Nighl: Thursday until 8pm
Fax No: 071-323 4737
SIDCUP SHOP:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Late Night: Fridayuntil7pm
Fax No: 081-309 0017
BUSINESS/EDUCATION: 1-4The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-308 0888
Order Lines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm
Closed on Saturdays
Fax No: 081-308 0608

PToWoa sTop LtrJ^epWsTRl!§907ri-<nTTe l^ews, HaffierleyTTd, sTfjcup.Tent, lTO 4rS^
PLEASE SEND ME A FREE ST PRODUCT GUIDE

OF THE 1990 ATARI ST

48page PRODUCT GUIDE
FROM

SILICA SHOP

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

IE ATARI SPECIA JSTS

Silica are the UK's No 1 Atari Specialists. We have been
established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £10 million. With our experience and expertise, we can
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take
our word for it. Complete and return the coupon for our latest

^free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

SILICA
SHOP

Postcode:

Tel:

1 Which computer(s), do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change • please return the coupon for the latest information.

I

The page that points the finger
at the companies in the know
PRICE

DIARY

CHECK

All prices were correct at the time of going to press and as usual, include VAT. A comprehen

UK EVENTS

sive buyer's guide can be found in the pages of our sister publication, ST World.

13 to 16 September 1990
Eutopean Computer Entertainment Exhibition

OTHER HARDWARE

COMPUTERS
Atari 520STE Discovery Pack
Atari 520STFM Explorer Pack
Atari 520STE Super Pack
Atari 1040STE Super Pack
Atari 1040STE Professional Pack

Atari Mega ST 1
Atari Mega ST2
Atari Mega ST4
WordProcessing Laser Pack

Organiser: EMAP (071-404 4844)

£299
£299
£399
£499

Atari SLM804 laser printer & interface £1,299
Casio MT240 MIDI keyboard
Epson LX800 printer

£129.95
£269

£499

EuroLink Modem

£259.95

£589
£899
£7,799
£1,799

DATES

Atari Mouse

Venue: Earl's Court, London

£24.95

Linnet Modem

£142

Linnet 1200 Modem

6 to 9 December 1990

Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Database
(0625 879970)
Venue: Wembley Exhibition Centre, London

£239

Star LC10 mono printer

£263.35

Star LC10 colour printer

£297.85

OVERSEAS EVENTS
24 to 26 August 1990

MONITORS

Atari Messe

BEST BUYS

Atari SC 1224 monitor
Atari SM 124 monitor

£299
£149

This month the editorial team selects the best

Philips CM8833

£267

five buys in CAD packages:

FLOPPY DRIVES
Actionsoft 1Mb 5.25in

£134.95

Atari SF354 single sided

£99

Atari SF314 double sided
Cumana 1Mb3.5in

£749
£109

HARD DRIVES
Atari Megafile 30Mb hard disk drive £499.99
AtariMegafile 60Mb hard disk drive .£689.99
Supra 30Mb hard disk
£499.95

DynaCADD, Expressworks
£650
Aimed at the professional
Draft Plus, GFA
£149.95
Powerful CAD package
Easy Draw 2, Elect. Dist
£49.95
Technical drawing program
Master CAD, Microdeal..
£29.95
A cheap entry into the world of CAD
PC Board Designer,
Adamsoft

£195.95

Organiser: Atari Germany
(010 49 61 422090)
Venue: Dusseldorf, FRG.
4 to 8 October 1990

Comdex Europe SICOB
Organiser: Media Plus
(081-977 3474)
Venue: Paris, France
12 to 16 November 1990

Comdex Fall

Organiser: Media Plus
(081-9773474)
Venue: Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

For printed circuit board design

• Ifyour company is organising a show
relevant to the Atari ST and is not listed,
let us know so that it can be included in

the diary.

ADDRESS

BOOK
PowerComputing
Power House, 44A Stanley Street,

REPAIRS

Atari OK

Gasteiner Technologies,

Atari House, Railway Terrace,
Slough,Berkshire SL25B2.

Unit 12A, Millmead Business Centre,
Millmead Road, London N17.

Tel: 0753 33344
Fax: 0753 822914

Fax:081-884 2418

CIX

Goodman Enterprises,

Dialcom UK, Diaicom House,

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Suite 2, TheSanctuary,

16 Conrad Close,

Stratford-upon-Avon,

Oakhill Grove, Surbition,
SurreyKT66D0.

BrindleyWay, Heme!
Hempstead, Hertfordshire,

Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW.

HP39RR.
Service Tel: 0442 237777

Interactive Publishing
EuropaHouse, Adlington Park,
Adlington.Macclesfield,

Sates Tel: 0800 200700

Ladbroke Computing

Rainbird Software

PR1 20P.
Tel: 0772 203166

Tel: 081-365 1151

Bedford MK41 7RW.
Tel: 023 427 3000
Prestel

Meir Hay Estate, Longton,

Tel: 081-390 8446

Datel Electronics,
Govan Road,
Fenton Industrial Estate,
Fenton,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 2RS.

Cheshire SK104NP
Tel: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

Ampower Computer Repairs
15a Alcester Road, Studley, Warwickshire
B80 7AG.
Tel: 0527 85 3374
Avon Micro Centre

Warwickshire CV37 0AH.
Tel: 0789 292269

33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lancashire,

Unit 1, Hampton Road Industrial
Estate, Tetbury,
Gloucestershire GL8 8DA
Tel: 0665 5504326

Evesham Micros

The Old School,
Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE

Third Coast Technologies,
Unit8 BradleyHallIndEst,

Tel: 0386 446441

Tel: 0525 718181
Fax: 0525 713716

Standish, WN6 0X0.

Tel: 0386 765500

Tel: 0782 744324

HiSoft

Evesham Micros,

Unit 9, St Richard's Road,
Evesham, WR1I6XJ.

Tel: 0257 472444

SDL

Unit 10, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Sidcup Bypass, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5SS.
Tel: 081-300 3399

Frontier Software

Kuma Computers,

US Gold

PO Box 113,

12 Horseshoe Park,

Harrogate, N.Yorks,

Pangbourne,

Units2/3 Hollord Way,
Hollord. Birmingham

HG2OBE
Tel: 0423 567140

Berkshire,RG8 7JW.

B6 7AX

Tel: 0734 844335

Tel: 021 625 3388

Atari ST User

Unit 9, St Richard's Road,
Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 6XJ.

W.T.S. Electronics

Chaul End Lane, Luton,
Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ.
Tel: 0582 491949

m

Now, there's a PC-AT compatible that not only solves problems like other
AT compatibles, it also solves the one problem that its predecessors have
created ... affordability.
Silica Systems are pleased to present the new Atari ABC. The ABC is a 286 AT
compatible that runs at over 5 times the performance of the IBMXT.This is achieved
by combining the power and speed of a 16-bit 286 processor, with Atari Corp's
development experience and engineering capabilities, which use the very latest
in design technology. However, the Atari ABC's are available at 'XT prices' and
many XT owners will wonder why they paid more, but got less!
The ABC is a reliable, high performance computer, built to exceptionally rigorous
standards. It is well designed, to a state of the art specification, maintaining max
imum expansion capability for the future. This includes up to 4Mb of RAM and 3
AT expansion slots. Plus, unusually for a PC at this price, the ABC has the ability
to install two or three extra drives, with the cabling already inside the CPU.

WITH 30Mb HARD DISK A EGA MONITOR - £899

!- ON-SITE MAINTENANCE
FREE!- TECHNICAL SUPPORT HOTLINE
FREE!- TEST/BURN-IN BEFORE DESPATCH
FREE!- OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY

The ABC has a host of impressive features, all built-inas standard, encouraging
simple installation and ease of use. In addition, the ABC's small footprint and quiet
operating, mean that you will notice it less on your desk than other PC's. Except,
of course, when you begin to take advantage of its AT power.
At its remarkably low price point, the ABC is ideally suited for home, office and
educational use and will take full advantage of the vast range of PC compatible
software. And, with 12 months FREE on-site maintenance (8 hour response), you
can rest assured that your ABC will be fully supported.

The ABC is the latest addition to a comprehensive range of both 286 (8Mhz or
12Mhz) and 386 (16Mhz and 20Mhz) PC's, from the Business Systems Division
of Atari Corp. Atari's PC range offers an unsurpassed combination of reliability,
compatibility and expandability, with unique features like Atari's 44Mb removable

hard disk on their PC4. Return the coupon NOWfor further details of the complete
range of PC products from Atari's Business Systems Division.
To put Ihe ABC even further ahead of the competition, we have introduced a special

ABC
TURBO
AVAILABLE; JUNE 90

'Turbo' version, which includes a super fast RLL hard disk controller to increase
the data transfer rate from 150KBytes/s to 800KBytes/s, with a performance in
dex of 4.801. Plus! to provide exceptional graphics with an outstanding colour
resolution of up to 1024x768, we have included a Super VGA graphics adaptor
and a 14" VGA colour monitor (which also supports 1024x768 resolution), all
for an additional price of only £300. Check the ABC Turbo against the competi
tion, at onty £1299 (+VAT) with 30Mb hard disk, Super VGA colour graphics
capabilities, plus 12 months on-site maintenance, it offers unbeatable value.

w mm,
8Mhz 80286 16-bit CPU

Landmark Speed = 10.3Mhz, Norton SI Test = 9.0
Latest NEAT (New Enhanced AT) technology chip set
Has user selectable bus, DMA speeds & wait states
Programmable to operate at 0 or 1 wait states
640K RAM base memory (expandable)
Motherboard expandable to 4Mb RAM memory
Real time clock with battery back-up
Full 16-bit data line capability
Socket for 80287-8 numeric Co-Processor

316-bit AT expansion slots (max)
32Mb RLL hard disk - 150KBytes/s transfer - 60ms access

• SVGA COLOUR MONITOR
• SVGA GRAPHICS CARD • 512K
• 30Mb HARD DISK DRIVE

Fast disk controller - 800KBytes/s transfer - Turbo version
1.44Mb built-in 3V2" floppy disk drive

• FAST DISK CONTROLLER)

Space for two 51A" and two 3Vz" drives (max)

Parallel port built-in (25-pin Centronics)
Serial port built-in (9-pin RS-232)
Mouse controller port built-in (9-pin serial)
Super VGA video graphics controller - 512K - Turbo vers
Super VGA: 256 colours in 800x600 res - Turbo vers
EGA video graphics controller built-in
EGA: 16 colours available from a palette of 64
EGA: 256K of dedicated Video RAM built-in

MDA, CGA and Hercules graphics controller built-in
Low noise operation
Ergonomic small footprint (38cmx41cmx15cm)

Keyboard - 102 key enhanced AT (12 function keys)
Keyboard - has 2 position height adjusters

Fully OS/2 compatible (requires 4Mb RAM)
Supports Industry Standard Networks
MS-DOS 3.3 with GW BASIC 3.22
12 Months FREE on-site maintenance included

+VAT=
£1033.85

A ATARI

3V2"

NO MONITOR
+ EGA MONO
+ EGA COLOUR
TURBO

^AVAIL: JUNE 90

•

14"

•

SVGA

SVGA

•

FAST DISK CONTROLLER

MAIL ORDER:

mm A

SYSTEMS

EM WlOU I

COLOUR MONITOR

GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

3Vi" FLOPPY DRIVE
+ 30Mb HARD DRIVE

£599

£799

+VAT =

£688.85

£699
+VAT -

+VAT = £918.85

£899

£803.85

£799
+VAT =

£918.85

+VAT = £1033.85

£999
+ VAT -

£1148.85

£ 1 0 9 9 £+VAT
1 -2
99
£1493.85 ,
+VAT =

£1263.85

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX

Tel: 081-309 1111

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Tel: 071-580 4000

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:

FLOPPY DRIVE

NO HARD DRIVE

Fax No: 081-308 0608

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE (B hour response): Available Free of Charge on all ABC's.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.

Opening Hours:
SIDCUP SHOP:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

100% QUALITY CONTROL: Every ABC is tested/burnt-in before despatch.
FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales,

BUSINESS/EDUCATION: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-308 0888

£1311 TURNOVER (with 60 stuff)-' Solid and reliable with maintainedgrowth.
BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari PC requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Cash/cheque/credit card/credit - we are licensed credit brokers - details on request.

Opening Hours

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.Q0pm

No Lale NightOpening

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Order LinesOpen: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Late Nighl: Thursday until8pm
Late Nighl: Friday until 7pm

Closed on Saturdays

Fax No: 071-323 4737
Fax No: 081-3090017

Fax No: 081-306 0606

7o: Silica S~Ltd~pt~TR~03?T-4Tr^Mev^Hatherley"Rd? SidT^j, Kent DAT74dT^
PLEASE

SEND

INFI

Initials:

Surname:

Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ABC, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy
it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your ABC, when you may require additional peripherals

or software, or helpand advicewith yournew purchase. And,will the company you buyfrom contactyouwith
details of new ABC products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. Silica Systems
is a new division of Silica Shop, the UK's leading Atari specialists. This new division has been established to
provide a service to the more serious home user, as well as to business and education purchasers. Silica have
been established for over 12 years, and have an an

Postcode: .

nual turnover of £13 million. With our unrivalled ex

perience and expertise, we can now claim to meet

our customers requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. Bui don't just take our word
for it. Complete and return the coupon now, for our
latest Free literature and begin to experience the
"Silica Systems Service".

SILICA
SYSTEMS

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Company Name:

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
ESOE - Advents'

.M
)upon lor Ihe latest inlormatio

Now you can own
the toughest set
of pens in the
world -

for much

less than half price!
(Or buy two - and get them both for almost a quarter ofthe normal price)
The three pens that make up the Pentech 200
set can stand up to the roughest treatment you
can inflict on them - and still give you the best
possible writing quality. Drop one off your desk nib first. Or dunk it in a pint of beer. Or just tread
on it. Whatever you do, it will still come up smiling!
We have made a special purchase of a limited number

The three pull-top
pens in their
presentation
case consist of
One cartridge pen
One ballpoint pen

of Pentech sets and can now offer you this unique, high-

qualJty writing technology at a price never before possible.
The normal retail price is £37.85. But with this special
offer you can buy one set for just £14.95. Buy a second
as a present and we'll send you the two sets for £20!

You can buy with confidence. Each set comes with a lifetime guarantee.

One fine liner

Choose from
smart matt black
or satin chrome
metal finish

To order- please use the form on page 101

unto Shu
STITCH UP YOUR BOOM

.. .for only £24,951
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a much higher
than average chance of winning on the horses.

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by sending time
and date franked letters by Post Office mail, Pro-Punter has shown that it
can predict winners with remarkable accuracy.

Excerpts from a review

in the Racing Post:
"Pro-Punter is the best available

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any doubt about
the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.

For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over £32 off
the recommended price if you buy it from us.

... Using it over the course of a year, all the various types
of races were analysed. The results were impressive: 102
selections produced 52 top-rated winners, providing an

after-tax profit of £888.24 to a £10 level stake, withprices
ranging from odds-on to 12-1. (Giving a return on capital of
79%)

"Thecomputer advised a bet in 20 races, finding 18

But remember, this is a
limited offer, so

avoid disappointment
by placing your
order soon.

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

winners.

"With results like that, Pro-Punter deserves the praise
lavished upon it by other press reviews and satisfied
customers..."

SAVE £32.55

PLACE YOUR ORDER USING THE FORM ON PAGE 119

^

DISC BARGAINS

Send for the fvff version of selected programs from
Mori St User cover discs - and SAVE UP 10 £60
Grab graphics like never before

Fun number crunching

. . . with the Vidi ST

... with Things to Do

Digitiser

with Numbers

Rombo's Vidl-ST is a fully
featured digitiser
consisting of a plug-in

Softstuff is one of the top
software houses producing
high-quality educational

cartridge, sophisticated
picture manipulating

Things to Do with Numbers

software for the ST. And

software and a

is one of their best

comprehensive manual.

creations.

As will as grabbing single
images from TV or Video for use with art programs or DTP packages,

On the disc there are three

the Vidi can actually capture pictures and display them in real time - at
up to 25 frames a second!
This is the essential package for anyone who wishes to
make use of the full graphics potential of their ST. With a saving
of £15 off the retail price this is an offer you should not miss.

games designed to combine learning with fun in such a way that the child
using it willautomatically pick up various useful elements of mathematics without even realising it.

With Its clearlydesigned grahics and well thoughtout structure, Things I
fo Do with Numbers Is a value packed educational tool which, with a
saving of £10 is even better value for money
RRP £19.95

RRP £99.99

SAVE £15!

SAVE £10!

£84^S

K'Spread 2

Once more... unto the Breath
Breach is a game which

K-Spread 2 is an immensely
powerful and fully featured
spreadsheet with which you

demands nerves of steel and

sound tactical judgement for
you to win.

can make financial forecasts

and calculations, predict

You can select from a number

future profits and losses and

of scenarios. For example with
Breeder your task is to wipe out

examine the effects of various

parameters, like the cost of
producing a product.

an alien installation and rescue
Federated World citizens who

It is also an extremely easy and
efficient system to use with your
own accounts, a local club or in fact anything where you need to keep an

eye on your money and plan for the future.

are being used as fodder for
man-eating monsters.

Breach is one of those games you just can't put down. With its

addictive gameplay, tactical combat and facility for extra scenarios, its

And forjust £34.95 K-Spread 2 represents excellent value tor money. If
you're looking for a good value spreadsheet with premier
performance, look no further - order your copy today!

guaranteed to kep you coming back for more.
0 We're also giving awav an extra scenarios disc - absolutely free!
RRP £19.95

RRP £59.95

SAVE £25!

Our Price

SAVE £10!

TO ORDER

PLEASE USE
THE FORM ON
PAGE 119

r

Our Price

ack in the bad old days, when com
puters had precious few bytes of
RAM, dreary displays and sloooww

B

motion disk drives, command line

interfaces were all the rage. Up and down the
country, unfortunate computer operators
punched obscure control sequences into

their IBM PCs and lookalikes. Want to copy a
file from one 'folder' to another? Try this:
copy
a:\apps\wordpro\letters\bank.ltr
b:\backup\finance\ietter

ON ITS BACK
A neat little lump of inoffensive plastic to roll around

on your desk-top negating the need for obscure com
mand strings • hunky dory, right? Wrong! There are
many occasions when you simply can't use a mouse
(take a look at some of the entries to our Dicky
Desktops for examples) because there isn't enough
space on your desk. What then?
As luck would have it (or the need to generate
even more profit by developing new gadgets...),
there is an alternative. The trackball looks like a

Enter that little lot and you might just end up
with a letter to your bank manager transferred
from its folder on floppy drive a: to safe back
up storage on floppy drive b:. Moving from
folder to folder was a nightmare as you con
stantly became lost halfway. Files regularly
disappeared without trace. Verdict? A com
plete wash-out. Command lines took months
to learn properly and years to master. But
while the command line users suffered, deep
in silicon valley in California, be-lab coated
technicians worked late into the night to per

fect the first graphical environment program
which would revolutionise the small computer
industry. And the result? Apple's Macintosh.
The first 'user friendly' computer ever
made, the Mac required no knowledge on the
part of the user. Switch on, a series of little

larger version of the mouse turned upside-down.
Instead of rolling the case • and consequently the
ball • around, the case remains still and you roll the
ball with your fingers. The ball is much larger than

that of the mouse (typically, the size of a snooker
ball) and protrudes from a recess providing easy
access.

Use of the trackball is surprisingly simple and
closely resembles the mouse except in one impor
tant aspect, dragging. If you want to move windows

or files around on-screen with a mouse, you move
the pointer to a the object to be moved, click once
and while holding down the mouse, 'drag' the item
across the screen. But try performing this action
with a trackball and you'll run into finger-foolin' fun.

to move the ball,
You're already using fingers
how're ya gonna press the buttons?
The answer's simple (but rarely used): Position
the buttons below • rather than the usual above - the

ball. Using this layout, it's just about
click the buttons with the thumb while
ball with your fingers.
Trackballs are on the receiving end
renewed interest at the moment having

possible to
moving the
of a lot of
been incor

porated into the designs of several portable comput
ers and consequently, manufacturers are bringing
improved models to the market with strategically
placed operating hardware. If your silicon rodent is
a pain, check out the trackball supertest in ST
World.

MEANWHILE, UNDER THE SCALPEL...
motherboard

pictures appeared on-screen representing
disks, folders, programs, files and the like
and all you had to do to access any of them,
was to move an on-screen pointer and press

rollers
providing
x-y co-ordinates

a button.

Known as the WIMP (Windows, Icons,
Mouse and Pointers) environment, the
method of control quickly became a success.
And at the heart of this success? That silicon

sub-species known as the mouse. A square
of plastic slightly larger than a couple of
matchboxes, with a button or two on top and
a ball underneath. The mouse became the

computer icon of the late '80s.
But why a mouse? After all, there's been

plenty of other input devices over the years.
Graphics tablets and pens, light pens,
wands...the list goes on - what makes the
mouse so special?
As with anything that achieves popular
acclaim, the mouse is just so intuitive. Within
minutes of using a mouse it becomes an
extension of your own hands and fingers,

longer are you tied to simple typing,
you've developed a whole new method
Ball hole

of communication. Roll it here, roll it
there, point, select, click - the mouse
becomes you.

ENTER ATARI
And

so the Mac

became a

success, mice were universally
accepted as the latest - and
best - silicon input organism,
and the people flourished - or
did they?
Well no, as it turns out. Apple's
financially
remote
machine
remained in the hands of a tiny
minority (those who could afford it)

light detectors

and although the Mac did 'catch
on' in the States (where it was much
cheaper), the machine didn't achieve the
mass popularity or sales expected in the UK.

Mac had however, opened a little crack in the
silicon dyke through which a flood of cheaper
'imitations' would soon pour.

The mouse dissected
isn't much to see!

there

Atari ST User
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MONTHLY PAYMENTS TERMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH LOMBARD TRICITY

FINANCE ON ALL PURCHASES OVER £150 - PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS
ATARI LYNX HAND HELD

Atari 520 STFM with 1Mb Drive, Mouse,

Owners Manual, FirstBasic, Neochrome,
ST Tour, STOS,CarrierCommand, Space Harrier.
Bomb Jack. Outrun

ONLY £2^9.95
Plus FREE! Our new brilliant software starter

pack as fallows: Home Accounts Wordprocessor,
Word Count, Mail Merge, Spelicliecker. Mono
Monitor Emulator, Database, Spreadsheet, Virus

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

£159.95
£169.95
£259.95

Star LC10(UK)
Star LC10 Colour (UK)

£159.95
£209.95

Citizen HQP45
Citizen 120D

£329.95
£138.00

All Printer prices includeconnecting lead

Professional
Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

£11.95
£13.95
£6.95
£9.95

KonixSpeedking
KonixSpeedking Auto Fire
KonixNavigator Auto Fire
Crystal Red or Green

£9.95
£10.95
£11.95
£10.95

Cruiser Turbo Red/Green

£12.95

Killer, Your2nd Atari ST Manual, Eleven Great

Crystal Clear Autofire

£10.95

Games, Disk full of useful desk accessories, plus
five great programs for small children

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£8.95
£10.95

Contains al the items in the Discovery Pack above
PLUSHVinyl Computer Cover, Mouse Mat,Twin
Joystick Extension Lead, 10 Blank Disks, Joystick
ONLY £299.95

Includes our FREE starter packas listedabove

Atar SM124

...£109.95

^^^ffiWHH

•

Cumana CSA354 1Mb

ATARI 520 ST NEWII POWER PACK

..

£84.95

New Mail Centa 1Mb External 3.5"
Disk Drive ONLY £79.95

PACK A

ABACUS BOOKS

Atari 520 STE with 1 Mb DiskDrive, Mouse, 20

Game Software Pack, Business Organiser, First
Basic, Basic Guide, First Music Owners Handbook,
Atari Joystick
ONLY £369.95

Plus FREE!A superb starter pack including Wnrdprocessor,
Spreadsheet, Word Count, Spellchecker, Neochrome, Mono

ST Internals

£16.95

Gem Programmers Ref
Machine Language

£16.95
£16.95

Tricks and Tios

£16.95

Intro to Midi

£16.95

ST Basic to C

£14.95

3D Graphics Prog

£18.95

Disk Drives In/Out

£18.95

First Word Plus
Wordwriter
Home Accounts
Hisoft Basic
Power Basic

£58.95
£36.95
£18.95
£59.95
£39.95

Fast Basic (Rom)
Degas Elite

£69.95
£18.95

STOS

£20.95

STOS Compiler

£13.95

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.95
£59.95

COLOUR GAMES MACHINE
INCLUDING POWER SUPPLY AND
CALIFORNIA GAMES
ONLY £159.95
VINYL COVERS

Atari 520ST/1040ST

..£5.95
..£6.95

Philips CM8833
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
Star LC10
Star LC24/10
Citizen 120D
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

..£4.95

..£4 95
..£4.95
..£4.95

£4 95
..£4.95
..£6.95

•HZIZ3H
Borodino
Midwinter

£20.95
£20.95

Fire Brigade

£20.95

Waterloo

£17.95

Austerlitz
Frontline

£17.95
£16.95

STOS Sprites
£10.95
Mavis BeaconTyping Tutor
£22.95
Lets Make Series Greetings Cards
£8.95
Signs and Banners
£8.95
Calendars and Stationery £8.95
Art Library1 or 2 (State)
£8.95

Red Storm Rising

£16.95

Balance of Power 1990

£16.95

Fun School 2 Under 6 Years
Fun School 2 6-8 Years
Fun School 2 over 8 Years

£13.95
£13.95

£13.95

Jet.

Jigspell 5-8 Years
Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£10.95
£17.95

European Scenery Disk

£10.95

Japan Scenery Disk

£10.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years
Three Bears 5-10 Years

£17.95
£17.95

Hawiian Scenery Disk

£11.95

F29 Retaliator

£17.95

Better Spelling (8-14)
Better Maths (12-16)

£17.95
£17.95

SPECIAL OFFER
DUNGEON MASTER AND CHAOS STRIKES BACK

ONLY £22.95. HURRY LIMITED STOCKS_

Monitor

Emulator, Database, Towers of Hanoi, Virus Killer, Sensori,

PACKB
Fruit Machine Simulation
Contains all items in Pack A - Plus!!

Vinyl Computer Cover, Disk Cleaner, Lockable Disk Box
holds 80 disks, TwinJoystick Extension Lead, Ten DS
Disks, 2nd Joystick, Mouse Mat

Mouse Mat

£4.95

Twin Joystick Ext

£5.95

Mouse Bracket

£2.95

Printer Stand (2 piece)

£9.95

Atari Mouse
Contriver Mouse

£24.95
£24.95

Sony 3.5" Disks Box 10

£10.95

3M 3.5" Disks Box 10

£9.95

SPECIAL OFFER

ONLY £399.95

3.5" Double Sided, Double Density Disks
with Labels

50 for only £29.95
100 for only £49.95

Plus FREE!! Our superb starter pack as detailed
in Pack A above

Learn to Read with Professor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Professor Looksat Words (4-9)
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)
Lets Spell at Shops (4-12)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

Flight Simulator 2

£24.95
£24.95

CLEARANCE SALE

BAALLSTRYX, NEVERMIND. SUPER HANG ON,

CfrRRUPfION, FUSION, PUFFYS SAGA,
MILENIUM 2.2

ANY TITLE ONLY £6.99 EACH

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VAT and Delivery in UK. However, for orders under £10 please add a 50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day whenever possible. Cheques may require a seven day clearance period.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges

SOFTSELLERS

MAIL
ORDER

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP4 1JE

MAIL

ORDER

36A OSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL)

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL)

MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. 0473 213457

JOYSTICKS

DISC BOXES WITH DISCS

Cheetah 125

£7.99

Cheetah Starprobe

£11.99

Pro 5000 Extra Glo Green
Pro 5000 Extra Glo Red
Pro 5000 Black

£13.99
£13.99
£11.99

QS Turbo III
Euromax Racemaker

£9.99
£24.99

Konix Navigator

£11.99

PERIPHERALS
mat

£29.95

£5.95

Mouse Mat

£4.95

Joystick Extender
Dust Cover

£5.95
£4.95

£12.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 20 3.5' dsdd discs

£19.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 40 3.5" dsdd discs

£33.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 10 3.5" dsdd discs

£15.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 40 3.5" dsdd discs

£35.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 80 3.5" dsdd discs

£55.99

DISC BOXES

DISCS

Replacement mouse + mouse holder + mouse
Four Player Adaptor

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 10 3.5" dsdd discs

Qty 10 City 20 Qty50 Qty 100
3.5' dsdd
Unbranded

£7.99

£14.99

£34.99

£59.99

3.5" dsdd

Sony Branded£11.99 £22.99 £54.99

£99.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable

£5.99

3.5"

£7.99

80 Holder Lockable

5.25" 50 Holder Lockable

£4.99

5.25" 120 Holder Lockable

£6.99

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO SOFTSELLERS. POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK. OVERSEAS £1.50 per item. Sub|ect to availability and price change without

notice. Not all titles released at time of going to press. Shop prices may vary, but personal callers can claim advertised discounts on production of cut-off slip.

Atari made and sold games machines to a
world eager for space invaders, pong and
frogger machines they didn't have to feed
with florins. The company sold a million as the
expression goes, but the market for unsophis
ticated games consoles and 8-bit computers
was dying on its feet - there just had to be a
way out. There was, and it was called the
Atari ST.

Closely
modelled
on
Apple's
Mac
(although Atari may dispute the claim), the ST
really did live up to its 'Power without the
Price' advertising slogan. Big memory, the
'new' 3.5 inch big capacity floppies, a quality
monitor and wacking great screen displays to
match and a mouse-controlled WIMP environ

ment that had almost everything Mac had.

UNDER THE SKIN
And the people really did live happily ever
after. Everyone who was anyone got a mouse
and pointed and clicked with the best 'em.
So. You've mastered it's operation (and let's

face it, the process isn't difficult, right?),
what's really going on in the little grey plastic
box?

You've probably already pulled open the
ball cover on the underside (if not, why not are you dead?). Get it in your hand, turn it
over, locate the little hinged contraption with
two down-pointing arrows and pull back.
Soon, you'll have an empty mouse case, a
detached hinged lid and a ball (golly, this is
heady stuff!). Peer inside, what do you see?
Not much, right? Bit of green circuit board,
roller or two and that's about it. To really get in
amongst it, you'll have to undo the two
screws at the the top of the case. Do that,
and the mouse falls into halves. Unfortunately,
the result is a bit of an anti-climax because

you still won't see much. Here's what's hap
pening...
As you've previously seen, there's a rubber
ball pressing against two rollers on the under
side of the mouse, with just enough of the ball
protruding from the case to enable it to make
contact with the surface of your desk. The
two rollers are attached to variable resistors

deep within that bit of circuit board you
caught a glimpse of after freeing up the ball.

In this breath-takingly pretty cut-away diagram (reminiscent of all those wonderful Odham's
Children's Encyclopaedias don't you think?), the ball and light detectors can be clearly seen.
Each light detector consists of a slotted wheel and an x-y co-ordinate is determined by 'count
ing' how many slots have passed the light detector
Now two rollers and two resistors are all

that's need to give an accurate representation
of just where the mouse is on your desk. It
doesn't matter however, where the mouse is

(you can roll it around on the seat of your
pants if you like...), so why not use that
potential for monitoring the whereabouts of an
item, controlling an on-screen pointer of some
description for example? And that's just
what's happening. There's a pointer on your

screen and every movement of the mouse
ball produces an x-y co-ordinate which
moves the pointer. Push the mouse forward,
the pointer moves forward, back and the
pointer moves back.

•

••••

THE EXTRAS

With a fully-controllable pointer, you've got
the means to control the entire computer - no
more typing in obscure command strings,
simply point and shoot!

ON THE DOWNSIDE...
Versatile and intuitive, the mouse is probably
the most usable input device ever devised
but there are disadvantages.
To move the pointer you have to move the
mouse around on your desk. But what's the
average desk like? Right! Cluttered, coffee

cups, Coke cans, chewed gum and a huge
assortment of dispossessed items make find
ing space to push a mouse around exceed
ingly difficult.
As a solution several manufacturers have

devised high resolution mice. With the stan
dard Atari

mouse there seems to

be an

almost 1:1 correlation between its movement

Cast a glance at any popular computer magazine
and you'll discover a veritable Pandora's Box of junk
merchandising riding on the back of necessary hard
ware and for the mouse, there's no exception.
Remember, you dont actually need any of this junk,
although some of it certainly smooths the path of
computing.
The main mouse killer is dirt. Rolling that ball

around on your desk-top hour after fluff-laden hour
certainly clogs the innards of any mouse. Soon, the
ball will be so covered with fluff, dirt, grease and the
like, it won't move properly and will provide an inac
curate representation of its position. To cure the
problem of gunge, you can buy a dinky little pad
known as a mouse mat. These babies take the form

of a little oblong of sponge covered with a nice
'draggy' rough surface (but not so rough that it will
damage your mouse balls). The mouse stops dirt
from your desk-top finding its way into the delicate
innards of the mouse.

For those of you whose desk-tops really are a
filthy conglomeration of the ephemera of everyday
computing (scruffy desk and nowhere to stick your

mouse...) there's the mouse house. A hollow rectan
gle of plastic with a sticky pad or two on the under
side which connects to the side of your monitor.
Then whenever your desk-top is cluttered and you

want to make space by moving the mouse, insert
into the mouse house.

Many users swear by the mouse house, others
find them a cheap gimmick intended to relieve you
of even more hard-earned (and guess which camp I
fall into...), but there you are, you pays your money
and takes...etc.

And lastly, mention should be made of the furry
mouse cover - an accessory not to be forgotten
(however hard you try!). If stroking your hand over
warm, synthetic fur rather than dull grey plastic
appeals, why not buy a furry mouse cover? These
(sic) little gems are an almost lifelike representation
of a real mouse (since when did the last rodent you
saw have bright orange fur, eyes the size of florins
and a tail made of plastic? It did? Pass the meths...),
cover completely your lifeless grey device and—well
very little else actually. They're what's described as
an ahem, 'novelty item'.

and that of the on-screen pointer. This makes

getting used to controlling the pointer easy,
but you need lots of space. A high resolution
device doubles the amount of pointer move
ment to mouse movement, so that you need
only move the mouse by a small amount in
order to send it whizzing across the screen.

High resolution mice cost a little more but
do provide a large increase in efficient use of
space. If you can't afford the price of a new
mouse, or don't want to replace a perfectly
healthy Atari mouse, there is another solution.
Several clever programmers have devised
little software patches which greatly increase
the resolution - and therefore the speed - of
the Atari mouse. Most of these speed utilities
are free and in the public domain. If you want
to replace your dreary old Atari mouse then
don't! At least not until you've read the com
plete road test in our sister publication ST
World. Comprehensive buying details of all
mice on the market along with full pricing and
availability details •

Atari ST User
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NEW! GFA Basic Interpreter 3.5
NEW! GFA Basic Compiler 3.5

£49.95
£29.95

GFA Basic 3.5 now supports the extended graphic and sound features of the Atari STE
and an additional set of 16 new Matrix commands.
GFA Basic 3.5 Interpreter and Compiler is available to

GFA Data Media

existing owners of GFA Basic 3.0
Compiler at the following upgrade fees:

Box 121

Berkshire, RG111FA

I wish to pay for the items indicated by Visa/
Mastercard; please charge
to
my account. My card number is:
I

MasterCard

i M

i

it

i II

ii

I

i

i

GFA BASIC 3.5 COMPILER (ST)

29.95

GFA BASIC 3.0 S/W DEVELOPMENT BOOK + DISK

19.95

h

UK

149.95

I GFA GEM UTILTY PACKAGE
Order Date:

NEWI Available NOWI

29.95

GFA MISSION CONTROL

NEW!Available NOWI

29.95

GFA G SHELL

NEWI Available NOWI

19795^

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFERS (only available direclfrom GFA)

; Address

19.95

39.95

GFA DRAFT PLUS 3.13

J

Name (on card)

49.95

GFA RAYTRACE 2.1

Expiry Date

Signature

GFA BASIC 3.5 INTERPRETER (ST)

GFA BASIC 2.0 ADVANCED PROG. BOOK + DISK

el

V

dia

Available from (except upgrades) your Atari Dealer, and most
software stockists or in case of difficulty by mail order direct
from GFA. Credit card or cheque/postal orders payable to GFA
Data Media (UK) Ltd accepted.

Tel: (0734) 794941

i

GFA

GFA Basic 3.5 Interpreter Upgrade
£10.00
GFA Basic 3.5 Compiler Upgrade
£5.00
Please return original disks to GFA with order.

Wokingham

r

Interpreter and

GFA DRAFT STJS
GFA BASIC 2~0 INTERPRETER + COMPILER

zztn
49.95
19.95

All prices include VAT. post and packing within UK.

Postcode

1 llij Al-Altl Ol family of systems has revolutionised

I

the world of small computers. Unfortunately many of the
programming tools available for the ST have not kept pace with the
hardware. APL.68000 brings the right mix of power and
sophistication to match the ST. In fact APL.68000 is one of the few
applications that can make full use of the memoryavailable on the
ST (including the 4Mb Mega).

1 rirj Ai L programming language is widely used by many
of the world's largest corporations to solve their more ambitious
computing problems - why not use it for yours?

I

APL.68000-

ST-SPECTFIC FEATURES

THE LANGUAGE

'You have
no other
rational

• Unique array handling
language
• East program development
• Rill 15 digit accuracy
• The most powerful
language on the ST
•

•

standard ST user interface

• full access to ST graphics
•

full GEM interface

•

built-in function editor

• APLsession manager

Easier to learn than BASIC

APL.68000 costs
(inc VAT) and is supplied -V\A\A,Qr
with a comprehensive

Ot/iJiJ'uu

manual, reference card and keyboard stickers

P&P£3 (inc VAT). To order, contact:

\JMW\Jw\jVu

(srSTWorld May1987}

MicroAPL Ltd

South Bank Hechnopark
London Road

London SE16LN
071-922 8866

•••••••
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and remove the disk drive, unscrew the metal

PRESS TO FIT
Simple-fit solder-less RAM upgrades hit the market thick
and fast. Roland Waddilove opens his ST and bids welcome

shielding and take it off.
Find the memory management unit (MMU)
(a large black square chip). It may be
plugged into a socket, but could be soldered
straight onto the circuit board (surface mount
ed). Before buying the RAM board, you
should take a peek inside the ST to check
whether the MMU
mounted

is

socketed or surface

because there are two versions.

Make sure you buy the right one.

tO the latest-

The PCB plugs into the MMU or clips onto

it leaving the ribbon cable dangling free. Now
Product: 520 to 1040ST solder-less RAM

upgrade

Supplier: Third Coast Technologies
Telephone: 0257 472444
Prices £99.99

Configuration 520ST

A half meg of fast RAM seems enormous,
right? But somehow it never seems to be
enough. Perhaps you can play 99 per cent of
all arcade games on a 520ST, but try to do
something remotely serious, and the software
complains that there's not enough memory.
Admittedly, there are a few applications such

as simple word processors and trivial art
packages that can run on a 520ST, but the
vast majority of top-flight databases, DTP and
MIDI software demand that you have 1Mb of

expose the shifter chip in the large metal
case. Prise the chip out of its socket. The new
plug on the end of the ribbon cable is pushed
in its place and the shifter is then plugged

RAM or more.

into this new socket.

If you have an STE then your problems are
easily solved by plugging in SIMM RAM
cards. It's not so simple if you have one of the
older 520STs. They weren't intended to have
their memories upgraded. At one time you

In a small number of machines the shifter is

surface mounted and you'll either have to desolder it and solder in the new socket, or sol
der the ribbon cable wires onto the correct

shifter pins.

had to be an expert DIY-er and a dab hand

with a soldering iron to increase the memory
capacity of your 520ST, but manufacturers
have devised ever simpler ways of adding

THE BOTTOM LINE
Adds 512k

RAM.

Now Third Coast Technologies has brought
out what must be the simplest upgrade so far.
A tiny PCB containing four RAM chips and
socket and a ribbon cable leading to another
socket, it fits inside your computer and
increases the 520ST's memory capacity to a
full megabyte.
You have to be confident about taking the
computer apart because that's your first task.
Unplug everything and flip the ST over so you
can see its belly. Undo all the screws then flip

of

RAM to

a

520ST to increase the memory to
1Mb.

•'Ease

of use:

ructions could be

quite simple to install.

Ease of use I

Features
Excellent

Average
Bad

Appalling

it right-side up and lift off the case. Unplug

Product: HyperChart
Supplier: Atari UK
Telephone: 0753 33344
Price: £129.95

Configuration: AH STs, colour and mono

HyperChart is unique among ST software - it's
a presentation graphics package. In simple
terms, the program creates slide shows out of
a series of pictures rather like the Degas and
Neochrome slide utilities which proliferate in

CHART ATTACK!
Roland Waddilove takes the boredom out of board meetings
with Atari's lively presentation graphics package...

the public domain.

HyperChart however, is a brilliant piece of
software with a list of features as long as your
arm, placing it a world apart from primitive
PD packages.
The program enables you to take a series
of text, graphic and spreadsheet files and

manipulate them in a variety of exciting ways.
Chunk of text here, graphic block there, com
bining different parts using simple cut and
paste facilities to create a finished screen.

HyperChart: The power of
charts

This can be inserted into a series to create an

auto-rolling or interactive sequence.
Each screen has a foreground and a back
ground. The background is simply a picture
created using HyperDraw or HyperPaint, but
the foreground can be a combination of sev
eral different blocks of text and graphics.
You create a block (rubber banded box) on
screen, then load a text file and highlight a

3
3

5

ms
2
1954
1
WMWOmWM

3
2

4

bly.
HyperChart is outstanding for presenta
tions and lectures, training material and DTP
pages, it's simple to learn, rceasy to use and
is highly recommended.

section to display in the block. HyperChart
chooses an appropriate font size so that the
text fits inside, but you can stretch the block
horizontally and vertically to make the text
any size you like. HyperChart will read in from
spreadsheets, grab the data and enable you
to select which

1981
1982

HyperChart bombed when loading a library
picture for a background but apart from this
hiccough, the package performed impecca

rows and

THE BOTTOM LINE
Takes graphic, text and spread
sheet files and combines them into a

->. Bristling with useful tools.

columns of the

A

well

written tutorial

6
4

9

spreadsheet you want to display.
Data can be displayed in many different
ways including pie chart and bar charts, tab
ular form, line graph and 2D or 3D. Graphs
are automatically scaled and you can spin

3

them around the X, Y and Z axes in 3D. The

Good

4

2

size of the graphs, charts and tables is
infinitely variable because they're displayed

Average
Bad

in

Appalling

id
8

H1HM

Graphics, text and spreadsheet data com
bined into one picture

rubber

banded

boxes

that

can

be

by the hand through the
entire program • it coutdnt be simper!
Features

Ease of use

Excellent

Excellent ,

stretched to the size you require.
Atari ST User
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One BC109 transistor QB33L, One
100K resistor, One MEL 12 Opto-transistor
HQ61R, One DIL 5volt relay FX89W,
One 9-way IDC socket, Battery clips, Tiny scrap

of veroboard, Strong desire to burn your fingers

PROJECT

I f there's one thing I really hate, it's
putting my Scalextric set together and
having no one to race against. Half an
hour to think of a good track, clip all the
pieces together, get thousands of crash barri
ers and plastic hay-bales in place, then blow
me, everyone's nipped out to the shops.
What do I do, take it all apart and put it
back in the box? Not on your life, matey! I'm
clever, see? I have an ST. And what's special
about my ST? Well, it's probably the only ST in
the world that can play Scalextric. OK, so
some might say it's cheating a bit because it
doesn't drive a car around the track itself, but

it's still a darn good opponent. Plus it never
complains when it has to get up and put the
cars back on the track! I can just feel you're
bursting with excitement to ask me how it
works, and being the kind of guy I am, I'm
willing to let you into my little secret.
Instead of an opponent, I race against
myself. The ST keeps count of the number of
laps, the average time per lap, even the
scaled-down speed! And all I have to do is
set myself a time to beat, or an average
speed to improve upon.
To work all this out, all we have to do is give
the humble 'puter the power of sight. Video
cameras and frame-grabbing digitisers with
incredible artificial intelligence neural network
algorithms? Not quite, but the next closest
thing, a tiny DIY circuit with four components
and a six volt battery. Isn't real life so much
more disappointing than imagination?

Fed up with getting your Scalextric all set up
only to find no-one wants to play? It's no fun
playing

with

yourself so

this month,

Kennedy has devised an all-seeing electronic
opponent...

B ionic Eye Circuit Disgrant

DOWN AMONG THE DIODES
The circuit consists of a tiny photo-transistor
that gets really excited when it can 'see' light.
A current will only pass through when a bright
light shines on the circuit. This current is

John

6

volts

MEL 12
'-^1

)

used to control a transistor. Now transistors

are actually quite simple things at times. In
this instance we're using it as nothing more
than a switch, it's turned on by providing a
high current, and off with a low current.
When the transistor is on, a relay is activat

relay

188K

8

volts

ABOVE: The schematic diagram, included for
techies everywhere
FAR LEFT: The under-side of the circuit board,
Notice the positions of the vitally .important
holes

LEFT: The upper side. The middle leg of the
photo-transistor is not connected should not
be allowed to touch anything
BELOW: How the components are laid out on
the veroboard, plus the connections to the joy
stick socket

ed (the relay is a tiny electro-mechanical
switch). This switch is connected to the
joystick port of the ST and does nothing more
than emulate the fire button. Simple, yet bril
liant (well, I think so anyway).

JOIN THE DOTS
Once again we'll need a tiny scrap of Ver
oboard to build the project on. From the pho
tographs you can see just how small the cir
cuit is. The miracle of modern electronics,

eh? Start off by cutting the board to size and
breaking the tracks in the places marked by
Xs on the diagram.
Atari ST User

Solder the teensy-weensy DIL (dual in-line)
relay in place. Doing this step first will help
locate the rest of the components. Notice the
notch towards one end of the DIL package
and make sure you have it facing the right
way. Ifthis is your first soldering experience, it
might be worthwhile practising on another
scrap of board before starting. It would also
be a good idea to get a socket to plug the
relay into, instead of soldering it in directly.
The resistor is next. Resistors are nice little

items and don't mind which way round they
go. Transistors on the other hand, are quite
choosy. You must get the three legs in the

right places, so check the diagram carefully.
A small tag on the bottom of the metal can is
the clue. The photo-transistor can now be
soldered in place, followed by all the connec
tion wires.

A word of advice: Try to keep the cable

between the relay and the joystick port as
short as possible. If the cable is more than
about 50cm long, you may start to have prob
lems with the capacitance of the wires. It's
possible that with a really long cable, the ST
may be damaged by a build-up of charge, so
keep it short.
If you want to increase the distance

between the circuit and the ST, attach the

The circuit connects directly to the joystick

photo-transistor to a length of wire. For sim
plicity's sake, in our circuit it's connected
directly to the circuit board.

port and consequently, programming is not a
problem. Basic is the ideal language
because it's easy to understand and to add
all sorts of extensions. All the program needs

TESTING, TESTING
When connecting the six volt battery, you
should be able to hear the relay click on and

to be capable of is checking the state of the
fire button and counting very fast. Once the
car has zipped past, it can check to see how

off as you block off the light from the photo-

long before it last zipped past, and therefore

transistor. This means the project is working.
If it doesn't work, have a nice restorative (or a

calculate speeds.

cup of tea). Then try it again, shining a torch
on the photo-transistor to make sure it's get
ting the point about the light. Check to see if
the battery is flat. Check all the wiring. Have
another cup of tea.
How you interface the circuit to the Scalex
tric depends on your ingenuity. It seems to
work perfectly well just by siting the light sen
sitive component at the edge of the track,
close enough for a passing car's tire to block
out the light. For a more permanent interface,
you may want to make a small hole in the
'starting grid' piece of track and glue the
photo-transistor in place. Every time the car
drives past, it triggers the circuit. This tech
nique is necessary if you want to use two
photo-transistors - one for each lane.

AND FINALLY JOHN?
And finally, 'USER, it doesn't take a genius to
realise that this simple circuit can be put to all
sorts of weird and wonderful uses. The sim

plest extension is to add another eye, allow
ing the ST to be used as an electronic lap
counter for you and a friend.
Avoiding Scalextric for a moment, the same
electronic eye would make a perfect burglar
alarm. As soon as the intruder breaks an

invisible beam of light stretching across a
corridor, the ST sounds the alarm. If could

even 'phone the police and bleep at them if
you had a modem attached. In other words,
once the ST has acquired the gift of sight, a
whole host of possibilities swim into view.

Keep your eyes open, huh?
Atari ST User
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STWorld

Use this space to sell your unwanted Atari products
to our readers. They're all loaded!

JOIN THE TEAM!
ST World magazine needs a talented, enthusiastic and

•

knowledgeableAtari STowner with a sound writing ability
to join the team responsible for the most thorough and
informative ST magazine in existence.

If you're good enough to get the job, you'll find yourself:
• Working in a pleasant location near Macclesfield, about 10 miles
south of Manchester.

• Researching and writing reviews on a wide range of ST hardware
and software from database and DTP to sound samplers and video
digitisers.
• Attending press launches and shows, talking to software houses,
conducting interviews.

0 Helping to ensure that things keep running smoothly.
• Keeping to strict deadlines and meeting targets.

ST adventurers! The answer to all

your problems! SAE for details to:
J.R. Barnsley, 32 Merrivale Road,
Stafford, ST17 9EB.
• Atari Portfolio, serial interface,

power lead and supply cables and
software for talking to any ST. £230
ono (Mark) 021-552 3714.
• Atari 520STE Powerpack with
£250 games. Unwanted gift quick
sale £250 bargain.
• Wanted desperately. Atari 800XL
tape recorder, Must work. Telephone

£550 ono. Tel: 0277 212796.

NEC P2200 and sheetfeeder

• Colour A4 printer, excellent quality,

£200, Silver Reed EX32 daisywheel
typewriter (Centronics Interface) with
1st Word driver £150. Kneeling 081553 4348 (llford).

suitable for Atari ST, £100. Tel: 0604

useful, although not essential. Salary depends entirely upon
experience and ability. If you're interested you should waste no time
in writing to:

Macclesfield. SK10 4NP

Don't forget to send along your CV together with some samples of your
ownwritten work (ifyoudon't have anything already onpaper, then write a
review based onsome ofyour own STsoftware).

Wanted. Modem with V22/V23

capability and other "simple" modems

For sale: Fast Basic £20, STOS

considered. Phone Steven 0383

822930 after 6pm.
• Atari 520STFM, 1 meg, 2SDD,
over £600 worth of games, PD
demos, word processor, worth over

Phone

Shaun

0532

332074

(afternoons).
• Yamaha PS5680 MIDI keyboard,
£135. Cheetah Mk5ll Master MIDI

keyboard, £135. Both £240. Star
LC10 mono printer, 4 months old,
£120 ono. Tel: 0226 200273 after

The Editor in Chief, ST World magazine, Interactive
Publishing, Europa House, Adlington Park, Adlington,

407607, Paul, evenings.
•

Basic £13, perfect condition. Tel: 061 • PC Speed PC Emulator. £150.00.

Previous journalistic or magazine production experience would be

1Mb RAM, 1Mb external drive, Philips
CM8852 high-res colour monitor,
games, discs, manuals, joysticks,

0661 22487.

620 4053.

all aspects of the ST, except games.

£199. Tel: 081-542 0505.

• Atari 520STFM 1 Mb internal drive,

•

•

• Playing games after office hours: remember that ST World covers

£1 per item. NEC P2200 printer,
buyer collects, £100. Tel: 0905
830597 (Worcester).
• Star LC24-10 24pin multifont
printer, guaranteed September.
PC/ST/Amiga lead, 2,000 sheets
Microperf and 500 Multirule listing
11in x 9.5in paper plus spare ribbons,

9pm.
• Atari 520STFM, Philips CM8833
colour monitor, Star NL10 printer,
external 1Mb disk drive plus over
£1,000 of original software plus other
goodies, £700 ono. 0933 227532.
• Atari SMM804 printer, lead and
new ribbon, £80. Tel: Cardiff 0222
628829.

• Atari ST SC1224 colour monitor,
boxed, not used, £20 plus many
games. Tel: 061-980 1219.
• Boxed Atari 1027 letter quality
printer, excellent condition, serious
offers to Vaughan, Ipswich (0473)
680292.

• Games: Capt Blood,

Driller,

Ballistix, Falcon and Virus. Atari STL)

£900 total, will sell for £299. Tel: 0954

30382 (reason for sale).
• Atari 1040STFM plus Superpack,
Protext, Quantum, Paint, games,
utilities, demos, Naksha mouse,

joysticks, worth £900, sell for £640.
Tel: Cheltenham 0242 571238.

• Atari 520ST, six months old, £150.
Saisho monitor, six months old, £150.

Games, Populous, Zany Golf and
others, £10 each. Tel: Abingdon
524535.

• Passport Mastertracks Junior. Atari
MIDI program. 64 tracks! Powerful
and friendly! Original disk and
manual, absolute bargain, £45. 0928
563458.

• Mega 4 + Megafile, 60 + SLM804
laser printer, Calamus v1.09.7, Font
Editor, Fleet St Publisher, Timeworks,
VIP Professional, excellent condition.
Tel: Mark 021 -449 3351, £2,200 ono.
• Atari ST, 20Mb external hard disk.

vol 2 no 2 to date (complete), ST

System £220 ono. Tel: 071 -272 1254.

World issue 35 to date. Aladdin 3.0

•

(Mac emulator) as new, ST Fast
Chip. Offers, 0273 410895.
• RAM chips 41256 for Atari ST,
memory upgrades, £2 each. Tel 0734
313791 evenings.

many other games, joystick, diskbox,
MIDI leads, Mastersound, £250
ovno. Call Lee on 0737 814163, also
for sale, printer and keyboard.

•

Metacomco

Pascal,

£25,

Timeworks DTP, £25, Word Up, £10.
Wercs+, £10. FSP1.1, £25. Postage

Atari 520ST with Power Pack and

• Wanted: any non-working ST. For
sale: WS3000 modem (professional),
£185, 20 meg hard drive, very little
use, £325. 0495 272092.

Ads will be accepted under the following conditions:
•

THE THREE BEARS (5 -10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.
Superbly reviewed educational
adventure. Develops reading and
imagination.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)

JUNIOR TYPIST (4 -10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA. Keyboard trainer
which helps spelling.

Highly rated primary maths
programs. Selection of games.

words you include. If there is insufficient room
on the form, continue on a separate sheet of

•

•

yourad

There is no maximum to the number of

paper.

• The cost is 20p per word, with a minimum of
10 words.

We GUARANTEE to accept your money for

PLEASE PRINT THIS AD IN THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE

IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

Addand Subtract

This service is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of

humans. No elephant ads will be allowed.
• To avoid encouraging software piracy,all ads
willbe carefullyvetted before they are accepted.
• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a
ten pound note}

THE BEST IN EDUCATION
HOW TO ORDER

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA. The best

primary programs I have yet seen."
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

Cheque enclosed for £_

(minimum £2 for 10 words)

payable to Interactive Publications Ltd.
BETTER SPELLING (8-18)

IBM 5V<or 3'/2, ST & STE, AMIGA £22.95

IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)

BBC, CBM (D). Highlyacclaimed

FREE CATALOGUE

tutor. Received excellent reviews.

ORDER DIRECT TO:

Challenging.

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM (D). Very comprehensive

coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent

£16.95

School Software Ltd.,
Tait Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-45399.
Fax Orders: 010 353-61 -44315.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.):
010 353-61-45399.
Others Tel: 010 353-61 -45399.

Name
Address

Daytime telephone number

POST TO: Atari ST User Classifieds, Europa House,
Adlingtbn Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

And now, prepare yourselffor a publishing first,

ASPECTS
OF THE
ATARI ST

as Atari ST User brings to you five special pages

devoted to your very own favourite ST subjects.

There's something for everyone — every month.

PAGE 123

MIDI AND MUSIC

Commence the drum - roll for Ian Waugh and his amazing
drum - sampling machine.

PAGE 125

COMMUNICATIONS

There's more to the bulletin board system than downloading,
let Dave Stewart show you around the world ofBBS's.

PAGE 127

EMULATION

Look into the transfer market and enhance your ST. How?
Gunter minnerup will show you how.
mmmmjm

•:j:'X:;A,..,.s

Lace up your boots and set off to find the missing statue of
Themorphe... your guide is none other than the Faun.

The secret of running text around the images, what you
always wanted to know, but only with Charles Michael
Atari ST User

UJeSETUE of Hampshire
StarLCIO

HAL COMPUTING
"The Five Star PD Service"

Mono
£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)
Colour
-'.•^•'.•y.-y.•.-.:•:•:

(with Cable & Paper)

Colour ribbon 6.90 inc.

Panasonic KXP1081

Star LC2410

with cable & paper

(24 pin) with cable & paper

£142.00 (£123.48 +VAT)

£225.00 (£195.65 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1180

StarXB2410
with cable and paper

£455.00 (£395.65 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP1124

Citizen 120D+

(24 Pin) with cable & paper

with cable and paper

£245.00 (£213.04 +VAT)

£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

Printers

Philips CM8833

Citizen 180E

£149.00

£305.00
£149.00
£227.00

£325.00

LOW ST PRICES

Cumana CSA.354

InciVAT
520 STFM Discovery Pack ..£259.00
520 STE Explorer Pack
£325.00

The Five Star Service includes:

GUARANTEED same day service; YOUR
CHOICE double sided discs; help + advice;
Reasonable prices and much more!

External 1M Drive

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

£359.00
£435.00
£579.00
£429.00

internal 1m ST drive

520 STFM Super Pack

£288.00

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

520 STFM Power Pack

£298.00

1M Drive

HAL COMPUTING
Dept DM1,15 Regent Terrace, Leeds LS6 1NP
Tel: (0532) 435805 10.00am-5.00pm

Printer/Monitor Ass.

ST SIMMS
Inc. VAT
£49.00
£99.00
£149.00

£299.00

Accessories

Inc. VAT
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand
£15.95
Star LC10 Sheet Feeder
£59.00
Star LC2410 Sheet Feeder ....£59.00
Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder ....£69.00
SLM804 Drum Unit
£169.00
SLM804 Toner Pack
£39.00

Copy HolderAngle Poise

£17.95

Mono/Colour Switch box

£22.00

Inc. VAT

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

£4.60
£5.75

ST Dust Covers

£4.60

ST to ST Serial lead

£10.95

Atari SMM804 Black

£7.80

Amstrad Original DMP3000

£5.75

£9.95

Citizen 120D Black

£4.60

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50

ST Printer lead

£6.90

Mouse Pocket

£2.95

Epson LX800 & FX800 etc
Epson LQ-800/500 Black
Epson LX-80/86 Black
HP DeskJet Ink Cartridge

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Juki 6100 Multi-strike

£2.50

£49.00

Juki 6100 Single-strike

£1.50

£25.00

Panasonic KXP1124 black
£9.95
Panasonic KX-P1080/81 etc. ...£4.30
Star LC-10 Colour
£6.90
Star LC-10 Black
£4.60
Star LC-2410 Black
£5.75
Star NB-15/NB24-15 Black
£9.00
Star NL/NR/ND-10 Black
£5.52
Star NX/ND/NR-15 Black
£9.00
Taxan & Canon Black
£3.70

£10.95

Atari Trackerball

Atari Mouse

£4.99 to £13.95

Software etc.
Inc. VAT
£4.60

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

1st Word Plus
Xenon2
P.C. Ditto

£55.00
£19.50
£62.00

Superbase Personal
£29.00
Personal Finance Manager....£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Fun School 2 (all versions) ....£15.50
Hard Driving
£15.95
Chase HQ

£14.50

Flexidump LC10 Colour

£28.00

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

40 capacity £5.99 with 40 disks

£22.99

50 capacity £6.49 with 50 disks
80 capacity £6.99 with 80 disks
100 capacity £8.99 with 100 disks

£27.60
£41.99
£51.99

150 stackable £23.99 with 150 disks
94 stackable £11.99 with 94 disks

£92.99
£49.99

3.5" DS/DD Guaranteed
Error Free Disks
10
£5.99
20
£10.99
30
£15.99
40
£18.99
50
£24.99
100
£36.99

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD
50 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD

£6.50
£30.25

100 3.5" 135tpiDS/DD

£59.70

50 Disk box hinge and lock
£5.95
100 Disk box hinge and lock ....£6.95

Phone for our 36 page catalogue

ST/U Dept

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

3.5" Lockable Storage Boxes with or
without 3.5" DS/DD Guaranteed Error Free
Disks with Colour Labels

£2.65
£4.98
£2.45
£13.80

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
We are closed Saturday afternoons.
Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

lUeServe

081-653 9094

Inc. VAT
£5.95

ST RGB Monitor lead

STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead

SOFT EXCHANGE

Printer Ribbons

ST Mono Monitor lead

Source Book & Tutorial

Printed catalogue still available
Send SAE or phone

with ST cable

520 STE + 1M Ram
520 STE + 2M Ram
520 STE + 4M Ram
1040 STE

Full range of Joysticks

To receive your free disc catalogue send
either a blank disc + SAE or Cheque/PO

Atari SM124
£99.00 (£86.07 + VAT)

Ram
Ram
Ram
Ram

use, easy to read

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

Swift 24 Colour option
£36.00
XB24-10 Colour upgrade
£37.95
Printer prices inc. cable & paper

upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade

• Disc magazine format, easy to

for £1.00
Inc. VAT

Citizen Swift 24 (24 pin)
Epson LX400
Epson LQ400(24pin)

0.5 Simms
1M Simms
2M Simms
4M Simms

ON DISC
• Includes free sample programs

with cable & paper

£152.00 (£132.17+VAT)

Epson LQ550 (24 pin)

FREE CATALOGUE

#£199.00 (173.04 + VAT)

Black ribbon 4.60 inc:~'~—v

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

200
500

£75.99
£171.99

1000

£331.99

3.5" TDK DS/DD
Disks
10

£10.99

20

£18.99

30

£26.99

40

£35.99

50

£42.99

100

£82.99

BUY 2 GAMES TAKE £1 OF TOTAL ORDER VALUE
BUY 3 GAMES TAKE £2 OF TOTAL ORDER VALUE
Strike F. Harrier
Killdozer
Elemental
Phantasm

E9.99
£9.99
£6.99
£7.99

Con. in Europe
Hyperdome
Sundog

£7.99
£8.99
£7.99

SDI

£7.99

Catch 23

Legend

£8.99

£10.99

•

£4.99 e a c h •

Hollywood Poker - Captain Blood - Prohibition- Macdam
-Joe Blade 2- Outlaw- Warlocks Quest- Eagles Nest
- War Machine - Las Vegas - Karting Grand Prix - Thai
Boxing- Jump Jet- Ice Hockey - Plutos- Mousetrap Frostbyte - Seconds Out - Time Blaster - Liberator Artificial Dreams - Turbo ST - Checkmate -

Karate St -

Space Station - War Zone - Fire Blaster - Protector Addictaball- Eye- Football Manager- Hot Shot

Toavoid disappointment please always include alternative choice of game.
Allour prices include VAT and postage. Send Cheque/PO to:
SOFT EXCHANGE, Atari User 1,101 Clifton Road, London SE25 6QA

MIDI AND MUSIC EDITED BY IAN WAUGH
Vo/ce conversion
and STE

JUKE BOX
JARGON
Sampling Rate: Samplers
look at the Incoming audio

can measure at speeds ranging from 4 to 48kHz and the

signal at regular intervals in
order to build up a digital
picture. The speed of mea-

more samples taken in a
given period of time, the better the quality. CDs are

surement is known as the

recorded with a sample rate

sampling rate. ST samplers

of 44.1kHz.

Desk File Frequency Output Display
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incompatibility,
Maestro Waugh
takes thefloor
once again...

Hybrid
tributors
software
America)

Arts UK, the UK dis
of Hybrid Arts music
(which originates in
is to cease trading. A

new distributor is being sought.

If you're one of the fortunate
musicians with a new Yamaha

SY77 synth and have a pile of
DX7 voices lying around gather
ing dust, you could be interested

Daton Music Services which pro

in a DX7-to-SY77 voice conver

duces music on disk in Midi for

sion program from German com
pany Geerdes. It costs £39 and
is being distributed in the UK by
Newtronic (Tel: 081 659 0744). It

mat has changed its name to
Hands On Midi Software (Tel:
0705 452628) and has added
several new titles to its range.
Audio Visual Research (Tel:
0582 457348), developer of ST
Replay, has announced a new
mega sampler for the ST. Bear
ing the snappy name of the AVR

O

includes 1000 DX sounds.

Also from Newtronic and by
Geerdes, is a new budgetpriced sequencer. 1st Track is
simple to use, has 24 tracks and
comes complete with song files

Pro-Series 12, the device fea

on disk.

tures 12-bit sampling and the
ability to read ADAP 16-bit sam
pler files. The package includes
Drumbeat, a MIDI-compatible
sampling drum machine pro
gram. There's also MIDIPlay,
which lets you play up to 128
samples (memory permitting!)
from your MIDI keyboard with up
to four-note polyphony.

Music DTP, the desktop music
publishing program from Take
Control (Tel: 021 706 6085), is
being updated to support MIDI.
The

new version features

time MIDI input,

real

play-back of

scores and can import MIDI files.
The program also supports

graphic files in bit image (.IMG)
and metafile (.GEM) format.

The main edit page in Replay Professional showing sample data
in the window at the top of the screen

dB

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM

HHHLVSER

AHALYSER

dB

30

30

BUDGET SAMPLERS
Craig Hodges of Leigh-on-Sea wants to know about low-cost sam
plers. The cheapest sampler is free - that's right! It's a demo copy of
ST Replay 4 in the public domain. The program's available from Softville on disk MUS34. Check out disks MUS18 and MUS38 which

|0<>O h^w) NQ ('D>5T-.. PROGRrl|rTUI.I.-|rUIPEi <X> Of
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^ Fn«nzfc
S

X^
ECHO

REVB

HALL

K3
ROOM

nrip

SPECIRLS

pack

IN

OUT

EXIT
SOFT

FILT

STOS Maestro is reasonably priced, easy-to-use and has many
tools for editing and modifying the sample data

contain lots of sampled sounds and MUS19 which contains sampled
pieces of music.
While the software will enable you to load, manipulate and play
the samples, to make your own, you'll need some hardware. Each of
the following samplers come with their own hardware and software.
Cheapest is Master Sound (£29.95), followed by STOS Maestro
Plus (£59.95). Then there's Replay (£69.95) and Replay Professional
(£114.95) - remember you get what you pay for.
If you want to incorporate samples in STOS programs, then STOS
Maestro is the one to look for. Otherwise buy what your budget will
stretch to. If you get hooked, Softville disk MUS47 contains a con
verter program to convert samples between the various formats.
Most sampler software will read in any file from disk and display it

in digital form. Programs and text files probably look - and sound Master Sound's claim to fame is that it's the cheapest sampler on
the market

like garbage, but try a few anyway.
Look at the files on games disks and see if you can spot any sam
ples. You should be able to load those into sampler software and
play them back too.
Softville is at Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville,
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Hants, P07 7XN. Tel: 0705 266509. Cheapest disk can be had for a
couple of clams depending upon the number bought. Contact Soft
ville for details and a PD catalogue.

STE BLUES
L. Cowieson of Dunoon is thinking about buying an STE for music,
but is a little worried about incompatibility problems. However, most
of these are associated with games. Sometimes programmers are
tempted to take a few short-cuts or adopt 'illegal' or 'dirty' program
ming methods in order to get more performance out of a machine.
This is fine until Atari changes the hardware or software as with the
STE, then the programs won't work.
Most of the major music software programs run on an STE with
perhaps only the odd hiccough or two. Programs updated regularly the major ones - should have had any problems with compatibility
sorted out in the latest release.

Atari ST User

O

Software Express Computer Systems Ltd.,

SOFTWARE
EXPRESS

212-213 Broad Street,

Birmingham, B15 1AY
Telephone: 021-643 9100

ATARI

Fax: 021-643 8358

THE CHAOS EDITOR ST
Bashing your head characters against a dungeon wall?
At last, the answer to all those frustrating late nights!
The CHAOS Editor
from Softex

Create shortcuts, new passages etc.
Open doors without keys!
Remove secret doors!

Print out maps of all ten levels!
Also

includes

the

"PATH

OF

CHAOS' DOOM" with the "List

of Spells", Character Attribute
Chart, hints and tips and a full set
of maps.
The
Ultimate
Cheat Routine
for
"Chaos Strikes Back"

Available NOW!
(Disk & Book
P&P £1.00)

£14.95

Software Express is also at 9 Exeter Street, The Viaduct, Plymouth, PL4 OAQ

Telephone/Fax: 0752-265276

NEW!! Store at 71, Far Gosford Street COVENTRY

JW TOP DOG *^r
THE PROGRAM THE BOOKIES WANT TO BAN!!

FREE BLANK DISK WITH EVERY GAME Q
ATARI ST

Anarchy

RRP

OUR

19.99

13.10
13.10
16.10
13.10
16.10
10.25
16.10
13.10
16.10

Astro Marine Corps

19.95

Back to the'Fulure 2

24.99

Batman-The Movie

19.99

Battle Master
Bomber Mission Disk

24.99
14.99

Breach 2

24.99

Chase HO

19.99

Coloraoo
Combo Racer

24.99
24.99

Conqueror
Cyberball

24.99

Damocles

19.99

16.10
16.10
13.10

Flimbo's Ouesl
Flood
Ghosts n' Goblins

24.99
24.99
19.99

HarleyDaviOson

29.99

Herewith Ihe Clues
Hero's Ocest

24.95
34.99

29.99
19.99

16.10

The Lost Patrol

24.99

16.10

22.50
19.35

Heroes

29.99

24.99 16.10

Italy1990

24.99

13.10
19.35
16.10
13.10
16.10
16.10
13.10
16.10
16.10
13.10
19.75
23.95
13.10
13.10
19.35
13.10
16.10
16.10
16.10
13.10
16.10
13.10

Sim City (DS only)
Sly Spy

13.10
13.10
19.35
16.10
13.10
16.10

Imperium

International 3D Tennis .24.99

19.99
29.99

16.10
13.10
19.35

19.35

24.99

Matrix Marauders
Midwinter

24.99

19.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
29.99
34.99
19.99
19.99

16.10

Fire & Brimstone

13.10

24.99

Lite and Death

Rainbow Islands
Resolution 101
Rorke's Drill
Rotox
S.E.U.C.K
Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

24.99

24.99
19.99

19.95

Last Ninja2

24.99

29.99

F29 Retalialor
Falcon Mission Disk 2

29.99

Manchester United

19.95
24.99
24.99

19.99

29.99

Magnum4

OUR
13.10
16.10
13.10
13.10
16.10
16.10
19.75

Pipe Mania

Drivrn' Force

F19Stealth Fighter

RRP
19.99
24.99
19.99
19.99

Player Manager
Projectyle
Prophecy 1 -Viking

Dragons Breath

Escape Robot Monsters. 19.99

ATARI ST
Ivanhoe
Khalaan
Kick Off 2
Klax

16.10
16.10

Theme Park Mystery

24.99

Thunderstrike
Time Soldier
Tower of Babel

24.99
19.99
24.99

Toyottes

19.99

ATARI ST

RRP

Treasure Trap

OUR

24.99 16.10

Triad vol 3

29.99

Ultimate Golf
U.M.S.2

24.99
29.99

Venus- The Flytrap

19.75
16.10
19.35

19.99 13.10

Warhead

24.99

Wet) of Terror

19.99

Wipe Out

19.99

World B'jx.ng Maiacer

19.99

World Cup Italia 90

19.99

16.10
13.10
13.10
13.10
13.10
16.10
13.10

TOP DOG is a Greyhound racing analysis program that will enable ST
owners to analyse any Greyhound race and dramatically increase the
chances of selecting the winner. Up to 60% more of TOP DOG selec
tions have won with a return of 98% on level stake bet.
AND THAT'S NOT ALL - JUST LOOK AT TOP DOGS OTHER
FEATURES

10-£4.95

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50-£23.45

•

UNIQUE ARCHIVING SYSTEM

•
•
•
•

PROGRAM SELF ANALYSIS
READY RECKONER FOR ALL POPULAR MULTIPLE BETS
EASY DATA ENTRY
ALL GREYHOUND TRACKS

•

RESULTS FACILITY
CLEAR CHOICE OF SELECTION

Xenomurph

24.99

Zombie

19.99

3.5" DS/DD DISKS
QUALITY UNBRANDED

100-£44.95
BOXED IN 10S WITH
LABELS GUARANTEED

•

FREE QUALITY BLANK DISK WITH EVERY TITLE ORDERED

Customer No. (ifknown)

Payment: Cheque/PO/Access/Visa

RUNS ON ST520 & 1040'S AND MEGAS
SS/DS FLOPPY/HARD DISK COMPATIBLE
MONOCHROME OR COLOUR MONITOR/TV
USES GEM FACILITIES
FULL PRINTER SUPPORT
COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL
ON SCREEN INFORMATION

• ALL MAJOR ASPECTS FORM ANALYSED (TIMINGS, GOINGS,
PAT FORM)

• INDIVIDUAL ASPECTS OF FORM CAN BE VIEWED

Name
Address

•

BETTING LOG

•

FORECASTS & TRICASTS

Postcode

Card No

I

^^
AS REVIEWED

IX THIS ISSUE!

Expiry date
AMOUNT

ITEM

SPECIAL ST USER OFFER £39.95
TOP DOG AVAILABLE ONLY FROM FORECAST SOFTWARE - SEND CHEgiJE/PO TO:

+ FREE DISKS

FORECAST SOFTWARE, 60 THORNHILL ROAD,

TOTAL

Send cheque/PO payable to 'Best Byte' or phone Credit Card Hotline 0273 746467.
Mail order only. Prices include 1st Class Post & VAT. 24 HOUR DESPATCH.

BEST BYTE (AST9), 48 Nevill Avenue, Hove BN3 7NA

LLANISHEN, CARDIFF, S. GLAM. CF4 6PF
Trade enquiries welcome

COMMUNICATIONS EDITED BY DAVID STEWART

FASTCOM
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the

market

at

captured by a TV receiver which
then hands the signals over to a
Teletext decoder - responsible

one-way process with Teletext
computers spooling out in a
never ending stream, so the

comms, but it's

for the conversion of these sig

decoder

still damn good...

nals, giving the display circuitry
the text and control code infor

Comms isn't just about modem-

mation to put on the screen.
Teletext data is captured by

required page before it can be
grabbed for display. There are
however, a huge range of

to-modem

the

communication

with

a

One of the better commercial

text's, so there's no excuse for

end, taking requests to view cer
tain pages, grabbing them from
the airwaves and displaying the
result on screen in any one of
the ST's three graphics modes.
Unfortunately, this is only a

along

until recently when Atari decid
ed the product was worth tak
ing out of the warehouse, dust
ing off and re-packaging to give
it a new lease of life.

The program is full of good

side ordinary television

F400

Information

ORACLE

400

is

Wedl8

Jul

C4

sport, and TV guides are partic
ularly up-to-date. In fact, few
publicly
accessible
news

i

^

(22>
i

i

o

not knowing what's going on in
the world!

The Microtext adapter costs
£148.95 and it's available from

Microtext

(the

company)

on

0705 595 694.

2006:28

C^jQBflCtliiEtf
Vote for your fAye pop single
4-TEL
CITY
BEAT BOX
KIDS
BUZZ (TEENS)..
RACING
A-Z

ies including a viewdata mode
for those who are still using
such arcane systems. The new
FastCom may include extra fea

401
500
540
550
560
570

DIVERSIONS

547
.

REVIEWS

YOUR MONEY .
ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIEDS
WHAT'S NEW .

INDEX

o
ON

ITV

-

Hoi itlays
Events

Weathei*
TV Guide

w

•iimEazrcrr

tures and when it's available,

we'll be able to tell you more.

diverse subjects covered over
the four Teletext services - news,

if you've been wondering exactly

Teletext transmits pre-prepared 'frames' of information

i

the

what Teletext is - well it too is a

transmissions.

the package has been forgotten

for

sources are as current as Tele

the ST is Atari's

extensively GEMmed program
of very distant Macintosh ori
gin). Despite its good points

module

wait

of software which acts as a front-

comms packages available for
FastCoM (an

Teletext

to

lation and commercial mail. Also

form of comms.

price of £49.95

Microtext

has

(which is a TV receiver and
decoder). A cable plugged into
the ST's parallel port takes the
Teletext information into a piece

bulletin board systems, it's a var
ied subject including packet
radio, laptop links, terminal emu

••

Atari's very own Comms
package FastCom, is set to
return

Teletext may only
be one-way

Channel 4's Oracle service carries most music and
leisure sections on the Teletext airwaves

afRmsEcvam

Graphics are crude, but it's just about good enough
to convey the information

HH

^=3
i

SYS0P
SysOp's, Steven Green, takes the stage

HeoOesk

to point out that bulletin boards would be

rS:55

SOAPBOX

File Ulen

Sort

aware of is Tharr). It can however be
accessed via some commercial systems

Options

Printer OFF Colunn 33 SB.B
i (Oxford, UK) Message Base Selecttor

more useful to many people if only more
was known about what goes on behind the

*=Contains nessages neHto you

scenes and how various BBS's talk to each

it Z! Dees Thought

[Local] Pseudo Science, Philosophy, etc

it

3) Btari ST

it

4) fltari

[Xnet]
[Fido] UK

HTBRIST

it

5) Atari ST

other...

Most modem owners call Bulletin Board

Systems just to download files without
exploring the system any further, meaning
they are missing out on other useful and
important activities. The reason bulletin
boards came into being in the first place
was for communicating with other people
via the use of message bases.
Having problems with a printer, up a
stump with a piece of ST software, or just
want to chat about your favourite Science

Fiction authors? Generate response by
leaving a message in the appropriate area
on a BBS48. Nearly all BBS in existence
have message areas (many are part of
national and international networks) for dis
tributing messages around a group of
BBS, expanding participation in discus
sions and allowing local call access to a
wider audience.

For ST owners there are two main net

works in use, FoReM Network (FNET) and
FidoNet. Most FoReM (or ///Turbo) boards
belong to the FoReM network of several
hundred boards (25 in Great Britain and
the rest in Europe, USA and Canada most are Atari ST based). FNET uses a

system called Crossnet allowing message

*

[Fido] Europe

BTBBI

it G) European finiga Echonai!

[Fido] Horld

fiiilM

it 7) HIGI

[Xneti

it B) Programing Help
it 9) Sci-fi andFantasy
it IB) OKRole Playing Genes and HUGs

[Xnet!
[Xnet]

Books/Conies

it IS) Conns

[Xnet]
[Xnet]
[local!
[Xnet]

RPG/MUG/Uar/Board ganes
Filns, TU, Video and Cat Food
Its a funny old fish.
Beginners help, BBS ads, etc

it 14) Conputer and online ganes

[local] Cennercial and on-line ganes

it11) UK Visual Media Biseussions

it 12) Stop That It's Silly!

So there's a whole lot more going on
within the average BBS than just download
mania - message bases on public systems
can now spread their wings far and wide,
so hop on and have a chat.
*

International BBS messaging is common
place these days

be

shared

My Little Phoney, 0865 773277, 2400

my own system and is connected to both
FNET and FidoNet (thought we'd let you
plug that one - comms ed).
*

to

between

boards.

There are conferences covering most
areas of interest including technical mat

Invicta Conferencing system, 0622

has a large number of FidoNet Echomail
areas.

the

FidoNet means there are hundreds of dif

FNET and Crossnet areas.

which

runs

on

o

m

©D

FidoNet is a much larger system with
about eight thousand nodes around the
world. It uses a system called EchoMail for
sharing message bases, the size of
ferent message areas covering just about
any subject you can think of (and quite a
few you probably couldn't!)
Another network worth dipping into is

(23)

890888, 2400 baud, Fido 2:254/63. This

ters, entertainment and leisure.

UseNet,

Ln-nJ

baud, Fnet #1004, Fido 2:252/25. This is

Select Hessaqe Base (B=0ult H=Hore)> I

bases

o

such as CIX.
[Local] General Messages on any subject

1) General

i

@

* STun User Network, 061 429 9803, 2400
baud, Fnet #1008. All of the Crossnet mes
sage bases can be found on here since

SysOp co-ordinates the

European

* Tharr, 0342 261804, 2400 baud / Trail-

blazer. A Unix-based system providing
free access to UseNet.

Unix-based

machines. It's a vast network with thou

sands of nodes and newsgroups, but is
not normally accessible through free ama
teur bulletin boards (the only one I am

* Penthouse, 071 930 3903, 2400 baud,
FNET #1014. A London based ///Turbo

system providing access to several Crossnet areas.

WBmaSm
Atari ST User
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- And receive
one of these

fwo games...*

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Valid to September 30, 1990

Please register my subscription to Atari ST User

- including
my FREE
monthly disk!
and game

COLORADO

12 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION (UK only)
UK Subscription including monthly

Relive the days of

disk.and FREE Colorado game

the wild west with

NEW

Palace Software's

Please tick the

£29.95

Subscription including monthly disk.and
FREE Shoot 'Em Construction Kit
NEW

RENEWAL

CZ! 9373

CZ 9374

£29.95

RENEWAL

CZ 9375

CZ 9376

crushingly brilliant W%
Colorado. Fast Ew

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

EUROPE & EIRE

draws and fantas- *

Subscription including monthly disk
NEW

tic effects feature

£34.95

heavily in this fun- (JUL
tastic game.

•

Subscription including monthly disk
NEW

RENEWAL

9356

CZ 9357

£49.95

•

RENEWAL

9358

ED 9359

Orders received by Aug 21 will commence with October issue
Payment: please indicate method (•)

RRP £19.99!

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Interactive Publishing
Expiry

OR

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect
No.

_Signed.

Name

SHOOT 'EM
CONSTRUCTION
RRP £29.99!
KIT
Aching to write that Arcade corker but can't pro-,
gram to save your life? With SEUK, your problems
are over. Tap in the action and SEUK does the rest.
'Offer applies to UK only

Date

Address

Post Code

Daytime telephone number incase ofqueries

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB (Nostamp needed it posted in UK)
Order at any time of
the day or night

Orders by phone: 051 -357 1275
Orders by tax: 051-357 2813

Don'f forget to give your name,
address and credit card number

Orders by MicroLink:MAG001

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

EMULATION EDITED BY GUNTER MINNERUP

TRANSFER

Supercharger

Using either DOS or Mac emu

from them. The ST equipped
with Spectre GCR and any of

Adobe Illustrator, Digital Dark
room, Coral Draw and PC
Paintbrush to enhance your SToriented DTP work (or vice
versa?)
Fortunately, an increasing num

several PC emulators comes

ber of ST programs are able to

lators

should

enhance

the

qualities of the ST in TOS/GEM
mode - not distract the user

Aegean in this
months episode
of...

very close indeed to my ideal

read and write alien file for

machine - allowing equal and
easy access to all three worlds.
However, one problem still
remains - very few formats are
truly universal. Plain ASCII text

mats.

however

at

the

remains the best solution.

With a little effort, all these
translation problems can be
solved. The following (unlikely)
example shows what can be
done - scan picture in IMG for
mat, use TouchUp to convert to
uncompressed TIFF, edit using
Digital Darkroom and reconvert
the polished image to IMG.
Design some elements of
your page in Calamus and
print them to a disk file, to be

PUBLIC DOMAIN

comes closest as long as
applications such as foreign
letters, graphics, italics and

emulation wars between com

footnotes are avoided.

have been further upgrades,

read by Image! (available from

peting vendors of software
and hardware, to turn your ST

Graphics in particular cause
problems as most ST programs
now read and write Degas and
.IMG bit-image files, but (with
the exception of some PC
applications running under

perhaps to handle the larger

Third Coast) and converted to

MacPaint2,
TIFF
(Tagged
Image File Format) or PCX (PC

a standard IMG file. Design
other elements in say, Fleet
Street Publisher and import
both your scanned picture and

I have received a preview
copy of Supercharger Ver
sion 1.4 from British distribu

MacPaint format - it would be

if there

latter

two

are

widespread standards for bitimage illustrations especially
scanned images, both are
catered for by the excellent
TouchUp (although only in
monochrome ).
As to resolution-independent
vector graphics, I have not yet
found an ST program capable

GEM ) these are unknown in

tors Condor Computer, and
what an upgrade it is! SuperCharger has always differed
in its basic design from PCSpeed
and
PC-Ditto
II.
Whereas these two sit on top

know

Paintbrush) formats.
The

the outside world.

GEM metafile standard. So
what does it take to transfer

computer's memory, Super-

your artwork smoothly between

of handling the widespread
PICT format as used by Mac-

as EPSF for further refinement

Charger
remains
outside
plugged into the DMA port
providing its own RAM chips.
In my opinion the new ver
sion is the first to take proper
advantage of this design,
offering revolutionary new
ways of integrating DOS with
TOS/GEM - something other

ST,

Draw.

to Aldus PageMaker or Quark

emulators are unable to do.

famous

programs

•:mina:«

|

File

You can launch MS-DOS not

only from the desktop, but
from whatever GEM applica
tion you're in . You'll then be
able to perform multi-tasking
by having DOS and TOS pro
grams run concurrently, with

use

such

as

Sort
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8291
3451
7468

03.82.90
63.02.90
15.61.90

14:42

36029

27.63.96

15:17

LbStLhCI .HKb
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PU HUM,!1 . PRL

PICSU7

.PRG

QIHDEX15.PRG

READTHIS.Z88
SAUER
.DOC
SHOHPIC2.PRG
SLOWDOWN.TOS

6944

27.83.96

15275
4170
29622
39336
45576
35417
8968

16.10.89
06.01.96
86.01.90
11.07.89
04.01.98
04.01.90
21.10.B9

3694

21.16.89

40631!
3532
18285
592

11.67.89
17.87.89
17.67.89
68.08.88

2560

18.62.90

33580
143GB
640

18.62.96
27.07.89
10.89.89

14 .42
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M
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a "hot key" to switch effortlessly
between them (this now works

HP--II •UmBB

58
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52
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15:47
15:47
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15:28
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47826
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cations.
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To complete the integration
the Supercharger's own RAM

t

0

can be accessed as a RAM disk

a

f

a

as if they were native ST appli

fS 5 •--_•%_•

15:20

hard disk driver too). It's even
possible to launch DOS applica
tions direct from a GEM window

LiHa. —i i—xsHiWa—

fas
ln_

22:13
60:43

20:29

^2

with latest versions of the ICD

06:33

27.03.90
02.09.89
27.07.B9
19.18.86
19.18.86
27.83.90
11.83.90

BOOT S UTILITIES

tt o

00:19

2504
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22:65
68:55

488
5753
771
1106
5375
831
47GG

.PRG

(22)

umfo/BT''tm

22:85

.DOC

STARS

©

accessory
0

I S : 18

.TOS

STARS8
.ACC
ZOO 12
.PRG
ZB8_L.INK.PRG

i

XPress on the Mac.

88:55
28:25

SMAP

SPECGIF4.DOC
SPECGIF4.PRG

of

13:41

SNAP

SNAPSHOT.PRG
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LEFT: Supercharger as a desk
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Options

c \UTILS\*.*
DC

1Harlekin
"
1 FastCopy III

There

s

on the Mac (Adobe Illustrator)
or PC (Coral Draw) and place it
on the same page. Print the
whole lot out with UltraScript,
write PostScript to disk for
sending off to a typesetting
bureau, or re-export the page

one such program in the US,

in 558383 bytes

SBBie-ttWsI

MULTI-TASKING

Uiew

About HeoDesk

Or

o

Produce an EPSF illustration

processor inside your grey
plastic box using the host

Mac?

1

page.

of the STs Motorola 68000

and

i

the Calamus stuff onto the FSP

When using vector graphics
even some major ST drawing
programs (for example Outline
Art and MegaPaint Profession
al ) refuse to recognise the

PC

i

ZE>

moment

It's getting increasingly diffi
cult to keep up with the latest
developments in the DOS

into an IBM clone.

i

PostScript
(especially
the
encapsulated (EPSF) variety)

One old public domain
standby is PICSW7 (Picswitch
Version 0.7) which handles the
interesting to

i

MARKET

enhancements,

file transfers
between oper
ating systems,
and queries
from the

i

1

under TOS (and vice versa ), the
ST's main memory accessed as

o

a DOS RAM disk - so none of

the combined kilobytes of power
go to waste whichever operating
• M

Harry Mamangakis from Crete - claiming to
be the first Supercharger owner in Greece is unhappy that his emulator doesn't pro
duce sound. You should count yourself
lucky living in such a beautiful place and
having a quiet PC. I've never missed the lim
ited PC beeps in my work, when the ST has
so much more to offer in terms of sound in

its native mode (the opinion I gave Condor
when recently asked my views on the addi
tion of sound support). Maybe you out there
disagree - ever feel the need to write MS-DOS

beep symphonies?
Another problem raised by Harry Maman

gakis concerns Turbo Pascal. Using an
SC1224 colour monitor, the same disk that

happily boots up in colour under pc-ditto
will only appear in boring monochrome
with Supercharger, except when a colour
game has been run first. Something to do
with the bright Mediterranean sun, per
haps? I have only ever used Turbo Pascal in
green under CP/M. Can anyone come up
with a solution to this particular riddle?

systems you're using.
I'm really impressed so far and probably will be more once

05)

I've got instructions enabling me
to understand the programmer's
toolbox supplied with Version
1.4 (said to enable you to write
your own background tasks, use

Supercharger's V30 chip and

S3

the optional maths co-processor
in ST applications).

Since I only have one SuperCharger available to me, I was
unable

to

check

out

MSDOS

multi-tasking using several SuperChargers chained together...
Atari ST User
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FLEXIDUMP PLUS

BYTEBACK

SUPERB

FROM YOUR

ONLY! I

GAMES

15.90
17.90

Bomber

19.90

Cartoon Capers
Cloud Kingdoms

13.90
18.90

Colorado
Damocles

...18.90
15.90

Cyberball

15.90

Demons Tomb

18.90

Dragons Breath
Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer

18.90
13.90

Fire and Brimstone

15.90

Football Mgr. WorldCup

13.90

F29 Retaliator

17.90

Gravity

18.90

Kick Off 2
Klax

15.90
15.90

LeisureiSuri LarryYZZZZZZZZ

22.90

Midwinter

18.90

Planet of Robot Monsters
Chaos Strikes Back Editor

15.90
12.90

Player Manager
Projectyle

13.90
18.90

Resolution 101
Rotox

16.90
15.90

Sim City

18.90

Skidz

15.90

Tennis Cup
Theme Park Mystery

15.90
18.90

Thunderstrike
Time Soldiers

17.90
18.90

Treasure Trap

15.90

Turrican
Ultima V
Ultima Golf
Warhead

15.90
19.90
18.90
18.90

WorldCup Soccer
Xenomorph

15.90
18.90

Zombi

13.90

SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE

Batman - CapedCrusader

9.90

Black Cauldron

9.90

Bloodwych

9.90

Colossus Chess

9.90

Centrefold Squares
Deluxe Strip Poker

9.90
9.90

Ghostbusters II
Pacmania

9.90
9.90

Shoot Em UpConstruct Kit

9.90

Steve Davis Snooker

9.90

TVSports Football
Conflict in Europe

9.90
7.90

Trivia Trove

2.90

Xenon II- Megablast

9.90

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

Ballyhoo
Spellbreaker

8.90
8.90

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

10 disks + file box = £19.90

This is Just the latest additions to our
Public Domain Library
Ask for our new JULY catalogue!

BA. 01 32 Adventure game
BA. 02 34 Adventure game
BA. 03 31 Adventure game
BA.04 31 Adventure game

(32k) or two 27512 (64k) Eproms & case

d=£2.30

CARE ELCTRONICS, 800 ST ALBANS RD, GARSTON, WATFORD,
HERTS, WD2 6NL
TEL 0923 672102

SO. 02 Composer; enter notes from
computer or Midi keyboards!
SO. 03 16 Voice synthesiser with multi
voice recording!

BC.
BC.
BC.
BC.

13 ClipArt-Foodstuffs etc.
16 Clip Art- VIZ magazine.
17 Clip Art-Garfield pics.
18 ClipArt - Beano pictures.

BD. 33 STE demo; See what your STE is
capable of and be amazed ...
BD. 34 What the Butler Saw; Demo.
TOP 10-PD Favourites

BG. 01 Monopoly, Chess, Backgammon
BG.20 Dungeon Master - Help disk.
BG. 27 Strip Breakout!
BE.02 Kids Music, Kids Piano ...
BE. 03 KidsABC, Kid Story ...
BE.05 On Screen Colouring book!
MD. 15 Snowman - Digitised demo.
BU. 01 Neochrome-Art Package.

EDUCATIONAL GAMES
The Real Spelling Game - Platform game
with over 400 words

BUG. 32 Runaway+ Rotatus -Arcade.
BUG. 33 Crystal Caverns; Platformgame
+ HappyPuzzler; Tilepuzzle.

WORD UPDATE DISK (1)
WORD GPDATE DISK (2)

Lancaster, Eliminator, Skyfox Strike Force
Harrier, Skychase

PRO. 02 Programmers 68000 Library.
PRO. 03 Sprite Master; Sprite construc

Darts (Maths Game)

tion + demo and game.

TELEPHONE: 0636 79097

£16.99

O

30

<
•z.
o

o

ra

£6.99
£6.99
GO

BUG. 35 Hostile Reception; Arcade game
with Xenon II style graphics!
BUG.37 Mr Dig and Tank Battle
PRO. 01 Electronic Bank statement.

£16.99

Launch Code Spelling Game - Learn to
spell while fighting aliens
£16.99
Caterpillar Spell - Learn to spell with
nature (over 3's)
£16.99

BU. 07 ST Writer Elite - Word Pro.

BUG. 34 Safe as Houses; Monopoly ver

18.90

£13.80c
£13.80c

For your convenience first price EX VAT second price INC VAT. HOW TO
ORDER: Enclose your cheques/PO made payable to Care Electronics or
use ACCESS, VISA. Please add carriage. a=£10.35 b=£3.45 c=£1.38

sion with British names!

FLIGHT COMMAND

£12.00
£12.00

gram files! Uses the original keyword
entry system! Great Fun!

BUG.31 Inferno; Boulderdash copy.

19.90

£10.35c

..£9.00

Atari to Scart (not Sony, ITT or Toshiba
Atari to printer Centronics

BU.59 ZX81 Emulator; including 38 pro

BUDGIE Licenseware:

ALL TIME FAVOURITES

£19.55c

ATARI ROM CARTRIDGE takes two 27256

BS.20 Digitised topless pictures!
BS. 21 Spectrum 512 Nudeslideshow
BS. 22 Digitised NASA Slideshow.
BU.58 FileSelector, Desk Manager, Disk
copier,Virus Killer...

8.90
8.90

Test Drive, Hard Ball, Mean 18 + Famous
Course disk (vol. 1 and 2)

£17.00

Epson FX80, LX80, LX800, Star NL10, NX10,
OkiodataMLIO, Citizen 120D (Black)
£10.00
£11.50c
Epson FX100 (Black)
£10.00
£11.50c
Star LC10 (Black)
£10.00
£11.50c
Heat transfer colour pens - set of 5 large
£15.00
£17.25c
Heat transfer colour pens - set of 5 small
£12.00
£13.80c
Heattransferribbonsfor other makesof printeravailable soon - phonefor details.

solutions!
solutions!
solutions!
solutions!

Zorkl
Zorkll

Kick Off, Internaional Soccer,
Track Suit Manager

£37.95c
E19.95C
£14.75c

READY MADE LEADS

8.90
8.90

16.90

£33.00
£17.35
£13.00

HEAT TRANSFER RIBBONS

BG.55 Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel;
Original maze type arcade.
BG.56 Cribbage, Checkers, Joust.
BG.57 Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!
Needs original program to run ...
BG.58 Soko; 50 level puzzle game.
BG.59 Bubble Trouble; Pacman style
plus: Jumpster; Q-Bertversion.
MG. 04 Bumper jack; STOS produced
Platform game. Yatzy; (Yahtzee).
MG. 05 Mars Maze; excellent STOSpro
duced platform game.

Wishbringer
Hollywood Hi-Jinks

World Cup90

PRINTER

LC10 4-colour heat transfer ribbon

BU. 57 ANI-ST (was Animator)

;

FLEXIDUMP PLUS 24 pin and 9 pin mono or colour
MONO 9 pin
50 of the best colour pictures - comes on 5 disks

1 disk = £3.00, 4 disks = £9.90

8.90

Moonmist

COLOUR

Vary dump size from 1mm square up to 10 metres in length, choose from a variety of
densities and passes (up to triple pass quad density). Other features include text
insertion, upright or sideways dump, invert, frame, spool, auto calculates on 1:1
aspect ratio or deselect this and stretch the dump. Any part of a screen can be
selected, graphics/editing, auto greyscaling for colour, on screen help. All this plus
Labelmaking. From computer art to production labels Flexidump is an unrivalled
software package.

ASK FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOGUE

Anarchy
BlueAngels

DUMPS

MB SOFTWARE
19 KENNION ROAD, ST GEORGE,
BRISTOL, BS5 8BZ
P&P ADD £1.00

ALL CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO
M.B. SOFTWARE

BYTEBACK

TELEPHONE 0272-679852

DEPT STU, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE

LEARNING IN DISGUISE

ADVENTURES EDITED BY THE FAUN

ADVENTURE
ADVICE
Due

to

the

reshuffle

and

relaunch at 'USER, an embar
rassing number of solutions
have disappeared. On top of
that, reader response has been
overwhelming this month, so
how about helping me out by
Astate - nice graphics shame about the gameplay..

you 've never

played before,
future releases
and gallons
of tips.

would like to

here in

grisly

Mrs V Holmes from Devon is

stuck playing Legend of the
Sword, how do you get past the
mud monsters in the swamp?
Also, is the bottle in the stream

certainly one to be missed.
The second RPG selection is

B.A.T. which is programmed by
the three-man team Computer's
Dream,
and
published by
Ubisoft. B.A.T. is a game that I

A couple of French programs
dropped on my desk this month,
both claiming to be role-playing

definately

recommend.

The

graphics static and animated,

games, however that's where
any resemblance ends...

are staggering and are accom
panied by a strong plot and
good gameplay. Split screen dis
plays, RPG and adventure ele
ments, arcade sequences and

Astate, from New Deal Pro
ductions, is a mouse controlled

archaeological dig, concerning
the quest for five pieces of the
long-missing Statue of Theomorphe. You take on the role of a
pair of walking shoes and roam

other sub-games such as a flight
simulator and a spot of computer
programming,
ensure
you'll
immediately become absorbed

around numerous screens meta

in this 22nd Century sci-fi thriller.

morphosing into such delights

Control is via menus, cursors
and icons, and the whole pack-

as a pickaxe and a dustbin How

,*»,•_, •••

'~&-m*..

B.A.T. - If you've a strong stomach this game could be fun

meditate at the shrines.

Useful Skull keys may be found
in a tree at Minoc. Stephen
negotiate the maze in Blood
wych.
Also causing problems are
the prisoners in Turquin's

transformation of your footwear

into a pair of bony feet signals
failure . The graphics are good
and the tunes are catchy, but the
gameplay is bewildering. This is

ties

sending hints, tips, solutions,

Macclesfield.

ever BEWARE I - the

its treasure. To increase your
character's strengths and abili

maps, letters and banknotes to
Interactive Mansions

RPGs like

best thrown at daemons, use it
on a dragon and you won't get

by the bridge of any use, and if
so, how do you obtain it? Can
the boat be stolen and finally,
is it possible to enter the wood
man's shack?

Tony Sturgess from Oxford,
is having difficulty completing
Murders in Venice. Can anyone
help?

Stephen King from Hereford
shire offers this advice for Ulti

ma V. The Rel Xen Bet spell
(ingredients - spider silk, ash,
nightshade and mandrake), is

know how to

Manor from Level 9's Lancelot.
The secret is to command one

of your companions to wait,
turn the winch, wait nine, turn
winch. Next, enter the cage
which will subsequently be
lowered then order each knight
to enter the cage individually
(using "Ector, follow me").
Alternatively free a knight and
command him to rescue his fel

low prisoners, operating the
winch yourself.

Finally, thanks to Liverpool's
C.H. Seymour for his solution to
Castle Master, snippets from
which will appear in the full
ness of time.

age is really impressive.
Also, slipping quietly onto the
adventure scene is the re-issue
of
Dungeons,
Amethysts,

bit computers. This game is definately for beginners, but it's programmed using STAC and is
great value - you'll pick one up

Alchemists 'n' Everythin' for 16

for less than a fiver.

ii

22nd century scenery from B.A.T. - impressive stuff eh?

AND FINALLY NEW RELEASES...
US Gold are muscling in on the adven
ture market in a big way. Apart from the
forthcoming releases Gold of the Aztecs

Europe (a nightime WW2 scenario), will

and

be available soon and will be accompa

puting (whose tides include Might &
Magic 11, Nuclear War, and King's Boun
ty), US Gold is displaying reassuring sup

These

nied by two new games Swords of
Aragon and Secrets of the Silver Blades.

news for us, bad news for bank man

include Champions of Krynn, Curse of

These are Lucasfilm games and having

agers.

Murder,

AD&D
between

series
now

ST

conversions

should
and

be

for

the

appearing

Christmas.

the Azure Bonds, and Pool of Radiance.
A wargame from* SSI

Storm Across

acquired the license for New World Com

port for all things adventurous. Great

Atari ST User

-fi

Design the game
of your dreams
STOS - The Game Creator is the

number one best-selling package which
has enabled thousands of ST owners to

create stunning games quicklyand easily.
The package comprises three discs
containing STOS Basic, sprite edior,
room designer, characterset editor, icon
editor, music editor, screen compacter

and three superb games; a 280-page
manual packed with examples and a
quick reference card.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE & SHAREWARE
1-5 disks £3.00 each, 6-9 disks £2.75 each, 10 + £2.50
Fast Service • No Membership Fees • Large Choice
WORD PROCESSING
WP1: ST Writer Elite

EDUCATIONAL
ED6: Kid's DTP

WP3: Spell Checker
WP7: Typing Tutor

ED8: Tiffany's Barnyard
(Memory Game)
ED11: 2nd Manual to ST

BUSINESS
B4: Address Book

MUSIC/MIDI

B7: Spread Sheet
B11: Home Accounts

M1: 32 Track Sequencer
M21: Cosh Sequencer

AG5: Palette Master

GAMES
L15: Darkness is Forever
L27: German Breakout

"Simply irresistible. It's a must. "

AG15: Mandelbrot Set

L32: Pipe Panic

—ComputerGamesweek
"Outstanding value"
- Popular Computing Weekly
"Highly recommended''

AG 17: Ray Tracing Set

L33: Fuzz Ball

GRAPHICS
AG2-. Master Painter

"STOS is amazing."
- ST/Amiga Format

-ST Action

"Go out and buyit"
-ST World

STOS -The Game Creator
£29.95
Code: 9422

Turbo charge your STOS programs so
they run up to twice as fast as before.
Create standalone PRG files which you
can select from Gem - and compile the

sprite editor so you can create bigger
sprite files. There's even a disc format
accessory and a powerful ram disc.
Comes with a clearly-written 21-page

AG24: Public Painter

This is just a small

(Hi-Res)

i selection from our full |

UTILITIES
U8: Sector Editors
U16: Essential Utilities

catalogue. Write or

i

!phone for a FREE copy.!

Providing a Quality Service since 1987
Laser Printing, Desk Top Publishing,
Professional Printing - Send for details.

Kmgsway Computer Services
72 Glencoe Road, Sheffield S2 2SR
Tel: (0742) 750623

manual.

STOS Compiler £19.95

FONTKIT PLUS 3 - New version, includes: Block
Code: 9423

manipulation, Bezier curve and nib drawing tools.

Import of Calamus, Macintosh and Signum fonts.
Export of Signum fonts. Includes a new- faster- ver
sion of Pontprint plus Fontswitch 3. Full specifica
tion - plus detailsof PD and commercial Fontpac font

Add dramatic sampled sound to your

games and make them bristle with
atmosphere. Use any of the 50+sound

sets - available on request. Price: £19.95

effects included or record your own

UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR III - Powerful re

(speech, sounds from TV, video,

placementfor the AtariItem Selector.Incorporates a
host of utility functions: Format Disks, Copy, Move

cassette, and so on). Provides 13 new

and Rename Files/Folders, Print Directories/Files,
Create Folders, Find Files, Set File Paths, 3 Directory

instructions for STOS. Works with

samples created using all the bescselling ST samplers.

ViewOptions, Set File Attributes,AccessAny Drive,
Display Available RAM and Disk Space. Launch
Price: £15.95 (£19.95 after September 1st).

STOS Maestro

(two discs) £24.95

THE ASTRONOMY LAB - Widely acclaimed and

Code: 9424

probably the most versatile and comprehensive
astronomypackagefor the ST.Price: £19.95.

STOS Maestro Plus

(two discs plus cartridge)
£69.95

MOLGRAPH - Amoleculargraphicsprogram for the
ST.This comprehensivepackage will Display,Rotate

Code: 9425

Availablefrom top dealers nationwide.

and Scale molecular models. Price: £12.95.

FREEdisc and Newsletter ifyou order direct
- seenextpagefor details.

Publisher (£9.95) and First Word (£6.95).

USER GUIDES - available for Timeworks Desktop

THE ST CLUB NEWSLETTER subscription: £8 for

12 issues or £1 for a sample copy. Disk-Mag sub

scription: Newsletter subscription plus a disk of the
best PD software with every other issue: £22.50.
"SOFT WA R E

i?^^^%*

The 500-member STOSClub is now in its second

mw B SgSffl

great year! Join up to receive six informationA I | | L packed Newsletters, your FREE STOS Word word
\0M%MmM processor disc, access to an extensive STOS PD

library, telephone help, competitions ...and much more forjust £10
a year (£12 Europe/£15 Overseas). Send cheque/postal order to:
Aaron Fothergill, The STOS Club, 1 Lower Moor, Whiddon Valley, Barn
staple, North Devon EX32 8NW.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE - over 2,000 disks.

CD

Same day despatch on all orders - Free catalogue
available, see below.

FREE CATALOGUE (40 page A4). Details all of our

products and services: PD disks, Books, BudgieUK
games, Accessories and Laser Printing Service, etc.
Write or telephone for your copy.

H

Please note that we do not accept credit cards - orders ac
companied by cheque/PO wilt be despatched by tst Class
mail on the day of receipt. AH prices include VAT and
postage charges. No surcharges on European orders.

The ST Club - 49 Stoney Street -

Nottingham - NG1 1LX - (0602) 410241

B

DESKTOP PUBLISHING BY CHARLES MICHAEL

The third of a
first in a month
ly mini master
class detailing
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advertising material it's often
necessary to incorporate a
graphic within a section of text,
or have one butting into it. Virtu
ally all DTPs can run text
around a graphic frame howev
er, when it comes to running

ffl : colon

text around the enclosed image
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around the graphic itself and
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order.
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outline round the graphic can be
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defined.
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completed a click of the right
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I'd like to put together details of clip-art sources to include in
this column. I'm compiling a list and want to use samples from
as wide a range as possible on future pages. Therefore if your
company produces ST clip-art let me know about it, so your
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Both bit-mapped and vector images are of interest and I
intend to include specs of public-domain and commercial pack
ages. Send details and samples of clips to: Charles Michael,
DTP Column, Atari ST User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Mac

you've got to be certain about
the positioning of the graphic. If
you need to move it, you'll have
to undo all your original punctu
ation before re-running the text
by hand. Signa doesn't yet know
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hard
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breaks. This needn't be too
onerous, but it does
mean
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You may have to re-order the
layering of text and graphic
frames, to put the text frame fur
ther back than the graphic.
Unlike PageStream if you move
the graphic, the text doesn't
automatically reflow.

nique is your best bet. You can
either mess about with multiple

common jg in

same dialogue provides entries

&

from the outline.

u ra

lack of features which have held

and flow round both sides. The

is

witchesjbes,

this package back. To run text
around
a
graphic
in

The program supports no
flow, flow to the right, flow to the
left, flow only top and bottom

outline

o

However when it comes to text
runarounds the Timeworks tech

exploited by union officials, most of

of flow.
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This leaves Calamus at the
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Object menu and click on the
icon representing the direction

the

top of the range capable of
anything the others can do.

Desk File Edit Layout view Style Forwat Text Object Global

select Text Runaround from the

When

process and text is repelled
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underlying graphics frame, how
ever this repulsion
can be
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deals with
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repelled to the edge of the

PageStream is geared well to
most special effects - it's always
been the bugs rather than the

i

In

irregular shape. Clicking on the
second icon returns you to the

n
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while the second
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is

THE RUNAROUND...
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FSP you define a line manually
around the graphic, using the
Shape dialogue which is called
from the Draw Block dialogue of
the Layout menu. There are 15
options in this window, including
two containing a small 'R'.
The first option enables text
flow around a rectangular block,

179 b ostah.
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the same
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PageStream will
cope with
resizing and rotating the image.
It automatically reflows around
the graphic, even if the text is
part of several linked frames.
also handle text runaround.
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offs, the gap between the edge
of a graphic and the flowed text
can be specified. Once you've
flowed text around a graphic

Fleet Street Publisher 3.0 can

Fleet Street Publisher 3.0 can flow too, but with less flexibility

height as a single line of the text
you want to wrap. Copy this
frame to the clipboard and paste

frame
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Multiple frames in Timeworks DTP are not that easy to handle - but it's

less awkward than using tabs and returns to move or resize the graphic
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DSDD
DISKS

FOUR STOS games in

ONE great package

100% CERTIFIED
ERROR FREE

Games Galore brings together four of
the best games written using STOS into
one exciting package.

Jump onto a skateboard and
negotiate bollards and pot holesin Skate
Tribe; flya highly-manoeuvrable Spitfire
in Skystrike;it's cartoon fun all the way
in Mouthtrap; and horizontal scrolling
and real strategy are combined in Yomo.
Allgames are self-contained (youdo
not need STOS to play the games) and
asan added bonus you'll find the original
listingson side twoof each disc. See how
the games were put together, and grab
the sprites, background graphics and
superb music to use in your own games.
FREE withevery pack: STOS Squasher.
Compact PRG and MBK files to a
fraction of their normal size using two

amazing new STOS Basic commands.
Games Galore £19.95

Code: 9879

PRICE INCLUDES
VAT & LABELS
ALL OUR DISKS
ARE FULLY
GUARANTEED

100 Capacity Disk Box £5.50: With Disks £4.50
12 Capacity Boxes 95p each £7.50 for 10

Quality mouse mats £2.50
All our discs are ofthe highest quality and are made byleading manufacturers
PLEASE ADD £2.95 P+P PER ORDER

Cheques/PO's to:-

MEDIA DIRECT -

STOS Sprites 600 isa fabulous collection
ofmore than 600 animated sprites ready

11 SAGE CLOSE, HANLEY,
STOKE ON TRENT, ST1 3SF

for you to use in any of your games.
What yougel: Spaceships with rocket
booster flames and shimmering shields,

alien ships with individual explosions,
missile silos, handglider, helicopter,
biplane, jet planes, air balloon, airship,

DEPT STU

ES

TELESALES HOTLINE:
0782-208228

submarines, shark, mermaid, wizard,

wing-beating dragon, Porsche, bicycle,
buses, trucks vans, skateboarder banking

superbike - and many more besides!
STOS Sprites 600 £ 14.95

Code: 9426

m ST. computing m
"" '

40 FAVERSHAM RD CATFORD SE6 4XF

LONDONS FINEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY

FREE when you order direct:

BARGAIN SOFTWARE

•Disc containing STOS Paint-afeature-

packed art program, and Pukadu - a
newgame bythe author of Mouthtrap
on Games Galore

•Sample STOS Newsletter: 16 pages
packed with information, expert
advice, short listings and Public
Domain list.

FROM AS LITTLE AS
£1.50
PLUS ALL THE LATEST
SOFTWARE FROM AS LITTLE AS
£8.49

Software like Chase HQ, Out

Run, Midwinter, Ghostbusters,
Traid 3, Xenon
Please send me product code number(s)
and FREE STOS Paint, Pukadu game and Newsletter
• I enclose a cheque payable to Mandarin Software
• Please debit my Access/Visa/Connect card number

Add £2per programforEurope & Eire (£5Overseas) seas'

| ' j

jI

!

i

11 ! I I J Expiry date:

Name

PLUS

A magazine which contains around
50 titles for you to choose from
reviews by us and you and a FOR
SALE page
SEND NOW FOR YOUR STARTER PACK AND JOIN THE CLUB

Address
NAME
ADDRESS

Postcode

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB.

Access/Visa orders: Tel: 051-357 1275

POSTCODE
TYPE OF COMPUTER

CASSETTE • Yes Q No

DISC Q 3.5" Q 5.25"

Then return to the above address we look forward to hearing from you

A READER GROVELS

£^

I feel that I must write to express my great
appreciation to you for producing and abso
lutely brilliant and readable magazine. It is a
refreshing change from the usual run of the
mill computer magazine most of which are
becoming totally games-oriented. Please
don't go the way of these!
I like the idea of your programming maga

zine on a disk also, it's like getting two quality
journals for the price of one - keep up the

rv

good work, it's very nice to see innovative
computer journalism at last.
A Dowries, West Bromwich, West Midlands.

AND THEY KEEP ON COMIN'
I like the new-look Atari ST User. The games

don't interest me, but so long as the maga
zine is balanced, I'm happy. I must say, I did
prefer ST World to be monthly, but I await the
full quarterly edition with interest.
I also await with interest more on the TT.

Your review was a good start (ta, Rev. - Ed).
You talk about value for money and compare
the machine with an equivalent Mega set-up.
Is Atari committed to maintain its power with
out the price lead? How does the TT com
pare to a 386 IBM machine or clone with

similar memory and hard disk running
Microsoft Windows 3 into a VGA colour moni

4~ f*<rj^efcs

tor?

A thorough review comparing like with like

across formats could be very interesting.
How about it?

The Reverend BrianElliot BA CF, Dover.

I pair So/s

Thanks for the cheering comments
and I'm glad you enjoyed the TT
review. Comparing 'like with like
across formats'? I'm afraid feature

reviews of that type must remain the

domain of multi-format magazines

such as Computer Shopper and NCE,
in order that every issue of 'USER is
positively stuffed with ST goodies.

DODDERING OLD FOOL?
One of the many pleasures I get from my
Atari ST User

Just one of the many laundry lists passed
off as Mail we get every month on 'USER
- and you wondered why we use the
shredder?

magazine comes from the

reading the reader's letters in Mail. There is a

tot of useful information to be gleaned there.

So why must you go and spoil it for me by

But take heart, for there's a simple

your choice of printing styles? Why must the
replies be printed so boldly, leaping out at

showing an ST being stripped down,

solution to your problem and it won't
cost you a penny. Simply open the

the STE and STFM are identical and

me from the Mail pages and hit me smack in
the eyes? I want to read the letters first, but I

magazine at the Mail pages, place
them in a sunny position on a south-

find it very tiring trying to make out the light

facing

print.

Approximately three months later,

Can't you reach a compromise and
arrange it so that it's as easy for me to read
the letter as it is to read the reply? I was
going to mention that I am a pensioner, but I
was too afraid you would consider me a dod
dering old fool with failing eyesight and with

the pages will be suitably faded and

out

hesitation,

shoot this

letter into the

windowsill

- and

that's

it!

that's
won't

why, although the device
work with the STE, that
machine was used in the photo-

sequence.

In depth TT review? Absolutely, as
soon as Atari has settled on a con

you'll be able to read the letters with

figuration which will actually make

the best of 'em (as I believe the

it to the safety of the high-street

expression runs).

shops.

Supposedly

month,

the

on

machine's

sale

this

high-street

launch has been put off for another

FREEZE FRAME FROZEN!

few months until a clock speed mod

shredder! My, my, how you do love that

I am amazed and somewhat surprised that

shredding machine!

is finished. With

the mods shown in your Freeze Frame DIY

changes, there's not much point
providing anything but a cursory

Cliff McLean, Lancaster.

project can transform an STE into an STFM.
Perhaps your readers should be advised of

Katie replies:

this risk. I look forward to the mark two mods

I'm awarding you ten shillings for my

that will achieve the transpose operation.
Hope to see a more in depth reviewof the TT
including an assessment of software compati
bility an IBM emulation. Nice mag, keep itup!

'Moan of the Month'. Fbr those with

failing

faculties,

everyday

tasks

such as reading, breathing and so on

can be very difficult, and you've

D J Bates, Exeter, Devon.

shed light on a problem suffered in
silence by millions of readers.

Apparently,

for

the

purposes

of

all these 'minor'

review of the hardware.

NODDING AGREEMENT
I would like to agree with the Doddering Old
Fool who's letter was printed above. Like him, I
find it very difficultto read the letters and would
likeyou to do something about the situation.

Lettice Pither, Redbridge, Surrey.

Atari ST User
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Public Domain and Shareware?
With thousands of ST customers, worldwide, as far

afield as Japan, Italy, Iceland, Australia, France, Saudi
Arabia, Holland, Belgium, Singapore, Sweden,

STE UPGRADE
CHIPS

Denmark, Germany, Norway etc. etc.

Clip art collections
Eight D/S disks
Only £19.95

Disk Sets
Five disk set from

Only £10.00

One of the countries

One of the countries

leading supporters of ST
Shareware authors

leading distributors for
the Budgie UK collection

Exclusive Payed-Up

Exclusive adventure

Shareware

helpline service

Available NOW

Available NOW

STE to 1MB £50
STE to 2MB £150
STE to 4MB 310
Easy to install
Fitted in seconds!

Send 2 first class stamps for the latest edition of our

printed 40 page illustrated catalogue, or only £1.50 for
printed catalogue AND disk cat' database disk,
complete with supplementary programs.

Mmmtm Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW __

Telephone: (0782) 335650

*We may be able to pay you £40 for your
existing internal memory. Phone to discuss
your requirements.

Goodman Enterprises
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,

•••

*

ES

m (051) 227 2482 a
Perrymere Ltd., 46 Fenwick Street,
Liverpool L2 7NB

Modem Owners - You can now order through Bath BBS on (0225) 835841

MAKE YOUR ATARI ST EARN!
Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know
how. Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make
is irrelevant. Make the initial effort. NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This maybe themostimpotant move youwill evermake!

M COMPUTERWISE
§M
BRIGHTON
ntfr'.

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".

WE HAVE 1 00s OF SOFTWARE TITLES (MANY ARE NOW
DISCOUNTED), BOOKS

tively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games. Thebenefits are many and varied, Full or

AND PERIPHERALS IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES.
CALL IN TODAY FOR YOURS

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a rela
part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

£1 000 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
TO PERSONAL CALLERS

^r 0273 674626
31 PILTON PLACE (ASTU09)
KING AND QUEEN STREET

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

OPEN 10 AM TO 5.30 PM MONDAY TO SATURDAY
44 GEORGE STREET, KEMPTOWN, BRIGHTON
OPPOSITE THE AMERICAN EXPRESS BUILDING

FIRST AID

Computer repairs

FOR
TECHNOLOGY

ATARI ST/AMIGA
Simply send your machine

with a £15 diagnostic fee ari
you will be sent a written

quotation for the cost of
repairing your machine.

• TYpWtff^45. 1WEEK TURNAROUND
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ
0582 491949 (4 LINES)

HARSH WORDS?
Having read with dismay of the demise of ST
World, I awaited with interest to see the result

of the merger with the down-market Atari ST
User. I eagerly purchased the first combined
issue but was instantly disappointed - pages

of games reviews, glossy adverts, confusing
layout, lack of continuity, dismal letters page,
few news items and a worthless free disk.

Tacked on to the end of this, a throwaway
waste of rain-forest calling itself ST World
Quarterly...(edited here to spare the weak of
heart - Ed).

James S H Layman, Belgium.
Er, yes, fine and a jolly nice day to
you too!

VIBRO SCENE?
It seems to be common knowledge nowa
days that the most vibrant ST scene is to be

found in Germany. Most UK PD libraries carry
some German software, but try as I might I
have been unable to locate the name and

address of any PD library in Germany itself. I
wonder if you could help?
I am currently trying to break into the ST

shareware market (oh,there is one, then? -Ed)
with a Hypertext package. If I'm permitted a
free plug then (no, you're not - Ed) is its name
and I'd like to distribute a German language

others selling disks at shows dont

have a great pile duplicated on the
cheap in order to rip off punters,
most of the games and programs you
buy at a show are cheap because
there's no distributor's cut and most
of the stuff knocked out is old and

therefore taking up valuable space
at the warehouse - better it should

be sold off in one fell swoop.
Is the rest of your software OK? If

it is, and you still suspect the disks
of being faulty try calling NAME and
NAME, the houses responsible for
the packages. If you're nice - and
have genuine problems (and I'm sure
both clauses are true) - then the
disks will be replaced.

it's concentrating on PCs, the ST family or
whatever and to split the business and enter
tainment aspects of its products to allow
each to develop independently. I had gone to
the show to see, and if possible purchase an
Atari TT. The ones on the Atari stand (and
other major ST product suppliers) all seemed
to have labels on saying such things as
'damaged keyboard' or 'faulty monitor' and
not even Silica Shop could tell me when I will
be able to purchase a TT. Unless Atari gets
its act together, I shall be forced to purchase
power and forget the price by choosing a PC
(yawn) or a Mac (£-ouch!).
Good luck with the new magazine!
Mark Tennent, Hove, Sussex.

I

attended

the

press

conference

hosted by Bob Gleadow who stated

YET MORE GROVELLING
I bought a copy of the new-look Atari ST User
at the recent Atari '90 show. I felt that I must

send you a brief note to say that I think
you've cracked it at last! The new look is a

thousand times better than the old one, in

fact I'm so impressed that I've actually
placed a regular order with my newsagent.
But (and there's always a but...), the only

quite categorically that TTs would
be on sale 'in June'.However when a

wag from the audience pointed out
that this was June he fumbled a lit
tle then came back with 'later in

June'. I think you can draw your own
conclusions from that comment Now

if

you can just find a decent Mac

supplier...

reason I used to buy the old 'User was for the

version directly into this market, rather than
hope the English one just diffuses across

adventure section, which other mags ignored
- it seems that you are going the same way!
Please try and find space to expand this sec
tion of the mag, then you'll be a perfect ST

there sometimes.

mag as far as I'm concerned.

Kevin Woolley, Perthshire, Scotland.

Melvy Sach, Essex.

BITTERLY DISAPPOINTED!
I have just received my copy of Atari ST User

for which I have been a patron for approxi
mately 4 years, way back to the 8-bit Atari
User magazine.
I have never in that time had cause to

Free mention, indeed! Anyone know
a good German PD library? Pass it
on. OK, OK! Kev's package is called
Hype! sounds jolly good and is avail

Take a look at The Faun's (real name
Phil Armstrong) fantastic section in
'Aspects' every month. It's full of the

moan and complain (you had your eyes
closed, right? - Ed), but today I am bitterly
disappointed on several points. In May and
June my copy of the mag arrived on the 1st

able from most PD libraries or by
sending £3 directly to WoolleySoft,
Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramoyle,

latest news and gossip to keep
adventuring boys and girls happy for
the entire month (and check this

the 14th. Looking through the post can be
very unhappy when you are expecting some

Dunblane, Perthshire FK15 OBA for

month for solutions to some of the

version 1.0.

forgotten problems...)

Ignoring

the

adventurers?

Never!

some software that I bought at the recent 16-

NOTT
The July issue of Atari ST User I bought at

bit show in London. I realise that the disks

the Atari '90 show is excellent - a blend of

were cheaper than those that are advertised

what was the best magazine and the best

in your great magazine, but one would expect

disk with a free magazine attached, produc
ing a result to beat all other ST format publi

them to work!

cations. I hope this first issue has set the

I refer firstly to Ghostbusters II package
that I was sold. Disk a was completely blank

standard and Atari

and the other three disks would not work with

watered down in the months to come by too

ST

User will not be

out it. Unfortunately, I didn't ask for a receipt

much emphasis on entertainment software

and therefore don't know where I obtained the

and I look forward to receiving the first copy

package from (though if I had a plan of the
show I might be able to identify the stand.
The organisers had no programs left!)
Secondly, another disk, Toobin, became

of the quarterly ST World.

blank after 2 uses by my daughter (any rea

phone at the Chichester offices.

son?), and she didn't trash the disk. I realise

For Inside Trader's information, my copy of
MS Write has run without crashing from

that I now have two useless packages due to
my own fault (ie not checking that I had the
receipts), but I would expect the disk to work
in the first place. Perhaps this might be a
warning to other users to check where their

thing which never seems to come. Is there a
publishing date? If not, I think a date should

be given each month saying when the ensu
ing magazine will arrive.

SORRY SOFTWARE
I write to complain about the standard of

and 2nd of each month, but now it arrives on

The photographs of you all are very reveal
ing - how young you all look. No wonder
Hugh Gollner's Mother answers the tele

floppy, RAM and hard disks and with a selec

tion of accessory programs installed on my
Mega 4. However, I have been unable to

games are coming from.
K A Creaser, Bracknell, Berks.

install GDOS onto my 4Mb STE, the three
STEs I have had from my supplier have all
bombed out when attempting to read the
assign.sys file at boot up, even though the

I smell a little silicon rat. Both pack
ages were either blank or became

same file boots perfectly from the Mega. A
call to Atari's Bob Katz resolved nothing, he

blank after buying them from the

admitted (at the time) he knew very little

show? Sounds to me as though there
is something wrong with your system

about the ST!

not the disks. Software houses and

but surely it's time for Atari to decide whether

The Atari show was great value for money

I was very down today after waiting six
weeks between issues for what is to me

some important information from Pendragon completing some adventures including Fish,
but alas nothing. Where is he? Has he disap
peared like his predecessor Brillig. Gone
without

a

trace.

Did

he

die?

I

miss

him....(edited here to protect the weak of
patience...)
G P Blake, Bitterne, Southampton.
Look, I know the mag's good, but it's
not that good! 'Bitterly disappointed',
'very down', 'very unhappy' - slight
exaggeration? If receiving 'USER is
the only highlight of your month then
you have my pity.
The mag was late because it had
been re-worked, re-vamped and re
launched in order to provide even
more coverage of what's good and

bad on the ST scene. Stay with us,
you'll discover that we care about

you and want to provide you with the
best read around.

Pendragon? Passed on to pastures
(and pseudonyms) new I'm afraid.
But worry not, for the adventure col
umn will flourish under the new and

enthusiastic guidance of Geordie
adventurer The Faun (whose real
name I'm sure you're all aware of).
Atari ST User
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ATARI REPAIRS
Atari Approved Service Centre

136
136
46
52 & 53

Avon Micro Centre

136

Best Byte

124

Bruce Everiss

136

Byteback
Cambridge Bus. S/W

128
62

Care Electronics

128

Castle Computers
CMV Computers
Computer Connections
Com puterwize
Digital Dimension
Digital International

56
68
102
134
88
2

Datel Electronics

'"

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,
Monitors, Disk Drives etc
Atari trained engineers

All work fully guaranteed
Free estimates

Full range of ST's repaired

AVON MICRO CENTRE
Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH
Telephone: 0789 292269

29

Digicom

23

Eurolink
Evesham Micros
Frontier Software

66 & 67
78 & 79
140

Gasteiner Technologies

24 , 64

GFA
Goodman PDL

116
134

HAL Computers
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Hi-Soft
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139
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Joy of Life Arts
Kingsway Computers
Lad broke Com puti n g

88
130
16

Mail Centa
Mandarin Software

114
130, 132

Manor Court Supplies

104

MB Software

128

MD Office Supplies

95

Media Direct

20, 132

Merlin Express

15

Micro APL
Microdeal
MicroLink

116
32
96

MJC Supplies

12

MPH
MT Software
Music Matrix
Overseas Media
PDOM PD

92
80
136
3
85

Perrymere

134

PML
Ramara House Software
Rombo Productions
School Software

-92
88
6
120

Silica Shop
SK Marketing

61, 107, 109
10

Softmachine
Softsellers

•

104
59, 114

Software City
Soft Exchange

74
122

Softville PD

83

Software Express

124

Stal Iion Software
ST Club

88
130

ST Computing

132

Star Software
The Software Clearance Centre

34
48

Third Coast Technologies

30 & 31

Turbosoft
We Serve

40
122

WTS Computers

134

Learn Foreign Vocabulary
Easily with ST-Vocab
• Never again does anybody need to stare at foreign words,
to make them sink in. Instead, use your ST's CAL power with

ST-Vocab - a program for language students up to GCSE
level and beyond.

• After loading one of the dictionaries supplied, or typing in
words of your own, you can test yourself, speed-learn, edit,
save, print, etc. Plus many other features in a powerful
environment.

* Caters for all languages with Roman letters (like French,

Spanish, Latin etc). Accented letters are also available.
* Send a cheque or PO for £10.99 (to Academic Software)
at 128 Ingram Avenue, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP21 9DJ.
(Please allow 7 days).

EEBSffiS
FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS ON
SITE TO UNDERTAKE REPAIRS OF,

COMPUTERS, DISC-DRIVES,
PRINTERS AND MONITORS.

ii

ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR
3 MONTHS. FREE ESTIMATES.

Tel: MARK OR MARTIN (0527 85) 3374
BUSINESS HOURS Mon-Sat 9am to 8pm

AMPOWER i
COMPUTER REPAIRS
15aALCESTER ROAD, STUDLEY, WARKS B80 7AG

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION
PURPOSE
PHILOSOPHY

ST MUSIC MATRIX
MIDI DISK MAGAZINE FOR ATARI ST.
TO AID THE ST MUSICIAN TO UNDERSTAND
AND WORK WITH MIDI.

tyfA

N6ft

TO AIM TOWARD NEW HORIZONS FOR MIDI
MUSICIANS

Educational by design. Covering every aspect of the MIDI and MUSIC data available for the ST com
puter. Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New Voices, News, Reviews, MIDI &MUSIC tutorials,

Complete WORKING sequencers. (1&7). Along with these extensive files each issue includes

MFS SEQUENCES. YOU become the ARRANGER/PRODUCER of the music. E.g. Eroica Passage

[Issue 5) ALGORITHMIC MUSIC GENERATORS - MIDI Demos. MIDI Software written in Basic.

Series starifing U srmtrh WITH FXAMPLE MIDI PROGRAMS in ST, FAST, GFA, POWER, HISOFT
and STOS Basics also TEACHING MIDI IN 68000 Assembler. (Issue 5) Issue 7 NEW 16-TRAK
SEQUENCER which supporte MIDI THRU and EDITING, a KAWAI Kl Editor with new voice banks
ondKORGMl DEFAULT VOICES. ISSUE 8 now has full working Kl Editor, 50 New Korg Ml Voices

and.32New Kawai Kl Voices. ISSUER hasNEW ROLAND DIP EDITOR With all functions enabled
and Voice Databank softwnre Also 7 Banks of 64 Voices for the ROLAND D5. ISSUE 10 has a
KAWAI K4 EDITOR Demo and Samples for Replay 4 with editing software. New MIDI DATABASE

DISK RELEASE - Our P/D MIDI listing hos been updated. - Send just £2 for ourlatest list plus Matrix

extracts on disk.

The MUSIC MATRIX costs £10 perissue ORany 4 issues for£35
ALLPRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT, P&PAND 1st CLASS MAIL DELIVERY

E3

Available only from The Music Matrix, 14Main St,East Wemyss, Fife KYI 4RU
Phone 0592 714887 - 24 hrs - OR PRESTEL mbx 21-9999-427

nAMCQI IMF"
GAMESLINE'

3mins ofmind blowing
entertainment
Pr*rtot«r I.Emtss.F*.B«i 7l.KlnctMi.Wtrvtck.CVlS 0XA.
Callscharged at 25p per minute cheap rale and 38p per minute al oil other times
_„^_______™ { Ask whoever pays phone bill) ••• . .
—

DOUBLE-SIDED DILEMMA!
I own an Atari 1040STFM with a double-sided

disk drive and I frequently like to play games,
but I get awfully frustrated when I am asked
to change disks.

Why can't the software companies think of
a logical way to sell their games and cut
down on disk swapping for people with dou
ble-sided drives and also still be compatible
with single sided drives?

I have an idea that might be useful to the
producers and would not cost them any more
than the way they are making them now.
Most games come with two single-sided flop
py disks totalling to a double-sided disk and
all the files added together shouldn't exceed
1Mb of memory.

Apart from these minor difficulties my son
and I enjoy your magazine but especially

miss the now discontinued cover disc maga
zine

which

tem so it knows whether it has a double-

sided or single-sided drive and the amount
of memory available. Take Rainbow Islands

for example. The game consists of two sin
gle-sided disks. Why not copy disk B onto

forward

to

each

issues of ST World are currently
being dealt with.

to replacing it.
We always love to hear from our
overseas readers especially when

DODGY DISTRIBUTION
As I write this it is three days since I phoned

they are as happy with the magazine

your distributors to find out if issue 54 was in

as you obviously are.

the shops. On that day, I was assured that
the August edition was indeed on sale. But

But what can

we say about distribution...apart
from it ain't our problem mate! Seri
ously though there's nothing we can
do about the post - maybe you could
fetch up at our offices once a month.

three days later and there's still no sign of it. I
understand that there may well be a delay
when it comes to delivering all the way up
' here in the dark and misty highlands but hon
estly, this happens every month.

MUSIC OFFER?

On the the disk there should be a file

placed and run first every time the game is
loaded. This file should check the user's sys

wenlooked

month. We hope you will give some thought

you haven't experienced any prob
lems when dealing with UK mail
order companies and your back

Could you please have a word with your
distributors about their highland delivery?

I thank you for our new-look Atari ST User

J A Bain, Hilton, Inverness.

magazine. As a budding songwriter, I am
very pleased to see the inclusion of more
music-oriented articles, reviews and the
addition of music software on the cover disk.

I had several in fact. What's that?
The words? GET YOUR ASS INTO
GEAR!

the other side of disk A so that owners with a

However, I have a small suggestion to put
to you. Is it possible for you to include a spe
cial music offer within the existing readers

double-sided drive can access both sides,

offers section?

therefore not needing to swap, and single-

Glancing through 'USER in which my hus

Say for instance, a compilation of Editor
tested/received public domain software, or
perhaps a music package with a £30 - E35

band's nose is perpetually buried I noted that
many of the letters praised the excellence of
the contents. I also noticed that most of the

sided drive owners can access side one of

disk A then swap disks when prompted (your

MEN ONLY?

cover disk is a great example!)
The program can also check to see how
much memory the computer has so if it has
say 1Mb of memory, all the files can be load

price range?

subscribers were male.

I feel sure that like myself, offers like this
would thrill your readers and sell like hot-

ever considered the side effects of this so-

ed in one go therefore cutting out the multi-

N S Walker, Hemel Hempstead.

wives of the poor besotted 'USER addicts?
When my husband bought this infernal

cakes. How about it, Ed?

loading stages.

Have those responsible for this magazine
called excellence - to wit, the effect on the

I hope you find this a good idea as it can
be useful for people like myself with a double

PS Any old music software you don't want

machine home some years ago a strange

anymore can be dumped through my letter

metamorphosis took place.

-sided drive and it also does not cost the

box, OK?

What used to be a typically normal man you know the sort of thing - seen around the

software houses any more money.
E Thai, Ramsgate, Kent.

Within minutes of your name hitting
the newsstands, interested software

houses up and down the country will
be queueing up eager to empty the
contents of their bulging wallets in
your direction.

WHAT A VERY NICE MAN...
I am writing to say that you have a jolly nice
editor at 'USER - gosh am I really saying

Yes, right, thankyou...

PPS I only ask because I'm currently doing
an Employment Training Computer course
and I am on a very low income.

Edmund Blake, Bath.

Oh, golly...urn....gosh what can I say?
You've

made

me

blush...I

love

it

though... please carry on ya?

As a STE user and an Atari ST User maga
zine reader for the past eighteen months I
find it disappointing that people outside the
UK cannot take part in any of your special
offers. Particularly I am miffed about your
January Magazine offering KEYWORD with a

tle ST is no use. It's just a toyreally".
Celebration all around. He has kicked the
habit. He is back with us in the real world of

As for the reader offers idea, it's a
very good one and will probably be

domestic normality.

taken up soon.

Alas it did not last. One fateful day he
picked up this magazine ST USER. The

GOODIE-GOODIE SOFTWARE
SWOTS!
Atari ST User is to be congratulated on the
new look July 1990 issue and the new format

cover disk. I was particularly impressed by
the excellence of the art work and the diver

the games content a little and provide more
articles with technical depth...
In reply to Rodney Kirk ('Duped Down
Under', 'USER 53), you invited readers to
advise you of any software companies who
fail to provide goods after a reasonable time.

My experiences with the UK software companies have been generally good. In particular,

subscription but only to UK readers. So I turn

Prospero Software has been simply outstand

to page 127 and think OK I'll buy KEYWORD

ing in terms of prompt product delivery (Pay
ment of bribes? - Ed) and user support.

only to find that offer expired January 30
1989. Great disappointment.

Now I always bought ST USER through a
regular order from a local newsagents shop,
yet here it is April when your January issue
arrives. Cannot ther be a little leeway in time
limits, for overseas potential purchasers.

There was a ray of hope about six months
later when one morning he declared "This lit

a welcome thud on your doormat.

sity of articles. Now if you can only reduce

MIFFED OF NEW ZEALAND

recluse, closeted in with his ST and tortured

thoughts until the small hours and looking
haggard and thoughtful in the mornings.

Yeah, I've got the message, and a bit
of music software will shortly make

this?! However I feel that a little more humour

is needed in the magazine if it is to reach its
full potential (see what you can do).

house regularly, chatting, grumbling, joking,
complaining and so on - turned into a semi-

Regrettably, I'm less satisfied with the
response that I have received from ST World

addiction returned, with sinister variations.

Only half his spare time is now spent with
the perfidious contraption. The other half is
spent boring everyone with mumbo-jumbo
about assemblers, recursio and some space
age deity called Waddy Love.
There

seems to

be

no

cure

for

this

malaise. The only consolation is that it could

be worse (drink, women, gambling, fishing or
Elvis Presley). And at least it keeps him
home, sort of.

However, the addiction might be tempered
if the publishers of this magazine would tone
it down and make it a bit more.boring.
I feel somehow that this appeal will fall on
computerised male chauvanistic ears, but it

should at least give them a conscience. And

let the other computer widows know that they
are not alone.

Mrs H. Horgan, Didcot,. Oxon.

magazine in obtaining back copies.
Gary Kendrick, Weetangera, Australia.

Well to tell you the truth I really
don't see a problem here. If it really
is that bad package him up and send

Ta for the compliments, glad to hear

address.

him

to

ST USER

at

Atari ST User

the

-•

usual

Close Box
Write to: Close Box, AtariST User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

THE KENNEL CLUB
Back in the beginning,
when the ST was young and
its programmers foolish,
many products of, ahem,
less than superior quality
appeared on the market,
then quickly disappeared
amongst a flurry of denigra
tion. Every dog has its day
however

Kennel,

and

we

here

feel

in

it's

the

time

these dogs of the software
world returned to the light of
day...

Ever wanted to spend
good money turning your

colour TV into a black and
white
TV?
How
about

started

with

a

sleek

and

INSIDE
TRADER

Betamax or your latest boy-

powerful 16-bit silicon mon
ster growling hungrily on
your desk-top, ran E-Type,
and ended up with a

racer vehicle for a Skoda?

eunoch

Remember

Len takes TT on tour - last month's revelation of

Don't pooh-pooh the idea,
the big downgrade is just
what Digita International
expected you to do with the
company's ludicrous offer
ing, E-Type.
"Turn your ST into a
Typewriter" ran the advertis

those fake plastic Petite
typewriters of yester-year?

the move to boost the TT's performance with a
32MHz clock speed came to light without even a

You

mention of a rather interesting visit to Europe, by
none other than VP of Atari development,

exchanging a spanking new
VHS video for a crappy old

ZX81.

know,

the ones little

ing blurb, and that's just

girls always got their fingers
jammed in? E-type was
worse!
Completely, utterly
and entirely useless, E-Type
gets the Great Dane award
for the biggest software dog

what the program did. You

so far...

Leonard Tramiel.

Naturally enough reports are still unconfirmed
but word is that Leonard turned up in Europe -

more specifically Germany - and took the trouble
to ask a few developers exactly what they thought
the TT should be like and what should be done to

improve it. "Make it at least as powerful as
Commodore's A3000" is reputed to have been the

DICKY

DESKTOPS!

Have you got a strange set-up? Do desks awash
with disks, joysticks and junk make it decidedly dif
ficult for you to compute? David Bedford of
Lightwater, Surrey sent this shot, but all it proves
to Dicky Desktops is what a neat W tidy guy he is.
Everything laid out in orderly rows, disks to hand
and the printer loaded with fresh paper, ready to

reply. Leonard must have taken some notice and
sure enough, news of a suitably fast 32MHz TT
started to trickle out soon after - manufacturer

denials were conspicuous by their absence.
Trader points out that this is good news for
Atari fans, as they'll soon be able to get even
more power without too much on the price...
Other movements on the TT front suggest

rather strongly that Atari will be launching the
new TT at the 1990 Dusseldorf show at the end of

August. But hang on, didn't that happen last year?

baby and printed only as a warning to other

And wasn't there a TT preview at the Hannover
show the year before that? Far be it from Trader to
speculate, but if you hold out 'till Dusseldorf '91,
you might even catch a glimpse of an ultra fast TT

'neatos' looking for page space.

with a 48MHz Motorola 68040 CPU. Who knows

go.

It's like the 'after' shot of a 'before and after1 ad

for the Bonco Desk-o-Clean - not good enough Dave-

Desks resembling cesspits make it to the safety

what's going on over in Sunnyvale, this might not
be the claptrap you should be dismissing it as...

of the page, so if yours contains everything in
hideous excess, snap it and send it in.

TOS plays the game - a reader from the
Nertherlands has written claiming that he's found

by lines
"It's like owning one of the first light bulbs ever made and then having to
wait for your town to be wired with electricity!"

a simple game built into the STE's operating sys
tem. Because the enhanced machine has greater

ROM space, the TOS programming team have
had a little room to spare. Our anonymous con
tributor says that the game is a crude character-

based shoot-em-up with with a few simple sound
effects.

A keen STE owner living in New York USA, waiting to get hold of some software that makes
use of the graphics and sound in his new machine.

Raunchy

key out of the main QWERTY set.
Mr X. from the Netherlands says that he found
the game by accident one evening, but can't
remember the exact key combination he used. He
thinks you have to press the keys in a specific
order. If anyone else discovers this neat little trick,

Grannies

done...

Does your Granny compute? If the

Trader wants to hear it from you - there's no gos

old dear regularly gets hot over

sip without gossip mongers, so trader is very keen
to hear from anyone who wants to spill the beans
on anything interesting or amusing that's happen
ing in the ST scene. We can't guarantee your snip
pet will make the headlines in Trader's column -

silicon, makes croaky-voiced
exclamations such as "How about

a cup of tea and pass me a

disassembler, sonny..." snap her,

wrap her and send her in. A
handsome prize to the STer with
the raunchiest Granny...

Atari ST User

Apparently, the game is activated from the
Desktop by pressing a combination of keys
including control, alternate, left-shift, F7 and a

please write in and let Trader know how it's

after all, there has to be some censorship. You can
remain anonymous if you wish, but the juiciest
stories are more likely to get an airing if Trader
knows his leg isn't being pulled too hard. Ouch!

<£&&W<1 /e? ieokt ev-wfa /
Actually shipping at last, Lattice C version 5 is an extremely versatile and powerful development
system for the popular C programming language, adhering closely to the new ANSI standard. The
system is characterised by a truly flexible environment together with the attainment of a very high
speed of object code execution.
in the development of Lattice C 5 for the Atari ST,the emphasis was on producing a package which
can be used easily by the novice to the language as well as by the seasoned expert. Freedom of choice
for the user was essential if this goal was to be attained and this has been achieved at all levels of
the development cycle resulting in a flexible, easy-to-use and extremely powerful collection of
programming tools - probably the ultimate C system for the Atari ST!

Key features
Powerful C compiler generating very fast native code, plus high ANSI conformance
High performance global optimiser for removing redundant code
Fast linkers with many features including automatic branch extension
Fully integrated HiSoft environment with complete configurability and brand-new, multiwindow editor, from which you can run all the other tools
The most complete set of C libraries ever released on the ST: Lattice C 3 , HiSoft C, Lattice
C 5, ANSI, UNIX, AES, VDI, BIOS, XBIOS, CEMDOS and LineA

Librarian for examining and constructing libraries quickly & easily
Powerful and flexible Resource Construction Set, the very latest version of HiSoft WERCS
Standard assembler allowing quick & easy low level programming. Link with other
assemblers like DevpacST
Disassembler for you to optionally hand-optimise the code produced by the package
Special version of the MONSTdebugger allowing automatic loading of your source code
and tracing via line numbers together with a host of low level debugging commands

Lattice C 5 requires:
Any Atari ST computer with at least 512K memory, a double-sided floppy disk drive & TOS
in ROM, although the use of 2 floppies or a hard disk & lMb+ of memory is recommended.
The package contains:

3-volume documentation; User Manual, Library Manual and Atari Library Manual giving
comprehensive details of the complete system including a step-by-step tutorial
7 double-sided disks in a protective wallet
Full installation instructions for your particular system.

Desk File Block Edit Options IJJ.MJ'il I
Line:

2 Hen:299fl5

oindude <stdfo.h>
int nain(void)

{
printf("Helli
return 0;

>

Run

Other..

Run Kith Sh

Desk

File

Block

Edit

Options
!

Prograri

Tools

RlMJTFSTMJTF^T

T

Conpiler Options

BO Require function prototypes
I-eg I Process ftNSI trigraphs

I~ci | Suppress multiple includes of sane file
[-ck | Allow new keywords

I-en | Allow nultip

rhJir-artnr rnngtanf:

Desk File Block Edit ItnftHfl^ Proaran Tools

I-co I Enable old s'

Lattice C5 - a flexible environment..

I-cr| Allow regist

B9 Create only
I~ct I Enable warni

/* v.opnvwk input array *,
short work_in[li]=-U, 1,1,1

I-cu I Force all ch
/* v_opnvwk output array *
short work_out[57]
int nain(void)

...a host of options.

Lattice C
version 5

7he 0 Complies-

f(or mow- Atow'ST

i
short handle;
short junk;

/* virtual workstation handle */

appLinitO;

/* start AES */

/* unused variable */

handle=graf_handle(8junk,8junkJSjunk,Sjunk);

/* find fiES handle */

v_opnvwk (work-in,handle,work-out);
v-Clrwk(handle)i

/* clear workstation */

vgf.interior(handle;FIS_USER);

/* open workstation #/

/* select fill type user-defined */

.<#&

an unbeatable combination of power & ease-of-use.

Unoy £149 inc. - ordw ciour- copa, noui;/
is just one product from our growing software range for the
Atari ST. Other titles include: Harlekin (£49.95). KnifeST (£29.95),
Spectre GCR (£379), DevpacST (£59.95), HiSoft BASIC (£79.95), Power
;BASIC (£49.95), HiSoft C (£49.95), FTL Modula-2 (£99.95), CRAFT
(£49.95), HiSoft FORTH (£39.95), TurboST 1.8 (£34.95), Tempus 2
(£39.95), WERCS (£29.95), ProFlight (£39.95) & more.
All software should be available from your local dealer. In case of
difficulty, you can order directly from HiSoft by phone, using your Access

or Visa card or by mail, using Access, Visa, a cheque or postal orders. Our
prices include VAT and shipping within the UK

HiSoft, The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE.
Tel: (0525) 718181, Fax: (0525) 713716
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High Quality Software

No More

Out Of

Memory'
Headaches
With Frontier Software's Xtra-RAM, you can do
away with those nasty 'Out Of Memory' messages
which seem to come up just when you are in a
hurry to finish your latest creation - whether it's a

page of desktop published brilliance, a piece of
superb artwork or a spreadsheet which contains
all of the information which your bank manager
has been demanding since last week.
Wo Weed To Send Your ST Away

Upgrading the RAM memory of your Atari ST
(whether it's a 520ST, 520STM, 520STFM,
1040STF, 1040STFM, Mega 1ST or Mega 2ST)

usually means sending your ST away or doing a
large amount of delicate nerve-racking soldering
yourself. Frontier's Xtra-RAM is installed by you,

in your own home or office without the need for
any soldering whatsoever (The Xtra-RAM even
fits STs with surface-mounted MMU°° or RAM

chips)
Easy To Install - No Soldering

The installation process takes around an hour
(the Xtra-RAM simply plugs into two places
inside your ST) and is carefully explained in a

detailed 32 page manual which is written withthe
non-technical ST user in mind. If you have any

problemsduringthe installation process, Frontier's
technical staff are always available on the phone
to offer assistance.

Wo Weed To Stop At 1MB

Most RAM upgrades leave you with your 72MB
ST upgraded to 1MB and that's it! If you need any
extra memory at a later date you are expected to

go out and buy a Mega ST - Notso withthe XtraRAM. The Xtra-RAM has been designed to take
two sizes of industry-standard RAM memory

chips. With sixteen 256Kbit RAM chips the Xtra-

RAM will upgrade your 72MB Atari ST to 1MB,
making it totally memory compatible with the
1040ST and Mega 1ST. When you decide that
you need more memory you can change those
sixteen RAM chips for sixteen 1Megabit chips
(again with no soldering whatsoever) in around
ten minutes and your ST will be expanded to

RAM testing program (so that you know with
certainty thai your installation has worked), RAM
disk and printer spooler software.

a 72MBSTto 1MB (can
later upgrade to 272MB

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Xtra-RAM is supplied under Frontier's ten

1040STFM and Mega 1ST will be expanded to
27.MB, Mega 2ST will be expanded to 4MB).

day money back guarantee, which means that if
you don't likethe Xtra-RAM, for any reason, you
can return it for a full refund within ten days of

purchase. The Xtra-RAM also carries a full twelve

simply by changing RAM
chips)
Xtra-RAM Populated with 16
1Megabit RAM chips
to upgrade keyboard STs

and Mega 2STs to 4MB

you is totally compatible with all of your Atari ST
programs. The ST's memorycontrollerchip 'logs'

• Available With Or Without RAM Chips

in the extra memory and makes it available for

Frontier supply the Xtra-RAM in three ways:

your programs. You will automatically get more
memoryfor DTP,word processing, MIDI, running
the Atari Laser printer and everything else that

(1) Unpopulated (withno RAM memory chips, so
that you can purchase your own),
(2) Populated with 16 256KbitRAM chips (taking

Software Included

EveryXtra-RAM upgrade is supplied with a free

£79.99

and Mega 1STs to 272MB

months' guarantee.

The extra RAM memory that the Xtra-RAM gives

you use your ST for.

£64.99

Xtra-RAM Populated to upgrade

2V2MB (520ST, 520STM, 520STFM, 1040STF,

Totally Compatible

Xtra-RAM Unpopulated

£189.99

All prices include VAT. Please add £2.30 postage and packing to

any V2MB ST to 1MB. This, of course, can
take your ST to 272MB whenever you wish

all orders under £120.00. Frontier accepts payment by Visa or
Access.

Available from your local dealer, or
direct from:

simply by changing to 1Megabit RAM chips)
(3) Populated with 16 1Megabit RAM chips (to
take any keyboard ST or Mega 1ST to 2V2MB
or any Mega 2ST to 4MB).

OOTheXtra-RAM must be fitted to STs with surface-mounted MMU chips by Frontier Software. Youcan fitthe Xtra-RAM to STs with

surface mounted RAM chips with nosoldering as long as theMMU andVideo Shifter chips areinsockets. Call Frontier for more details.

Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire H62 OBE.

Telephone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.

